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FOREWORD
Janmabhoomi as conceived and introduced by the Hon'ble
Chief Minister Nara Charidrababu'Naidu, though primarily relates to
Shramadan (Gift of Labour) on the part of the people, it is to be
reckoned as significant movementwith economic, social, cultural and
psychological ingredients educating, appealing, inviting and
encouraging people to plan, organize and develop in order to
accomplish community needs and infrastructure on their own. It is
not simply educating one individual but it is a very effective education
to the entire community which is to become a tradition and value
system of the community for its development. Janmabhoomi as a
movement goes with emotional tone instilling activity and pride on
the part of the members of the community. In the course of the last
seven years it has drawn the attention not only of the people but the
entire administration, and the personnel at different levels. The
Janmabhoomi as a people's movement initiated and augmented by
the Government is expected to be a continuous periodic movement
towards development. The expectation is that this movement should
become a part of the socio-cultural value system to be observed and
carried on in-action for all-round development in the rural and urban
communities. It is envisaged that it should be something sacred as
in the case of certain traditional and religious observances.
As one could see, in the case of Janmabhoomi, it is being
initiated by the State Government, mobilizing all the administrative
resources and soliciting, motivating and encouraging the people to
participate in the chosen programme. The communities though they
are interested in their development, may not maintain the same
momentum of spirit and seriousness in their efforts to meet their
needs. A constant and a periodic awakening of the community is
essential tq.carry on self-help community development. More often,
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a community may not realize its own resources, the potential it has
and the way in which the potentialcould be utilizedfor its development.
There is need for some body like the State authority to remind the
people what they could do for themselves with partial assistance
from the government. In this kind of development, the people playa
major role and the state a supportive role It should become an
established tradition of continuous improvement in the quality of life
in rural and urban communities. The Janmabhoomi as popular

a

and pragmatic movement is committed to generate enthusiasm and
action on the part of the community for its overall and comprehensive
development towards a richer life.
The beauty in this approach is, every action is planned and every
implementation is detailed and reported and consolidated at the state
level. All major to minor activities of development are streamlined. If
you look at the whole operation in the Janmabhoomi programme, it
is similar to a detailed road map as to what is to be done, who is to
do, who to report and so on. Very clear-cut guidelines for operation
are provided in each round of Janmabhoomi. The way in which
development is carried on through Janmabhoomi is quite meticulous,
meticulous in planning and meticulous in execution. We do not say
that every attempt has been successful because, it is not a monoaction by government departments alone, but it is acting and
implementing with the people and people's representatives. It is wellnigh impossible to expect the same kind of response and action on
the part of the public who are the beneficiaries of the programme.
There are of course, missing links and failures too. But it is to be
said that Janmabhoomi is a singular kind of a successful innovative
action with minute details for operation and reporting. Every action
is accounted for not only in terms of expenditure but in terms of
achievement also. Nowhere, in any development effort, we do find
such minute operational details. One should say that it is.a model for
development in terms of planning and execution of programmes.
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The material documented is not simply what has been done
under the programme. The document also indicates the way in which
things have been organized and carried out. This will serve as a
guide for any kind of action programme in terms of development.
It may be mentionedhere that the Governmentof Andhra Pradesh
has sponsored the documentation of "Janmabhoomi In Andhra
Pradesh -A Comprehensive
Multi-Sectoral
Approach To
Development" and the Department of Administrative Reforms,
Pensions & Public Grievances, Govt. of India was kind enough to
provide financial assistance for documentation of the project.
I congratulate Dr. E.D. Setty, Consultant of this Institute for
the efforts he has made in documentingthis volume on "Janmabhoomi
In Andhra Pradesh -A Comprehensive Multi-Sectoral Approach To
Development".

PVRK PRASAD, lAS

20th January, 2004
Hyderabad.

DIRECTOR GENERAL,
Dr. MCR HRD INSTITUTE OF AP &
EX-OFFICIO SPECIAL CHIEF SECRETARY
TO GOVT. OF ANDHRA PRADESH

PREFACE
It is interesting to see that the concept of Janmabhoomi is
akin to 'SAEMAUL UNDONG' a South Korean model of community
development. It may be relevant here to briefly look into SAEMAUL
UNDONG as itwas adopted by the South Korean Government. This
has been a nation-widedevelopment movement under the slogan of
diligence, cooperation and self-help. The first nation-widecommunity
development programme in Korea was launched in the late 1950s
after the Korean War, another trial was made in 1960s under the
name of National Reconstruction. But these two attempts were not
much of success and so in 1970s SAEMAUL UNDONG succeeded
in achieving the people's voluntary participation and active public
support. The community development projects in Korea were carried
out by community people themselves who were led by elected
SAEMAUL leaders. Integrated planning (Bottom-up and Top-down
mixed) was made democratically. Adequate administrative and
financial support and supervision were made with the priority of
hardworking communities.
Generally speaking, integrated community development
projects are designed to improve the standard of living and social
welfare of people living in communities through effective cooperative
utilization of all available physical and human resources. Every
community has a different historical,social and economic background,
which must be taken for project planning and implementation. The
community development in the name of SAEMAUL UNDONG can
be largely divided into three categories: spiritual reform, social
development and economic development. SAEMAUL UNDONG
based its action on the following principles: Firstly, the movement
relied on integrated participation of the whole nation. Everyone in
the community can take part in its development plans and
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programmes with common agreement by the community members.
Secondly,the SAEMAULspirit of diligence(self-help)and cooperation
has to reflect people's aspirations and visible in the everyday life.
Thirdly, all the activities must be undertaken in the interest and for
the benefit of the community. The members of the community should
be involved directly or indirectly in the increase of production and
income. The Korean model of community development though
emphasizes on community action it is always to be encouraged and'
supported by the State.
The State sponsored Janmabhoomi programme is akin to
Saemaul Undong Movement carried out in South Korea. The main
plank on which Janmabhoomi lays stress is participatory
development. This approach has gained currency and popularity
and settled down as a principal and as a slogan in developing rural
communities as well as the poor in the slums of the cities. In one
sense, we may say that Janmabhoomi is the culmination of earlier
efforts towards development in terms of assessing the individual and
community needs, planning, organizing and execution of the planned
activities.
An attempt is made, here, in documenting ,the various
programmes of development carried out under Janmabhoomi during
the past 19 rounds beginning in 1997.
As mentioned above, Janmabhoomi is an evolved system of
participatory development. In this context, it is relevant to have an
idea of the sporadic efforts made earlier towards rural development.
Chapter 1 briefly describes the concept of community development,
its origin, objectives, methods employed earlier, and the efforts made
by individual pioneers and government. This chapter briefly describes
Rabindranath Tagore's Sriniketan Experiment started in 1921,
Gurgaon, Marthandam, Sevagram of Gandhi, Baroda Plan of VT
Krishnamachari,Itawah Pilot Project,NilokheriofSK Dey, IndiaVillage
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Service, Firka Development Proqrarnme'inMadras State, Community
Development Programme initiated in 1952. In a sense, Chapter 1
briefly covers the areas focused upon and the methods employed in
initiating developmental activities in selected villages in several parts
of India.
The earlier experiments were imbued with patriotic zeal and
concern for/development. Initiators of these programmes had limited
resources both human and material but one dominant factor in all
these earlier experiments was the concern and commitment to bring
in a change for better in the rural communities.
These earlier experiments including the National Community
Development Programme started in 1950 cannot be called as tested
systematic full-proof efforts towards development. There have been
several lapses or shortcomings in most of these earlier experiments
but there were also lessons on the positive side to be imbibed in the
launching of new programmes towards rural development.
Chapter 2 brings out the lessons that we have learnt during
the several decades in our efforts towards rural development. Chapter
3 provides at a glance the constitution and functions of operational
bodies of Janmabhoomi. Chapter 4, at length, details operational
guidelines pertaining to development programmes taken up during
the rounds under Janmabhoomi.
By now 19 rounds have been completed and as a kind of
illustration, Chapter 5 provides details of selected rounds of
Janmabhoomi programmes. Clean and Green Programme occupies
a place of primacy in the entire gamut of Janmabhoomi programme.
In this context, Chapter 6 provides a brief situational analysis of rural
sanitation, followed by programmes under Clean and Green that arebeing carried out in the State.
Chapter 7 briefly describes the programmes related to
empowerment of women and self-employment in the State. With a
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twin objective, protecting existing forests and also contributing to
afforestation, at the same time helping people bordering forest areas,
the Government of Andhra Pradesh has constituted Vana
Samrakshana Samithis (VSSs) which are of group nature. Chapter
8 explains the way in which the VSSs are organized and are
functioning, the benefits they derive and the contribution they make
to increasing of forest area.
Ameliorating conditions of weaker sections in the State is
one of the main planks of development under Janmabhoomi. Chapter
9 provides details of the communities that fall under weaker sections
who have been helped in different waysin terms of providing financial
assistance and supply of tools and provision of infrastructuralfacilities
to carryon their trade.
Similarly, the disabled peopleof boththe sexes are recipients
of assistance under Cheyutha Programme. Chapter 10 spells out
the measures initiated by the Government to help the disabled people
which goes in the name of Cheyutha (Helping Hand).
Farmers constitute a major chunk of development. As it is
evident, farmers are caught in between the middlemen and the
consumers in terms of marketing their farm products. In order to
eliminate the middlemen who are of exploitative type and also to
help the consumer and mainly to see the farmer, producer of farm
products derives the maximum benefit through his farm operations,
the Government has come up with a novel idea of establishinq Rythu
Bazars in the State. Chapter 11 describes the way in which the
Rythu Bazars are organized and the manner in which they function.
Women who fall under below poverty line are the vulnerable
segment of rural and urban population. Under the centre sponsored
DWCRA, the State has made efforts organizing the women into selfhelp groups (SHGs) and they are slowly being made as microentrepreneurs and also self-employed. Chapter 12 speaks of the
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key features of DWCRA Programme and its objectives, the way in
which the beneficiaries are identified and formation of SHGs and the
kind of assistance extended to them and the way in which these
women self-help groups are being trained so that they could become
effective micro-entrepreneurs.
Similar to the DWCRA programme, the Chief Minister's
Employment of Youth (CMEY) constitutes one of the significant
programmes with the objective of employment generation on the part
of the youth in the state. Chapter 13 outlines the objectives of the
programme and training of the youth beneficiaries. Similar to the
training programme organized for SHGs, the youth also are trained
in entrepreneurship development and skill upgradation and also this
chapter brings out some success stories.
The principal factor for any success of rural development is
people's participation. The major emphasis in Janmabhoomi is
soliciting and ensuring people's participation in all facets of
development from the beginning to the end. One could see people's
participation in terms of money, labour and material and moreover
their participation in decision-making and planning of developmental
activities is highly appreciable. Even though, you cannot actually
measure people's participation in terms of their contribution in ideas
and the socio-psychologicalsupport for the programmes,they figured
largely in all the development programmes carried out under
Janmabhoomi. Chapter 14, in detail, while highlighting people's
involvement in development activities provides a detailed functional
model which spells out the indispensability of people participating in
development programmes. The final chapter gives a brief account
of Janmabhoomi Programmes.
It may be pointed out here, though it is documenting the
developmental efforts made by the State under Janmabhoomi during
the past 19 rounds, it not only serves as a documented material but
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it provides a kind of guide towards formulating and implementing
development programmesembracingall segments of socio-economic
development.
To sum up, the State of Andhra Pradesh has started the
journey of comprehensive rural development. And .itis a long way to
go for accomplishing the overall development of rural communities
wherein every individual is ensured the basic minimum needs and
leads a happy life. In this context while we refer to the journey of
development one could recall the famous Jinesof Robert Frost, the
National Poet of the United States of America,
'The woods are lovely dark and deep
I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep
And mites to go before I sleep".
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1
GENESIS AND EVOLUTION OF
RURAL ,DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
IN INDIA
)

In order to understand and appreciate the development
programmes initiated through Janmabhoomi in Andhra Pradesh, we

may briefly look into the earlier experiments of rural development
from which the present Janmabhoomi programme has drawn some
operational guidelines in order to successfully implement the
development programmes. This will give us a better understpnding
to appreciate the way in which the programmes under Janmabhoomi
are being carried out.
It may be useful to have an idea of the programmes initiated
by individual pioneers, missionaries and state level bodies in respect
to rural development. This brief coverage will provide some insights,
strategies, methods and organizational principles associated with
the programmes that are briefl.ydescribed.' In this context, w,elook
into the community development programme initiated in '1950s
followed by selected earlier experiments
Community development in its simple form, in its spirit and
practice, as a natural way of group life was not unfamiliar to the past
,
generations. Through centuries it has been functioning in many
forms, in varying situations, with different intensities. However,
Community Development in its new dimensions, in its magnitude of
application, and in its method of operation, as a deliberately initiated
process, is obviously of a recent origin. The concept is traceable to
programmes of economic development arid community organization
and their progenitors, and to mass education in some areas.
According to London School, "Community Development" has
emerged from the concept of "Mass Education". The report of the
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Secretary of State's1Advisory Committee on Education in 1944,on
mass education in Africa, is "taken as a starting point in the evolution
of Community Development as an Firmof government policy".
Later, the term 'Community Development' appears to have
originated from Cambridge. In 1948, the Cambridge Summer
Conference on African Administration recommended this term
defining it as, "a movement designed to promote better living for the
whole Community with the active participation, if possible on the
initiative of the community, but if this initiative is not forthcoming
spontaneously, by the use of techniques for arousing and stimulating
it in order to secure its active and enthusiastic response to the
movement. Com.munity Development embraces all forms of
development

(Community Development) must make use of the

cooperative movement and must put into effect in the closest
association with local government bodies".
According to Batten, it is "a process during which the people
in the small community first thoroughly discuss and define their wants,
and then plan and act together to satisfy them'. He recognizes here
that the stress is on the community.
Taylor appears to lay emphasis on the methods and on the
group or community more than on the accomplishments when he
says "community development is used only when local communities
become involved in helping to improve their own economic and social
I
conditions and thereby becoming effective working groups in
programmes of national development. The term 'Community
Development Programme' is used to describe only those
administrative plans and operational procedures which implement
Community Development Objectives".'
The concept of Community Development used by the United
Nations has a slightly different stress. "The term Community
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Development has come into international usage to connote the
process by which the efforts of the people themselves are united
with those of governmentalauthoritiesto improvethe economic, social
and cultural conditionsof communities,to integratethese communities
into the life of the nation, and to enable them to contribute fully to
national progress".5
A more elaborate definition has been formulated by the
International Cooperation Administration in Washington; "Community
Development is a process of Social action in which the people of a
community organize themselves for planning and action; define their
common and individual needs and problems; make group and
individual plans to meet their needs and solve their problems; execute
these plans with the maximumof reliance upon community resources;
and supplement these resources, when necessary, with services and
material from governmental and non-governmental agencies outside
the community"."
Thus it is seen that Community Development is focused on
the development of the people, that it is a process and requires an
organization. It is a dynamic, unified problem-solving approach and
the education of the peoplecould be said to be one of the end products
of Community Development.
Community Development is recognized as a social process
of directed change. It is a democratic process of change, largely
because this concept is new, and because it is employed under such
dissimilar conditions in such widely dispersed areas of the world, a
well-rounded definition has not yet emerged into universal
acceptance. But, there is a considerable amount of agreement as to
what constitutes Community Development and as to what its
distinguishing characteristics are. A high degree of uniform stress
is there on the local community, its initiative, its growth in the ability
~oeffectively face the problems it encounters, and its integration.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Further the essentials of the Community Development

process are the stimulationof local initiative,locationand development
of local leadership, and fuller utilization of local resources. In addition
to these, self-help and self-reliance, sustained interest, and
cooperation are other aspects of significance in the concept.
Community Development is a value-laden process. It is
based on certain assumptions*. It is rich in democratic ideals and
considerations, as well as other human values.
The emerging countries have similar problems and
aspirations and almost all of them have chosen to promote their public
welfare by utilizing the enormous manpower resources that all of
them have. Most of them are technologically backward and they
face the problem of transforming their .agricultural economics into
industrial ones. Advance in science, technology and industrialization
have brought abundance to the European countries but less than a
third of the human population produces and consumes more than
two thirds of t~e world's goods, while one half of the people still live
in poverty and at subsistence levels. People of developing countries
are becoming acutely aware of the wide disparity between their
poverty and the prosperity of the people in economically and
industrially developed countries. They are therefore, attempting to
develop "a mirror image" of advanced economies. The demand for
. economic development in the emerging countries, after political
independence has been achieved in them, is so widespread that it
seems to be the main concern of mankind in this century. The vast
and efficient trans-world means of communication have brought
countries of the world much closer and nearer each other and have
accordingly destroyed the insulation of distance. The result would
be that either the benefits of modern civilization will have to be shared
or they will be lost even to the people who possess them now. The
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societies in under- developed countries are traditional and folk
societies, as contrasted with the cosmopolitan and urban societies
of the Western countries. The folk societies are characterized as
small, isolated and homogeneous, having a high sense of group
solidarity in which established practices and ideas are taken for
granted. Kinship relations in such societies are dominant and they
are almost changeless. Whenev.erchanges are introduced in them,
they resist them. In highly secular societies the means and methods
of communication and transport are simple and ready. The people
are highly mobile and social relations are impersonal.
Almost all emerging countries have adopted community
development as a method and way of working with people because
it combines a simultaneous promotion of democratic values, human
dignity, technological advancement and economic development.
Economicdevelopmentwas an inevitablecorollaryof politicalfreedom
in all developing nations and it is a whole complex of interdevelopment changes taking place simultaneously in the political
environment in the form of such things as new roads, machines,
implements, chemicals etc., and in the formof associations by which
men live and work. It also implies development of skills, habits and
thought-patterns It is fairly easy to induce people to substitute a
better implement for the old, but it is difficult to get them to change
thoughts, habits and their institutions and attitudes. It may be easily
possible to import machinery and to assemble parts, but it is not
easy to use machines _§lndto foster a habit of using them. The
developing countries face this dilemma in their anxietyto move quickly
form an archaic to a modern economic and social system. They are
endeavouring to compress into a few decades the complex
interrelated transformation of their economies which took place
gradually over several centuries of early industrialization. This
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naturally creates problems of controlled development, coordinated
and planned approach to stimulating social and economic growth.
OBJECTIVES

OF

THE

COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME
Economicdevelopment,democratic growth and socialjustice
could be said as the general and broad objectives of Community
Development Programme all over the world. With special reference
,
tothe Indian programme, in more specific terms, the objective of the
Community Development programme is to assisteach village first in
having"effectivepanchayats, cooperatives, and through these village
institutions plan and carry out integrated, multi-phasedfamily, village,
Mandai, Block and District plansfor increasingagriculturalproduction;
improving existing village crafts and industries and organizing new
ones; providing minimum essential health services and improving
health practices; providing required educational facilities for children
and an adult education programme; providing recreational facilities
and programmes; improving housing conditions; and providing
programmes for village women and youth.
To achieve the above outlined broad objective, many more

specific objectives of the Community Development Programme must
of necessity be kept in mind. Some of the important of these
objectives are:
1. Changing the outlook of all village is an essential objective
of the programme unless the people develop rising
expectations for a higher level of living, there will be no
motivation for the people to provide the required leadership
to assure that village development will become and continue
to be a people's programme.
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2. The development of responsible and responsive village
Ieadership, and of village organizations and institutions must
be accepted by all as being ~ital to the success of the
programme. If the programme is to become a sustained
living, village self-help programme, it is essential that the
leadership for planning and implementing programmes in the
villages come from the present and yet to be developed
leaders of the villages. Likewise, much of the responsibility
for continuous planning and development must come from
village-created and village-led organizations, including
particularly Panchayats, Cooperatives, schools, and such
groups as youth clubs, women's organizations, farmers'
associations, recreation clubs, etc.
3. When all is said and done, the most important of India's
resources are its people It, therefore, logically follows that
the Community Development programme must for ever keep
in mind that the basic objective must be to develop the village
people to become self-reliant, responsive citizens capable
and wiling to participate effectively and with knowledge and
understanding in the building of the new Nation.
With the rising expectations of village people for more and
better food, clothing, education, health services, shelter,
roads, wells, and recreation,the community programme must
keep, as a central objective, the necessity of helping the
village people increase their income. This means first that
continued and heavy emphasis must be focused on improving
and modernizingagricultural practices and methods essential
for increased agricultural production. Second, it means that
concerted attention must be focused on improving existing
and organizing new village crafts and industries to produce
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the new things villagers will want and need, and on providing
employment opportunities for the present large number of
idle hands.
5. In acceptingJhe responsibility for helping to rebuild each of
India's 5,60,000 villages as significant functional
democracies,the Community DevelopmentProgrammemust
assume responsibility for training village youth to assume
citizenship responsibilities through early and continuous
improvement in youth programmes and activities and allround village development.
6. Village people are to be guided in the expression of their
rising level of living and aided in effectively converting their
increased incomes into better living, the Community
Development Programme must of necessity have as a.
programme objective, organized assistance to village women
and village families. Needs for food, clothing, shelter,
recreation,healthand religionare crystallizedwithin the family
and the motivation for their achievement comes from within
the family.
7. Essential to the success of the Community Development
programme is the close inter-relation of the village school
and the village teacherwith all phases of villagedevelopment.
If the Community Development Programme is to succeed in
making its maximum contribution to the recreation of a
significant village culture, the full participation of the school
and the village teacher is essential. The programme should
work towards this end.
8. For preventing illness and early deaths which are due to
infectious diseases, the villagers must be helped to learn
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the causes, to construct the simple facilities necessary and
to practice clean habits which will prevent this deplorable
and unnecessary misery. Facilitieswhich are absolute musts
are those for truly safe water supply, for disposal of human
waste, for necessary immunization against epidemics, for
house and village drainage and for abatement of smoke
nuisance within houses.
Thus we find the objectives in Community Development relating
to the institutional front, the amenities front and human front trying to
develop the human individual and the community in harmony with
each other.
BASIC PRINCIPLES
PROGRAMME

OF COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

In order to realize the aims and objectives of the Community
Development as indicated above the programmes are to be
formulated in terms of the following principles and concepts.
1. Activities undertaken must correspond to the basic needs of
the Community; the first projects should be initiated in
response to the expressed needs of the people.
2.

Local·improvements may be achieved throuqh unrelated
efforts in each substantive field; however, full and balanced
community development requires concerted action and the
establishment of multi-purpose programmes.

3. Changed attitudes in people are as important as.the material
achievements of Community projects during the initialstaqes
of development.
4.

Community Development aims at increased and better
participation of the people in Community affairs, revitalization
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of existing forms of local government and transition towards
effective local administration where it is not yet functioning.
5.

The identification,

encouragement

and training

of local

leadership should be a basic objective in any programme.
6.

Greater reliance on the participation of women and youth in
. Community projects invigorates development programmes,
establishes them on a wide basis and secures long-range
expansion.

7.

To be fully effective, self-help projects for communities require
both intensive and extensive assistance by the government.

8.

Implementation of a community development programme on
a national scale requires adoption of consistent
specific

administrative

training

of personnel,

arrangements,
mobilization

policies,

recruitment

and

of local and national

resources. and organization of research, experimentation and
evaluation.
9.

The resources of voluntary non-governmental

organizations

should be fully utilized in community development programme
at the local, national and internationallevei.
10. Economic and social progress at the local level necessitates
parallel development on a wider national scale.
THE NATURE OF COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

Community Development is a process, a programme, a
method and a movement. It is all of them at the same time but it is
the emphasis on one or the other that determines the approach
towards it.
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It is a process because, it involves a progression of-changes
socially and psychologically_

In this process the efforts of people

themselves are combined with those cf Government
improve economic,

authorities to

social and cultural conditions of communities.

The process is made up of two elements - internal and external.
The internal element consists of the voluntary participation

of the

people of their own initiative and the external element comprises of
provision of technical and other services to stimulate and encourage
self-help.

Viewed as a process, it implies, a sequence or stages of

inter-action and therefore, involves an understanding of social change.
As a programme,
procedures.

it is viewed

in terms of content

The emphasis is therefore, on activities.

and

It comes into

existence through social channels set up for its functioning:

There

are leaders and followers, with well-defined duties and responsibilities,
objectives and targets This involves an understanding of social action
and social organization.
As a method, Community
upon accomplishment
to an end.

Development

focuses attention

rather than sequence and is, there, a means

It guides the process towards set goals and therefore,

pertains to both of them.

This involves an understanding

of social

control. If the process of change takes a direction other than the one
desired, methods are employed as correctives to ensure progress in
the desired direction.
As a movement,

it implies the ideological

democracy and social justice.

concepts

of

It takes a political colour because it

involves foreign aid in the form of consultant services, equipment
and financial assistance, the use or abuse of which becomes a point
for political controversy .. This involves an understanding
participation.
programmes

The collaboration
of Community

Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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endeavour by people, people's representativesand people's servants
becomes essential.
Community Development may, therefore, be deemed as a
concept of economic and social development which means change.
It is not any change which takes place that is wanted, but change in
a specific direction. It is therefore, an induced and directed change
which promotes social cohesion in the community on the one hand
and checks Community recession on the other. Change is inevitable
and so as such, it is an integral part of social progress All kinds of
progress involves change but all change is not necessarily progress.
It is, therefore, necessary to consider the nature of change which is
always in a state of flux. But it is not an illusive thing. It can be
designed, directed and controlled. It can be from mild to violent,
partial to complete, temporary to permanent, intangible to tangible,
vertical to horizontal or harmful to beneficial. But all change from
either end of social continuum is conditioned by several factors. In
order that change can be made socially significant and relevant to a
democratic way of life, it must spring from the felt-needs of people.
There is no place for a change by mandate in a democratic society.
For change to be successful, its total impact on the people's way of
life must be visualized from the actual dimensions of their own needs.
The essential aspects of change is, therefore, that the exchangee
and the changer - the target system and the change system - be
mutually participating elements in the process. A balanced social
progress can be attained by reconciling and harmonizing forces of
social action and social controt. Extreme and detrimental changes
can be averted by applying control.at certain points and stages of
change. It is recognized that the direction and movement of
.unconscious and unplanned chanqeoannot be easily foreseen and
perceived. But when change is consciously planned and comes from
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the expressed, needs of the people, its course can 'be guided and
predicted. In a large measure,the fluctuationof change is conditioned
by the stimuli causing it. The tempo of change can be predicted by
developing insight into the forces that cause change. The
disequilibrium in the established norms of life affects the rate and
intensity of change and have, therefore, to be controlled by suitable
methods.
The United Nations observes thatCommunity Development
is both an educational and an organizationalprocess. It is educational
because,it is concerned with changing such attitudes and practices
as are obstacles to social and economic improvements,"engendering
particular attitudes which are conducive to these improvements and
more generally promoting a greater receptivity to change". This
.
AI
implies developing the capacity of people in decision-making
processes, in forming judgments and in determining goals to be
attained. It is organizational because when people act together they
are better able to pursue their common interests. Pooling of strength
overcomes the limitations of-individuals It is organizational because
it requires the orientation of existing institutions, and creation of new
ones to make self-help fully effective
METHODS OF COMMUNITy'DEVELOPMENT
The different patterns of Community Development
programmes implemented in various countries suggest the following
four methods or processes of Community Development.
1.

Multi-subject matter Extension Education.

2.

Aided self-help projects.

3.

Development of local organizations.

4.

Comprehensive Regional Development
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In a way all the above four methods or processes of
Community Development are employed in India. The major
approaches are Extension Education and Community orqanlzanon
and both these approaches cover social education.
These
approaches are discussed in detail elsewhere in the book. Suffice
here to say that the method of Extension is used for improving the
quality of human being and for improving his knowledge and skill as
a farmer, as an artisan, as the head of a family and as a responsible
democratic citizen of a progressive democratic state.

Much

importance is, therefore, attached to programmes of adult education
and social education. The aim is to make the villager progressminded, desirous of improving his living conditions, and capable of
doing so, through his own efforts and through cooperating with his
fellow-beings in promoting his group interest and the interest of the
community in which he lives. The extension techniques and the
different methods of communication developed by social scientists
and known to experienced extensionworkers are used in this process
of educating the people and stimulating them to purposeful action
and to gradually bringing about a guided technological and social
change.
GROWTH OF THE COMMUNITY AND WITHDRAWAL OF THE
AGENCY
Before we conclude this sectionwe have to note that inherent
in the success of the Community Development Programme is the
disappearance of the agency that introduces it. The fundamental
principle of community organization is to make the community selfreliant. A community which has developed itself fully would function
through local initiative, local management, local organization, local
leadership and local talent without leaning on an external agency to
prop it up. It is an inherent contradiction in terms that an agency
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which promotes its work should wither away in the culmination of its
own effort. It is also contradictory that a worker who works best in an
area would like to have himself effaced. It is similar to the concept of
withering away of state under absolute rule of law with a highly
enlightened citizenry as conceived by Karl Marx. This is an ideal
which is seldom achieved but an ideal it, nevertheless, is. A fully
developed community would similarly easily dispense with the agency
ushering in a programme of its development. The logic of its growth
would make the continuance of the agency redundant. An agency of
development administration is interested in guiding the process of
change and
. not merely in achieving
~ results. Since growth is a neverending process, needs fulfilled beget newer needs and if an agency
keeps itself well equipped with latest developments in technology
and relate them to local requirements, the communities would still
require its assistance in the form of guidance, services, supplies,
and advice which an agency can provide. There is, therefore, no
contradiction in continuance of the agency and self-reliance of the
community.
Rural Development in the early fifties began what was then
called Community Development. It is not a new idea in our culture
and country, but the form in which we now know it is different. It is a
Synthesis of various elements that have gone into its making in the
past. Apparently, it has two elements - the community and its
development. By community, we conceptualize a social body which
has cohesion, solidarity and a spiritual quality of cooperation,
interpersonal respect and a certain degree of responsibility. The
word development on the other hand implies technology,
administration, Supplies, Services, methods and procedures;
programmes and plans; process and progress.
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Rural Development in India could be discussed in its
economic, Sociological, cultural, political, historical and psychological
settings. But here we shall have a chronological account of the
genesis and growth of Rural Development as an idea and a
programme and how the earlier experiments have contribu-tedto the
shaping of the present Rural Development programme in India.
In ancient times the primary face-to-face group of
communities were knit in a close everyday-relationship
of
togetherness with one another. The "we"feeling was dominant. In
the social structure of the rural communities of ancient times
depending on the value systems of those days, the individual sub
served the needs of the communities and the community, in turr.
gave him services, environmental freedom, and congeniality to grow
to his maximum stature. It was out of this concept of mutual interdependence of the community, the individual and the state in ancient
India that the welfare of subject was considered as a primary function
of the State. Like two halves of an arch the citizens and the state
were supported by and supported each other. The concept of welfare
state was developed in its full sense so that the state would function
in a manner that by its very functioning it would wither away as an
entity. The ancient village communities,relatively speaking, had more
harmony and community cohesiveness.
By passage of time, the village communities tended to
become closed, isolated and limited in functioning, having little- intercommunication among them. In medieval times, the Moghuls
developed a system of feudalism, which increased the distance and
tended to diminish the closeness of contact between the ruler and
the ruled. The intermediaries acquiredsymbols of authority in their
status roles and applied sanctions according to delegations of
authority operating in the system.
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In the British regime the emphasis shifted to urban centers
of trade and it suited the Britisher to evolve a system of administration
which bestowed patronage on certain classes. This naturally ignored
the bulk of villaqers and the intermediary became the person who
reaped the benefits of patronage by the ruler and brokerage with the
ruled. The legislative and developmental measures taken by the
British rulers to ameliorate the conditions of the villagers were
negligible.
Famines occurred frequently and the administration became
interested in preventing them. The Famine Commission Report
recommended that development departments such as those of
agriculture, public health, public works, etc., be constituted. The
impact of these departmental activities was little, remote and feebly
felt, if at all it ever existed. The Cooperative Societies Acts of 1904,
and 1912 were passed to ameliorate the condition of the villager and
to provide him with the facility of credit as and when necessary. But,
by and large the villager remained as miserably neglected as ever.
Some attempts at rural development were made in the past.
The "Community Development and Panchayati Raj" movement is no
accident in our history. It has been a continuous process in various
shapes and forms since many decades prior to the launching of the
official programme. True that these earlier attempts were not called
"Community Development" or "Rural Development" but in essence
their aim was the same, i.e., helping peopleto help themselves, which
is the fundamental principle of Rural Development. Though many of
these earlier experiments died when the directing hands were
withdrawn, still, they have shown us the way and their pitfalls. On
the ruins of such earlier experiments the present structure of Rural
Development in India is being built.
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The history of rural regeneration in India (apart from a few
isolated experiments) can be divided into three well-marked periods
During the first period (1860-1920)

old feudal India was dissolving

and a new India, under the impact of western education and ideas,
was gradually emerging.

During this period, when the basic ideas of

Community Development were in a fluid stage, the most active role
in the field of rural regeneration

was played

by the Christian

missionaries, who aimed at the all-round development (spiritual and
secular) of their Christian converts.
The second period (1920-47) marks the adulthood of Indian
nationalism and the end of foreign rule. During this period, the Indian
patriots, enlightened officials, quasi-missionary

societies (YMCA and

India Village Service) and even some enlightened princes (e.q. in •
Travancore and Baroda) realized the importance of rural regeneration
and made some important contributions

in this field.

It was at this

time that Rabindranath Tagore started his experiments in Shriniketan.
Mahatma Gandhi at Sevagram, and Spencer Hatch at Martandam,
where they formulated the main principles of rural regeneration.
The third period (1947 -onwards)
Indian Government

to find a suitable solution for rural ills and the

launching of a country-wide comprehensive
Development

marks the efforts of the
scheme of "Community

and National Extension Service", the conception

which has now broadened

into that of Rural Development

of
and

Panchayati Raj.
EARLIER EXPERIMENTS IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT (1921-1952)1

It may be useful to have an idea of the programmes initiated
by individual pioneers, missionaries and state level bodies in respect
to rural development. This brief coverage will provide some insights,
strategies, methods and organizational principles associated with the
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programmes that are briefly described below. Until the introduction
of Rural Development Programmes in the name of Community
Development and Extension, there have been nearly 26 earlier
modest and comprehensiveattempts in respect to Rural Development
in selected places in some parts of India. In this brief historical
perspective, we cover: Sri Rabindranath Tagore's Sriniketan; F.L
Brayne's Gurgaon; Spencer Hatch's Marthandam;MahatmaGandhi's
Sevagram; VT Krishnamachari's Baroda Plan; Undivided Madras
Presidency's Firka Development Scheme; Albert Mayer's MahewaEtawah Pilot Project; SK Dey's Nilokheri; Arthur T. Mosher's and
Sri B.N. Gupta's India Village Service; and VT

Krishnamachari's .

Grow More Food Enquiry Committee which may be called pioneering
efforts towards rural development.
SRINIKETAN: Dr. RABINDRANATH TAGORE 1921
Tagore is primarily known as a poet-philosopher-but he was
also a painter, musician, dramatist, actor, educationalist and a rural
reformer. In all spheres he had his own style of work and has left the
mark of his individuality. It is strange to note that this great poet, who
mainly lived in the world of his own ideas, was a pioneer of the village
uplift movement in India and the originatorof the village worker system
according to which rural workers lived in the villages fully sharing the
life of the people, while working for their welfare.
Tagore first came in contact with village life in the early
nineties of the nineteenth century when the management of the
ancestral Jarnindari devolved upon him. There he saw at a close
range the life, poverty and suffering of the people and came to realize
that the real remedy for national regeneration was to be found in
uplifting the rural masses.
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TAGORE'S IDEAS OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION:
Tagore, had no detailed plans for rural reconstruction. He
had a few broad principles. He laid them down and allowed the field
workers to fill in the details. Resources could permit him to work on
a modest scale in a few villages and building them up gradually. In
these villages he wanted a complete regeneration economic, social,
physical, cultural and spiritual. Tagore was very much concerned
about the joyless life of villagers. For him the removal of unhappiness
was more important than the removal of poverty and in this the poet
differed greatly from Gandhiji for whom the elimination of poverty
was the first and the foremost problem.
Another aspect of village life which worried the poet was the
utter helplessness of the people. Tagore wanted the people to stand
on their own feet and cease to look to others for help. To achieve
this he believed in educating the people and not in giving charity. He
stressed the principle of self-help in his rural programme. In his
opinion an attempt to help the villager from outside was an unnatural
procedure and like Gandhiji believed that ultimately the salvation of
the village must come from the village itself. He laid much stress on
the training of workers and sent his son, son-in-law and some other
village-workers to Europe, America and Japan for proper training in
various rural problems. Thus unlike Gandhiji, he believed that Indian
villages could prosper with the help of science and technology. But,
at the same time, his approach to rural problems was essentially
human. Tagore believed that if work is done intensively within a
limited area, its impact radiates outside and spreads widely. It was
Tagore who also developed the idea of picking up enthusiastic boys
and girls to get interested in rural upliftwork. He stressed the principle
of pickinq up agency workers of sound attitude and approach so that
they derived joy from their work, enthused others by their example
and by a living touch of sympathy
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EARLY IN EXPERIMENTS IN RURAL RECONSTRUCTION:
Tagore started his first experiment in rural reconstruction (in
1908) at Silaidaha (Bangladesh), a village in his estate and at Patisar
(Rajashahi District).

In these two earlier experiments, the initiative

was from the poet and the villagers only obeyed or agreed to his
suggestions.

SRINIKETAN EXPERIMENT (1921)
Tagore was not satisfied with his earlier attempts and wanted
to make a more intensive and comprehensive

experiment

in rural

reconstruction.

Therefore in 1921 he started an Institute of Rural

Reconstruction

at Sriniketan (Birbhum District) with the help of Mr. &

Mrs L.K. Elmhirst.

The Sriniketan area is a decadent region where

soil is poor, land scarce,

cottage

industries

declining,

climate

malarious and people, unenterprising, conservative, poor, suspicious
and unhealthy.

To reconstruct such a region was a difficult task and

when considering

the success and failure of Sriniketan, we must

keep this inmind.

RURAL RECONSTRUCTIONWORK BY SRINIKETAN INSTHUTE:
The Sriniketan Institute had four main departments: Village
Welfare Department, Agriculture Department, Industries department,
and Education department.

Of these, the village welfare department

undertook the extension work and acted as a liaison agency between
the villages and the Institute.

1. VILLAGE WELFARE DEPARTMENT
The activities

of the village welfare department

could be

divided under three heads: (i). Education, (ii). Sanitat on and health,
and (iii) Agriculture aad Industries.
department

The educational activities of the

were confined to opening night schools, Brati-Balaks

(Boys Scouts) and arranging lectures on general and rural problems.
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HEALTH IMPROVEMENT MEASURES:
Around Sriniketan malaria was a great scourge. Eighty
percent of the total deaths were due to it. It was also responsible for
the low birth rate and declining population To fight this disease, at
first, a dispensary was set up entirely at the expense of the Institute;
but the result was disappointing since the villagers did not try to help
the dispensary but demanded medical services as a matter of right.
Therefore, the above scheme was abandoned and a new scheme of
Health Cooperativescame into beingin 1932. The HealthCooperative
was a cooperative society of the villagers for providing medical
facilities to its members at a reasonablerate. Each society maintained
a dispensary with a qualifieddoctor and a compounder. The members
contributed towards recurring and.non-recurring expenditure of the
Health Cooperatives. In spite of number of problems and limitations
the Health Cooperatives proved their utility.
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
For improving agricultural production,betterfarming methods
were shown to the farmers through demonstrations, improved seeds
were distributed, and to supplement the villagers' income -some
cottage industries were introduced.

Poultry was developed,

cooperative credit societies were organized. The Agriculture,
Industries and Education departments helped the extension agency
by making experiments and doing research in their respective fields.
2. AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
The agriculture department tried to solve the various
agricultural problems of the district on its 25-acre farm as best as it
could. Commercial crops were introduced. Storing facilities were
created. To improve the fertility of the soil the Agriculture department
demonstrated improved methods of farming. Special emphasis was
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laid on the selection of seeds, rotation of crops, green manuring,
preservation of manure, conservation of moisture and the use of
improved implements well-within the reach of the peasants. Besides
attending to land problems the Agriculture department also took in
hand the problem of cattle-breeding, poultry keeping, vegetable
gardening and fodder growing. Thus it grappled with the burning
agricultural problems of the region and tried to do as much as it could
under the circumstances.
3. INDUSTRIES DEPARTMENT
The main object of the Industries department (called Silpa
Bhavan) was to revive decaying cottage industries. With this object
in view, Sriniketan experimented with a large number of cottage
industries, e.g. weaving, leather works, carpentry, book-binding,
embroidery, tailoring etc. The work of the Industrial department had
three aspects - training, production and marketing and extension.
Its main aim was to train young men engaged in various vocations
so that they might be able to earn their livelihood from their respective
crafts. Another aim was to establish workshop for those industries
which could be successful under local conditions and run them on
business lines and also it aimed to help the local artisans by providing
them raw materials and purchasing the finished products in cash by
the Institute. Thus the Institute provided employment to the workers
working in the homes and in the workshops and trained new hands
and helped them to settle in life.
4. EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Sriniketan made a definite contribution to rural reconstruction
by providing a new scheme of village primary education under the
name of Shiksha-Satra. The aim of this scheme was to give the
child that freedom of growth which the young tree demands from its
tender shoot, that field for self-expression in which all young life finds
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both training and happiness. It was an experiment which combined
work with play and play with knowledge. There was no examination,
no prescribed course, no textbooks, no timetable and no rod to be
used on their tender bodies. It was a modified replica of the old
ashram education where children lived with the teacher, cooked their
meals, washed their clothes, swept their rooms, tended their gardens,
learnt the three R'S and a special craft, played games and went on
excursions. They studied nature and lived with nature.
In the girls' school the girls were taught needlework, cooking
and gardening besides the three R'S.
GURGAON: F.L. BRAYNE: 1927
Frank Lugard Brayne, son of a country parson and a war
veteran, was appointed as the Deputy Commissioner of Gurgaon
District (Punjab) in 1920. In that capacity he made an extensive tour
of the district and saw at close range the ignorance and poverty of
the rural masses-but unlike the other officers, his work did not end
by sending a report to the government. He chalked out a detailed
scheme of rural reconstruction and put it into practice with all means
at his disposal. It took seven years and achieved some definite
tangible results. The scheme has since become famous by the name
of the "Gurgaon Experiment".
THE GURGAON EXPERIMENT:
The aim of the experiment in the words of Mr. Brayne, was
to "jerk the villager out of his old groove, convince him that
improvement was possible, and kill his fatalism by demonstrating
that both climate, disease and pests could be successfully fought"
Contrary to the policy of the rulers he engaged himself in changing
the attitude of the people but also of the Government which made his
task more difficult.
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THE PROGRAMME
The Gurgaon experiment was a four-fold programme. It
aime£i at (i). improving the farming (ii). reducing wasteful customs
(iii). Improving health and (iv). Setting the home right - i.e., educating
the women.
Like Tagore, Brayne's aim was not to make people rich but
to make them happy.

In the programme, stress was laid on

agricultural production by adopting improved methods. Brayne gave
attention to improving the prevalent breeds of cattle and particularly
emphasized the programme of improving public health and sanitation
by taking up schemes of compost making as well as providing
ventilators to rural homes. He also devoted attention to women's
education and used schoolteachers for propagating his ideas. The
main items of work on which Brayne concentrated attention were:(a)

Rural Sanitation

(0)

Agricultural development

(c)

Education

(d)

Cooperation

(e)

Social reforms

(f)

Coordination of departmental activities; and

(g)

Publicity.

The programme covered the entire district of Gurgaon.
METHOD:
He believed that the Indian villager because of his isolation
and illiteracy was more susceptible to intensive propaganda than
any other villager in the world. He made use of propaganda and
official pressure to push through the programmes. His village guide
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was a common man for all activities. Brayne thought that the village
work could be organized on the following four bases:
1. Knowledge and particularly girls' education.
Women's organization and welfare work.
2.

Example.

3. Spirit of service.
4. Village organizations
ACHIEVEMENTS
Brayne was certain that his programme was a success and
claimed that a "new India had begun in Gurgaon". The immediate
results of the Gurgaon in the fields of agriculture, animal husbandry
and cooperation were impressive, but it was a short-lived programme.
It was the first government-sponsored programme of change,
government assistance is necessary so that the interest of
government officials stimulates and enthuses people's interest also.
Within a few months of Brayne's departure slackness set in, and
after three years, the only remnants of the schemewere a few Persian
wheels and manure pits. The main reason for the rapid collapse of
the experiment was that the reforms came not from within but were
imposed from without. Many things were done "by order and through
fear". Moreover, the whole programme was far too dominated by
the dynamic personality of Mr. Brayne and the District Board and the
Rural Community council depended excessively on his guidance It
was also found that the remedies suggested were equally beneficial
to all parts of the district (e.g. Hessar bulls - lack of fodder: manure
pits unsuitable during rainy season)
The weakness of this programme was that it was not
supported by some such permanent organizations as could give it
an Institutional character and continuity. The village folk were not
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adequately educated to adopt the programmewillingly and they were
not convinced about the usefulness of what they were doinq. Further,
it was a "top-oriented" programmewhich utterly neglectedthe poorest
people and it was a "top-aided" programmewhich helped the "haves"
against the "have-nots". Moreover the experiment was ill-timed. It
coincided with the period of great politicalunrest in the country, during
which a foreigner or an officialwas a suspect in the eyes of the people.
Thus the experiment failed due to official pressure and impatience,
the prescription of unsuitable remedies and its unfavourable timing.
GURGAON EXPERIMENT - AN ESTIMATE
Gurgaon experiment was the first scheme which made an
all-round assault on rural problems simultaneously over such a wide
area with the full support of the Deputy Commissioner's authority. It
was able to provide many important lessons for the community
developmenURuralDevelopment programme. It proved that the East
was not so changeless and given proper guidance and instructions,
the Eastern villager could make efforts to improve his lot. It also
underlined the necessity for a separate and permanent organization
with its own staff, its own training institutions and its own money to
deal with the colossal problem of rural reconstruction. It showed the
necessity of an extension worker - the village guide (father of the
modern village level worker) as a friend to guide the people. By its
early collapse the experiment showed that the task of changing the
attitude of the people is necessarily a long drawn process - it can be
done only slowly by education and persuasion. It has also shown
that. as for as possible, mass-prescriptions should be avoided as
one man's meat may be another man's poison. Thus Brayne's labour
was not entirely lost. Both by his successes and failures he set new
precedents for later generations and has provided lessons without
which the present community/rural development programme would
face more obstacles than it does.
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MARTHANDAM: SPENCER HATCH: 1928.
In far South, at Marthandam formerly in Kerala, now in Tamil
Nadu, Dr. Spencer Hatch undertook almost at the same time as
Brayne, a programme of rural development

at and around

Marthandam under the auspices of Young Men's Christian
Association He was particularly interested in the social aspects of
rural uplift and later on, the efforts made by him were intensified in
collaboration with the Christian Church with special reference to
juvenile delinquency among children.
Marthandam village is situated on the Trivandrum Cape
Comorin road, forty kilometers from Trivandrum. The area selected
for intensive work was about 112 sq. miles, comprising 46 villages,
roughly within a radius of five to six miles of Marthandam. It had a
population of 45,000 persons out of which 72% were Hindus, 24%
Christians and the remaining 4% consisted of Muslims and others. It
was a poor area.
OBJECTIVES
The Main objectives of Rural Reconsfruction in Marthandam
were five-fold, namely mental,spiritual,physical,economic and social.
ORGANIZATION
The machinery of rural programme was simple and
inexpensive. Dr. Hatch was in charge of the whole programme.. All
experimentswere plannedand perfectedat the "Rural Reconstruction
Centre" before being demonstrated to the villagers. The extension
work was done by the honorary workers of the village Y.IY1.C.As
The whole of Marthanda Rural Reconstruction Centre was confined
within an area of one and a half acres of land, which together with
one building were rented at Rs. 20/- per month: Part of the building
was used for meeting and housing a library. The compound was
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used for exhibiting the work done at the centre. It had a weaving
shed, a poultry shed, beehives, a Sindhi bull and a few demonstration
plots for quick growing fodder.grasses. The house, the library, and
the weaving shed, all were made of thatch, bamboo and reeds. This
was done not only to keep the costs down but also to make it an
ideal village centre, which could be emulated by the people at home.
The main reason for the cheapness of the Marthandam programme
were its inexpensive, simple building and a host of honest honorary
workers.
METHOD OF WORK:
The keynote of the work was self-help and intimate expert
counsel. Village associations were formed. Each association had
its Honorary Secretary who constituted its leading spirit. These
associations assisted the implementation of the various innovations.
Above these associations there was the Regional Development
Association which concerned itself with the developmental activities
of the entire region. The demonstration centre at Marthandam
representedthe nucleusof the various village developmentalactivities
and provided information, instruction and guidance. Fresh centers
were opened as the area of operation extended. These latter centers
were under the charge of rural secretaries. There were also honorary
leaders from each village who assisted the rural secretaries. Thus
the public had a considerable share in the day-to-day work while the
paid personnel provided expert guidance. The chief media of
propaganda used by the centre were: Rural dramas, rural exhibitions,
inter-village competitions and demonstrations.
The actual fieldwork commenced with a rural survey of the
particular locality selected for work. Material gathered in these
surveys were studied and findings framed. Action was then chalked
out in the light of these findings.
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THE PROGRAMME:
The Rural Reconstruction

Programme

launched

in

Marthandam aimed at a "complete development - a wholly new and
happier order" - economic, social, religious,educationaland physical.
The programme was a comprehensive one and the formula was "selfhelp with intimate, expert counsel". The villagers were given nothing
free except education Deserving cases were helped through the
cooperatives. The extension rule was that no person should be
deprived of a chance to progress because of poverty alone. Thus an
upward movement was launched.
To supplementtne villagers' incomeand to revive some dying
cottage industries, the existing cottage industries were reorganized
to make them more remunerative. The main industries thus
reorganized were poultry-keeping, bee-keeping, weaving, jaggerymaking, cashew-nuts, basket, mat and rope making, etc. Poultry
keeping and bee-keeping were the most successfully organized of
the above. Improved breeds of poultry were introduced. To boost
up sales and to find reasonable prices for the eggs the Marthandam
. Y.M.CA Poultry Cooperative Society Ltd. was started which took
up the selling of eggs at good prices in far and near markets. The
poultry industry was a success.
Bee-keeping was encouraged and improved on scientific
lines. Bee-keeping and honey-eatinq were popularized. To make
bee-keeping more remunerative, honey was cured scientifically and
marketed cooperatively. Marthandam honey became famous and
established a reputation and had a good market. Thus bee-keeping
became a profitable cottage industry in the Marthandam area.
There were a few other significant economic services
rendered to the people such as improving the breed of cattle and
introducing quick-growing fodder grasses.
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EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES:
Night schools were organized in many places for illiterates,
young and old. Along with the night schools circulating libraries were
organized and the AL Centres and the libraries were managed by
the members of the village YMCA's mostly school teachers Dramas
like Kath kali and Kala-Kshapam were encouraged. Exhibit/ons as a
means of education and demonstration were periodically organized.
Another important feature was the introduction of borehole latrines
which saved people from hook-worm and bad odour.
TRAINING OF RURAL WORKERS:
One of the important

features

of the YMCA rural

reconstruction work was the regular training of village workers. The
curriculum included many subjects connected with various aspects
of rural life, e.g. cottage industries, cooperation, cattle-breeding,
exhibitions, dramas, rural leadership, demonstration methods, adult
education, sanitation, village surveys, women and child-welfare,
physical education etc. Another peculiar feature of the training school
was that it was conducted on a self-supportingbasis,i.e., each student
had to pay for his food and travel. It attracted students from all over
India (the course was for four months) and even from China, Korea,
Egypt, Myanmar and Srilanka. By 1948 the Marthanda School had
trained 1700 students.
THE MARTHANDAM INFLUENCE:
The Marthandam spirit proved to be contagious and its
influence far exceeded the six-mile limit. Similar centers were started
by village people in Oollannore and Paraniyam, where much good
work was done. The most remarkable thing in these centers was
that the people themselves did everything on their own initiative without any outside help. This spontaneous ur9.ein the hearts of the
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people for self-development

illustrates the success of Marthandam

more than anything

Rural Reconstruction

Marthandam

else.

pattern were also started

Centres on the

in Pattancheru

(Andhra

Pradesh, formerly Hyderabad State, 1931).

Kosamba (Rajasthan,

1932),

State)

and Doddakalapore

governments,

and Y.M.C.A.

(Karnataka
workers

by the state

were invited to help their

establishment.

SOME

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

THE

MARTHANDAM

EXPERIMENT:
Apart from being a simple, inexpensive and comprehensive
programme, the experiment was sustained by a permanent agency
like the Y.M.CA the workers except Hatches were all Indians and
each agency did not aim at quick results and there was less of a
'tp,r-get-minc.ed and statistics-minded approach. Further, the
programme was based on giving nothing free, except advice.
LIMITATIONS OF THE MARTHANDAM PROGRAMME:
The Y.M.CA Programme at Marthandam suffered from the
fact that it was mainly confined to male Christians. It did little to
arouse and organize the women and failed to get the cooperation of
non-Christians, who formed seventy five percent of the population.
Owing to the then prevailing communal feeling, the cooperation from
the non-Christians could not be secured and the village Y.M.CA
workers, who were generally Christians, did not like the idea of
working for other communities. Hence it remained largely a
programme of the Christians, for the Christians and by the Christians.
Another weakness of the programme was that it entirely neglected
the development of agriculture,save, the introductionof quick growing
fodder grasses. This neglect of agriculture was due to two reasons:
maintaining an expensive demonstration farm, which cannot be
(according to Hatch) maintained better than a farmer and secondly
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most of the people were landless and they could be helped only
through cottage industries. Whatever the reason may be, the neglect
of agriculture remains a great drawback for the whole programme.
Another factor which seems to have limited its influence was the
nature of its location.

THE LESSONS OF MARTHANDAM:
The outstanding lesson is its simplicity and cheapness.
Marthandarn has demonstrated the possibility of a widespread
programme without owning or constructing a single building of any
size. The other lesson of Marthandam is the need for combining the
cooperative trio - viz. cooperative credit, cooperative production and
cooperative marketing. Cooperation in India has not succeeded
sufficiently because it has largely been confined to credit, but at
Marthandam the emphasis was on cooperative production and
cooperative marketing. According to Dr. Hatch th~ ignorant and
impoverished villager will not be convinced of the efficacy of either
cooperation or better methods of production until he secures extra
income :f-he extra income was the conclusive proof that rural
reconstruction was worthwhile.
Today, the extension department of the Marthandam centre
directly carries the rural reconstruction service to over 30,000 families
living in 69 villages while its indirect influence reaches many other
villages around.

v.. SRINIKETAN AND MARTHANDAM:
It is interesting to compare the two institutions (3,500 Kms.
apart) engaged in rural reconstruction during the last five decades.
Both came into being as a result of the vision of two great Indians
(K.T. Paul in the case of Marthandam who invited Dr. Hatch to India
- Marthandam) who wanted to uplift the downtrodden. The
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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, establishment of both institutionswas made possiblethrough western
finance and enterprise, Both institutions aimed at an all-round
development of the villages by the efforts of villagers themselves
and both selected a poor area for making experiments. But in spite
of the above similarities there were fundamental differences between
the two, Sriniketan was mainly an educational institution with an
extension agency, It was also a bigger and more comprehensive
institution and financially more sound. In 1932, it had an annual
budget of Rs. 72,000/- when Marthandam hardly spent Rs 8,000/- a
year. It had an agricultural farm, a dairy, a new scheme for primary
education, an industrialworkshop with powerlooms,and a department
of socio-economic research besides its village welfare department
It carried on both extension and research side by side which no other
institution engaged in rural reconstruction had been able to do, On
the other hand, Marthandam was a small institution, whose main
and only work was extension. It did not adopt projects which required
large finances, e.q. an agricultural farm, socio-economic research,
industrial workshops etc" Marthandam specialized in a few activities
and worked on them intensively and perfectly, It had not much to
show at the centre-its work was in the houses of the villagers Unlike
Sriniketan, whose main job was to make village life more joyful, the
Marthandamworkers worked for improvingthe finances of the people,
Their greater success lay in organizing the producers' cooperatives
and in arranging for the marketing of the articles produced, In the
absence of marketing facilities the Sriniketan artisans could never
gain that self-confidence which the Institute wanted them to have,
and which was the foundation of rural reconstruction, Thus
cooperative marketing was the great advantage which Marthandam
possessed over Sriniketan.
Another factor which made a great difference was the
provision of expert advice and leadership, In Sriniketan Elmhirst
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rernainec for hardly one year and later, for various reasons, Sriniketan
, could not employ first-rate professional experts. At Marthandam,
Hatch remained available for advice and guidance for a very long
time and after his departure another man with equal knowledge
replaced him. Thus, Marthandam was able to get proper guidance
throughout its existence.
There was another important difference between the two
experiments. Marthandam mostly dealt with a homogenous group
(Indian Christians) having a common interest and religion, and as
the agency was also Christian, there was a much broader basis for
mutual cooperation between the two. Moreover the background for
+latch's work had to some extent been prepared earlier by the rural
Y M.C.A's, started a decade ago, which had members in most of the
villages. Much of the Marthandamsuccess had been due to voluntary
organizations. Sriniketan had no such advantage. It started from
scratch and had to make arrangements for its own reception. lt was
also dealing with a community divided on religious and caste bases.
This heterogeneity also made Sriniketan work more difficult than
Marthandam work.
While Marthandam was more successful in the economic
field, Sriniketan was at least as successful in its scheme of Health
cooperatives and training Brati-Balaks. The Health Cooperatives
have greatly added to the physical welfare of the people and have
taught the lessons of cooperation and mutual help. Through the
Brati-Balak organization the village boys learnt the lessons of service
and unity and rose above caste and religious barriers The research
branch of Sriniketan conducted valuable researches on malariacontrol and soil erosion. It also made village surveys, studied the
yield of rice-crop over a number of years, and suggested measures
for improvement. Moreover, it has been successful in making the
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area around Sriniketan more literate and in arousing a cultural
awakening not found in other parts of the district. Here we must not
forget that Tagore was also the originatorof the villagerworker system
in India which has assumed enormous importance under the
community development programme, where the role of the village
level worker is vital.
In short, both the institutions have made their valuable
contributions in different spheres of rural life and both of them can
impart useful lessons to the present countrywide programme of rural
development-extension.
SEVAGRAM: MAHATMA GANDHI: 1931:
The Rural Development Programme in India which seeks to
initiate a process of transformation of the social and economic life of
the village is stated to be, with a few changes, the official version of
Mahatma Gandhi's Constructive programme. It was on his birthday
October, 2, 1952, that the community projects were launched
throughout the country. It was Gandhiji who drew the attention of the
Indian Public to the 7,00,000 (of India and Pakistan) villages and
declared as early as 1916 that the salvation of India could only come
through the farmer. The objective of Gandhiji's programme of rural
reconstruction was to rebuild the villages as self-sufficient units for
fulfilling basic wants of human life. It was in consonance with the
philosophy of life and cultural background of rural masses and also
suited to the economic conditions in which they were living then.
Gandhiji experimented his ideas at Sevagram. The villageuplift activities of the earlier rural reformers, such as Tagore, Hatch
and Brayne never attracted the attention of the whole country and
remained, more or less, localized. The case with Gandhiji was
different. His preachings and practice and his identification with the
common masses and his fight for the uplift of the common man had
a tremendous and pervasive effect on the people.
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GANDHIAN EXPERIMENTS IN RURAL RECONSTRUCTION:
At Champaran in 1917 he came in intimate contact with the
peasants oppressed by the indigo planters. He saw there poverty,
ignorrnce, disease and illiteracy. Champaran villages presented a
typical picture of village India. Gandhijistarted his rural reconstruction
work here in education, health, hygiene, etc. But this work, due to
lack of local volunteers, could not be carried on for long and declined
when Gandhiji and his volunteers left the locality, (Gandhiji stayed at
Champaran for eight months). Champaran was the first laboratory
in India where he forged not only his political weapon but also his
constructive programme.
SEVAGRAM
Gandhiji, in his multifarious activities never forgot rural India
and its appalling poverty. With a view to reducing the chronic
unemployment and underemployment in the villages, he started the
All India Spinners' Association (1925) and the All India Village
Industries Association (1934) whose aim was to propagate Khadi,
revive the dying village industries and to work for all-round village
development. In order to have first hand knowledge of village work
he settled in Segaon (later named Sevagram), a small village of 600
people near Wardha in A.pril,1936. The village lacked many barest
necessities and amenities. Gandhiji at the age of 67 chose to stay in
a one-roomed mud and bamboo hut and concentrate on village work.
Since sanitation was the first essential factor in the village uplift, the
Gandhian workers began by sweeping the village lanes and urging
the people to use a common place for latrines. People were asked
to send their children to school and learn to spin Under the auspices
of the A.lllndia Village Industries Association, a few industries were
started in the village for providing work to the people in their leisure
hours. To give them a practicaldemonstrationin improvedagricultural
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techniques a part of the ashram land was brought under cultivation
where new crops such as sugarcane and papaya were grown.
dairy and a small hospital were also started.

A

But the villagers were

suspicious in the beginning and they could be won over gradually
and the success of the experiment in changing the attitude of the
villagers for better and the attempts to do away with some social
practices

have not been impressive.

The main reason for this

comparatively unimpressive progress at Sevagram was that Gandhiji
in his late sixties being preoccupied with other political problems could
not devote more time for the village work.
But the crux of the problem is not what Gandhiji did but what
he got done through his various organizations

created for public

services. All India Spinners' Association, All India Village Industries'
Association, Adim Jati Seva Sangh, Harijan Sevak Sangh, Go Seva
Sangh, Hindusthani

Talimi Sangh, Kasturba Trust, Gandhi Seva

Sangh (1922-40) etc. had carried Gandhiji's message of rural uplift
into numerous villages of India and did yeoman service for the people
in their respective spheres of work.

GANDHIAN WAY OF RURAL CONSTRUCTION:
Gandhiji's

blueprint for national reconstruction,

which has

since become famous as his "Constructive Programme" was mainly
concerned with the regeneration of the 7,00,000 Indian village (before
partition).

For Economic development the programme stressed (1)

The protection and popularization of Khadi; (2) Development of village
industries; (3) Improvement of cattle and (4) Socio-economic equality.
On the Social ir6nt it aimed at (5) Communal unity; (6) Removal of
untouchability;

(7)

Prohibition; (8) Equal status for women and (9)

Welfare of Adivasis. On the Educational side it stressed (10) Adoption
of Basic

Education;

Development

(11) Workingfor

of provincial

languages

adult

education;

(12)

and (13) the adoption
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Hindusthani as the national language. To improve General health of

the villages it saw the necessity of (14) Improving village sanitation
and (15) Imparting health education. In this respect it also exhorted
people (16) to take care of lepers On the Political front it stressed
the necessity of organizing (17) Peasants and labourers for securing
their just rights and (18) Students for doing social work
For Gandhiji, removal of hunger and poverty was the first
and foremost problem. In his attempt to revive Khadi and Village
Industries Gandhiji wanted to provide the villagers with honest work
and teach them the lessons of self-help and self-reliance. Gandhiji
was also aware of the vital need of improving the Cattle breed in an
agricultural country like India
By his Social programme Gandhiji wanted to unify India as a
nation and raise the social status of women, scheduled castes and
tribal population. He did not want Indians to remain divided on
religious and caste bases. Therefore, he exhorted the workers to
work for Hindu-Muslim unity, removal of untouchability, uplift of tribal
people and for providing an honoured place to women in the home
and society. As drinking was.a common habit with the scheduledcastes and tribes, and was also responsible for the maltreatment of
women, he greatly stressed the removal of this curse from the society.
THE GANDHIAN SCHEME OF PRIMARY EDUCATION:
Convinced that the then existing system of village primary
education was a defective one, Gandhiji drew up a seven-year
scheme of primary education for village children, in 1937 which has
. since then become famous as "Basic Education". It is a craft centred
education and a life-centred education aiming at developing body,
mind and soul. While assigning the central place to crafts in his
scheme of education, Gandhiji also kept in view the importance of a
liberal education in the full development of the child - therefore, he
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also included drawing, music, social studies, elementary principles
of sanitation,hygiene, nutritionetc, in his curriculum Gandhijithought
that such a system of education would establish just social order.
The scheme had a mixed reception and now mostly it remains as a
scheme on paper.
VILLAGE SANITATION AND NATURE CURE
In his view, attention to sanitation and hygiene was
undoubtedly the first step to village reconstruction. Therefore, he
urged the village workers to teach the villagers the lessons of
sanitation and hygiene and to become models of cleanliness
themselves. He stressed sanitation and hygiene so much because
he believed in prevention rather than cure.
Gandhijialso wanted villagers to take to a cheap but nutritious
diet, consisting of unpolished rice, hand-groundflour, palm gur, soyabeans, green vegetables and seasonalfruits which would keep people
in good health. His main theme was that a balanced diet need not be
costly and should be within the means of the poorest. In the treatment
of diseases Gandhiji believed more in nature-cure than in doctors
and medicines. In his opinion nature was the finest physician as it
repaired what man had damaged-therefore, the best remedy was to
cooperate with nature.
Thus by his constructive programmeGandhijiwanted to build
the nation from the bottom upward and bring about the economic,
social, mental, physical and political regeneration of Indian villages.
His main contribution was that he tried to look at all issues with the
eyes of a peasant and therefore, was able to touch the chords of
village India as no one else was able to do.
An importantfeature of the Sevagrameffort was an emphasis
on means and processes rather than on ends and products. To
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Gandhiji the achievement of a certain programme was not as
important as the methods and means used and this implied his
insistence on educational involvement of the people who were
expected to stand on their own with as little support from outside as
possible.
GANDHIJI'S CONCEPTION OF AN IDEAL GRAMSEVAK:
One of the greatest contributions of Gandhian effort was the '
image of a constructive worker that he developed. His ideal village
worker would have the following qualifications:
./
He should always keep the following eleven vows as a
beacon light in front of him - Non-violence, truth, non-stealing,
Brahmacharya (Celibacy), non-possession, body-labour, control of
the palate, fearlessness, equal respect for all religions, Swadeshi
and spirit of unexclusive brotherhood. He should be a model of
industry. His life should be in tune with village life. He should not
have a patronizing attitude towards villagers. He should not only be
a teacher but a learner also. He should not take part in politics and
should remain above village factions.
Some of the qualifications prescribed by Gandhiji were
relevant to the workers in the constructive programme, but the
qualities enumerated above are a must for the village level worker in
the C.D. Programme.
SOME DEFECTS:
The Gandhian way of rural reconstruction has its defects.
Firstly, it was not possible to get 7,00,000 Mahatma Grama Sevaks
to be placed in every village. Secondly, as the village worker was to
work for his livelihood for eight hours per day and also to look after
sanitation, say for two hours, he would get little time to do anything
else. Thirdly, the whole conception of the constructive programme
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was in the nature of philanthropy for the benefit of the pitiable poor
and was to some extent surcharged with a patronizing attitude which
defeated the basic ideology of village reconstruction. Fourthly, as it
was planned and sustained on external leadership and inspiration, it
failed largely to bring forth local leadership which is the ultimate test
of any village-uplift work. It is to be noted here that though the
fundamental and basic aim of rural reconstruction programme was
to regenerate the villages and make villagers self-confident and selfreliant which implies development of local leadership, the translation
of the programme fell short of the desired goal. Gandhiji's
prescriptions and programmes must be understood with reference
to the context, situationand need of the times. They are to be adapted
to the ever-changing conditions.
THE GANDHIAN WAY OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION AND THE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:
Though the Community/Rural Development Programme is
proclaimed to be the official version of Gandhiji's constructive
programme, on a close study it is revealed that it differs widely with
the Gandhian way of rural reconstruction.
1. Gandhiji laid great stress on the principle that as far as
possible,village developmentshould be carried out "Withinthe means
of the villagers ... without government assistance", so that they may
develop the qualities of self-help and self-reliance and cease to look
for outside help. But under the development schemes large amounts
of money are being spent by the government in the villages, while
people's contribution is nominal and generally inflated.
2. The Gandhian concept of progress was a balanced one,
and included moral, material and social development of the people
His constructive programme was based on his lifelong principles of
truth and non-violence and laid stress on communal unity. eradication
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of untouchability, advocattorrot prohibition etc. But the present Rural
Development Programme in a way ignores these aspects and mainly
concentrates on material welfare.
Thus we find, the C.D. Programme differing from the
Gandhian constructive programme in several ways
THE BARODA PLAN:
SIR. V.T. KRISHNAMACHARI-1933.
Almost at the same time of Sevagram experiment, SirVT.
Krishnamachari was trying an experiment in Baroda. He was then
the Dewan of Baroda state and he drew up detailed plans of rural
development during his tenure of office. He held that attempts at
rural development should be made in a manner that improvement in
rural life takes place in all its aspects. He believed that in order to
raise the standard of living of villagers, it is necessary pre-requisite
to create in them a desire for aspiring to that level of living. He also
believed that any work of rural reconstruction cannot be effective if it
is not intensively taken up in a limited area so that the spread-effect
of the effort radiates outward from a focal point. He also emphasized
the need for developing village leadership,so that a local organization
exists in each village to continue the effort that is initiated by an
agency. The Baroda plan was characterized by an emphasis on a
comprehensive programme of improvements in all aspects of rural
life. It was woven around the concept that increased agricultural
production holds the key to success and that there should be an
efficient organization for supplies, services and credit. The plan
recognized the role of panchayats, cooperatives and schools as
centers of activities and local leaders as promoters of change. Sir
VI Krishnamachari believed that programme of rural reconstruction
was part of a broader programme and it was necessary to expand
subsidiary activities to promote agricultural production
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FIRKA DEVELOPMENT SCHEME - MADRAS -1946:
Even prior to the launchingof the Firka DevelopmentScheme
in the selected firkas and centers, the government had under
consideration, the question of rural development in the state. Various
measures had been taken from time to time for the improvement of
rural conditions. But.asthe efforts had been restricted in scope and
lacked proper coordination, the results were neither tangible nor
enduring. Lack of direction, support and encouragement from a
central authority was responsible for the ineffectiveness of these
efforts. It was obvious that the planning of schemes of rural
development and supervision of their execution should be centralized
as also the coordination of the work of the Departmentsof Agriculture,
Industries, Irrigation, Veterinary etc, in regard to such schemes.
This was the backgroundwith which the MadrasGovernment,
under the Chief Ministership of Late Tunguturi Prakasam Pantulu
(Andhra Kesari) started the Firka Development Scheme. To start
with, it was the intention of the government to make each selected
firka or centre self-sufficient in the matter of food and clothing and
other necessities of life It was decided to revive or develop, as the
case might be, village industries essential for the life of the
communities. The governmentalso launcheda schemefor production
and popularization of Khadi.
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
In order to give effect to their proposals in this regard, the
Government started a special fund and transferred a sum of Rs. 4/Crores to this fund from the revenue account. Out of this sum of Rs.
4/- Crores, one cr~re was set apart for Harijan upliftand the remaining
three crores to general schemes of Firka Development and other
schemes for Khadi production. As and when necessary for rural
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uplift, the sums required were drawn from this fund and the unspent
balances were made available for expenditure in subsequent years.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The Firka Development Scheme aimed at the attainment of
the Gandhian ideal of "Village Swaraj" by bringing about not only the
educational, economic, sanitary and other improvements of villages
but also by revitalizing the spirit of the people and making them selfconfident and self-reliant. The object Of.the scheme was to attack
the rural problem as a whole as well as in its several parts. The
scheme consisted of definite short-term plans. The short-term plan
was the development of rural communications and rural water supply,
formation of panchayats, organization of cooperatives covering every
village, implementing a programme of sanitation etc. The long-term
plan was designed to further the attainment of self-sufficiencythrough
agricultural, irrigationaland livestock-improvementsand development
of Khadi and Cottage industries.
LAUNCHING OF THE PROGRAMME AND EXTENSION
The Firka Development Programme was first launched in 34
firkas throughout the state during the last quarter of 1946 and was
later extended from 151April, 1950, to 50 additional firkas at the rate
of 2 firkas for each district and, to 24 additional firkas in April 1952.
The selection of the firkas was based on consideration of
gener~1 backwardness of the firka in regard to communications,
sanitation, lighting,water supply,etc., presenceof electric installations
in or within reach of the firka or centre and the availabilityof conditions
favourabie for intensifying the production of handloom cloth for the
development of other cottage industries.
ADMINISTRATIVE SET UP
The provincial firka development officer (later redesignated
as the Director of Rural '.'Velfare and the Joint Development
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Commissioner) was put in overall charge of the implementation of
the programme at state level.
The District Collector was primarily responsible for the
successful working of the scheme in his district. He was assisted by
a Rural Welfare Officer of the rank of a Deputy Tahsildar who was in
charge of two or three selected firkas, and under him, there were 5
to 10 Grarnasevaks of the rank of Revenue Inspector, one for each
of the 5 to 10 groups into which the firkas had been divided. Each
firka or each group of firkas was also provided with special staff like
Agricultural Fieldmen, Demonstration Maistries, P.W.D. Supervisors,
Minor Irrigation overseers, a Khadi worker, and a Cooperative
Inspector.
TRAINING OF GRAMASEVAKS
The Gramasevaks were given adequate training in the
fundamental principles of rural development. Two vidyalayas were
in existence, one at Gopannapalem, Andhra Pradesh and another at
Kallupatti, Madurai district, to train Gramasevakas. The Firka
Development Officers were also given training.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Under the Firka DevelopmentScheme, an attemptwas made
to encourage local leadership and to instill in them the philosophy of
self-help. Works under the scheme were generally carried out where
the villagers were prepared to contribute towards their cost either in
cash or kind or in the form of labour. Emphasis was also laid on the
execution of works by the villagers benefited by the works, to the
exclusion of profit earning outside agencies.
ASSOCIATION OF NON-OFFICIALS
The Firka Development Programme provided a democratic

basis for the development of rural areas. The villagers themselves
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had a share In framing the proposals for their own improvement.
Developmentcommittees consisting of officials and non-officialswere
constituted in the firkas to implement the schemes drawn up for the
improvement of the villages. There was also a State Rural Welfare
Board comprising Heads of Departments and influential constructive
workers, which formulated schemes of Firka Development. It was a
sub-committee of this Board that drew up in October, 1947 a
comprehensive plan of Firka Development. The aim of this plan for
Firka Development, as visualized by the authors, was "to organize
the villagers for a happier, more prosperous and fuller life in which
the individual villager will have the opportunity to develop both as an
individual and as a unit of a well integrated society".
Outstanding constructive workers were also deputed from
time to time to inspect the work done and report to government.
CONTENT OF THE PROGRAMME
For improvements to village communications and rural water
supply, the government had sanctioned a sum of Rs. 50,0001- under
each head for each of the 34 firkas originally selected and Rs. 25,0001
- in respect of each of the firkas selected later. A recurring grant of
Rs. 10,0001- per annum was originally placed at the disposal of the
collectors in respect of each of the 34 firkas or centers for expenditure
on minor and urgent items of work. A sum of Rs. 8,0001- was placed
at the disposal of each of the additional firkas subsequently selected.
These small allotments attracted huge contributionsfrom the villagers
in the form of money, materials and labour and the value of the work
done in most cases was far in excess of the money spent on
government account.
Wherever specific allotments were not placed at the disposal
of the firka development officers, it was ordered that the expenditure
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on the items concerning rural development should be met from the
normal departmentalbudgets. Itwas also orderedthat first preference
should be given to the selected areas in the matter of location of
basic training centers and in training teachers.
SANITATION
Emphasis was laid on systematic improvement of sanitary
condition in the villages. The goal was a clean and a tidy village.
The means was through education and not merely by mechanical
activities.
COOPERATION
A determined effort was made to bring into existence
cooperative societies to cover all the villages in the selected areas
through the cooperative department
PANCHAYATS
Panchayats were also ordered to be constituted in all the
villages of the selected areas.
ELECTRIFICATION
A high priority was given for the electrification of the selected
areas. The government also undertook to meet the deficits arising
out of unremunerative schemes in the selected areas.
AGRICULTURE
Special attention was paid to increasing production of food
grains, cotton, etc, by subsidizing the agricultural requirements and
offering various facilities to the farmers, viz., land reclamation,
compost making, incentives for compost making, sale of fertilizers
and plant protection material at half-cost, supply of green manure
seeds, supply of improved strains at subsidized rates.
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IRRIGATION
It was also ordered that schemes which would materially
contribute for the development of irrigation in the several firkas should
be investigated and executed by the regular departments.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
The village livestock improvement scheme, which aimed at
concentrated livestock improvement in the villages, was ordered to
be implemented in selected areas.
ENTRUSTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT WORK TO NONOFFICIAL AGENCIES
With a view to extending firka development work to additional
areas and in order to stimulate a healthy competition between the
official and non-official agencies, the Government decided that the
firka development work might also be entrusted to non-official
agencies engaged in doing constructive work. To start with, five
non-official agencies were selected and paid grants for doing firka
development work on the following items:
1. Provision of communications;
2.

Provision of drinking water facilities;

3.

Improvement of sanitation;

4.

Improvement of Agriculture;

5.

Development of Khadi and other village industries; and

6.

Other items of the constructive programme such as Adult
Education and establishment of multipurpose cooperative
societies.

The Firka Development Scheme was later merged with the
National Extension Service, when this programme was launched in
1953-54.
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE SCHEME
Contribution of this scheme was the idea of concentrated
work in a small group of villages and the idea of having an organization
and special staff like a Firka Development or Rural Welfare Officer
and a Village Level Worker (Gramasevak). The striking feature of
Firka Development Scheme was its emphasis on village industries
programme.
SOME SHORTCOMINGS
The programme, however, suffered from a restriction in the
scope of its efforts and also for want of direction, policy-support and
encouragement from the Central Government. It also suffered for
lack of coordination with organizations operating at the same level.
Though, through these schemes much good work has been done,
the schemes stressed social and moral improvements more than
economic improvement. They cared more for roads, wells, schools,
reading rooms, libraries,sanitation,etc., than for improvingagricultural
yields. The Gramasevaks lacked technical knowledge for improving
agricultureand livestock. Mostof themwere simplysocialworkers.
, In all
fairness,we must say, that despitethese shortcomingsa real beginning
and an earnesteffort has been madefor regeneratingrural life.
MAHEWA - ETAWAH PILOT PROJECT -1948
A pilot project was tried at Mahewa in Etawah District with
American aid and the services of an American architect Albert Mayer
were utilized by Uttar Pradesh Government in trying out the
experiment. The selection of Mahewa Projectwas made on the basis
that the area selected should besuch as can be at par with any other
average area in the country implying that facilities available there for
work were not extra-ordinary.
The first area to be tackled had its centre in Mahewa, twenty
five kms. East of Etawah. the scheme in the first year covered 70
villages.
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THE CENTRAL AIM OF THE PILOT PROJECT
The sponsors of the Pilot Project, Etawah, received
inspiration, ideas and guidance from the efforts of the missionaries
and other efforts of the various institutions, organizations, and
individuals that appeared in the field ahead of the Pilot Project and
took into consideration their strong and weak points. The central
aim of the pilot project, Etawah, was to bring about a synthesis of the
good features of the various fragmentary approaches and efforts and
to carry out action-research experiments to evolve suitable
programmes, methods, and institutional and administrative patterns
for a balanced physical, economic and social development of the
rural communities through the combined and systematically planned
efforts of the local people, government and voluntary agencies, on
an aided and organized self-help basis ",:,iththe help of modern
scientific and technologicalaids, in harmonywith the cultural traditions
and genius of the people.
OBJECTIVES
The central aim of the Pilot Project was spelt out in terms of
objectives as follows:
1.To see what degree of productive and social improvement,
as well as of initiative, self-confidence, and cooperation, can be
achieved in the villages of a district not the beneficiary of any set of
special circumstances and resources, such as hydroelectric
development of large-scale industry.
2. To ascertain how quickly those results may be obtainable,
consistent with their becoming permanently part of the people's
mental, spiritual and technical equipment and outlook after the special
pressure is lifted.:
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3.To see whether these results, if attainable, could be had at
a cost in material and personnel which would be within the reach of
the state by the existing departments and agencies.
APPROACH AND METHODS
Some of the basic principles that guided the approach and
methods of work in the pilot project are listed below:
(1)

Emphasis on self-help;

(2)

Simultaneous improvement on the physical and human
planes;

(3)

Democratic approach and people's participation;

(4)

Reproducibility;

(5)

The local potential - the local felt-needs and the available
local resources, supplemented by outside resources as the
basis of programme;

(6)

Comprehensive and integrated approach;

(7)

Phasing from simple to more complex through selectivity,
concentration and time-growth;

(8)

Economic spearhead-focus of activities must be chosen,
based on the villager's felt-needs, around which we can later
expand his horizon of needs;

(9)

Rigorous planning and realistic targets;

(10)

Changes in the attitudes of officials;

(11)

Institutional approach;

(12)

Cooperation of governmental
organizations;

and non-governmental
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(13)

Full exchange of information between change agencies;

(14)

Maintenance, follow-up and people's take-over;

(15)

Economic programmes

53

as keystones of community

development;
(16)

.'

Coordination between extension and services and supplies;

aDd
(17)

Collaboration by technicians and social scientists - Both the
technical as well as the social sciences have their important
and complementary roles to play in community development.
The provision of a Rural Life Analyst and social education
workers is as vital as that of the men qualified in physical
sciences. Thus we find right types of methods and approach
being made in the pilot project.

ORGANIZATION
The workers engaged in the programme were re-oriented
as people's servants and not as people's masters. It was a teamwork.
A very important member of the team was the "Multipurpose Village
Level Worker", who was responsible for many activities at his level.
The idea of the village level worker was not new. Brayne had his
"Village Guides", and Tagore and Gandhi had their village workers,
who served the villages in their own way. But Mayer's Village Level
Worker was better trained and better paid.
Another important addition to Mayer's team was a Rural Life
Analyst - a trained sociologist. The other members of the team were,
one District Planning Officer and four Deputy Development Officers
(Agriculture, Engineering, Training and Village Participation) who
worked at the Project - headquarters. They were helped by two
Area Assistant Development Officers and five Assistant Development
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Officers who
, looked after their own respective areas. In each area
there were 12 village level workers, covering about four villages each,
who actually came in greatest contact with the villagers. To keep the
workers in touch with the programme and with each other a regular
meetingof the "Team Working Council"was held every fortnightwhich
was attended by all officers and two representatives of the villagelevel-workers, selected by rotation. The village-level-workers used
to hold their separate meetings also which were attended by
Panchayat secretaries, cooperative supervisors, adult literacy
teachers, and women welfare officers of the area. Discussions were
free and joint decisions were taken.

.

PROGRAMME OF WORK
The specific programme of work consisted of increasing
agricultural production through the introduction of improved varieties
of seeds, chemical fertilizers, green manuring, compost making,
improved implements, irrigation, plant protection measures,
horticultural development, soil conservation, improved cultural
practices etc., improvement of animal husbandry, through upgrading
of cattle, disease control and management; provision of cooperative
services for credit, production,marketingand supply, better sanitation
and health services, control and eradication of human epidemics,
provision of maternity and child welfare services, improvement of
roads, water-supply, drainage and other public utility works,
improvement of housing, and last but not the least, a broadcasted
social education programme by means of adult literacyclasses, study
tours, field demonstrations, provision of reading room and library
service, one-act plays, competitions, farmers' fairs, work with rural
institutions and organizations, village leaders' training camps and
mass contact programmes.
RESULTS
Significant results have been achieved in numerous fields in
the project. Naturally it attracted world-wide attention and numerous
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visitors from other parts of India as well as many countries of Asia,
Europe, America and Africa, visited the Pilot Project to study its
working with a view to applying the lessons to other parts of the
world.

The success

of the Project paved the way for Indo-US

Technical Cooperation Agreement of 1952 for the expansion of the
Community Development

Programme on a large scale and the first

55 Community Development Projects were launched on October, 2,
1952 on Gandhiji's birth day.
In regard to the achievement in several areas of the project,
spectacular

results have been achieved in agricultural production.

As mentioned in the programme of work, several innovations were
successfully

introduced in the field of agriculture.

Equal has been

the success in the field of animal husbandry, in upgrading the livestock
and in preventing and eradicating diseases and epidemics.
The cooperative movement has gained momentum. Starting
with only 30 societies with 608 members and Rs. 3086/- as share
capital, advancing Rs. 19,506/-, as loans in 1948-49, the entire project
area has been covered with 265 societies (later this number was
reduced to 192 on account of merger into large-sized societies) with
23,628

members,

Rs. 6,54,580/-

share capital

advancing

Rs.

24,10,822/- as loan in 1961.
In regard

to rural

industries,

cooperative

brick-kilns,

manufacture of agricultural implements, sericulture and canning and
fruit preservation
work.

have come into existence as part of the project

Cooperative brick-kilns have been singularly successful and

the growth in this industry has been phenomenal.
Further, significant progress has been achieved in the field
of Community works.

People's contribution was SUbstantial.

Not

only a large number of reads, culverts, drains, school buildings and
other community works were undertaken in the project area, but the
'Shramadan'

movement was born in the project area.
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In the field of social education, village leaders' training camps
and study tours have become popular and adult social education
classes in the villages, provision of community centers and, above
all youth programmes, have made considerable headway. Further,
the general education programme also made big strides.
In the pilot project, besides spectacular results there were
mistakes and failures in plenty. What distinguishesthe Etawahproject
is that the mistakeswere not repeatedvery often and the initialfailures
paved the way for the final success in most cases.
THE ETAWAH EFFECT
The Etawah experiment proved that (1) Indian farmers, if
convinced, could take to new ways and increase the farm yield
considerably, (2) self-generating rural development work need not
necessarily take a very long time, (3) planned expenditure on rural
development was an investment which paid off in tangible economic
termsand (4) the Etawah story could be repeated elsewhere too.
Encouraged by the achievements the Government naturally sought
to extend the Etawah programme to other areas. Between 1949-51
the original project grew to include over 300 villages of the same
district and was reproduced in four centres of Uttar Pradesh. It has
been claimed that what the Rochdale experiment in England was to
the World's cooperation movement and what the Tennessee Valley
Authority was to the integrated exploitation of the World's great
watersheds, the Etawah project had become to the revitalization of
the life of the World's peasantry. We must say that Etawahexperiment
opened a new chapter in the history of rural reconstruction in India
and has provided a pattern on which an all India edifice could be built.
REASONS FOR SUCCESS
Systematic planning and democratic approach to programme
implementation were factors that contributed to the success. The
able leadershipof Mayer was another factor. His technical knowledge
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helped development in several areas. As an army man, he had the
necessary executive capacity. He planned minutely, kept the supply
line open, drilled his co-workers thoroughly and fixed targets for
achievement. Thus his workers knew the 'how", "what" and "when"
of the whole programme. Another factor was, he was free from any
red-tapism. This complete freedom to experiment gave him wide
scope for free action and flexibility. Another important factor was, he
tackled the problem of agricultural production first. Increased
production per acre convinced the farmer about the usefulness of
development work. This created the necessary psychological
background and work economic base for future efforts, and was one
of the biggest reasons for Etawah's success.
Thus the personal qualities of Mayer (and his associates),
his direct approach to Jawaharlal Nehru and Govind Ballabh Pant,
and the success of his agricultural programme were the three main
factors responsible for the success of the Etawah experiment. After
Mayer's departure the work became slack.
NILOKHERI- S.K. DEY -1949
Nilokheri was another pioneering attempt which drew
countrywide attention and influenced the C.D. movement directly
through its example and indirectly through the Former Minister of
Community Development and Cooperation, Sri SK Dey, who was
the moving spirit, behind the project.
Partition of the country resulted in the refugee problem and
these thousands of unfortunate up-rooted people could not be fed,
clothed and sheltered indefinitelyany longer by the governrilent. They
had to be rehabilitated. A new harmonious society had to be built
from an heterogeneousgathering of people. A stupendous'task which
fell on the able and willing shoulders of S.K. Dey, Kurukshetra, a
hundred miles from Delhi on the Main Road to Ambala, was receiving
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the bulk of the refugees.

S.K. Dey a foreign-trained

engineer with

administrative experience was at that time living among the displaced
persons at Kurukshetra.

~e became concerned about the future of

thousands of displaced persons.

His knowledge and experience of

his own village community helped him to blue-print a new society.
He made a survey of the camp population, their immediate needs
and requirements
was harnessed

and the potential of the campers.

This potential

fully and one scheme after another came in, all

emphasizing self-help and thus a new town-ship and a new society
emerged.
Nilokheri Township was designed to rehabilitate about 7000
displaced persons on a 1100 acres plot of marshy land which was
transferred

to the colony in 1948.

The Township was afterwards

integrated

with 100 villages around it.

The scheme was called

"Mazdoor Manzil", because it was based on the principle of "He who
would not work neither shall he eat". Right of living was guaranteed
till surplus was available with any member of the colony. Equal rights
for education and hospital care for the sick were guaranteed. Religion
was declared a private affair.
The objective was to attain self-sufficiency
requirements

for the township

in the essential

and the surrounding

vocational training centre was the hub of activities.

villages.

A

The colony had

its own dairy, poultry, piggery, printing press, engineering workshop,
tannery, bone-meal factory, all run on cooperative

lines.

To man

these cooperative enterprises people were trained in the vocation of
their choice.

A~out 750 acres of marshy land was cleared and put

under the plough. The industrial activities gave employment to about
1200 adults out of 1400 able-bodied ones. The colony was not only
self-sufficient in its day-to-day needs but it could, in due course, repay
the principal with interest.
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PANCHAYAT REVITALIZED
Besides the economic activities, attentionwas given to social
welfare and cultural activities, Most of the economic activities as
stated earlier were carried on cooperative lines, Side by side with
cooperative activities, the activities of the Panchayat were also
revitalized, The Panchayat was to look after the political and social
aspects of the community life in the colony; it was given the
responsibility for law and order, sanitation and community welfare,
including assistance to the weaker sections of the community, The
Panchayat was to act as the forum for the grievances and complaints
of the people, There were special sub-committees of the Panchayat
to plan and supervise its various activities, Thus were the seeds of
functional subcommittees, which adorn the Panchayati-Raj scheme
today, sown in the little township of Nilokheri.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
As the township grew, difficulties began to be encountered,
The scale of the organization of economic activities proved a
formidable obstacle, To enjoy competitive advantages more
specialization, increased scale and flexibility in management were
needed, Cooperative form of organizing and selling production did
not suit the industries where skills needed for management were of
such a character that equality or near equality in the distribution of
income could not be maintained, Nor did they suit enterprises where
intimate responsiveness to consumer demands and flexible handling
of production and sales were the essence of success, The
cooperatives had problems of securing consensus and interest,
particularly on the part of the personnel responsible for the
management of cooperative enterprises, The cpoperative sector,
therefore, retreated from many of its earlier strongholds, had to make
way for the state or the private sector,
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Secondly, unless the economic activities are linked with
similar ones in other parts of the country, the growing demand for
employment could not be met, particularly in case of workers who
became unemployed after the termination of particular construction
programmes. The frustration-had its effect on the harmony of the
institutional fabric, particularly on panchayats and cooperative
organizations, which were severely strained under the seething
discontent of unemployed workers.
The villages which were conceived as integral limbs of the
Nilokheri vision of society did not grow at the expected rate.
NILOKHERI'S CONTRIBUTION
Nilokheri, however, has left an imprint on the face of the
Community Development Programme in India. It gave the country
its first administrator (Dey) of Community Projects. The idea of agroindustrial township as the nerve-centreof rural development services
was recognized in the draft ofthe First FiveYear plan and incorporated
in the layout of the financial plan of the first fifty five community
projects, even though this idea was put off subsequently and an
attempt made to recapture Its glimpse in the Second Five Year plan.
NILOKHERI TODAY
The township of Nilokheri was subsequently handed over to
the government of East Punjab (now Haryana) with adequate
safeguards for the institutions and inhabitants of Nilokheri.
The government undertook to bear the burden of essential
liabilities for the period it was considered unavoidable. The
administration of the township was fully integrated with the
Rehabilitation Department of the State Government. The economy
of the township has been linked up with the rest of the country.
Nilokheri has paid back a substantial part of the investment made on
the colony, and is continuing to pay the balance.
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Nilokheri still stands as an objectified dream of agro-industrial
township and a constant remainder to the nation of a useful idea lost
in oblivion.

It still claims its maturity in its spirit of fellow-feeling

and

a higher level of employment and income. Nilokheri became a symbol
of progress through self-help and mutual aid. It was an outstanding
experiment in the practice of secular socialistic living. Despite some
problems

and drawbacks

in the experiment,

Nilokheri

is still an

eminent centre for training various kinds of development personnel
and is rightly looked upon as a place of pilgrimage for development
workers.
The significance

of the Nilokheri

experiment

has been

summed up in these words by the Prime Minister, Nehru, in a message
to the anniversary issue of 'Kurukshetra'

in October, 1953.

"All over India we have centers of human activity which are
like lamps spreading their light more and more in the surrounding
darkness.

This light has to grow till it covers the land. Among these

centers, there is Nilokheri which has achieved a good deal of fame in
India and outside.

That brings a greater responsibility on Nilokheri

and on other like centers. They are the examples for others to follow
and they must keep up high standards because it is quality that will
tell in the end, not the quantity".

INDIA VILLAGE SERVICE (LV.S.)
It's Four.der Mr.Arther T. Mosher of New York and Sri B.N.
Gupta, a big Hindu businessman,

established it in 1945.

Sri B.N.

Gupta engaged in research work and prepared many a statement in
support of his views. When the idea was being contemplated in New
York, Dr. William H. Wiser was also thinking on the same lines. Dr.
Wiser and his wife came to India and started this rural reconstruction
organization in a model village called Alenganj in Kanpur.
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PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES OF I.V.S.
Any organization, public or private, formulates its own
philosophy which guides in the selection and operation of particular
programmes, The objects of this organization are to assist village
people to realize the best in their own villages. by developing
individuals, volunteer leaders and local agencies, and enable them
to be effective in helping themselves and others. That is, in short the
approach made in every aspect of his life, The objectives also include
assisting Government in developing villages, Faith in the common
man, if taken to its logical conclusion, should lead to the belief that
with proper guidance, village people can develop their own localprogrammes and generate leadership from among themselves,
METHODS OF WORK
India Village Service adopts some general methods of work
which are used in all the specific programmes that have been
developed, For realization of the above-mentioned objectives, the
organization adopts the techniques like, personal contacts, informal
discussion groups, use of volunteers, demonstrations, use and
production of visual aids, exhibitions, tours and trips, dramas, books
and periodicals etc, In selecting personnel under this organization,
top priority is given to teachers, These teachers are not the type of
teaches who feel satisfied with classroom lectures alone,
Teaching begins with the awareness of the need, The Village
worker is the teacher, who is also a guide who meets the villagers
informally in small natural groups. He discusses with them their
specific problems and attempts to bring the discussion to a focus in
order to arrive at a procedure with which they would be able to tackle
their problems, The procedure, so arrived at, would be within the
villagers' own realm of action. India Village Service thinks that the
felt-needs of the community should be the starting point of work It is
Dr M C,RH,RD
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deliberately non-institutional in the sense, that it does not have a
fixed pattern of work. It maintains flexibility to meet various needs. It
also joins hands with other institutions working for village
development.
The work should not exceed a limited period. This provision
is there to create self-reliance and self-confidenceand ultimatelylocal
leadership among the village people
It lays stress on the method of work and is not mainly
concerned with measurable results.
Residents of fifteen villages are the beneficiaries of this
organization.
It has undertaken and completed numerous
programmes, viz. health programme, sanitation programme, home
making programme, agricultural programme, recreation programme,
industrial programme, general education programme, etc. These
programmes are carried out by this organization after having gained
adequate knowledge of the felt-needs of the people.
IV.S. also has rendered service in fields like cottage
industries, animal husbandry, education, publication and distribution
of periodicals, giving visual aids, family-planning etc.
A very interesting feature of this organization is it has
organized a number of student-work-camps during annual holidays.
From the beginning, this organization has been emphasizing
the importance of people cooperating with government, because it
feels, that government alone can assist in the work of development
in the India Village Service area. Government is the only institution
which can shoulder big financial commitments and such large scale
programmes.
India Village Service is financially supported by donations
and contributions. It has branches in Lucknow and Etah (UP) and is
affiliated to the Presbyterian Church in U.S.A
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From its inception, it has been helpingthe people in achieving
their needs and tackling their problems by its methods as mentioned
above. It has widened the horizon of the village people so that they
may strive for a better living.
THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIAN REPUBLIC -1950
The cue to fundamental

changes

in the country's

administration was given by the constitution which articulated the
revolutionary urge of the freedom struggle. It envisaged a stateorder in which "justice social, economic and political shall inform all
the institutions of national life". It brought into being a system of
responsible government Articles 36 to 51 of the Constitution lay down
the fundamental principles which should govern the exercise of
legislative and executive authority of the state. These provisions are
believed to contain constitutional sanction for C.D. Programme, the
relevant articles of the constitution may, therefore, be examined more
closely.
Article 40 lays down an important obligation upon the State
in relation to the Panchayats. It says, "The State shall take steps to
organize village panchayats and endow them with such powers and
authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as units of
self-government.
Article 43 directs the Stateto ensure all workers a livingwage,
conditions of work ensuring decent standard of living, and full
enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural opportunities. In
particular, the State shall endeavour to promote cottage industries
on an individual or cooperative basis in rural areas. Article 47 lays
down that the raising of the level of nutrition and standard of living of
the people and improvement of public health shall be the primary
duty of the State. Article 48 requires the State to make endeavour to
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organize agriculture and animal husbandry on modern scientific lines.
A Multi-subject-matter-Extension Service is no doubt in line with the.
Directive Principles of State Policy. The combination of community
development and extension may be interpreted as an attempt to
combine the quality of social justice with the endeavour at raising the
standards of living. The constitution represents a culmination point
of the political and social urge born during the freedom struggle which
continues to inspire the current attempts at rural reconstruction. The
authors of Grow More Food Enquiry Committee had these provisions
in mind while formulating their proposals for a national extension
service which were subsequentlyadopted by the Governmentof India.
Reference to the Constitution is legitimate as constituting a. very
important link in the series of developments that gave C.D. in India a
sense of urgency. It also reinforced the faith of the planners and
people alike in developing functions, powers, and resources upon
the institutions of rural local self-government. The constitution thus
provided the spring board for action in Rural Development
Programme.
GROW MORE FOOD ENQUIRY COMMITTEE
SIR V.T. KRISHNAMACHARI-1952.
The Government of India had launched the programme for
augmenting food, production in the form of "Grow More Food
Campaign" in 1942 but the reasons for its failure needed investigation.
A Grow More Food Enquiry Committee was accordingly set up under
the chairmanship of Sir.V.T. Krishnamachari. The recommendations
of the Committee were endorsed by the Planning Commission and
the Government of India. The main recommendations of the Grow
More Food Enquiry Committee were that the scope of the campaign
should be enlarged to include a wider plan of development of village
life in all its aspects. The implication was that, in order to grow more
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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food and increase agricultural production, the purpose can never be
achieved by merely concentrating on agriculture. It can be achieved
only if an integrated view of life is taken and assistance rendered to
the villager in a manner that it takes into account all the inter-related
aspects of his existence. The Grow More Food Enquiry Committee
also recommended that in order to increase food production, it is
necessary to develop and mobilize local leadership. For doing so,
institutions like Panchayats and Cooperatives should be developed
and utilized. The most significant contribution that the Grow More
Food Enquiry Committee made was the proposal to establish an
extension organization for rural development· The committee
envisaged and recommended creation of an extension service for
permanent farm improvement The report emphasized categorically
that all aspects of rural life are inextricably inter-connected and
individual items cannot be dealt with in isolation. By saying so, it
was not suggested that particular problems should not be given due
prominence, but it was indicated that plans for them should form part
of and be integrated with those for achieving the wider aims. The
committee emphasized that "It is only by placing this ideal of bringing
about an appreciable improvement in the standards of rural life and
making it fuller and wider-before the country, and ensuring that the
energies of the entire administrative machinery of the states and the
best non-official leadership are directed to plan for its realization,
that we can awaken mass enthusiasm and enlist the active interest
and support of the millions of families living in the countryside in the
immense task of bettering their own conditions".
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME -1952

Community Development Programme is, thus, a blending of
all the features of various attempts made in the past It represents a
synthesis of divergent approaches which is so characteristic of our
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culture. It also represents the aspirations of a young democracy.
Some of the important lessons learnt from various attempts
enumerated before are that1.

An integrated approach to all aspects of village life is
absolutely essential for any programme of rural development
(Sriniketan, Marthandam, Etawah Pilot Project, etc.)

2.

The programme should be initiated by people with proper
understanding and conviction. If it is imposed from out side,
it does not sustain itself. (India Village Service, Marthandam,
Gurgaon.)

3.

Assistance of Government and need for a policy support
are necessary to develop a programme of wide coverage in
rural areas (Firka Development Scheme, Gurgaon)

4.

The programme should be developed around felt-needs of
the people so that their interest is sustained on enduring
basis (Etawah Pilot Project).

5.

Existing institutions should be revitalized and utilized, (Grow
More Food Enquiry Committee Report)

6.

Channels or service should be coordinated (Etawah Pilot
Project).

7.

Development work should be intensified in a compact area
for radiation effect (Sriniketan, Etawah Pilot Project).

8.

Systematic and continuous training of workers is necessary
so that they develop a proper approach and attitude to service
(Sevagram, Sriniketan, Etawah Pilot Project)

9.

An organizationalframe cannot serve unlessthe communities
develop a spirit of working together (Nilokheri).
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From 1957 onwards, the evolution of the new concept and

programme of rural development started and it marked an epoch
making turn in the annals of our country.
ASSESSMENT OF THE EARLY ATTEMPTS
Tagore being a poet a-nd visionary emphasized

the

development of the total personality of the individual. Gandhiji, being
a political agitator and social reformer, offered tools with which he
proposed to fight the battle of politicaland social liberation. Dr. Hatch,
being a missionary, could enlist the support of the local members,
Y.M.C.A, Brayne, being an administrator, was concerned with the
contents of the programme and the administrative architecture to
carry it out The common ground among the attempts was the moral
and spiritual meaning which, when linked with the cultural traditions
of the country, could fire the deepest emotions of the citizens.
There were shortcomings also. The various attempts made
by early pioneers were isolated. Barring Baroda, which profited from
Marthandam experiment and Sriniketan which benefited by a short
stay of Mahatma Gandhi, each worked independentlywithout making
use of the experiences of others. The principles of approach were
almost the same in all the attempts. Their coverage was limited
because they could not command the necessary resources for an
extensive programme. The attitude of the government of the day
was not quite sympatheticand came in the way of providingnecessary
security to the workers. The technical support was lacking so that
more difficult problems had to be left alone. The political climate and
the governmental attitude were not favourable.
However, they blazed the trail. Tagore gave the holistic
cultural approach to the problem of rural reconstruction. Marthandam
experience in Extension contained the desirable extension principles.
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Brayne's scheme was comprehensive

in contents. He had already

suggested the idea for a multipurpose functionary at village level.
The ruling party drew inspiration from Gandhiji's ideology of rural
reconstruction

after independence and was largely committed to it.

The lessons learnt from all these trials formed the bedrock of the
present Rural Development programme.
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LESSONS FROM EARLIER EFFORTS
TOWARDS RURAL DEVELOPMENT
One could notevery sincere and action-orienteddevelopment
programmes through several earlier experiments Even though the
attempts have been rather serious towards development, due to
several factors there have been some shortcomings and lapses both
on the part of the development organizations and the public too. In
the following pages, we briefly note the lessons one could learn from
rural development. In a sense it may be said that some of these
shortcomings are eliminated and minimized in the Janmabhoomi
Programmes.
Rural development under diverse nomenclatures, during the
past six decades in most of the developing countries, has been an
adventurous effort with models and theories of development,
strategies

and methods involving

policy makers, planners,

administrators, scientists, technologists, academics and ordinary
workers. It is a programme of developing rural communities with a
network of organizations and institutional linkages from the national
level to the village level with several layers of administration in
between. It is a multi-faceted programme initiated and launched with
great hopes and high promises. Some developmental schemes
attempted were unchartered explorations. In some respects, it was
a trial and error approach. But none can deny the significant
contribution of rural development in terms of generation of new
schemes, programme planning, programme implementation,
organizational set-up, institutional linkages, strategies and methods
adopted and the results achieved. Yet, we can draw some lessons
from this fascinating journey of rural development.
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Planning
Planning has come to stay as an integral part of rural
development activity. But unfortunately, the very act of planning and
the plan document were taken for achievement. We realized that
centralized planningwithout the knowledgeand proper understanding
of the local conditions, resources, needs, capabilities and the sociocultural milieu of the people was ineffective and so we came up with
decentralized or what you call bottom-up planning. But unfortunately,
we have failed to strengthen and improve the planning machinery at
the lower level with knowledge, skills, resources and decision making
authority We have also come to realize that it is not merely topdown or bottom-up planning, and that each approach has certain
merits and suffers from certain limitations and so it is wise to adopt a
blend of both approaches relevant to the magnitude of development
and the sphere of its operation.
People's Participation
We came to recognize and realize that people's participation
in rural development is a central feature and an unquestionable
complement for success and sustainability of any development
I
programme. Despite this recognition, we have largely ignored and
failed to facilitate and institutionalize people's participation in
developmental activities. We have made a mockery of it. In the
name of people's participation, we have exaggerated and inflated
the material and labour contributions from the people. We took
material and money given by the people as their participation and
failed to appreciate and encourage people's participation in terms of
ideas, views and moral support.
Weak Grassroots Links
Intheorganizationalstructureandhierarchyinruraldevelopment,
we find in general,a strongtop and a weak bottom Often, we meet with
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weak links at the grassroots operational level. The crucial part lies
at the operational level in terms of understanding people, their
problems, needs and motivating and involving them in activities
beneficial to individuals and the larger community. Either in respect
to expertise, status or recognition accorded. the personnel at the
lower rungs of operation are rather weak We need adequately
trained, reasonably paid and highly motivated extension functionaries
at the village level.
Ignored Women's Involvement
In general, we ignored women's involvement in rural
development activities. It is not a plea on gender issue, but it is a
question of maximal utitization of one half of human resources. In
the historical evolution of mankind, woman has been an economic
partner to man besides her biological and social roles.
The personnel in the various agencies engaged in socioeconomic development programmes, especially the extension
functionaries in rural development come in contact with and address
themselves to the tasks of menfolk in the client community. Seldom
are women contacted, their problems and needs looked into, their
opinions and views sought, their participation solicited, appreciated
and encouraged either because of traditional social restrictions and
prejudices or that women are not reckoned with as important entities
vis-a-vis the development programmes. The decision making is not
done by man alone though he is in the forefront of most of the
business, commercial and social activities. The woman is there
behind many decisions that concern social and economic issues of
the family. It is a paradoxical situation that though woman is in the
background, her understanding and choices influence the kind of
decision a man takes and the course of action he pursues In many
a rural development programme, the women are a missing link.
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Needless to emphasize that the women are to be accorded the
importance they deserve and facilitate their involvement as equal,
responsive and potential partners in rural development.
Training
Training of extension personnel and non-officials has been
a significant and conspicuous activity as a means and as a necessary
prerequisite for effective rural development. Thousands of extension
personnel and subject-matter specialists needed a new orientation
to work with rural people to improve their conditions of life. It is not
just specialization in a subject or expertise in a technical field, but it
is the right attitude and the conviction on the part of the development
personnel that the people in the rural areas are capable of improving
themselves to better standards of life. This orientation to a
considerable degree was provided.by training. Training of diverse
nature offered at different levels and at different stages in the career
of extension personnel has come to stay as an integral part of rural
development.
Theories and Models of Development
We were overwhelmed by our own and borrowed theories
and models of development. We never bothered to understand and
appreciate the indigenous knowledge system and integrate the new
elements of development with the existinq system. Sometimes, we
outright discouraged and voted down the age-old functionally well
integrated and useful customs, practices and technology followed
by the people. This was an unwise act on our part. We equated
economic poverty of the rural people with intellectual poverty. We
failed to listento the people. Seldomwe botheredto know the people's
image of rural development, what they need, what they think their
resources are, the way they think they should fulfill their needs and
the kind of assistance they expect from the development agencies
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Poor follow-up
Either

compelled

by targets

or to gain entry

into the

community or to please some people or to meet some genuine needs
of the people, with all initial enthusiasm and exuberance, we have
initiated several projects and schemes, small and big, but failed to
do the follow-up work. It may be a new idea, practice, method, device,
technology

or an institutional arrangement

and introduced by the development
people.

that has been initiated

agencies and adopted by the

In such instances, often we failed to provide what may be

called after-sale services. We abandoned the projects and schemes
and left the people in the lurch to fend for themselves.

It does not

mean a continuous pr-op, but some newly initiated projects, individual
or community-oriented

warrant follow-up by the development agency

Increase in Paper Work
We increased
accomplishment

paper work more than tangible,

actual

in the filed, we increased the number of returns,

and reports, a chain of reports from the field workers to higher-ups.
At one time in Andhra Pradesh, the Village Level Workers (VLWS)
presently designated Village Development Officers (VDOs) were to,
maintain 26 registers of different sorts. They had to spend a large
part of their time in filling
achievement,

up the registers,

posting

figures

of

real and false to save their skin under the pressure of

unrealistic and unattainable targets. In many cases, actual field work,
over a period of time tended to be neat paper work

The work

seriousness was lost.

Unrealistic Targets
Close to increase in paper work and mftuencinq it, is the
overjealously

fixing of targets for severalactivities.

Targets are

necessary, but they are to be based on time, resources, manpower,
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interest of people, their capabilities, physical possibility and
sometimes, the relevance of targeted activities or items to the client
community. Unfortunately, the target fixing in respect to several
activities in agriculture,animal husbandry,health,sanitationand family
planning for instance was centralized. The officials sitting at the
regional or national level fixed the targets to be achieved. Then the
targets as if they were funds, were distributed to the lower levels
from one development administrative levelto another across the
hierarchy. Seldom, the lower levels whose burden it was to achieve
the tarqets, questioned the higher-ups, the wisdom and practicability
of the targets assigned to them. Since, more often, targets were not
based on field reality and feasibility and since there was the tradition
of the lower level administrative unit accepting the orders and
instructions coming down from the higher level, the situation led to
manipulation of figures of achievement and the statistical data as
reported, sometimes, became doubtful of their reliability.
Expected Spontaneous Response From The People
The concept of felt-needs and the felt-needs approach has
become popular in the literatureof rural development. In some cases
we assumed the felt-needs of the people in the rural areas and their
prioritiestoo. And so, we came up with our programmesand expected
people to respond to them spontaneously,which often did not happen.
Eitherwe have not seriously assessed the felt-needsand the people's
priorities thereof or we have not prepared and facilitated the people
to respond to the programmes.
We expected miracles to take place in a short span of time.
Time is an element in growth and development. We became impatient
with the pace of people's march towards progress.
Development personnel going to the rural people instead of
the other way about was a new and strange experience to the latter.
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Over a long period of colonial administration and a hard regulatory
system of administration, more often, the rural people tended to be
silent, passive spectators and receivers. In general, the initiative
and action towards development was nipped in them. When
development personnel lectured to the villagers on new projects and
schemes, either out of sheer respect to the personnel or having not,
comprehended the purport of the programmes or finding the
programmes irrelevant to them, the villagers remained silent. We
misjudged people's silence for their acceptance.
More Slogans and Promises
Right from the politician and down to the village level
extension functionary, we created more noise, came up with more
slogans, made more promises to the people, but fell short of
actualizing them. Slogans are a part of motivation campaign, a part
of movement for development, appealing to the people's emotions,
competitive spirit, stirring their unified and concerted action for their
betterment. But if the slogans and promises fizzle out as empty
sound, the development agency loses its credibility. This has
happened in several instances in terms of promised supplies and
services to the individuals and to the communities at large.
Overemphasis on Material Physical Development:
There is no denying the fact that provision and creation of
physical and material facilities constitute de~·elopment,but we took
such physical and material things as progress and the end of
development. We laid more emphasis on roads, school buildings,
toilets, community halls, play equipment, etc., and less on the human
side, educating the people, motivating them to higher achievement
and facilitatingtechnicaland managerialskillsamong them to increase
the production pursuits. We failed to recognize and develop human
resources maximally in the rural communities.
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More often we thought for the people and acted for the people.
In some cases, we made the rural people more dependent on the
development agencies, instead of gradually building up and fostering
self-confidence

and self-reliance

at the community

level.

What is

needed is an inner change agency within the community. It comprises
the local leadersbip

serving as a positive and leading force for

betterment of life in the rural communities.

The inner change agency

is a stimulant and a human asset.
Wherever

we have demonstrated

economic

gain to the

people, such schemes or activities have been successful. More often,
short-term gains catch up faster. They serve as motivators to longterm projects.

We should appreciate the fact that village people

wanted a better way of life; that once the superiority of improved
practices and ways of doing things was demonstrated, villagers would
accept them; and that once the villagers were assured that the
"outsiders" had an unselfish interest in their welfare and advancement,
they would

.accept the outsiders' guidance.

Pampered the Rural Elite
There are social and power barriers in the rural communities.
When it comes to reaching the poor and the disadvantaged, we have
to pass through, in many instances, the rural elite.
nodes of power, authority and influence.

They are the

The local elite pose as

barriers as well as serve as stimulants and supporters to the cause
of the rural poor. Some programmes are specifically meant to reach
. the poor in the community.

But the extension personnel at the village

level, often cannot reach the benefits and services to the poor directly
ignoring the rural elite, since the latter perceive it as a threat to their
standing and authority in the community
influence over the poor would diminish.
extension functionaries

and that their hold and
And so, as a strategy, the

had to work through the rural elite, whether

they liked it or not, of course with mixed results.'
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though very much necessary, we tried to pamper and please and
keep the rural elite in good humour. We expected the rural elite to
work for, encourage and support the welfare programmes meant for
the weaker sections. The results have been mixed. Sometimes, the
elite Blocked Hieflow of benefitsto the poor. The extension personnel
felt helpless and they could not either ignore or antagonize the
powerful in the community. The encounter, defiance and challenge
to the exploitative stumbling Block-the rural vested interests should
come from within the community. Further, inadvertently or
deliberately, we have contributed to the creation of cliques, factions
and divisive forces in the rural communities.
Wrong Choices
We, unjudiciously and unimaginatively mixed up regulatory
activities with extension functions. This has distanced the people
from the extension functionaries. The latter playing a dual role has
affected their primaryextension role. We tried to plant new institutions
and organizations like farmers' forums, youth clubs and women's
clubs in the rural communities but most of them withered away soon,
since they appeared superfluous in the context of life in rural
communities predominantly of extended families and of a broad
kinship system. One major lesson from rural development is that we
are far from being effective in coordinating development activities.
concluston
We may conclude that politicalwill, clear-cut policies, realistic
objectives,effectiveorganizationaland institutionallinkages,a blending
of planningfrom belowand above,enlightenedinvolvementof the client
system, building up and strengtheningof local institutions,training of
developmentpersonnelandpeople'sleaders,implementingprogrammes
with religiousseriousnessand continuousevaluationof the programmes
would facilitate meaningfuland sustainedrural development.
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OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR
IMPLEMENTING
JANMABHOOMI PROGRAMMES
The multiple development and ameliorating programmes that
are planned and executed are of stupendous nature. Teams and
Committees are formed right from the habitation level and up to the
state level. The role expected of the officials, teams and committees
is well defined and there is a chain of communication and contact
prior to, during and after each round of Janmabhoomi. In the following
pages, we describe the manner in which the teams or committees
are formed and the role expected of them.
While speaking of the role of officials, teams and committees
in respect of Janmabhoomi programmes, it is to be mentioned here
that the Chief Minister of the State attends the proceedings of the
Gram Sabha and interacts with the public during every round of
Janmabhoomi programmes. It is highly noteworthythat the CM during
the period of Janmabhoomi programme visits a couple of districts
daily and attends Gram Sabhas. He is the principal monitor of all the
activities in the State. He keeps abreast of everything in detail and
provides guidance and instructionsto the peopleat all levels. Through
the Janmabhoomi programme he comes in close intimacy with the
public in terms of their needs and grievances.
Habitation level:
In every habitation, Janmabhoomi Volunteers Team (JVT)
is formed headed by Social Animators to mobilize the people for
participation in the core area activities. The Social Animators are
people interested in development, helpingothers, creating awareness
among them, mobilizing them for concerted group action; in a sence
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they are sensitizers and fore runners of development. The existing
grassroots people's institutions are utilized wherever they exit and
the Janmabhoomi process aims fostering the formation of such
institutions at the habitation level. All the members of the JVT meet
once in every week and make a review of the progress made in the
habitation under each of the core area activities The members of
the Team also assist the Social Animators in charge of the habitation
whenever house-to-house survey is to be undertaken. One of the
government functionaries at the village/gram panchayatlmunicipal
ward level is designated as habitation/ward level officer in charge of
the habitation/ward and also the Convenor of the Habitation Level
Committee (HLC) in the rural areas/Ward Level Committee in the
urban areas.
Social Animator:
There are two Social Animators (one male and one female)
in every habitation/slum to motivate and mobilize people for
participation in the core area activities of Janmabhoomi. Habitations/
slums here would mean all those having both less than ·200 and
above 200 population There are two additional Social Animators
(one male and one female) for every additional 200 population
wherever the population of the habitation is more than 200 The
Resident Community Volunteers (RCVs) play the role of Social
Animators in urban slums.
Social Animators are identified by the Nodal Officer in
consultation with the members of the Habitation Level Committee
(HLC) in the rural areas and Neighbourhood Committes (NHC) in
the urban slums. Two Social Animators (one male and one female)
will be identified from each urban slum out of whom one will be the
representative of the RCVs in urban slum and the male Social
Animator could be the representativeof any of the existing grassroots
people's institutions operating in the slum community.
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Only motivated and committed people, able to read and write,
having actively participated

in Janmabhoomi

activities in the past

are chosen as Social Animators.

Short term training courses are

organized for all the Janmabhoomi

Social Animators at the mandal/

municipal level by the District Resource Persons (DRPs) under the
personal supervision of the Nodal Officers. Identity cards are issued
by the District Collectors to all the Social Animators.
The Social Animator is a catalyst in the process of social
mobilization.
slums

He/she sensitizes the people, in the habitations/urban

allotted

Janmabhoomi.

to him/her,

to the values

and principles

of

He/She motivates the people to participate in the

core area activities of Janmabhoomi.

He/She creates awareness

among the people about the various development programmes and
schemes of the government,

particularly those meant for the poor

and the disadvantaged.
The Social
'participatory
conducting

Animator

undergoes

intensive

training

in

planning'. The training also covers the methodology of
surveys and interpreting the results of survey.

In turn,

the Social Animators, assisted by resource persons from the mandai
level, undertake training forthe members of Janmabhoomi Volunteers
Team at the habitation level. They also sensitize the members of the
Habitation

Level Committee/Neighbourhood

Committee

regarding the preparation of Community Development
habitation/slum

Janmabhoomi

Volu~teers

habitation/slum

allotted

along with the members

Team (JVT) undertake
to them.

The survey

relevant for the development

Janmabhoomi.

Plan for the

covering the core areas of Janmabhoomi.

The social Animators,

parameters

(NHC)

of the

survey of the

includes

the key

of the core areas under

It covers the current status of the human resources

in the habitation/slum,

the natural resources of the village/town and
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the social infrastructure available: Their survey also indicates the
gaps in various sectors. The result of the survey is discussed in the
habitation/slum. Series of consultations will be made with the
communities with the help of the resource persouns from the mandai
level in this exercise. Based on the appreciation of the current status
of the key development parameters and the desirable goals,
Community Development Plans are prepared at the habitation/slum
level covering the core areas of Janmabhoomi. The Community
Development Plan also includes the community works proposed to
be executed in the habitation/slum every year.
The Community Development Plan is adopted by the people
of the habitation/slum as the Agenda for Action. The HLC/NHC will
work out the implementation schedule The progress achieved in
each of the core areas are measured and monitored by the HLC/
NHC with reference to the Action Plan prepared every year. In each
Core area, the HLC/NHC indicates the role of the community and
the government. Unlike in the past, the plan would not be a mere
listing of the demands of the people, but it would indicate for each
Core area, community level interventions required for achieving the
goals set in the Community Development Plans.
The progress is tabulated and consolidated by the Social
Animators in the prescribed format and submitted to the Nodal Officer
of the mandai in the fortnightly meeting. Under community works,
wherever works are in progress, the Social Animator records his/her
Diary, the physical progress of work, payments made for the work
already done and also the nature of the community contributions in
the work. In such of the habitations/slums where community works
are not started, the Social Animators will motivate the members of
the HLC/NHC and the people in the habitations/slums to take
advantage of the Janmabhoomi process and start community works.
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They propogate the concept of 'Sramadanam' among the people in
the community and assist the HLC/NHC in mobilizing the required
people's contributions. The Social Animators also inform the
members of the HLC'/NHC/JVT the details of important development
programmes and schemes and motivate them to take up such
programmes and schemes which are relevant for them.
The Social Animators act as a link between the people and
the administration and also attend the fortnightly meetings to be
convened by the Nodal Officer at the mandallmunicipallevei. They
will highlight areas of concern in any of the habitations/slums and
indicate the interventions required, if any, from the Nodal Officer or
any of the Mandai Level Departmental Officers. They give t-he
feedback on the functioning of the village level government institutions
so that the concerned department functionary at the rnandal level
can initiate necessary corrective action. The Nodal Officer and the
Mandai Level Departmental Officers convey to the Social Animators
on important issues pertaining to their departments where they solicit
the participationof the peoplein community level activities. The Social
Animators hold discussions with the members of the HLC/NHC/JVT
and assist the community in take necessary action accordingly.
Gram Sabha:

Gram Sabha, as defined under Section 6(2) of the AP
Panchayat Raj Act, 1994, consists of all persons whose names are
incuded in the electoral rolls for the Gram Panchayat and such
persons are deemed to be the members of the Gram Sabha. Gram
Sabha is convened once in every Gram sabha is convened once in
every quarter and every meeting of the Gram Sabha is convened by
the Executive Officer or the Sarpanch as executive authority or any
other Officer specially empowered in this regard by the District
collector and is presided over by the Sarpanch or in his absence, by
the Upa-Sarpanch of theGram Panchayat.
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Adequate publicity is given in advance about the venue, date
and time of the gram sabha to ensure the participation of all the
members in the meeting. Action Taken Report (ATR) is presented in
every gram sabha meeting informing the members about the action
taken on the grievances of the people received in the earlier meeting
and the reasons for their non-redressal, if any. The Nodal Officer at
the mandai level coordinates and ensures that the gram sabhas are
conducted as per the programme fixed.
Habitation Level Committee (HLC) at the habitation level
The composition of the Habitation Level Committee (HLC)
in the rural areas is as follows:
Sarpanch of Gram Panchayat

Chairman

MandaiParishadTerritorialConstituencyMember(MPTC) Member
Group leader of DWCRA/ Women SHGs

Member

Group leader of CMEY Group

Member\.

President of Water Shed Association (WA)

Member

President of Water User Association (WUA)

Member

President of Vana Samrakshana Samithi (VSS)

Member

Group Leader of Self Help Group of wage seekers
under EAS/JRY

Member

President of VTDA in Tribal Sub-plan Areas

Member

Member of the Gram Panchayat for the concerned
Member

Habitation
Representative of the N.G.O. working in

Member

the Habitation (if any)
Habitation Level Officer

Member Convenor
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Neighbourhood Committee (NHC) at the slum level
The composition of the Neighbourhood Committee (NHC) in
the urban slum is as follows:
President of the Neighbourhood Groups

Chairman

Resident Community Volunteers

Members

Representative of Non-Governmental Organizations
working in the slum (if any)

Member

Representatives of the government departments/
institutions working in the slum.
Community Organizer

Member
Member-Convenor

Mandai Level Committee
At the mandai level, there is a Mandai level Committee
consisting of Mandai Parishad President (MPP), Zilla Parishad
Territorial Constituency (ZPTC) Member, Mandai Revenue Officer,
and Mandai Development Officer and Nodal Officer. The MPP is the
Chairmen of the Committee and the Nodal Officer is the MemberConvenor. The members of the state Legislative Assembly are exofficio member all mandai Level Committees falling within their
respective jurisdictions. The Mandai Level Committees meets once
in a month to supervise and monitor the implementation of all the
core area activities under Janmabhoomi at the mandai level. The
Nodal Officer in-charge of the Mandai functions under the
administrative control of the District Collector and will furnish his
quarterly self-appraisal report to the District Collector in the format
prescribed by the government.
Municipal Level Committee
In municipalities, there is a Municipal Level Committee
consisting of the Municipal Chairperson/Mayor, the Municipal ViceDr.M.C.R.H.R.D Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Chairperson/Deputy Mayor, Nodal Officer and the Municipal
Commissioner. The Municipal Chairperson/Mayor will head this
committee and the Nodal Officer is the Member-Convenor. The
member of the State Legislative Assembly are ex-officio member in
the all-municipal Level Committees, failing within their respective
jurisdictions. The Municipal Level Committee meets once in a month
to supervise and monitor the implementation of core area activities
under Janmabhoomi in the urban areas. There is a Ward Level
Committee (WLC) with the ward Counciloras Chairman and the Ward
Level Officer as the member-convenor and consisting of all the
presidents of the NHCs/CDSs/Ras in the ward will meet once in a
month to review and monitor the core area activities under
Janmabhoomi.
At the Manadal Level, if for any reason, the M.P.P. President
does not participate, the ZPTC member will be nominated as the
Chairmen. At the Municipality level, if the Municipal Chairperson/
Mayor, for any reason does not participate, the Municipal ViceChai'rperson/DeputyMayorwill be the Chairmenof the MunicipalLevel
Committee If both of them decline to participate, the Nodal Officer
will chair the committee. Municipal Commissioners of the Municipal
Corporation act as Nodal Officer in the concerned corporation areas
under Janmabhoomi.
District Level
At the district level, the District Development Review
Committee (DDRC) reviews and monitor the implementation of the
core area activities under Janmabhoomi. Representatives of nongovernmental organizations reach institutes, universities and private
sector are also invited to participate in the deliberations of the DDRC.
The District Collector coordinates with all the departments at the
district level and is responsible for planning, implementation and
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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monitoring of ail the core area activities under Janmabhoomi. AHihe
district level Officers act under the administrativecontrerof the District
Collectors for the implementation of the core area activities under
Janmabhoomi
State Level
The State Council of Ministers review and monitor the
implementation of core area activities under Janmabhoomi at the
state level Monitoring Cell located in the Planning Department and it
assists the Council of Ministers in this regard.
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
The Janmabhoomi Information System (JIS) developed by
the Planning Department is used at all levels for monitoring the
implementation of the core area activities under Janmabhoomi
Monitoring at the Habitation I Slum Level
The Convenors of the Habitation Level Committee (HLC)/
Neighbourhood Committee (NHC) maintain the Community Works
Register and the Felt Needs register in the prescribed format at the
habitation/slum level. They are responsible for monitoring the
implementation of core area activities at the habitation /slum level
and furnish information on the progress achieved every week to the
Nodal officer.
Monitoring at the Mandai Level
Weekly review meetings are held on every Tuesday at the
Man9allevel by the Nodal officer to review the progress made in the
lmplementation of the various core area activities under Janmabhoomi
particularly the progress of community works and redressal of felt
needs. All the government functionaries working at the mandaI!
erstwhile block level attend the weekly review meetings. The Social
Dr.M.C.R.H_R.D.Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Animatars also. attend the review meetings alang with information an
the pragress made habitatian/slum-wise
once in every fartnight

in different care areas anly

They utilize the registers maintained by them

in the format prescribed far submission of information in the review
meetings.
The Nadal Officer maintains twa registers at the mandai level
namely; (i) the Cammunity Warks Register and (ii) the Register of
Felt Needs and update the information during the weekly review
meetings.

The Registers are handed aver to the Chief Planning

Officer at the district level far updatian in the Janmabhaami database
every week.

The Mandai Parishad Develapment

Officer (MPDO)

and the Extensian Officer, Rural Develapment (EORD) at the Mandai
Level assist the Nadal Officer in the maintenance of these registers

Monitoring at the District Level
All the executing

agencies

maintain

Cammunity

Warks

Register in the prescribed format and furnish to. the Chief Planning
Officer for computerization

and updatian every week. Any deviation

in this regard is viewed seriously and the expenditure incurred by the
executing agency is treated as un-authorized and irregular
the expenditure
Janmabhaami

incurred

by the executing

agency

Audit of
under

is made based an the cammunity warks register.

The District Collector is responsible at the district level far
manitaring

the implementation

Janmabhoomi.

of the core area activities

He is in-charge of the -Janmabhoomi

under

Information

System (JIS) at the district level and the Chief Planning Officer (CPO)
assists the District Collector in this regard at the district level. The
Computer

Centre

Janmabhoami

in the CPO's

Information

office

System (JIS).

is fully utilized

for the

The District Collector

conducts weekly review meetings on every Friday with the Nodal
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Officers, the District Level Sectoral Officers and the Executing
Agencies review the prqgress of community works, redressal of felt
needs and other core area activities of Janmabhoomi. All the district
level sectoral department officers remain accountable to and work
under the administrative control of the District Collectors for the
implementation of the core area activities under Janmabhoomi.
The District Collector is responsiblefor sending the computer
floppy with the updated information for the week in the prescribed
format through Courier/Speed Post on every Saturday. The issues
and problems pertainingto the district as broughtout during the review
meeting on every Friday is also sent along with computer floppy for
taking necessary action at the state leve~
The integrated habitation/ward/code notified by the State
I

government is used by all the government departments and executing
agencies while submitting reports/returns under Janmabhoomi.
Monitoring at the State Level
The Supervisory Officers in-charge of the district appointed
by the General Administration Department take up the review of the
progress of all the activities in the core areas of Janmabhoomi
particularly community works and redressal of felt-needs every month
and provide necessary feedback to the Planning Department for
taking corrective action.
The- Inspection Team specially appointed by the General
Administration Department for inspection of works inspects the
sample works entrusted to them in different districts from time to
time on rotationbasis and provide necessaryfeed backto the Planning
Department in the format prescribed for taking necessary corrective
action at the State level.
'.

The State Level Monitoring Cell in the Planning Department
is responsible for the operationalisation of Janmabhoomi InformaTion
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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System (JIS) at the habitation/slum, mandaI/municipality, district and
state levels.
Every Secretariat Departmentttirough their concerned Heads
of Departments evolves suitable systems of collection of information
from their field staff and monitor closely the progress of community
works, redressal of felt-needs and other core area activities relating
to their Departments. Every SecretariatDepartment also sends senior
officers in the Department to the field to inspect community works
and to guide the field staff in the execution of community works and
redressal of felt-needs.
Every Chief Engineer and Superintending Engineer of all the
Engineering Departments inspects at least 10 and 20 works
respectively every fortnight and send their inspection reports to the
Principal Secretary/Secretary concerned in the prescribed format for
taking further corrective action.
Process Evaluation
Process evaluation is taken up by independent agencies and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as selected by the state
government from time to time, to evaluate the process of
Janrnabhoorni, particularly the social mobilization and community
participation.
Impact evaluation
Evaluation of the impact of Janmabhoomi in different core
areas is undertaken by the State government involving the NGOs
and reputed research institutions. The Directorate of Economics and
Statistics also takes up evaluation studies in a phased manner.
Concurrent Evaluations
Concurrent evaluation is taken up by the State Level
Monitoring Cell to initiate rnld-course corrections during the
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implementation of the core area activities. The results of the
evaluation are made available fo the District Collector for initiating
corrective action at the district level
PUBLICITY AND AWARENESS
Environment Building
Janmabhoomi Flag depicting the balanced growth of
agriculture and industry through team spirit and hard work with the
rising sun indicating the establishment of an Ideal Society is unfurled
in all Government Institutions. The Janmabhoomi song is used as
the State Anthem and as the Prayer Song in- all Educational
Institutions, The Janmabhoomi Logo is used in all state government
correspondece. The Janmabhoomi slogans are painted on the walls
of all government institutions, private institutions to popularize the
values and principles of Janmabhoomi
Monthly Magazine
The Andhra Pradesh State Magazine being published by the
I & PR Department is renamed as Janmabhoomi Monthly Magazine.
The I&PR Department collects success stories through the District
Public Relation Officers (DPROs) and publish them in the
Janmabhoomi Magazine. Copies of the Magazine are sent to all
those involved at various level
Exchange Visit
Social Animators,

Habitation/Ward

level Volunteers,

Convenors and members of Habitation Level Committee/
Neighbourhood Committee and Nodal Officers visit the areas within
and outside their districts to study the various successful experiments
undertaken under Janmabhoomi The District Collectors organize

-

such exchange visits from time to time.
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Display Board

Display Boards are erected at all central places depicting
the achievements made under Janmabhoomi at the district, subdivisional, municipaltown, rnandaland gram panchayatheadquarters.
Progress.made under Janmabhoomi in every habitation/ward is also
\
displayed by depicting on the wall of a building located in the center
of the habitation/wardgiving informationto the publicabout the details
of the activities under the core areas particularlythe community works
being executed and the felt-needs redressed in Janmabhoomi from
time to time.
Participation of Students
Students of all the Intermediate and Degree Colleges,
Polytechnics and the Universities in the State are involved in the
implementation of the core area activities under Janmabhoomi by
staying in the habitations/wards allotted to them for a week every
year. The values and principles of Janmabhoomi are incorporated
in the syllabus of the various courses for which detailed guidelines
are issued by the Higher Education Department.
TRAINING
Training of Functionaries
Training Programmes are organized for the government
functionaries, elected representatives, social animators, nongovernmental organizations, habitation/ward level volunteers and all
those involved in the implementation of Janmabhoomi at various
levels. Suitable training modules are prepared accordingly. District
Resource Persons (DORs) at the rate of 5 per district are trained at
the state headquarters every quarter who in turn train the Nodal
Officers and the District Level Officers at the district headquarters
They also train the Social Animators at the mandai level. This cycle
of continuous training is linked to each Round of Janmabhoomi.
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Training Institutions
The training infrastructure .availablewith the AP. Academy

of Rural Development,

the Extension

Training Centres at

Rajendranagar, Srikalahasti, Bapatla'andSamalkot
and the Regional
~
.. ~
Centre for Urban and Environmental Studies (RCUES), Hyderabad
are utilized for imparting training. The facilities available in other
Training Institutions under the control of different Administrative
Departments are also utilized whenever required. The Mahila
Pragathi Pranganams and other Training Institutions located at the
district/erstwhile block headquarters are also utilized for providing
traminq. Training Programmes are also organized at the village/town
level in schools and colleges during vacations for the Janmabhoomi
volunteers.
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Concept
Our freedom struggle is an epic saga of unparalleled
martyrdom and a relentless battle of truth and non-violence fought
under the leadership of the Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi.
A non-violentstruggle aimed at politicalfreedom, reinforcedby tireless
effort at social reform, represented a defining moment in the annals
of world history. The Vision of an independent India, a strong
committed leadership, and the fusion of the masses were the unique
characteristics of India's freedom movement. Our struggle for
freedom was a true example of mass mobilizationcutting across the
barriers of class, community, caste, creed, or occupation.
The mass mobilization of the people in the freedom
movementconstitutedonly the first phase of democraticdevelopment.
The founding fathers envisioned that democratic development has
to bridge the gap between political equality and economic equality
with social justice as mandated by the constitution.
What hav.e we achieved?
While celebrating t~e Golden Jubilee of our Independence,
we cannot but bow with gratitude and reverence to all those who
fought selflessly and valiantly for our freedom. The leaders of the
pre-independence era believed that political freedom would herald
economic and social emancipation. To what extent havewe achieved
these aims? Do we stand up to their expectations?
We can justifiably feel proud of having preserved the
democratic framework, as also the unity and integrity of the country
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despite several threats. We have tripled our agricultural production
which has made us self-sufficient in food despite the pressures of
growing population. Industrial production has grown manifold. We
have built up a vast reserve of scientific, technologicaland managerial
skills After Independence, we undertook planned economic
development through the instrument of five-year plans to fulfill the
needs and aspirations of the people. Many welfare schemes were
introduced to improve the living conditions Ofthe people. When the
'trickle down' effect of the overall growth of the economy did not benefit
the disadvantaged, we made special efforts, in recent years, to
formulate pr.ogrammesspecifically directed at them.
But, when we evaluate our achievements against our
expectations, we realize, to our dismay, that despite notable
successes in certain sectors we are still extremely backward in
several areas like literacy, health, employment-generation,etc. Even
in sectors where we have achieved a measure of success, the fruits
of success have been unevenand have not been distributedequitably.
There is a wide gap between the aspirations of the people, particularly
the poorest of the poor, and the achievements made so far.
The level of human development is an important indicator of
the development of a Society. At the global level, the Human
Development of the UNDP for the year 1996 ranks India as 138th out
of 174 couritries and classifies India as a country with "Low Human
Development". This contrasts sharply with the remarkable progress
made by and the enviable ranking of countries such as Japan (rank
7), South Korea (rank 32) and Malaysia (rank 61)
Countries that attained independence around the same time
as we did have, overtaken us in improving the living standards of
their peoples. For example,
•

Japan, which was reduced to shambles in the Second World
War, has emerged as a premier world economic power by dint of
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hard work, discipline and by the innovative adoption of
technologies. Through a strong sense of loyalty, devotion to the
nation and a keen urge to excel, the Japanese have succeeded
in making their country an economic dynamo and a byword for
quality and 'values' in an age of technology.

•

Malaysia, which is also an agro-based economy like ours and
which became independent ten years after us, has become an
industrial giant in a span of 40 years mainly due to the team spirit
of its people and a strong and visionary leadership.

•

South Korea, which was backward and underdeveloped until the
sixties, has been able to attain sustained economic growth
through rapid strides in industry and exports. This was achieved
through an innovative mass mobilization strategy that focused
on internationalization of the core values of diligence, self-help
and cooperation among the people and provision of intensive
training.

•

China, despite its large population, is poised to emerge as the
economic giant of the 21st century, thanks to the spirit of hard
work of its people and also the commitment of the Chinese
Diaspora across the world.

•

Israel, which is a small country, has successfully illustrated how
innovativeapproaches and appropriatetechnology can contribute
to progress even in the face of several natural and man-made
adversities.

Within India, the position of Andhra Pradesh is unfortunately
below the national average in several key development indicators
such as per-capita income, literacy and health status. The brunt of
poverty and adversity is borne by our women and children and their
condition continues to be a cause of serious concern for all of us.
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Environmental degradation has been posing a serious threat to
sustainable development. Abysmal sanitation in the villages and
towns is posing a serious threat to health.
This scenario in the human and physical development front
is particularly distressing given that the State is endowed with rich
natural and human resources. Our people, who have gone abroad,
have achieved commendable success in their respective fields.
However, here on native soil we .have been unable to provide an
environment whereby our people reach their full physical and
intellectual potential.
What have we learnt?
What are the causes of this distressing scenario?
Government institutions and local bodies could not succeed to the
extent expected. The common man perceives the government as
inaccessible. We have not succeeded in effectively harnessing the
latent creativity of the people in formulating and implementing
schemes for their own development. Instead of becoming 'partners
in development', the people, particularly the poor, have become
'passive beneficiaries'. As the government acquired the role of 'doer'
and 'direct provider', its paternalistic approach has driven people
further towards dependency on government, even for small and
sundry interventions. Lack of information about government
programmes and procedures has made people dependent on
intermediaries to intercede on their behalf in the Government.
Even though a few governmentprogrammeshave specifically
sought to enlist people's participation,the effort got diluted in practice.
The excessive centralization in planning and decision-making has
dampened the initiative of the people. Access of people to
government has been neither direct nor adequate Government
programmes and activities have remained largely ineffective in
Dr M.C.R.H.R.D Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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fostering the naturallypositive elsments of collective good, teamwork,
honesty, dedication and hard work.
Values and principles, which once formed the core of the
Indian ethos and which were so forcefully reflected in our freedom
movement have got deeply eroded. The malaise we find ourselves
in, today, is a result of this loss of values.
What should we do now?
. The individual well-being of each one of us lies in restoring
the health of the society and in promoting a healing process. No
individual or group can prosper in the long run, at the expense of the
society. As in the freedom struggle, each citizen is required to join
hands with fellow citizens in finding a lasting solution to this crisis..
The enemy is within. The fight should be directed at eradicating our
internal enemies such as lethargy, despair, dishonesty, corruption,
inequality, and moral degradation. We need wage another freedom
struggle. This is the time to liberate our people from morass and
despair, restore the lost values and build an egalitarian society based
on the principles of equity and sustainability.
Towards a people's movement
The struggleto be waged today by each one of us, individually
and also collectively, is an important and perhaps more difficult one
than the freedom struggle. Janmabhoorili is a people's movement
for reconstruction and revitalization of the society. It is aimed at
helping each one of us internalize the time-tested values of sacrifice,
hard work, diligence, discipline, honesty, self-respect and the quest
for excellence. Through this movement, every institution internalizes
the guiding principles of participation, equity and equality,
transparency and accountability, organizational excellence and
sustainability. These principles will guide the policies, programmes
and the day-to-day activities of all institutions.
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Janmabhoomi - Values
The effort to be made by each one of us, individually and
collectively, should be for restoration of these timeless values and
for internalization of these values by each of one of us. Rejuvenating
these core values is the pre-requisite for succeeding in our quest for
excellence. Let us see how these values assume critical importance
in our Janmabhoomi philosophy.
•

Spirit of Sacrifice

The spirit of sacrifice, which was the dominant quality that
spurred the people of our country during the freedom struggle, needs
to be revived. The Gandhianthought of simple living and high thinking
will help every individual to I~ada happy life devoid of greed and also
enthuse him to contribute to the welfare of his fellow beings. The
idea of living for others and for a cause, by sacrificing the 'self' should
be the guiding principle. It is through the spirit of sacrifice that team
spirit is nurtured and teamwork built up.
•

Diligence
Everybody should work hard. Anything is possible through
\

hard work, dedication,determinationand consistenteffort. Consistent
effort leads to success and sustainable development. Diligence
coupled with dedication plays an instrumental role in achieving one's
goals and ideals in life.
•

Honesty

Honesty and integrity are the two cardinal principles of life
Honesty means no contradictions or discrepancies in thought word
or deed To be honest to one's self and to the purpose of a task
earns trust and inspires faith in others. Honesty is the basis for
cooperation between individuals and institutions. It is also the basis
for transparency.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Self-help

The spirit of self-help enables one to solve one's own
problems with.one's own efforts. Solving problems with one's own
efforts imbues one with a sense of pride and achievement. It also
gives dignity of life.
•

Self-respect

To know one's own worth and to honour the worth of others is the
true meaning of self-respect. Self-respect and belief in one's own
ability are essential for achieving one's goals. Self-respect also
means respect for honest labour. Physical or manual labour should
be looked upon with respect.
•

Quest for excellence

Quest for excellence should be the motto of every individual
in his or her respective filed of activity. Only then will the society
advance. One should never be satisfiedwith one's current standards
of achievement but constantly strive for perfection. There should be
pride in doing a job well. A scientific outlook can make a significant
contribution towards our pursuit of excellence. Scientific progress is
a harbinger of change in the modernworld. Imbibingscientific temper
promotes excellence.
•

Sense of fulfillment

One can attain a sense of fulfillment through achieving
something useful. A person with a sense of fulfillment is at peace
with himself. Acquisition of wealth or achievements on the material
plane does not necessarily lead to happiness. One should therefore
aspire for spiritual fulfillment.
Janmabhoomi ~ Principles
In addition to rejuvenating values, Janmabhoomi seeks to
radically reorient the way we do things. Such a shift is essential not
only to accelerate the pace of development but also to sustain the
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same through equitable distribution of benefits. Towards this end
each one of our institutions should be restructured and realigned
with the core principles of Janmabhoomi, namely, people's
participation, equity & equality, transparency & accountability,
innovation and sustainability. The institutions will then be able to
promote Janmabhoomi values among every citizen in the Society.
These basic principles have the potentia) to enrich the life of every
citizen irrespective of gender, age, profession, status, caste, creed,
community or location. Let us see how.
People's Participation:
Democracy is a government of the people, for the people,
and by the people. People's direct participation in all the activities
concerning their development has several advantages. By itself,
cooperation founded on courage, consideration, caring and sharing
is mutually beneficial. Team spirit inculcates a feeling of pride and
loyalty among the members of a team. Further, it drives the members
to do well or emerge as the best. It is imperative that people with
similar interests come together as a group and that groups of people
are involved actively for the success of any project.
Some of the important advantages of people's participation
in the development process are briefly illustrated below:
Firstly, people collectively have immense knowledge and
traditional wisdom regarding their local resources, be it an irrigation
source, forest, grazing land or a watershed. Involving the people in
the planning for the development of their resources has helped find
improved solutions in several sectors. For example, the Water Users
Associations have played a stellar role in the optimal utilization of
irrigation facilities; the self-help groups of women (DWCRA) have
generated several finely tuned innovative credit schemes; Vana
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Samrakshana Samithis have been instrumentalin finding sustainable
solutions for managing our forests; the unemployed youth organii:ed
into associations (CMEY Groups) have been undertaken innovative
self-employment projects.
On the other hand, our failure to
incorporatethis local wisdom has 'rewarded' us with several instances
of wrongly located checkdams, wrong alignment of canals,
inappropriate introduction of exotic breeds of cattle, etc.
Secondly, participatory planning has enabled the poor to
highlight their particular concerns. Through collective efforts, the
landless poor in the villages have been able to obtain allotment of
governmentlands as well as funding for developing them.
Thirdly, people are the best judges for prioritizing their own
needs. The experience of the Shramadanam programme has
convincingly highlighted how people can make a meaningful
contribution in modifying relative priorities.
Fourthly, people's direct contribution in terms of labour,
money and material will avert the tragedy of commons and go a long
way in giving them a sense of ownership over community assets. In
the recent past, school buildings which have not had the fortune of
even a single coat of whitewash since their construction got an
impressive face-lift, thanks entirely to the contribution of time, money
and material and more than all that the enthusiasm of the people.
Similarly, across the state, villagers have made contributions to
drinking water schemes and to provide other civic amenities.
Moreover, people when imbued with a sense of ownership are likely
to pay particular attention to the maintenance of the assets of their
community, instead of passively awaiting government intervention.
•

Equity & Equality

To be fair and reasonable, and treat everyone equally is the
essence of equity. Equality, on the other hand, pertains to the status,
rights and responsibilities to which all the members of society, group
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and family are entitled. In the contemporary context, gender equality
has emerged as a significant component of social equality and needs
to be ensured by providing equal opportunities to women in all fields.
Janmabhoomi is the means of restoringequality in the society
across people and institutions. The widening of inequalities in the
society between the rich and the poor, discrimination on grounds of
caste, creed and gender are some of the manifestations of the break
down of values and principles in the society. The principle of equality
ensures that each and every action of an institution will be evaluated
in terms of its impact on equality. It is only through this principle that
a strong basis for cooperation among different sections of society is
made possible. The poor and the rich, people belonging to different
castes and religions can come together and act collectively.
An illustrationof the operationof this principleis the promotion
of self-help groups of women. Through organizing their own selfhelp groups, women have not only improved their economic condition
but also improved their say in the affairs concerning the development
of the village. Similarly, groups of landless poor who have organized
themselves into Vana Samarakshana Samithis for the protection of
the forests have not only been able to improve their economic
condition but they are also able to influence the decisions being taken
in the Gram Sabha.
The main advantage to an institution in applying the principle
of equality is the removal of disparities in the society and consequent
reduction in social tensions and the promotionof peace and harmony.
•

Transparency & Accountability

Transparency is openness in all transactions. Transparency
should be the cardinal principle of all public institutions. The
internalizationof transparency by an institutionenhances its credibility
among the people and also provides a firm basis for partnership
between the institution and the people. Further, transparency
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improves

the productivity

of the organization

as it enables

the

employees to cooperate with each other freely, share their ideas and
manifest their creativity.

The advantages

of transparency

in the

functioning of institutions are briefly described below:
Firstly, transparency establishes a trust between institutions
and the people that they are meant to serve.

Transparency

in a

health institution would mean the PHC doctor or the ANM informing
the people of the exact quantum of the medicines received by the
institution from the Government and ensuring that the medicines are
properly

distributed

disadvantaged

to the patients

sections.

particularly

those from the

This action will build a strong bond of trust

between the people and the health institutions.
Secondly, transparency

in implementation

of a scheme. is

the strongest check against dishonest behaviour by the functionaries
of an institution. As part of Janmabhoomi, old age pensions, maternity
benefits, etc., were distributed in the Gram Sabhas in the presence
of all the villagers. This prevented any possibility of corruption in the
distribution of pensions and also helped establish trust between the
Government functionaries and the pensioners.
Thirdly,
relationship.

transparency

improves

employer-employee

In an organizational context, transparency in decision-

making would mean that the employer and the employees clearly
understand the reasons behind the decision-making
no hidden agenda

since there is

The employees can exercise their creativity and

come up with suggestions that may improve the quality of decisionmaking.

•

Accountability

Accountability is being completely responsible for what one
has done. Internalization of accountability by an institution implies
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that the institution recognizes its responsibility and obligations to the
people. The policies of the institution and its functioning will be aligned
towards fulfilling its responsibilities
people

and reporting its activities to the

This has benefits both for the people and the institution.

As

far as the people are concerned, accountability of the institution gives
them a sense of ownership and builds trust between the institution
and the people.

From the point

of view of the institutions,

accountability enables them to request the community to fulfil its share
of obligations to the institutions.
from the results achieved
Janmabhoomi,

An illustration of this can be seen

under Prajala Vaddaku

wherein all the key Government

elected representatives

Paalana and

functionaries

and

at the mandai level visit each and every

habitation, twice in a year (At the beginning it was quarterly, later on
thrice and now twice in a year) and report to the Gram Sabha the
action taken on the issues raised in the previous round
Another instance is the accountability
Village Education Committee.

of the teacher to the

The teacher, through regular conduct

of meetings with the members of the Committee gives an account of
the activities

of the school.

By giving a regular account of his

performance to the parents, the teacher can even motivate the parents
of un-enrolled children to send their children to the school.
Another
community

illustration

works

of accountability,

under Janmabhoomi

institutions, the Habitation Level Committee
to the fore

Transparency

is the execution

through

of

the people's

Here, two issues come

on the part of the executinq agency is

required to ensure that the people's institution is given the estimates
in simple language

The Habitation Level Committee comes to know

the cost for each item of work.
contributions

The Committee

also knows the

that it has to collect from the members of the users
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group or the community

at large.

The people's

institution

is

accountable to its members for spending the money wisely, ensuring
the quality of the work and explaining the utilization of funds and
reporting the progress of the work at regular intervals to the people
Accountability
enables

forms the basis for long-term cooperation

the institutions

and the people' to expand

It

the area of

cooperation from small projects to bigger projects

•

Innovation

Innovation is perhaps the single most important ingredient
for the advancement of any society. Innovation can occur in a variety
of ways ranging from more commonly understood forms such as
product and technical innovation to more abstract forms like process
innovation. Innovation can playa substantial role in reducing our
costs or in increasing our productive output.
On one hand, product and technology innovations such as
computers and telecommunications have been significantly
transforming our lives beyond recognition On the other hand,
innovations in social processes are significantly transforming the way
we do things and structure our institutions For example, process
innovations such as people's participationin development, have been
making a remarkable impact on the quality and pace of provision of
civic amenities across several habitations-in our state.
Like time and tide, innovation is a continuous process which
never stops for us. A constant quest for innovating is most desirable
in any individual or society. However, one must realize that each of
us has limitations and hence, it would be imperative that we observe
others so that we imbibe and then build on their innovative efforts for
our collective good Our sole responsibility lies in keeping a constant
watch for new innovations and preparing the institution to absorb
changes so that we can harness them to our advantage.
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Creativity is the ability to invent and develop new and original
ideas. Creativity is the value to be cherished by individuals.
communities and institutions. Further, a mind tempered with (a
scientific outlook and imbued with a quest for excellence is a must
for innovation Such a mind would be in the best position to spot the
most potential innovations of others - in their respective fields or
societies - and adapt the same to one's own context.
•

Sustainability

Sustainability ensures that 'development' today does not
compromise future generation. In the present day our resource
utilization has become extremely unsustainable and if continued at
this rate, future generations will have to pay a heavy price for the
extravagance of the present generation.
If there are two courses of actions available, the application
of this principle will favour the adoption of that course of action which
does not deplete the resources in an unsustainable manner. A very
simple example of sustainable interventions under Janrnabhoorni is
the 'Save Energy' campaign, under which the people were sensitized
to the dangers of the depletion of the forests and motivated to adopt
'Smokeless Chulhas', which reduce the consumption of firewood by
almost 50%.
Another illustration of sustainable development is motivating
people to protect their forests (through the formation of Vana
Samrakshana Samithis. Prior to the introduction of this concept,
people had been alienated from their forests and the protection of
the.forests was assumed to be the sole responsibility of the Forest
Department. After the introduction of this concept, people have
developed a sense of ownership over their forests and are now
protecting the forests for their own long-term benet.~ Similarly,
watershed development through people's involvement is another
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initiative leading to sustainable utilization of land, water and forest
resources.

Operationalisation of Janmabhoomi
The conduct of Prajala Vaddaku Paalana, Sramadanam and
Janmabhoomi has positivelyreaffirmedthe power of these time tested
values and basic'principles Armed with exemplarygrit, determination
and commitment, our people have demonstrated the immense
potential of Janmabhoomi.
Janmabhoomi essentially means a people centred
participatory development process. The institutional framework for
Janmabhoomi should therefore facilitate such a process wherein the
Government, the democratic institutionsof the people, the grassroots
people's institutions, the facilitating agencies (including NGOs,
academic institutions,etc.) and the peoplethemselves can participate
as equal partners. All these Institutions would be imbued with the
core principles of Janmabhoomi to enable them to carry out their
tasks effectively.
We are conscious that a movement of this magnitude would
have wide ramifications for all of us. Accordingly we should gear
ourselves through the following interventions:
it

,-

.:. Environment building
.:. Promotion of g,ra?srootspeople's institutions
.:. Strengthening IO'ca:1
bodies
.:. Training and orienf&tion
.: • .'.l

•

Administrative reforms
Environment building .

A massive environment building will be one of the activities
for sensitization and for inculcating the values and principles of
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The philosophy of Janmabhoorni

would be widely

through all the institutions - academic, government

youth associations,

women's organizations,

voluntary

organizations, grassroots people's institution, local bodies, industrial
establishments, etc. Eminent citizens, freedom fighters, professionals
and experts in various fields will be requested to take an active part
and lend their time and effort in this process. Voluntary Organizations
will play an active role and their services
particularly

in training

the grassroots

will be fLIlly utilized,

people's

institutions

and

community volunteers. The media, industrial establishments - private
and public, financial institutions, research bodies will be motivated to
define a clear role for themselves and participate in the Janmabhoomi
processes.
A Janrnabhoorni

flag, depicting

the balanced

growth of

agriculture and industry through team spirit and hard work, with the
rising sun indicating the establishment
unfurled in all public institutions.
used as a prayer-cum-pledge
Janmabhoomi

•

of an ideal society shall be

The Janmabhoomi

in all educational

song will be

institutions.

Th-e

logo and slogans will be widely displayed.

Promotion of grassroots people's institutions

Janmabhoomi will induce, develop and nurture social
mobilizationof people, particularlythe poor,organizing the community
around specific interests such as women thrift and credit groups,
youth groups (CMEY), Vana Samrakshana Samithis, water users
associations, watershed development committees, village education
committees, etc. This will be achieved through sensitization,
awareness building, organizing grassroots people's institutions
(GPls), organizing women into thrift and credit groups (self help
groups), building up the capability of the leaders of these people's
institutions and promoting the consolidation of the groups on a
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sustained basis. Janmabhoomi will provide for capacity building of
these groups to enable them to access and manage the resources,
to articulate their requirements in the Gram Sabha, to sensitize them
on issues affecting the peopleand to train them to take up participatory
planning. Janmabhoomi will build up people's skills through Intensive
training. Janmabhoomi will foster leadership at the grassroots level
and the grassroots people's institutions shall act as the nurseries for
the growth of leadership.
Janmabhoomi will develop appropriate support structures for
achieving social mobilization and capacity building. The support
structures are intended to provide necessary training and technical
guidance, exposure, as well as to develop suitable literature for
different sectors. There will be a system of regular feedback and
discussions in the workshops where the best experiences within and
outside our State would be considered for adoption. At the State
level, appropriate structures will be established for overseeing this
as well as to look after the training needs including development of
literature.
•

Strengthening

local bodies

Janmabhoomi will strengthen local bodies through a policy
of decentralization and develop a framework for a larger role for the
local bodies. The guiding principle will be that what can be done at
the grassroots level would be done only at that level. For this, each
department will analyze and draw up a list of activities in each sector
that can be decentralized, including the powers necessary at
appropriate levels for effective decentralized decision-making.
Necessary financial devolution will also be made. At the same time,
full accountability to people will be ensured. Janrhabhoomi will build
up the mechanism of an active and vibrant Gram Sabha, which will
not only decide on various issues but also monitor development
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Janmabhoomi will also develop a system by which

information and knowledge-are constantly made available to people.
Janrnabhoorni will enable participatory planning at the
grassroots level. Towards this end, individuals, members ofthelocal
bodies, representatives of the grassroots people's institutions will be
sensitized about the significance and modalities of participatory
planning. The Gram Panchayat would be the unit for planning in
those sectors where it can act. For other sectors, the Mandai or the
District will be the unit for planning. Suitable units will be identified in
the urban sector. Training would be providedto enable the grassroots
level institutions to take up planning and preparation of action plans.
These will be implemented by the people and monitored constantly
by the Gram Sabha, which would also take up evaluation of the
programmes at their level.
•

Training and orientation
Training shall be organized for government functionaries,

elected representatives, voluntary organizations, representatives of
grassroots people's institutions, community volunteers and all those
involved in the implementation of Janrnabhoorni at various levels.
Expert groups constituted at various levels shall pre-paretraining
modules. The existing training infrastructureavailable shall be utilized
for providing training. Similartraining programmesshall be organized
at the village level in schools and colleges.
Academic institutions will participate in the Janrnabhoorni
movement, as part of socially useful and relevant work experience.
It is proposed to integrate the Janmabhoomi experience into the
academic programme by allotting a specific number of hours for this
purpose The Janrnabhoorni philosophy will be incorporated in the
curriculum. The daily Assembly time in schools and colleges will be
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utilized for inculcating the values of Janmabhoorni. Specialized
training for staff and students will also be given.
\

•

Administrative reforms

In contrast to its current role of a 'provider' and 'doer', the
Government's role would be transformed into that of a 'facilitator'
and enabler of self-governance Towards that goal of a transparent
and people friendly Government, administration would be simplified
and demystified through a comprehensive set of reforms. This would
include a thorough reorientation of the government functionaries to
enable them to adopt their redefined roles and make the system
service oriented. Janmabhoorni will institutionalize the process of
the governmental actions being transparent and the government
machinery being ?_ccountableto the people. All activities of public
bodies shall be subjected to Social Audit Each Department shall
have a Citizen's Gharter presenting the standards of services to be
provided to the citizens.
Emphasis ·will be laid on building awareness among the
people. Janmabhoorru will also develop a process by which
information and knowledge are constantly made available to the
people. Janrnabhoorni will seek to provide the people with all the
relevant information through appropriate channels.
The task ahead....
Janrnabhoorni is a people-centred development process
aimed at establishing an ideal society, which embodies and cherishes
the principles of people's participation, equality, transparency and
accountability leading to sustained economic development and
excellence in all walks of life. The goal is an enhanced quality of life
for every man, woman and child in the State.
As the children of this beloved land, 'Janrnabhoorni', it is our
privilege to be proud of our heritage At the same time, it is our
responsibility to contribute our might to enhance the glory of this
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land. Janmabhoomi is our collective effort for achieving and sustaining
such a glory.
STIPULATIONS RELATED TO DEVELOPMENT OF CORE AREAS
Janmabhoomi

is a people centered

development

process

aimed at establishing an deal Society which embodies and cherishes
the principles of participation, equality, transparency, accountability,
innovation

and sustainability

development

and excellence

leading

to sustained

economic

in all walks of life. The goal is an

enhanced quality of life for every man, woman and child in the state,
imbibing the time testedvalues

of sacrifice, diligence, honesty, self-

help, self-respect, sense of fulfillment and quest for excellence.
The following are the core areas identified for operationalising
the value and principles of Janmabhoomi.
(i)

Community Works

(ii)

Primary Education

(iii)

Primary Health & Family Welfare

(iv) Environment Conservation
(v)

Responsive Governance

The people centred development process will be consolidated
with the participation

of every citizen in the state during a week

intensive campaign activities each of the core areas to be called
Janmabhoomi

Round which will be held once in every six months.

During

such Round,

every

special

focus

will also be laid on

'Janmabhoomi Themes" highlighting major social issues which need
the immediate attention of the people for group / community action.
The detailed programme for every Round of Janmabhoomi
prepared and communicated

to all concerned

will be

by the government

based on the feedback received from people and communities.
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Community Development Plan (COP) will be prepared for
the core areas taking the habitation or urban slum as the unit. Such
plans will be prepared by the Habitation level Committee (HCl) with
the approval of the gram sabha in the rural areas and by the
Neighborhood Committee (NHC) with the approval of the slum
community in the urban areas. The plan will indicate the present
situation, the goals to be achieved, community - level interventions
needed and mobilization of resources for community level activities
for each of the core areas. The gram panchayat or the municipal
ward will be the unit for consolidation of such plans while
implementation and monitoring of the micro-level activities will be at
the habitation or urban slum level.
Community Works
All works of given nature and up to a certain value will be
executed by the people themselves without any intermediaries All
engineering departments will evolve suitable codes and lay down
the procedures to be followed for the execution of such works. All
community works will have the following objectives:
(i)

Provision of basic minimum services to the people

(ii)

Strengthening of infrastructure

for social and human

development.
(iii)

Growth related infrastructure to provide sustained
employment to the unemployed and under employed.

All community works will be executed following the people
centred participatory process as defined below.
(i)

The felt need of the people relating to community works will
be identified and prioritized in the gram sabha in the rural
area ad the neighbourhood community the urban slums.

(ii)

The people will contribute partially towards the cost of each
work in the shape of cash or material or labour. This is
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intended to create a sense of ownership of the asset and
also to ensure that the proposed work is really responding to
the felt needs of the people.
(iii)

All community
themselves

works

will be executed

without the involvement

by the people

of any contractors

or

intermediaries
(iv)

The Habitation Level Committee (HCL) in the rural areas
and the Neighbourhood Committee (NHC) in the urban slum
will, on behalf of the people, take up the execution of all
community works. Works in the urban areas outside the urban
slums

will be executed

through

the Resident/Colony

Association, wherever they exist.
(v)

There shall be total transparency

in the execution

of all

community works. Social audit of the works will be undertaken
. and people will be kept fully informed about the progress
made from time to time.

People will have the right to

information on all community works.
(vi)

The H L.C / NHC
the habitations/

will remain accountable to the people in

slums for the execution of the community

works.
All "community works will be divided into the following three
categories

to achieve the objectives

laid down at para 2.6 while

responding to the varying local needs with an optimal utilization of
the available resources for development.
a. Priority
b. Permissible
c .Restricted
Details of categorization

of community works are given in the

Annexure-1.
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People's contribution
People's Contribution in case of priority, will be a minimum
of 30%, excepting on SC/ST -localities. MADA pockets and urban
slums where the people's contribution will be limited to 15%, instead
of 30%. Earth work will be paid for in the ratio 50 50 for formation of
new assets such as roads, canals, drains etc. Earthwork includes
transportation

and compacting. Earthwork will not be paid for in the

case of maintenance works, except in the case of maintenance of
irrigation systems, where the work is to be executed through the
Water Users Association or Ayacutdars Committee. The pattern of
people's contribution for execution of community works is given in
Annexure - II.
In case of perrnissible category, the government share will
be limited to 50% provided, however, that no payment will be made
for earthwork
contributions

in respect

of maintenance

works.

The people's

in SC/ST localities, MADA pockets and urban slums

will be limited to 25% instead of 50% for all community works included
in the permissible category.
Restricted category of works are those for which there will
be no counterpart

funding from the government as the people are

expected to execute those works voluntarily.
All community

works in the tribal sub-plan areas will be

executed without insisting on people's contribution

irrespective

of

the scheme under which the work is sanctioned and the category to
which the community work pertains.
The guideline of the centrally sponsored schemes will be
followed scrupulously as prescribed by the Government of India while
sanctioning community works following the principles laid down under
the respective centrally sponsored schemes.
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Role of Local Bodies
All proposals of community works received from the urban
slum communities will be consolidated and approved as community
micro-plans by the Neighbourhood Committees. Community microplans of the entire Neighbourhood will be consolidated by the
community Development society at the municipal town level. The
nodal officer will place all.the community micro-plan before the
municipal council for consideration and approval. The municipal
council should not change the priorityof work in the community microplans and forward the same after their concurrence to the collector
and Chairmen, District Urban Development Agency (DUDA) for
approval and release of funds. All the work in the community microplans will be executed through the neighbourhood committees under
the supervision of the MunicipalCommissioner.The proposal relating
to community works outside the slums will also be placed before the
Municipal council for their consideration and approval out of their
general funds and other grants received from the State Government
and Government of India
Administrative Sanction
All community works which are not sanctioned by the Local
Bodies (rural/urban) will be sanctioned by the District Collectors only.
District Collectors will give administrative sanctions in all such cases
for community works costing upto RS.5.00lakhs. District Collectors
may delegate the powers of sanction of works upto a value of RS.2.00
lakhs to their sub-ordinates. But, the responsibility of ensuring
adherence to the guidelines will be that of the District Collectors
Administrative sanction for works costing more than Rs 5.00lakhs
and less than Rs. 5.00 lakhs will be issued by the District Collectors
in consultation with and with the approval of the Chairman, District
Development Review Committee (DDRC). All works costing more
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than Rs. 50.00 lakhs will be sanctioned by the government in the
concerned administrative department. The District Collectors may
request the MLAs to dovetail the Assembly Constituency
Development Programme (ACDP) Funds with Janmabhoomi Funds
for which the sharing pattern will be 35:35:30 among ACDP grants,
Janmabhoomi Funds and people's contributions respectively. The
people's in this case will be in shape of cash only. This type linkage
between ACDP and Janmabhoomi will be optional.
Technical Sanction
No community work will be grounded without preparing
detailed estimate, obtaining technical sanction from the appropriate
authority and ensurinc mechanism for mobilizing people's
contributions. Technical sanction for works costing less than Rs.
2.00 lakhs will be accorded by the Deputy Executive Engineer, above
Rs. 2.00 lakhs and below Rs. 5.00 lakhs by the Executive Engineer.
These limits will apply to all the Engineering Departments. In respect
of PanchayatRaj EngineeringDepartmentonly all works costing more
than Rs. 500 lakhs and less than Rs. 20.00 lakhs will be technically
sanctioned by the Superintending Engineer. In case of Irrigation,
Public Health Engineering and R & B Departments, the
Superintending Engineers can give technical sanctions for works
costing upto Rs. 50.00 lakhs. Works costing more than Rs. 20.00
lakhs in case of PR Departments and Rs. 50.00 lakhs in case of
Irrigation, Public Health Engineering and R & B Departments will be
sanctioned by the respective Heads of Departments. The same limits
will also apply for entering into agreementswith the executants. There
will be no upward revision of estimates for any work, since the works
are expectedto be completedwithin a specifictime frame. The Deputy
Executive Engineers of PR Department will have the powers to make
payments upto Rs. 50,000 every time. Any attempt at inflating
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estimates will be viewed seriously and necessary disciplinary action
will be taken against the engineer concerned
Standardization of designs and estimates
Estimates for works will be prepared according to current
procedures. There will be transparency in the preparation of
estimates. Standard designs and estimates will be prepared and
distributed to the field staff of all the engineering departments for
certain types of works to avoid delay in the preparation of estimates.
The engineering staff will, however, be responsible for ensuring the
correctness of estimates. A copy of the sanctioned estimate will be
given to the Habitation Level Committee / NeighbourhoodCommittee
and the estimate should be written in a language, which is simple
and commonly understood. The leads and lifts indicated in the
estimates should be publicized adequately. Machinery rates will be
adopted wherever machinery is used in the execution of community
works.
Exemption from Ps Charges
Petty Supervision charges and centage charges will not be
levied on the community works. These works will also be exempted
from levy of E.M.D., F.SD. and other retention charges. There will
be no deductions on account of income tax, sales tax, seignorage
charges for all the community works as there is no direct income
accrued to the executant through the community works executed.
People's Contributions will be calculated on the net estimated cost
of the work excluding the above charges provided in the estimate.
Works per Habitation
Wherever people's contributionis received in the form of cash
or material or labour or a combination of one of them not more than
2 works per habitaticin/slum can be sanctioned in a financial year.
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Community works can be taken up in habitations having less than
200 population based on the felt needs of the people.

Habitations/

slums having more than 2000 population will be considered as more
than one habitation/slum and the number of works will be calculated
accordingly, treating every additional 2000 population C!sone more
habitation/slum.
of the estimated

Wherever cash contribution is received upto 50%
cost of the work, such works can be taken up

irrespective of the number of works already grounded in the habitation/
slum.

Entrustment of works to the self-help groups
Execution of community works will be entrusted to the
Habitation Level Committee/Neighbourhood Committee who will
select a group of persons to execute the work. Even if a Singledonor
gives the entire people's contribution, the choice of the executing
agency will be that of the HLC/NHC. The HLC/NHC will ordinarily
nominate a group of beneficiaries of anyone of the self-help groups
headed by the group leader of the concerned group to execute the
work. Such a group will select a group leader to enter into agreement
and interact with the executing agency on behalf of the group. For
example, the construction of school building in the habitation/slum
should be entrusted to the Village Education Committee (VEC) and
the agreement will be entered into by the executing agency with the
President of the VEC who is a member of HLC. The work will be
executed by a group of members of the HLC headed by the President
of the VEC in this case. Where the works are of complex nature
such as CC roads, 8T roads etc., the nominee of the HLC/NHC can
be a single person. The respective departments will enter into
agreements with the nominee of the HLC/NHC, be it a group leader
or an individual. CMEY groups, wherever existing should be
motivated to take up execution of community works HLC/NHC will
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Inspection and Payments
The executing agency will ensure that inspection of works is
carried out regularly and the community works executed are
measured/ check-measured on fortnightly basis. Technical guidance
will be provided to the self-help groups during the execution of fhe
works. The executing agencies will ensure the quality of work at the
time of making/recommending payments. They will constantly guide
the executant about the quality aspects. The prescribeddepartmental
norms and technical procedures will be followed by the executing
agencies concernedwithout any violationswhile executingcommunity
works.
Payment will commence when at least 15°/6 of the value of
work is completed. Payment will be regulated in such a manner that
by the time 90% of the value of the work is done, the government
contribution of 70% or 50% as the case may be, is paid fully. For this
purpose, billswill be paid on proratabasis i.e., 70:20 (70% government
share and 20% people's contribution) or 50:40 (50% government
share and 40% people's contribution), as the case may be. The total
payment upto 90% should be made in not more than four installments
The last 10% of the value of work will be completed wholly by the
people with their own contributions. The people's contributions
received will be duly accounted for in the M Book while calculating
the government share to be paid which will be available for audit.
Payment will be made, on the above pro-rata basis, even in
respect of materials broughton site. In all such cases, payment will
be made after taking an undertaking from the executant and the HLC/
NHC. The HLC/NHC will ensure-that the materials are actually used
for the work.
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All payments will be made in the village by the executing
agencies concerned and in no case the nominee of the HLC/NHC
will be made to run around the executing agencies for payments. All
payments will be made by way of Bankers ChequeslTreasury
Gheques and not by cash. Stringent action will be taken against
persons concerned who are responsible for deliberate delays in
making payments.
The quality of works will be ensured through regular
inspections by the executing agencies. The SuperintendingEngineer,
the Executive Engineer, the Deputy Executive Engineer and the
Assistant Engineer/Assistant Executive Engineer will be held
responsible for inspecting the community works executed within their
respective jurisdictions regularly and ensuring measurements/check
measurements/payments on fortnightly basis.
Earth moving equipment

Executive Engineers will playa facilitating role, advising the
owners of the equipments to make available the equipments to the
villagers whenever they need However, the machinery deployed on
existing major projectswili not be disturbed. Machinery rates will be
adopted for preparing estimates wherever works are executed using
machinery.
Pooling of Engineering Personnel

It will be ensured that all community works taken up are
completed within a specific time frame. Proper technical guidance is
to be provided, quality in execution is to be maintained and
promptness in payment is to be ensured for all community works. All
engineering staff available within the district belonging to Panchayat
Raj, Irrigation, R & B and Public Health Engineering Departments
will be pooled together by the District Collectors whenever required
Dr.M.C.RHRD
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level regardless of the

department to which they belong and they will be deployed accordingly
for technical supervision of works as well as making measurements/
check measurements/payments.

District Collectors are permitted to

issue necessary orders in this regard and keep the concerned Heads
of the Department/Secretaries

informed of the arrangements

made.

The issue of engaging private engineers will also be considered
wherever required, after pooling up all the engineering staff available
within the district.

Social audit of works
All community

works executed will be subjected to social

audit. For this purpose, works upto a value of Rs. 2.00 lakh~ will be
audited at the gram panchayat level, those between Rs.2 lakhs and
Rs. 5 lakhs at the mandai level, those between Rs.5 lakhs and Rs.
50 lakhs at the district level and the rest at the state level.
Works Display Boards will be erected in the center of every
habitation/slum
mentioning

painting

the wall of a centrally

the details of the community

located

house

works executed

in the

habitation/slum like name of the work, location, total cost, expenditure
incurred from government share, people's contribution, date of starting
and date of completion, etc. for the information of the public
Every executing agency will maintain a Works Register in
the format prescribed (Annexure - III) and the said register will be
made available to the public for verification whenever required. Details
of the workwill

be exhibited at the worksite for'Che-information of the

people during the execution.' Electr_onic kiosk will be installed

In tile

Collectorate providing free access to the people to obtain details of
community works being executed in the district.
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Fund

The Sramadanam Fund, already created will be renamed as
Janmabhoomi Fund. The instructions issued under Sramadanam
will continue to apply. The Janmabhoomi Fundwill not be maintained
at any other level and all public contributions received till now not
tied to a specific community work will be transferred forthwith to the
Janmabhoomi Fund maintained at the district level with the District
Collector. Wherever, people's contributions are received in shape of
cash tied to specific community works, such contributions will be
deposited with the executing agency in charge of the execution of
such community works.
The District Collector will release the people's contributions/
donor's contributions received, which are not tied to specific
community works to the executing agencies concerned treating the
cash contributions so received as additionality to the Janrnabhoorni
Fund released to the district.
The accounts relating to Janmabhoomi Fund at the district
level will be maintained by the Chief Planning Officer (CPO). Every
executing agency will maintain separate accounts for the
Janmabhoomi Funds received without merging with other
departmental grants or scheme funds and the details of the accounts
and measurement books will be audited by the Local Funds Audit
Department or any other authority as prescribed by the government
once in every quarter.
Janmabhoomi Fund can be treated as revolving fund, to be
tapped only when there is no fund available under a particularscheme
to make immediate payments to the executants due to delay in the
release of funds from the Government. In such a case, the amount
used from Janmabhoomi Fund will be recouped immediately as soon
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as the scheme funds are received. Janmabhoomi Fund can also be
used as gap funding to fund partially or fully the cost of a community
work whenever

the scheme fund tied up is not adequate

or the

guide.lines of a particular scheme donot permit the execution of the
work partially or fully.
The funds
cooperatives
contributions

released

by the local bodies

and government

aided

institutions

(rural/urban),
as matching

for execution of community works, will be treated as

government share and will be calculated accordingly.
Cement price

Cement price will be notified every quarter for all community
works executed under different schemes, and these rates will be
adopted uniformly by all the engineeringdepartments. A District Level
Committee headed by the District Collector and consisting of SE(PR),
SE(lrrigation), SE(R &8) EE/SE(Public Health) will approve the
quarterly cement price to be notified Abnormal rates, if any, will be
checked by the Secretaries of the concerned administrative
departments.
Construction

of Bus Shelters

AP.S.RTC. meets the cost of construction of bus-shelters
by providing the necessary government share. The cost for each
bus-shelter is limited to Rs 50,000. APSRTC will pay Rs. 25,000/by way of cash instead of materials (Cement/Steel). The location of
each bU3 shelter will be finalized with the approval of the
representative of AP.S.RTC.
Municipal works

Works in the Municipalities out-side the slums have been
taken up with the sharing pattern of 30% people's contribution, 20%
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municipal

contribution

and 50% government

contribution.

The

maximum value of all works both within and outside the slums in a
financial year will be limited to Rs. 1.00 Crore in case of Class-I Towns,
Rs. 75 lakhs in case of Class-II Towns and Rs. 50 lakhs in case of
Class-III towns.

Construction of internal roads/drains
Internal

roads and internal

road-cum-drains

within

the

habitation/slum can be taken to link the habitation/slum with the gram
panchayat headquarter and also with the nearby Panchayat Raj/R &
B/Municipal Roads. Proper technical designs will be prepared after
a detailed survey by the engineering departments concerned before
grounding the internal drain works both in rural and urban areas so
that the works executed are linked to the existing drainage network
and prevent further water stagnation.

Construction of school buildings
Construction of school buildings will be taken up under DPEP
with the sharing pattern of 70:30,70%
and 30% people's contributions

being met out of DPEP funds

District wise targets for construction

of school buildings will be indicated by the Education Department
every year

All school buildings will be executed

by the Village

. Education Committees (VEC) under the supervision of the HLC/NHC

Execution of irrigation works
Out of 4.8 million hectares of irrigation potential created in
the state, only 2.84 million hectares are being irrigated in the major
and medium irrigation sectors leaving a gap of about 41 % There is
an urgent need for the participation of the farmers in the maintenance
of irrigation systems.

All irrigation and drainage works will only be

executed through the duly elected Water Users Associations (WUA)
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instead of Habitation Level Committees (HLC), with the budget funds
of the irrigation
Associations

department.

Wherever

elected

Water

Users

(WUA) are not existing, such works will be executed

through the Ayacutdar Committees (AC) instead of Habitation Level
Committees (HLC). Detailed guidelines will be issued by the Irrigation
Department for the execution of irrigation works through the WUA/
AC. The sharing patterns of irrigation maintenance works taken up
through WUA/AC
contribution

will be 3·0:20:50 among people's

from Water User's Association

contribution,

and Janmabhoomi/

Irrigation Department Funds, respectively.
Quality Control Cell
District Collectors will have Quality Control Cells attached to
them comprising of two Deputy Executive Engineers/Asst

Executive

Engineers from among Panchayat Raj, Irrigation, Roads & Buildings,
Social Welfare or any other Engineering Departments
there will be one non-technical

In addition,

person either from the Cooperation

or Revenue or Local Funds Audit Department
The Quality Control Cells will inspect community works at
random to ascertain whether the estimates are tallying with the ground
situation, whether people's contributions are duly accounted for, the
quality of execution of the work and timely payments

The quality

control cell will also assist the District Collector for enquiring into
complaints/allegations

received on execution of community works

PRIMARY EDUCATION
The literacy percentage in the State as per 1991 census at
44.1 is lower than the national average of 52.1 and much lower than
the southern states of Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Andhra Pradesh is
one of the nine educationally backward states in the country. marked
by insufficient enrollment and high dropout rates.
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percentage at 32.7 is low, particularly among the weaker sections.
Women

literacy is the single most dominant

sustained development,

input for achieving

yet adequate attention has not been given

in the past to girl child. Though, the number of primary schools have
increased two-folds from 29132 in 1956-57 to 49,153 in 1994-95, yet
the current drop out rate of 52% is extremely disappointing
Major issues like access of all the children in the school going
age to quality schooling,

disparities

between social and gender

groups, low enrolment and low retention will be addressed through
the people
Community

centred

development

process

of Janmabhoomi

based Early Childhood Education (ECE) centers Non-

Formal Education (NFE) centers particularly for the adolescent girls
and Literacy Centres will be started with the participation and support
of the people in the habitation/slum

Village Education Committee

(VEC) will playa vital role in planning, implementation and monitoring
of the various activities in the core area of Primary Education

Detailed

operational guidelines in this regard will be issued by the Education
Department
Janmabhoomi

will enable developing

and implementing

replicable, sustainable and cost-effective activities aimed at achieving
the following goals in the Core area of Primary Education
To reduce differences

in enrollment, dropout and learning

achievement among gender and social groups to less than
five percent
To reduce overall primary dropout rates for all students to
less than 10 percent.
To. raise average achievement levels by atleast 25 percent
over measured baseline and ensuring achievement of basic
literacy and numeracy competencies,

by all primary school

children
Dr.M G.RH RD
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•

To provide,

according

to national

norms, access for all

children, to primary education classes (I-V). i e., primary
schooling wherever

possible, or its equivalent

non-formal

education.
Habitation levellslum level Education Plans will be prepared
accordingly by the HLC/NHC, incorporating these goals and focusing
on the micro-level

activities

to be implemented

with community

support

PRIMARY HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE
It is now well recognized that the development of any society
must include social development (Human Development).

A perusal

of the situation in Andhra Pradesh reveals that the State's position
does not compare favorably with many other States and even with
the national average in certain cases.ias can be seen below.

~

Andhra Pradesh

All India

Six States*

1981

1991

1981

1991

·1981

1991

Poverty % la

43.6

31.7

44.2

27.3

48.3

29.9

Literacy & Ib

35.7

44.1

48.1

55.6

43.7

52.1

Crude BirthRateIe

31.6

25.8

304

278

33.8

29.9

InfantMortality/d

860

73.0

86.3

65.1

1100

80.0

Sex Ratio Ie

975

972

964

935

935

927

24.2

32.7

34.0

42.4

29.8

393

Female Literacy

* Haryana, Karnataka, Maharashtra. Punjab, Rajasthan & Tamilnadu
la population below poverty line i·n 1977/78 and 1987/88
Ib for total population of seven years and older
Ic per '000 population, three year moving averages
Id per '000 live births

Ie females per '000 males
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In the core area of Primary Health and Family Welfare, the
focus will be on the following.
•

Provision

of effective,

accessible

and affordable

basic

healthcare and family welfare services for all.
•

Implementation

of rights of child to ensure child survival,

development and protection
•

Empowerment

of women

to ensure

equal

status

and

opportunities
Detailed operational guidelines will be issued separately by
the Medical, Health & Family Welfare Department in this regard.
Community

level activities will be initiated with the active

participation of the people particularly women and adolescent girls
for the realization of the following goals in the Core area of Primary
Health and Family Welfare.

status

and Health

Child Survival,
Development
& Protection

2000 2010 2020

24

19

15

13

Crude Death Rate

84

7.5

7

6

Total Fertility Rate

2.6

2

1.5

1.5

Infant Mortality Rate

66

45

30

15

Maternal Mortality Rate

3.8

2

1.2

0.5

Expectation of Life at Birth: Male

61

63.5

66.5

69

Expectation of Life at Birth: Female

63.7

66

70

73

33

20

16

8

48

55

75

100

Crude birth Rate

Population

Goals

Current

Indicator

Area

Incidence

of Low birth

weight(%)
Children (6-9Months) receiving
complementary

food (%)
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40

80

100 100

Pre-Schoolchildrenreceiving
42.4
Vitamin-A dose (%)

70

100 100

Early detection and
rehabilitation of disabled
children (%)

0

25

50

32.7

40

75 100

42.4

61

85 100

42

60

80 100

53

45

30

10

60

40

25

10

<10

10

30

60

14

30

50

50

Reservation for women

33.3

33.3

50

Nil

Access to cheap credit (%)

<10

30

50 >80

60

70

85 100

<10

50

80 100

Fully Immunized Children

Women's
Empowerment

75

Literacy rate among
females aged 7+ (%)
Enrolment rate of females:
Primary Schools (%)
Enrolment rate of females:
Secondary Schools (%)
Womengettingmarriedbelow
18 Years
Anaemia prevalence among
women (%)
Skilled work force among
women(%)
Women's participation in
organized sector (%)

Household ..

Consuming Iodized salt (%)
Having access to basic
sanitation (%)

The Grassroots Level People's Institution (GPls) and Local
Bodies will be fully involved and t~ey will be responsible for achieving
the above goals within their respective areas of operations.
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will adopt these goals as their Agenda for Action to guide them in
policy formulation and action
ENVIRONMENT

CONSERVATION

Environmental degradation has been posing a serious threat
to sustainable development. The forest coverage has been dwindling
at an alarming rate due to increasing denudation causing serious
ecological imbalances. Lack of proper sanitation inthe villages and
towns has contributed significantly to serious health hazards and
environmental deterioration As many as 63% of the people living in
the urban slums defecate in open places and almost half of the
individual and community latrines in the urban areas are still dry
latrines.
The following Community level activities will be taken up in
the core area of Environment Conservation.
•

Clean and Green Village/ Cleanand Green Town Campaign

•

Weekly sanitation maintenance drive.

•

Construction individual sanitary latrine of a suitable type/
design suited to the local conditions.

•

Plantation of trees in the institutions,' households, waste
lands.

•

Popularization of non-conventional energy sources like
biogas, smokeless chulhas, solar energy,windmills etc.
Vana Samrakshana Samities (VSS) will be organized with

the membership of the people in every habitation actually depending
on the forests for their livelihood. The VSS will be involved in
protection and conservation of forests and in the development of
degraded forest lands with the usufructuary rights being vested with
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the members. Protection and management of forests will be entrusted
to.the VSS with suitable training. Operational guidelines in this regard
will be issued separately by the Forest Department

PERSONAL GOVERNANCE
Redressal of Felt-Needs
All the felt needs received from the public in the gram sabha
excepting those relating to community works will be categorized into
three categories,

namely:

Individual

Family Needs (IFN), Non-

Financial community Needs (NFCN), and Financial community Needs
(FCN).

All the representations

received from the people relating to

the above felt needs will be accordingly segregated and handed over
to the mandai level functionary concerned who is present in the gram
sabha. All government functionaries working at the mandai level will
maintain Felt Needs Registers in the prescribed format (AnnexureIV) and incorporate the representations received habitation/ward wise
in their registers after every round of gram sabha.
All such representations

received will be redressed within a

maximum period of one month and wherever the representations
are sent to the district! state level for redressal, the same will be
redressed within 3 months. The mandai level functionaries will forward
the representations to the district level officers for redressal wherever
required who in turn will send to the Heads of Departments / State
Government

if action needs to be taken at the state level for the

redressal of the felt needs. However, the mandai level government
functionaries will be responsible for taking necessary follow-up action
from time to time till the felt needs relating to their departments
redressed.

are

They will remain accountable to the Nodal Officer of the

mandai concerned in this regard The progress made in the redressal
of the felt needs will be incorporated in the Action Taken Report (ATR)
to be presented in the gram sabha in every Round of Janmabhoomi
Dr.M.CRH
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Simplification of Rules and Procedures
All government departments will undertake review of the
existing rules and procedures and simplify the same within a suitable
time frame to be prescribed. Copies of all the rules, procedures,
laws and government orders will be made available to the people at
nominal costs as prescribed without any inconvenience. Electronic
Kiosks will be established in the District Collectorates to be used for
this purpose.
Citizen's Charter
Each government department and agency will prescribe a
citizen's charter indicating the time frame, the quality and type of
service to the provided to the citizens. Massive publicity will be taken
up educating the people about the Citizen's Charter brought out by
each department.
Right to Information
There will be transparency in the functioningof all government
departments and institutions and every citizen will have the right to
information on the functioning of government departments and
institutions excepting those classified as confidential in the interest
of the state. Necessary legislation will be made in this regard.
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DETAILS OF SELECTED ROUNDS OF
JANMABHOOMIPROGRAMME
Issuance of Guidelines for Execution of Work in Janmabhoomi
Prior to the beginning of the first round of Janmabhoorni, the
Finance & Planning (Plann.ingWing) Department has formulated and
provided the following guidelines in execution of works during the
rounds of Janmabhoomi. The one that follows is the one given for
the first round of Janmabhoomi and we find more or less the same
kind of guidelines adhere to be by'the various departments involved
in civil constructional activities.
Though there are a number of areas or segments which need
development, in one course of the round of Janmabhoomi emphasis
has been laid on one or the three sectors. The sectoral approach of
development has been adopted as a policy in Janmabhoomi
programmes.

The main core sectors of development

are:

"Janmabhoomi Concept and Micro planning, Constitution of HLC's/
WLC's and Community Infrastructure Development, Janmabhoomi
Janachaitanyam - Immunization and Health Camps, Clean Village/
Town Concept - Vetermary Camps, Participation of Students and
Lecturers in Habitation programs, Free Health Camps with focus on
TB and Blindness Control, "Cheyutha" for Disabled, Free Health
Camps with focus on curative and preventive aspects of AIDS, TB
etc, Mahila Janmabhoomi, Neeru - Meeru - Focus on Health,Weaker
Sections, etc." Even though one sector is treated as a focal point of
development in the course of operationsother areas of developmental
activities are also looked into and paid attention. By now, 19 rounds
of Janmabhoomi have been conducted. In the beginning, as we
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mentioned earlier, there were four rounds in one year, later it came
down to three and finally to two.
Planning whilejssuing

Every time, the Department

of

guidelines to all the departments and officials

involved in Janmabhoomi

programmes, some of the instructions or

guidelines are repeated.

While going through this chapter one may

come across repetition of these guidelines/instructions.

Keeping in

view that the guidelines once issued, may not be remembered

by

everybody and just on the eve of every round more or less similar
guidelines

and instructions

with additional

of information

were

provided to all the officials concerned right from the Gram panchayat
level and upto the State level.
Government

has decided

to conduct

the next round of

Janmabhoomi from 151to 71hMay, 1997. Government has desired to
elicit maximum public participation and contribution for development.
The concept of Janmabhoomi was laid on the table of the House on
21.03.1997.

It envisages close involvement of the people with the

choice as well as the execution of the development works. All works of a
given nature and to a certain value will be executed by the people
themselves without any intermediaries. In order to operationalise this
concept, Government has decided to further delegate the powers of
sanctions - both technical and administrative, simplify the procedures and
bring in transparency in the preparation of estimates and measurement
of the work done and carry a social audit of the works done.
The following guidelines will be followed in the sanction
and execution of works under Janmabhoomi.

Budget 97-98 (Plan & non-Plan) and money available
for Janmabhoomi
The following amounts will be made available for sanction of
works under the Janmabhoomi concept. These funds will be utilised
by the collectors first and after these are exhausted, they will use the
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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fund. In order to facilitate easy flow of funds, 1/3rd of

the amounts stipulated below will be released as LOCs in the month
of May and the rest in the months of June and July, 1997. The following
departments

concerned will take immediate action to ens~re that

money reaches the field formations immediately.

Minor Irrigation:- Rs. 3.5 cr. @ RS.20lakhs per district for all districts
other than six coastal districts and Hyderabad; RS.5lakhs per district
for the 6 coastal districts of East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna,
Guntur, Prakasam and Nellore.
Major Irrigation Rs. 10 cr. in the 6 coastal districts indicated above
for repairs to minor drains; Rs. 61akhs per district for control of weeds
Panchayat Raj- RRM Rs. 2 cr. per district; Min. irrign - Rs. 25 lakhs
per district. Approach roads -Rs. 1 cr. per district
R & B- RS.5cr. per district, subject to the location being approved by
the EE. This amount should be used for layingof new roads or renewal
( repairs) but not for earthwork on the R&B roads.
Engineering departments will ensure that no new work is
now sanctioned and works already sanctioned are not grounded
except works sanctioned under Janmabhoomi, ACDP, MPLADS,
Externally aided projects and NABARD projects. Further sanction or
fresh grounding of works other than the above shall be reviewed
after 1st June, 1997.
Categorization of Janmabhoomi works
Janmabhoomi works would be divided into 3 categories,
namely Priority, Permissible and Restricted. In case of Priority works,
the people's contribution will be a minimum of 30%. Payment for
non-earth work component will be made in the proportion of 70:30,
while the earthwork will be paid for in the proportion of 50 50, only in
the case of maintenance of irrigation systems and where the work is
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executed

by the Ayacutdar.

Earth work includes transportation,

compacting, etc Earth work will not be paid for in the case of other
maintenance works. Earth work will however be paid for in the ratio
of 50:50 for formation of new assets such as roads, canals, drains
etc. In case of Permissible works, the Govt. contribution will be to the
tune of 50% provided however that no money will be paid for earth
work in respect of maintenance works. Restricted works are those
for which there shall be no counterpart funding from the government.
The list of works falling in these three categories

is given in the

Annexure.

Power of administration and technical sanction
Irrespective of the source of funding i.e., departmental funds
or Janmabhoomi

funds, all Janmabhoomi works will be sanctioned

by the Collectors only. For this purpose, Collectors can sanction works
worth Rs.5 lakhs at their discretion.

It is open to the Collector to

delegate the powers of sanction of works upto a value of Rs.2 lakhs
but the responsibility of ensuring adherence to the guidelines will be
that of the Collector. Administrative

sanction for works costing more

than Rs. 5 lakhs and less than Rs.50 lakhs will be issued by the
Collectors in consultation with and with the approval of the Chairman,
DDRC. Works

beyond

Rs. 50 lakhs will be sanctioned

by the

Government.
All works costing less than Rs.2 lakhs will be accorded
technical sanction by the Deputy Executive Engineer; works costing
more than Rs 2 lakhs and less than Rs.5 lakhs will be accorded
technical sanction by the Executive Engineer. These limits apply to
fhe engineers

of all departments.

In respect of Panchayat

Raj

department, all works costing more than Rs. 5 lakhs and less than
Rs.20 lakhs will be accorded technical sanction by the Superintending
Engineer.

In the case of Irrigation
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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Superintending Enqineers will be RS.50lakhs. Works above Rs. 20
or 50 lakhs, as the case may be, will be sanctioned by the respective
Heads of Department. The same limits apply for concluding of
agreement.
All concerned shall effect close supervision to ensure that
the enhanced powers are not misused in any way. There shall be
close scrutiny by the senior engineering officers in the district as
also by the Nodal officers and the Collector.
There shall be no upward revision of estimates for any work,
since the works are expected to be completed in a short period of
time.
Standardization of design and estimate
Estimation of works will be as per current procedures.
Government desire to bring in greater transparency in the preparation
of estimates and desire that to the extent possible, there will be
standard designs and standard estimates. The engineer-ing
departments will provide to the field officers uniform designs as well
as uniform rates wherever feasible. This is to avoid the possibility of
delay as well as wrong estimates at the field level. Lead and lifts
could be categorized into 2 or 3 distance categories so that it is easily
understood by the people. However, the Engineering personnel will
be responsible for ensuring the correctness of estimates. A copy of
the sanctioned estimate should be given to habitationlevel Committee
and the estimate should be Writtenin a language which is simple and
as explicit as possible.
Exemption fr.om PS charges etc.
PS charges and centage charges will not be levied on the
.Janmabhoomiworks. In view of the fact there is a minimumcontribution
of 30 % of the value of the work from the public, Government also
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decide that these works shall be exempted from levy of E.M.O, F.S.D.
and other retention charges.
Nature of works that cannot be taken up
Oesilting of tanks and Jungle clearance will not be taken up,
However de-silting of canals and drinking water tanks are eligible for
Government contribution under this proqrarnrne.CC roads, BTroads
and metal roads can be taken up only when people's contribution is
in the form of cash.
Limit on value of works that can be taken up
There is nolirnitation on the number and value of works that
can be sanctioned where the public contribution is a minimum of
30%. Where, on the other hand, the contribution is in the form of
material or labour, not more than one work per habitation can be
sanctioned per habitation. There is however no bar on sanctioning
further works at the rate of one work each time if the earlier work has
been completed to the tune of 75%.
Entrustment of work to beneficiaries procedure.
Execution of works shall be entrusted to the Habitation level
committee who may decide on the persons to execute the work. In
supersession of the earlier guidelines, it is clarified that even if a
sinqledonor gives the entire public contribution, the choice of
executing agency will be that of the Habitation level committee. The
Habitation level committee will ordinarily' ribminate a group of
beneficiaries, suchas the Ayacutdar, to execute the work. Such
groups will have a group leader, to enter into an agreement and
interact with the department on behalf of the group. Where the works
are of a complex naturesuch as CC roads, BT roads etc., the nominee
of the Habitation level committee can be a single person. The
respective departments will enter.into agreements with the nominee
of the Habitation level committee, be it a group leader or an individual.
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Inspection and payment for work done
The engineering departments will ensure that inspections
are carried out promptly and the work check-measured at fortnightly
intervals. Technical guidance must be provided to the beneficiary
committees wherever such guidance is sought.
In so far as payment for work done is concerned, the first
payment will be made only when at least 15% of the value of work is
completed. Payment will be made in such a way that by the time
90% of the value of the work is done, the government contribution of
70% or 50% as the case may be, is paid fully. This is to facilitate the
people to complete the works by themselves. For this purpose, bills
will be paid on pro-rata basis i.e., 70:20 (70% government funding
and 20% people's contribution) or 50:40, as the case may be. In
other words, payment to be made to the executing agency will be 701
90 or 50/90 of the value of the work as the case may be. The total
payment upto 90% should be made in not more than four installments.
The last 10% of the value of work will be completed wholly by the
people with their own contribution, thus raising their total contribution
to 30% or 50% as the case may be. Payment can be made, on the
above pro-rata basis, even in respect of material brought on site. In
such cases, payment may be made after taking an undertaking from
the executing agency and the Habitation level committee must be
asked to ensure that the material is actually used for the work. At the
time of making 1 recommending the payment, engineering personnel
will ensure the quality of work. They should constantly guide the
executing agency.about the quality aspects.
Earth moving equipment

Executive engineers will playa facilitating role, advising
contractors to make available the equipment to the villagers wherever
the latter need the same. However, the machinery deployed on
existing major projects will not be disturbed.
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Pooling of engineering personnel
Government are keen that the works taken up for execution
in the May round should be completed normally by the end of July,
1997. It should be ensured that the technical guidance is provided,
quality of works maintained and promptness of payment ensured. It
shall be the responsibility if the engineering departments to ensure
that these are done. For this purpose, each department may make
necessary arrangements to redistribute their personnel within each
district and that too on a temporary basis. Where necessary,
Collectors shall have the powers to effect necessary arrangements
to take care of the workload.
Social audit of work
All the works executed as part of the Janmabhoomi
programme will be subjected to Social audit. For this purpose, works
upto a value of Rs. 2 lakhs will be audited at the Panchayat level,
those between Rs. 2 to 5 lakhs at the Mandai level, those between
Rs. 5 and 50 lakhs at the District level and the rest at the State level.
Coordination at the District level
There shall be established a close co-ordination at the field
level to ensure the quality of works and promptness in their execution.
For this purpose, the Nodal officer and the Dy. EE of the concerned
engineering department will review the works together every fortnight
at the Mandai level. Similarly, the RDOf Sub-collector and the
concerned Executive Engineer will monitor the works at the Division
level every fortnight. At the District level, the Collector will review,
every month, the progress of works alongwith the Superintending
engineers of all the departments. In the event of any difference of
opinion on any matter, the opinion of the Collector shall be final.
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The Departments of Irrigation, R&B, Panchayat Raj & Rural
Development, MunicipalAdministration and Social welfare shall issue
necessary orders and instructions to give effect to these guidelines.
They shall also ensure strict compliance of the guidelines by the
engineering personnel.

ANNEXURE
Categorization ofJanmabhoomi Works
Priority

Permissible

1. Irrigation Worksa) New
tanks or canalsb) Water
harvesting
structures
such as percolation tanks
and
check
damsc)
Maintenance of irrigation
systems, earth work will

Restricted

1. All felt needs listed in 1. Minor repairs i.e., those
Participatory
planning costing
less
than
exercise, or PVP register Rs.5000/or in the Gram Sabha
other than those in the
Priority and restricted
category

be paid for on 50:50 basis
only if the work is taken up
by the Ayacutdar; while
civil works will be entitled
to a government contribution upto 70%
2.
Primary
school
buildings,
Additional
Buildings/Class rooms for
High Schools.
3. Compound
Schools.

walls 1-0

2. Grave yards in
Municipal corporations
only

3. Police Station
buildings particularly in
the rural areas.

2. Community
halls,
Youth
Clubs / Association
buildings.
3. Sports facilities.

4. Approach roads tohabitations not having any
aooroach road.

4. Borewells and Motor
4. Development of Parks
pumps.
in Municipalities and
Corporations only.

5.
Primary
infrastructure

5. Mandai Revenue
office buildings

health

5. Any administrative
buildings
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6. Works in religious
institutions.

. 6. Village level veterinary
infrastructure

7. Compound walls for any
building other than for
schools, or village level
or veterinary
health
infrastructure

7. Anganwadi centres

8. Works in Co-operative
other than
societies,
PACS.

8. Works relating to
Drinking water (other
than borewells)

9. All works not
government land

9. Toilets for schools,
particularly girls' schools

on

10. Grave yards other
in the
those
than
Municipal corporations

10. All government
welfare hostel buildings,
compound
including
walls

11. Statues

11. Drainage works,
storm water drains,
electricity supply and
roads in the urban slums.

12. Desilting of tanks
other than drinking water
tanks.

of
12 Construction
Drains in the villages.
13. CC roads in slum
areas only where there is
water stagnation. In the
rural areas, CC roads will
be restricted to areas
where there is drainage
problem and also for
culverts and causeways.
14. Formation
B.T. roads.

of new

13. Jungle clearance.

;

.

' .

-i

. j'

·14: Desiltinq or cleaning of
:.,qrains in villages or towns
"
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NINTH ROUND OF JANMABHOOMI(From 2~ to 8!!! January 1999)
The Ninth Round of Janmabhoomi was held from 2nd to 8th
January 1999. This will be followed by the 'Clean and Green Andhra
Pradesh Campaign to be organized on 9th January 1999. Based on
the feedback received, the following guidelines are issued for the
conduct of January 1999 Round of Janmabhoomi which shall be
followed scrupulously by all concerned.
Standardization of Habitation and Municipal wards
The lists of Habitations and Municipal Wards in the State
have been standardized based on the 1991 census change list.
Habitations, therefore, would mean the revenue main village and the
hamlet villages falling within the revenue village. For example, if
there are 3 hamlet villages in a revenue village in addition to the
revenue main village, as per the 1991 census, then there will be 4
Habitations. Habitations and Municipal Wards have been arranged
Gram Panchayat, Mandai and Assembly Constituency wise and
assigned 14 digit Code Numbers which shall be followed by all
government departments uniformly in reporting achievements made
and also in all other correspondence.
Constitution of Janmabhoomi teams
There shall be only one team at the Mandai / Municipality
level headed by the Nodal Officer which will consist of all the Mandai
/ Municipal level officers of the government departments like
MDO,MRO,MEO,MagO, MahO, etc. wherever the mandals are large
and having habitations not easily accessible as in tribal areas and
hilly tracts, the Collectors may nominate two Nodal Officers for the
same mandai and allot habitations between the two. Similarly, the
mandai level functionaries may also be provided to both the Nodal
Officers to conduct Gram Sabhas simultaneously and cover all the
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habitations with more than 200 population within seven days. They
should ensure that not more than 4 to 5 Gram Sabhas are held per
day by a single team. The local MLAs, MPPs, ZPTCs, Councillors
and the Chairpersons in the urban areas will also be associated.
Two vehicles will be allotted per Mandai/Municipality for the
Janmabhoomi Team. Government vehicles available in the district
shall be requisitioned and used. Private vehicles may be hired
wherever additionally required. Public Address System shall be
provided to each Team. The expenditure on hiring of Jeeps and
Public Address System shall be met out of Janmabhoomi fund.

PROGRAMME OF GRAMSABHA
The Programme for Gram Sabhas shall be finalized and sent
to the Planning Department in the following format in floppies before
20.12.98.
Name of Population Standardized Name of
SI.
Name of
Population
the
as per
No Habitation I
the
Hab. Code
as per
Habitation I
Ward where
1991
Habitation
for
1991
Ward
Gram Sabha census for Habitation I
Census for convener &
is to be
Hab.lWard
Ward in having les Hab.lWard Designation
than 200
conducted
in Col.2
Col.2
in Col.S
population
(Having
and tagged
more then
on to Hab.l
200
Ward in
population)
Col.2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Date &
Time
fixed for
Gram
Sabhas

7

The quarterly Gram Sabha (Village Assembly) will be held
in every Habitation/ Ward during the January Round of Janmabhoomi
between 2nd to 8th January, 1999. Gram Sabhas will be held in those
Habitations having more than 200 population and all the Habitation
having less than 200 population will be tagged on to the nearby
Habitation with more than 200 population.
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Where the population of the Habitation exceeds 2000, the
number of Gram Sabhas to be held will be counted calculating every
additional 2000 population as an additional Habitation limiting to a
maximum of 3 Gram Sabhas irrespective if the population. In such of
the Habitation, where the population is more than 2000, the second
or subsequent Gram Sabhas should be held giving priority to the
weaker section localities to ensure greater participation of weaker
section in the Gram Sabhas.
Sarpanches will preside over the Gram Sabha and the UpaSarpanch will preside in the absence of the Sarpanch. Gram Sabha
in the urban areas will be held in a centrally located place in every
Ward preferably near slums which will be chaired by the Ward
Councillor concerned.
Notices for conveninq Gram Sabhas as per the programme
drawn up shall be issued by 25th December, 1998 and adequate
publicity shall be given about the venue and time for Gram Sabha.
Village Talaris will be used for house to house contact to intimate
people about the venue and time of Gram Sabha apart from
undertaking beat of tom - tom.
The programme of Gram Sabhas for the whole year will be
notified by writing down on the wall of a prominent building centrally
located in the Habitation / Ward.
Orientation Programme
Orientation Programme shall be organized for the Nodal
Officers, MROs and MOOs at the district level on the preparatory
action to be taken for the january 1999 round of Janrnabhoorni The
Mandai Level officers of all the Government Departments shall be
trained at the mandai headquarters by the Nodal Officers. The Nodal
Officers shall also organize training Programme for the Habitation /
Dr.M.C.RH.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Ward level Conveners,

Sarpanches

and Ward Councillors

on the

preparatory action to be taken for the, Successful conduct of 9th Round
of Janmabhoomi.

Prior visit to Habitation and Wards by Nodal Officers
All the Nodal Officers shall make at least one visit to each
Habitation I Ward along with the MRO/MDO before 25th of December,
1998 to oversee the arrangements

made for the conduct of Gram

Sabhas I Day wise activities. They will also convene meeting of the
People's

Councils

and finalize the details of the activities

to be

undertaken with the help of the self-help group.

Focus Areas
The following
Janmabhoomi

are the focus areas for the 9th round of

to be conducted from 2nd to 8th January 1999.

1.

Grounding of Community Works.

2.

Construction of Individual Sanitary Latrines with precast materials.

3.

Cleanliness-Sanitation-Malaria

Control

4.

Disabled Welfare

5.

Free Veterinary Camps

6.

Free Health Camps with focus on AIDS,TB,

Eye

Care, Dental care and Reproductive health care.
7.

Distribution of House sites, Pension, Toolkits for the
artisans and other benefits.

Community Works
The following will be the priorities for execution of Community
Works under Janmabhoomi during the current financial year 1998-99.
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All the balance ongoing works of 1st to 5th Round of Janmabhoomi

(1997-98) will be completed before December 1998 positively.
Audit of accounts through Local fund Audit Department shall be
taken for all the expenditure incurred under Janmabhoomi and
Utilization Certificate will be submitted accordingly before the end
of December 1998.
b.

All the proposals received during 6th Round of Janmabhoomi,
which are not grounded, as on 11.11.1998will be cancelled. The
list of works reported by the Collectors as grounded through
floppies as on 11.11.1998 will be the final list for release of funds
by the government.

c.

Leftover proposals of 6th Round of Janmabhoomi and the
proposals received in Gram Sabhas during the 7th and 8th Round
will be the basis for sanction of works to be taken up in January
1999, limiting the government share to Rs. 20.00 lakhs per
MandaI. Priority will be given to no-work Habitations and
Collectors must ensure that atleast one work is taken up in every
Habitation / Ward.

d.

Collectorswill prepare detailedestimates(and not lineestimates),
accord administrative and technical sanctions before the end of
December, 1998 and then only grounded the works during
January, 1999 Round of Janrnabhoomi.

e.

Irrigation works will be executed through Water User's
Associations only with the Irrigation department funds without
linking with Janmabhoomi.

Works identified in the Gram Sabhas during the quarterly
Janmabhoomi Roundwill only be taken into considerationfor sanction
and execution under Janmabhoomi. Nowork will be grounded without
proper detailed estimates and without proper technical! administrative
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sanction. Works already cancelled earlier will not be received nor
fresh sanctions will be given as substitute works.
APSRTC will reimburse the expenditure

incurred in

construction of bus shelters on the basis if the certificate issued by
the Collectors who will obtain proper valuation from competent
technical authorities without insisting on measurement / check
measurement only by the Engineers belonging to APSRTC.
Utilization Certificate will be furnished by all the Collectors
for the works already completed and for which final payments have
also been made under PVP/Sramaddanam/Janmatlhoomi failing
which further funds will not be released by the Planning Department.
Disposal of Non-Financial Community Needs (NFCN) and
Individual Family Needs (IFN)
Status report including details of activities undertaken under
Janmabhoomi will be made available to people which also can be
accessed on Internet. Action Taken Reports (ATRs) will be printed
and distributed in all the Habitation / Wards in January 1999 Round
highlighting the achievements made during the last 8 Rounds of
Janmabhoomi in the Habitation / Wards concerned.
Display Boardswill also be erected at the Mandai/Municipality
Headquarters

and other important

places highlighting

the

achievements made under Janmabhoomi.
All benefits under beneficiaryoriented Programme(like loans,
pensions etc.) will be sanctioned only on the basis of the
representations received in Gram Sabhas under Janmabhoomi,
subject to their eligibility. Disbursement of benefits will be made in
Gram Sabhas only. Other representationsall be considered only after
exhausting the applications received in Gram Sabhas.
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Participation of students
Participation of students will be voluntary, participation of
NSS Volunteers and NCC Cadets will be compulsory. Participation
of teachers will also be compulsory. The principals and institutional
level coordinators will motivate the students to participate in large
number in the 9th Round of Janmabhoomi to be held from 2nd to 9th
January 1999.
Collectors

will prepare district level Action Plan for

participation of students as a part of January 1999 Round of
Janmabhoomi, which will include identification of students, allocation
of institutionsamong different Habitations/ Wards, allocationofTeams
headed by teachers/ lecturersfor each Habitation/ Ward, appointment
if Institutional Level Coordinators for every institution and district level
Coordinators, and appointmentof team Leaders.Training for students
may be organized in the educational institutions before students are
sent to field.
Accommodation and hospitality will be arranged locally by
the People's Council with the help of the Conveners.
Collectors will convene immediately meeting of Nodal
Officers/ Institutional level Coordinators/ District Level Coordinators
at the district level and finalise the Action Programme accordingly.
Vice-Chancellors of Universities may also be involved by Collectors.
Nodal Officers will be requested to convene meeting at the
mandai level along with Conveners, Institutional Level Coordinators
and Team Leaders of the Student Teams to finalise the details of
Day wise Activities to be taken up in the Habitation /ward from 2nd to
9th January 1999.
Students Team will be sent in advance to visit the Habitation
/ Wards allotted to them, prior to January 1999 Round of
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Janrnabhoorni preferably during holiday to get themselves acquainted
with the members of the People's Council and the Community.
The participation of students will be focused, among other
things, on the following as per local priorities.
•

House to house contact of children in school going age and
motivating them for enrolment in the school. Motivate the
dropouts for re-enrollment.

•

Participate in Sramadanam and Clean and Green Campaign
activities.

•

Conduct of Competitions in schools on Janrnabhoorni.

•

Organizing Human Chain on 9.1.1999.

•

Conduct of cultural programmes on Janrnabhoorni and Clean
and Green Campaign themes.

Formation of Human Chain
Human chain will be organized on 9th January 1999 in the
afternoon, as was the case in January 1998 Round of Janmabhoomi
followed by adrninisterinq of Janmabhoomi Pledge.
AGENDA FOR GRAM SABHA
The Agenda for the Gram Sabha will be as follows.
a)

CM's Massage on Janrnabhoorni and discussion on the
themes in the Message

b)

Presentation of Action Taken Report (ATR) highlighting the
achievementsmade under Janmabhoomiduring the last eight
rounds in the Habitation / Ward. Adequate number of copies
shall be prepared and distributed in the Gram Sabhas.
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Review of functioning of VillagelWard level Government
Institutions

Like Primary School, Health Sub-Center,

Anganwadies, Fair Price shops etc., and status of Basic
services in the Habitation/ Ward like supply of drinking water,
sanitary condition of roads etc.
d)

Presentationof the Receipt and Expenditureincluding review
of works being executed out of the funds received by the
Gram Panchayat during 97-98.

e)

Distribution of assets and assistance under all government
Programme and schemes including pension.

f)

Inspection of ongoing community works being executed
under Janmabhoomi in the Habitation / Ward.

g)

Commencement of works sanctioned under Janmabhoomi
and under various government schemes and programmes
including School Buildings, PHC Centers, Sub-Centers and
Individual Sanitary Latrines.

h)

Review of works being executed by all government
departments and agencies in the Habitation / Ward

i)

Receiving fresh grievance petitions (NFCN/IFN) from the
people.

j)

Distribution of Pattadar Passbooks and Review of Land
distribution/assignments and other land related issues.

k)

Extension activities of Agriculture Department.

I)

Identification of Community land for plantation in the next
year and also selection of choice of species to be raised in
the nurseries for the same.

m) Review of functioning of self-help groups
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Day-wise activities from 2nd to 8th January 1998.
The Day-wise

activities

to be attended

by the Peoples'

Councils from 2nd to 8th January are as follows.
A)

Sramadanam

and Sanitation campaign in the Habitation /

Ward with special emphasis on clearing of all drains.
B)

Monitoring of enrolment, retention and levels of learning by
children admitted during 1998-99.

C) Campaign for motivation of eligible couples for undergoing
Family Planning Operation, to complete follow up on identified
persons with eye problems to undergo necessary treatment
in medication

to TB

patients, continue campaign on AIDS, reproductive

including

surgery, ensure continuity

health

care for women, and campaign for small family.
D) Dental care for all the school children.
E)

Cleaning and Chlorination of all drinking water source in the
Habitation / Ward.

F)

Expedite the execution of ongoing community works in the
Habitation !Ward through mass participation and supervision.

G) Distribution of assets/assistance/certificates/

sanction orders

to the physically handicapped under "Cheyutha Programme".
H) Conduct

of competitions

in the schools

located

in the

Habitation !Ward under Janmabh.oomi with the participation
of students and teachers.
I)

Organizing social events which may include introducing newly
married couples, parents with new born babies and felicitating
people in the Habitation !Ward who have made outstanding
contribution under Janmabhoomi.
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Cultural activities will be taken up involving the students,
youth and also using the trained troupes available within the districts
specially organized under the Total Literacy' Campaign and other
programmes.
Special focus will be given everyday to one of the activities
mentioned above during the weeklong period.
FREE HEALTH CAMPS
Free Health

Camps will be organized

in all the Gram

Panchayat Headquarters for general health checkup and awareness
creation.

One special health camp will be held in every Assembly

Constituency duly focusing on women's health care. The Gram Sabha
discussion topics on Health will include:

•

Maternal and Child Health Care

•

Adolescent Girl and Age at Marriage

•
•

Spacing

•

Immunization

•
•

Nutrition
Small family

•

Male participation in Family Planning

•

AIDS Control

';-J;

Institutional deliveries

The guid8ltnes issued by the Medical anci"HearthDepartment
will be.followed for the conduct of Free Health Camps. The Collectors
will ensure th_.the required medicines for the Free Health Camps
are procured through the OM & HOs in advance and dispatched to
the respective eamps before 1st August, 2000. Rs. 46.1580 lakh will
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be released for providing transport for Health Teams and Rs. 112.80
lakh will be released for procurement of drugs out of Medical and
Health Department budget.
Persons identified during the earlier rounds for treatment,
surgery and providing aids and appliances will be closely monitored
by the Mandai/Municipality

level government

functionaries

of the

health Department and follow up action will be completed in respect
of each case.
Health Bulletins will be prepared by the Medical & Health
Department with the Primary Health Centre as the unit highlighting
the pattern of incidence of various diseases in the PHC area and
distributed among the people in the Gram Sabha. Action Programme
will be drawn up accordingly for preventive and curative care, which
will be updated twice in a year. State level Health Bulletins will also
be prepared based on Mandai/Municipality

and District Level Health

Bulletins by the medical & Health Department.

FREE VETERINARY CAMPS
4,000 Veterinary Teams with 8,000 technical Staff will
conduct special camps at 22,000 Gram Panchayat Headquarter and
6,000 major Habitationsas per the programmefinalised by the District
Collectors. Detailed guideline will be issued by the Animal Husbandry
Department separately.
Government will incur expenditure upto RS.1000/- per Gram
Panchayat towards cost of medicines, transport, cost of printing
pamphlets/h-aridbills"'highlightingarea specific animal disease and
nutritional problems. 'Procurement of medicine and.their.distribution
shall be completed by 25t~December 1998.
. ~,~:
Animal Health ~ulletins will be prepared by the Animal
Husbandry, & Fisheries Department with the mandai as the unit
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highlighting the area specific diseases and

action Programme will

be drawn up by the department accordingly for preventive and curative
care.

Poultry vaccination through DWCRA and CMEY groups will

be integrated

with Special veterinary

Camps to be conducted

in

January, 1999 Round of Janmabhoomi.
An amount of Rs.12. 75 crores has been utilized so far for
the conduct of free veterinary Camps. The Animal Husbandry and
Fisheries Department will take up evaluations of the impact made by
the free Veterinary
Department

before

Campus and submit reports to the Planning
20th December, 1998 apart from initiating

corrective actions. Evaluation studies should be undertaken by
engaging reputed technical agencies outside the government. The
expenditure shall be incurred by the Joint Director of the Animal
Husbandry Department and shall be properly audited by engaging
auditors from the Local Fund Audit Department and UCs shall be
submitted accordingly.
Conduct of Free Health Camps
The guidelines issued by the Medical and Health Department
shall be followed for the conduct of free health camps. The Collectors
will ensure that medicines required for the Free Health Camps are
purchased in advance and dispatched to the Campus at least by 25th
December 1998.
Persons identified for treatment, surgery and providing aids
and appliances will be closely monitored by the mandai level
government functionaries of the Health Department and follow-up
shall be ccmpleted in respect of each case before December, 1998.
Details of Individual case-wise shall be computerized using the
Janmabhoomi Habitation codes.
Health Bulletins will be prepared by the Medical & Health
Departmentswith the Primary Health Centers as the units highlighting
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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the pattern of incidence of various diseases, and Action Programme
will be drawn up accordingly for preventive and curative care which
should be update twice a year. State .Ievel Health Bulletins will also
be prepared based on mandai and district level Bulletins.

Disabled welfare (Cheyutha)
Detailed guidelines will be issued by the Women
Development, Child Welfare and Disabled Welfare Department
separately. Follow up action willbe taken for the cases identified in
earlier rounds and full assistance/benefits shall be provided in each
eligible case before December, 1998. Details of individual casewise shall be computerizedusing the JanmabhoomiHabitationCodes.
Daily situation report (DSR) from 2nd to 8th January, 1999:
The District Collectors shall furnish the highlights of the day
covering important events by 4 p.m. every day to the Planning
Department. The detailsof daily progress shall be sent to the Planning
Department by 10 a.m. on the following day in the Format enclosed
(Annexure- V). Team Leadersshall furnish daily progress Habitation
!Ward wise in the same Format duly followinq the Janmabhoomi 14
digit code and send to the Collector for transmission to the Planning
Department. Habitation !Ward wise information shall be reconciled
finally at the Mandai/Municipal level on 10th January in a special
Meeting and sent to the CPO for computerization using the 14 digit
code Habitation / Ward wise and floppy shall be sent by 15th January
to Planning Department. Submission of false information at any level
will be viewed seriously by the Government and action will be taken
accordingly against the persons concerned. The required number of
formats may be printed locally by the Collectors.
Role of Sectoral Departments
All Special Chief Secretaries/ Prl. Secretaries to Government
will take up immediate action on the following before 21st December
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1998. They will also position their monitoring systems to ensure the
following.
'1.

Ensure that all th-e pending NFCN and IFN are redressed
before 20th December 199.8.Details of Department wise

pendency are given in Annexure - VI (A&B).
II.

Ensure that all community works being executed by the
respective departments are inspected by the competent
authorities and-final payments made for completed works
and UCs submittedfollowing prescribed procedures.Details
of works executed are at Annexure- VII (A&B).

III. Ensure that detailed technical estimates areprepared and
technical sanctions are accorded for the-works proposed
to be grounded in January, .1999.
IV. Ensure that the functionaries at Mandai/municipality level
attend the Gram Sabhas as per the Programme drawn up
by the Collectors and also regularly.attend the Fortnight
Review Meetings held at Mandai/Municipality level.
V.

Ensure that the village level functionaries act as Conveners
as appointed by the Collectors and undertake the activities
as per the directions of the Nodal Officers.

The district level officerswill be madeto monitorthe Habitation
!Ward wise progress through their staff available at the sub-division
and mandai levels. The district level officers will also be accountable
to the Heads of Departments concerned for providing necessary
information for the review meeting to be held at the state level.
Distribution of Publicity Materials
All the Publicity Material received form the Information &
Public Relations Department will be distributed properly much in
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advance to create an awareness among the people for the 9th round

of Janmabhoomi and Clean & Green Campaign.
Preparation of Bulletins on Peace & Harmony and Pollution
Pease and harmony will be given priority and the Home
Department will prepare Police Station-wise Bulletins highlighting the
local pattern of crimes and factions. Action Programme will also be
preparedaccordingly by the Home Departmentto enlightenthe people
on the theme of peace and harmony as a partof January 1999 Round
of Janmabhoomi.
Mandai and district bulletins will also be prepared by the
EFS&T Department highlighting the various pollution problems in the
. area and an Action Programme will drawn up by the department
accordingly for creating awareness among the people on the effect
of pollution. (Please see Appendix-I for Annexures)
THIRTEENTH ROUND OF JANMABHOOMI
(MAHILA JANMABHOOMI- 1!! to 7!!!August. 2000)
Government have decided to conduct the Thirteenth Round
of Janmabhoomi in the state which has been declared as "Mahila
Janmabhoomi" from 1st to 7th August, 2000, focusing on the issues
relatingto Women. The followingguidelinesare issuedfor the conduct
of the 13th. Round of Janmabhoomi which shall be followed
scrupulously by all concerned.
STANDARDIZATION OF GRAM PANCHAYAT AND MUNICIPAL
WARDS
The lists of Habitations and Municipal Wards in the state
have been standardized based on the 1991 census. Habitations,
therefore, would mean the revenue main village and the hamlet
villages falling within the revenue village. For example, if there are 3
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hamlet villages in a revenue village in addition to the revenue main
village, as per the 1991 census, then there will be 4 Habitations.
Habitations have been arranged Gram Panchayatwise and assigned
14 digit Code Numbers.
CONSTITUTION OF JANMABHOOMI TEAMS
There will be a Team at Mandai/ Municipality level headed
by the Nodal Officer which will consist of all the Mandai/Municipality
level employees of the government departments and aqencies. The
local MLAs, MPPs, ZPTCs, Municipal Councillors and the
Chairpersons of Municipalities and Municipal Corporations in the
urban areas will also accompany the Teams in their respective areas.
Senior District Level Officers like Joint Collectors, PD,
DRDAs, PO ITDAs, ED, SC/BC Corporations, RDOs/Sub-Coliectors,
Divisional Forest Officers etc., will be appointed as Nodal Officers by
the District Collector, at the rate of one per mandai and municipality.
The Municipal Commissioner of the Municipal Corporations
concerned will be appointedas Nodal Officers by the DistrictCollector.
The best of the officers shall be appointed as Nodal Officers and
there should not be frequent changes. The performanceof the Nodal
Officers and the Mandai/MunicipalTeam for the thirteenthroundwill be
evaluated in the format prescribed by the government(Annexure- I).
There will be a Team at the Habitation level which will consist
of all the government employees - the Village Development Officers.
Village Administrative Officers, Village Agricultural Officers,
Anganwadi workers, ANMs, of the Sub-centres, Secretaries of PACS,
Executive Officers of the Gram Panchayats and Schoof Teachers
etc., one of the government employees will be appointed as the
Habitation level officer by the Collector. Similarly, in the urban areas
there will be a Team at the Municipal Ward level consisting of all
municipal functionaries, government employees and schoolteachers
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working at the Municipal Ward level. Representatives of Self Help
Groups, elected representatives of the Local Bodies and prominent
voluntary organizations at the Habitation/Municipal Ward level will
also be the members of the HabitationlWard Teams.
Two vehicles - will
be allotted
per Mandai/Municipality
for the
.
.
~
Janmabhoomi Team. Government vehicles available in the district
will be requisitioned and used. Private vehicles will be hired wherever
additionally required only after fully using all the government vehicles
available in the district. Public Address System will be provided to
each Team. The Expenditure on hiring of Jeeps and Public Address
System will be met out of Janmabhoomi fund.
PROGRAMME OF GRAM SABHA
The quarterly Gram Sabhas during the Mahila Janmabhoomi
will be held in all the Gram panchayatsin the rural areas and Municipal
Wards in the urban areas between 1st to 7th August, 2000 which will
cover all the Habitations falling.under the Gram Panchayatand areas
under the Ward. Not more than 2 to 3 Gram Sabhaswill be conducted
per day by the Team. The duration of each Gram Sabha will be not
less than 3 hours. The venue of the Gram Sabhas will be one of the
major Habitations within the Gram Panchayat instead of the Gram
Panchayat Headquarters. The programme for Gram Sabhas will be
finalised and sent to the Planning Department in the following format
in DBF files through DPDMC Connectivity besides two hard copies.
SI. Name ofGP JB Name of the Date &
No Habitationl Code Habitation
Time
Ward where
falling within fixed fo
Gram Sabha
GP and their
Gram
is to be
JB Code
Sabha
Numbers
conducted
Namel

JB I'
Code

Veterinary
Camp in
the Gram
PanchayaU
Major
Habitation
Date Venue

I

. Health
Camp in
the Gram
Panchayatl
Major
Habitation
Date
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the Sarpanches will preside overthe Gram Sabha and the
Upa-Sarpanch will preside in the absence of the Sarpanch. Gram
Sabha in the urban areas will be held in a centrally located place in
every Ward preferably near slums which will be chaired by the Ward
Councillorconcerned. In the absence of Sarpanch,the Upa Sarpanch
and inthe absence of the Upa Sarpanchany one of the Gr?lT
Panchayat members will Preside over the Gram Sabha inthe rural
areas. In the absence of Ward Councillors,the Presidentsof Resident
Associations or Presidentsof NeighbourhoodCommitteeswill preside
over the Gram Sabha in urban areas. In Tribal Sub-Plan Areas,
wherever there are VTDAs, the President of the VTDA will preside
over the GrarnSabha. Wherever thereare no VTDAs in the TSP
Areas, one of the Self Help Group leaders will preside over theGram
Sabha. Attendance of the Members oftheSelf Help Groups in Gram
Sabhas will be compulsory. _
Notices for convening Gram Sabhas as per the programme
drawn up will be issued and adequate publicity will be given about
the venue and time for Gram Sabha. Village Talaris will be used for
house to house contact to intimate people about the venue and time
of Gram Sabha apart fro_mundertaking beat of tom - tom. Habitation/
Ward Level Officers will be responsible to give wide publicity for the
Gram Sabhas. All the School
Teachers V)lill
.
. inform the children in the
schools about the date, time and venue of the Gram Sabhas so that
the children can inform theirparentsand motivate them to participate
in the Gram Sabha.

.

-

-

. Padayatras will be held before the conduct of Gram Sabha
in the Habitation/Municipal Ward where Gram Sabha is scheduled to
be held, consisting of all the people in the Gram Panchayat'Municipal
Ward culminating in the Gram Sabha.
.

..
The proceedings of the Gram Sabha will be recorded by the
Executive Officer (one of the Habitation Level Officers wherever
Executive Officers are not available) of" the Gram Panchayat
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra 'Pradesh
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concerned and approved by the Sarpanch. In the urban areas the
Ward Level Officer will recordthe proceedingsand obtain the approval
of the Ward Councillor.
All the grievances (IFNINFCN/FCN) received during the
Gram Sabha will be collected by the HabitationlWard Level Officer
before starting the Gram Sabha who will hand over
acknowledgements to all the petitionersat the end of the Gram Sabha
duly incorporatingthe details of the grievance in the Acknowledgement
Book to be maintained at the HabitationlWard Level. The 20 Col.
Format in which the IFN/NFCN/FCN are maintained in the Habitation
shall be used to register the grievances. After the completion of the
round, the Nodal Officers shall segregate the grievances department
wise and send them to the concerned officers for redressal.
All the grievances received from the public by the Ministers
will be acknowledged in the Peshi of the Ministers and sent to the
Nodal Officers concerned who will incorporatethe details in the above
HabitationlWard level Register and ensure their redressal at the
Mandai/Municipality level. The Nodal Officers will appraise the Gram
Sabha of the action taken on such grievance petitions received from
the Ministers. Ministers will also take up review ofthe disposal of the
grievance petitions in the meeting of the DDRCs.
In the Agenda for Gram Sabha reviewof functioningof village/
ward level Government Institutions will focus on the functioning of
schools and fair price shops. The Head Masters and the Presidents
of School Education Committees wiUbe responsiblefor ensuring cent
percent enrolment during the current academic year. Complaints
against other departments/government institutions received during
the Gram Sabha, if any, will also be reviewed.
The Gram Sabha will review assignment of house sites and
the physical possession so far given to the assignees. Similarly, the
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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houses under the Housing Programme and construction of Individual
Sanitary Latrines.
The Gram Sabha will review the distribution of Pattadar Pass
Books, Land Distribution I Assignments and the Mandai Revenue
Officer will report village wise cases where pass books were not
distributed and the reasons thereof.

Gram Sabha will discuss the steps taken regarding
chlorination of drinking sources and control of GE and Malaria.
User groups will be formed for all the drinking water sources
for maintenance.
LPG Connections will be provided to the eligible families out
side the zone of 15 Kms upto 20 Kms. currently implemented for
which CMEY and DWCRA groups will act as the authorized agency
on behalf of the ITDAs and the Civil Supplies Corporation.
Legal awareness for women will be one of the focus areas.
The families to be assisted under all government schemes
and programmes will be identified in the quarterly Gram Sabha.
The gradation of the Gram Parichayats/Municipal Wards will
be taken up by the MandaI/Municipality Team conducting the Gram
Sabha in the format prescribed by the Government (Annexure - II)
and the results of the evaluation will be announced before closing
the Gram Sabha by the Nodal Officer. Sectoral departments will
evaluate the performance of Self Help Groups during the last quarter
and inform the NodalOfficers the marks awarded for the groups Gram
PanchayatlWard-wise before 1st August 2000. The Nodal Officers
shall furnish the Gram Sabha Evaluation formats to the CIDOsoffice
by the end of the day during the round for computerizationand onward
transmission to Planning Department.
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AGENDA FOR GRAM SABHA
The Agenda for the Gram Sabha will be as follows.
I. Discussion on CM's Message
II.Presentation of Action Taken Report (ATR) - ATRs to be
printed and distributed at the rate of 500 copies per Gram
Sabha
a.

Pendency at the time of last Janmabhoomi

b. Received during the last Janmabhoomi
c.

Redressed during the last quarter

d.

Pendency as on today
(Cumulative Progress of last Twelve Rounds will be
available with the Nodal Officer)

III. Review of functioning of VillagelWard level
Institutions focusing on
a.

Government

Fair Price-Shop

b. School (Head Master and SEC President to be
responsible for enrolment)
IV. Review of the Receipt and Expenditure of Gram Panchayat
Funds
V. Review of the functioning of Self Help Groups
VI.Receiving fresh grievance petitions (NFCNIIFN) from the
people
a. Acknowledgementbook will be maintainedwith code
numbers
b.. Petitions will be.collected before starting the Gram
Sabha
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HLOIWLO will be responsible for registration and to
give acknowledqement
Sabha

VII.

before closure

of Gram

Distribution of assets and assistance for women
a.

Disbursement of loans/margin money/revolving fund
to Self Help Groups-

b.

Disbursement of pensions

c.

Assistance to the disabled urider Cheyutha

d.

Distribution of Smokeless Chulhas

e.

Distribution of 4 lakh LPG Connections
August, 2000)

(July and

VIII. Legal awareness for women
IX. Distribution of Pattadar Passbooks and Review of Land
Distribution/Assignments

(MRO to report village wise cases

where passbooks were not distributed and the reasons
thereof)
X.

Identification of Bonded Labour

XI.

Rehabilitation of Scavengers

XII. Identification of beneficiaries under Smokeless Chulhas
XIII. Discussion on Crop Insurance and Apatbandhu Scheme
XIV. Enrolment of Girl Child
XV. Evaluation of Gram Sabha
XVI. Inspection of Community Works

FREE HEALTH CAMPS
Free Health Camps will be organized in all the Gram
Panchayat Headquarters for general health checkup and awareness
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creation.

One special health camp will be held in every Assembly

Constituency duly focusing on women's health care. The Gram Sabha
discussion topics on Health will include:

Maternal and Child Health Care

•
•

Adolescent Girl and Age at Marriage

•

Spacing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Institutional deliveries
Immunization
Nutrition
Small family
Male participation in Family Planning
AIDS Control
The guidelines issued by the Medical and Health Department

will be followed for the conduct of Free Health Camps. The Collectors
will ensure that the required medicines for the Free Health Camps
are procured through the DM & HOs in advance and dispatched to
the respective camps before 151
August, 2000. Rs. 46.1580 lakh will
be released for providing transport for Health Teams and Rs. 112.80
lakh will be released for procurement of drugs out of Medical and
Health Department budget.
Persons identified during the earlier rounds for treatment,
surgery and providing aids and appliances will be closely monitored
by the Mandai/Municipality level government functionaries of the
health Department and follow up action will be completed in respect
of each case.
Health Bulletins will be prepared by the Medical & Health
Department with the Primary Health Centre as the unit highlighting
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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the pattern of incidence of various diseases in the PHC area and
distributed among the people in the GramSabha.

Action Programme

will be drawn up accordingly for preventive and curative care, which
will be updated twice in a year. State level Health Bulletins will also
be prepared based on·Mandal/Municipality

and District Level Health

Bulletins by. the medical & Health Department.

FREE VETERINARY CAMPS
Free Veterinary Camps will be conducted at Gram
PanchayaUMajor Habitations as per the programme finalised by the
District Collectors. Rs.1000/- per Gram Panchayat for conducting of
Free Veterinary Camps will be released which will include cost of
drugs for undertaking vaccination against foot and mouth disease
wherever required and printing charges for Veterinary Bulletins.
Rs.46.1580 lakh will be released for providing transport to the
Veterinary Team in 1099 rural mandals. Deworming of 127 lakh
Sheep in the state will also be taken up during the Free Veterinary
Camps at the rate of RS.1.25/- per Sheep. Rs. 158.75 lakh will be
provided for deworming of 1271akhSheep in the state. The Veterinary
Camps conducted in the district will be evaluated by the District
Collectors through a committee constituted at the district level.
The Veterinary Teams will maintain Registers indicating the
date of the camp,' name of the Gram PanchayaUMajor Habitation
covered, JB Code of the GP/Habitation covered, name of the farmer,
the type the and number of animals treated, details of treatment/
medicines distributed and signature of the farmer, which will be
available to the inspecting officers for verification whenever required.
Deworming of sheep may be continued beyond 7thAugust at Rural
Live Stock Units to cover 127 lakh sheep in the state.
Animal Health Bulletins will be prepared by the Animal
Husbandry, Dairy Development & Fisheries Department with the
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mandai as the unit highlighting the area specific diseases which will
be distributed to people in the Gram Sabha. Action Programme will
be drawn up by the department accordingly for preventive and curative
care. The guidelines issued by Animal Husbandry Department will
be followed for the conduct of the Free Veterinary Camps.

DISABLED WELFARE (CHEYUTHA)
Detailed

guidelines

will be issued by the Women

Development, Child Welfare and Disabled Welfare Department
separately. Follow up action will be taken for the cases identified in
ea'rlier rounds and full assistance/benefits will be provided in each
eligible case. Details of individual cases will be computerized using
the Janmabhoomi Codes.
DAILY SITUATION REPORT (DSR)
The District Collectors will furnish the highlights of the day
covering important events by 4 p.m. every day to the Planning
Department. The details of daily progress will be sent to the Planning
Department by 10 a.m. on the following day in the Format prescribed
by the government (Annexure - III). Nodal Officers will furnish daily
progress Gram PanchayaVWard wise in the same Format duly
following the Janmabhoomi 14 digit code and send to the Collector
for compilation and transmission to the Planning Department.
Gram PanchayatlWard-wise information will be reconciled
finally at the Mandai/Municipality level on 7th August and will be sent
to the CPO for computerization. The Janmabhoomi codes will be
used correctly at the time of compilation and computerization.
Submission of false information at any level will be viewed seriously
by the Government and action will be taken accordingly against the
persons concerned.
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PRIOR VISIT TO HABITATIONS AND WARDS BY NODAL
OFFICERS
All the Nodal Officers will make visits to their respective
mandals/ municipalities from 25th July 2000 to 31st July 2000 to
oversee the arrangements made for the conduct GramSabhas during
Mahila Janmabhoomi. They will also convene rneetinqs of the
Habitation/Ward level committees and finalise the details of the
activities to be undertaken with the help of the Self-Help Groups.
FOLLOW-UP ACTION ON THE PREVIOUS ROUNDS
Community Works
All works sanctioned but not grounded by 1.4.2000 shall be
cancelled..
All works grounded where government share paid shall be
stopped, as it is where it is.
The Community Works will be
reprioritized in the Gram Sabha.
The buildings, bridges and culverts, which are under
construction under Janmabhoomi and road works wherever materials
have been collected at the sites alone, will be continued under
Janmabhoomi. Nodal Officers shall physically verify along with the
Executing Agencies and furnish the details work wise to the District
Collectors who will authorize further continuation of the above works.
All the Nodal Officers are empowered to dovetail the funds
available under all the schemes and programmes of the Government
Departments at the MandaI/Municipality level in redressing the
Financial Community Needs (FCN) received in the quarterly Gram
Sabhas. The funds available with and the sanctions given by the
Local Bodies will also be taken into consideration for the disposal of
Financial Community Needs.
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Submission of Utilization Certificates
All the discrepancies noticed during the audit by the Local
Fund Audit Department will be reconciled by the Collectors by
convening special meetings with the Executing Agencies and
Utilization Certificates will be submitted accordingly.
Performance Appraisal
Nodal Officers will undertake performance appraisal of the
Mandai/Municipal Level Sectoral Officers and the HabitationlWard
Level Officers based on the achievements in the disposal of IFNI
NFCN/FCN and report to the District Collector for further action..
The district Collectors will undertake performance appraisal
of all the District Level Sectoral Officers on the achievements in the
disposal of IFN/NFCN/FCN and place before the DDRCs for review
and action.
Disposal of Non-Financial Community Needs (NFCN) and
Individual Family Needs (IFN)
All the pending Individual Family Needs (IFN) and NonFinancial Community Needs (NFCN) will be disposed off before the
end of July, 2000 and the progress made will be incorporated into
the ATR copies accordingly. The Nodal Officer will pursue with the
concerned MandaI/Municipal level employees for disposal of all the
pending cases.
All cases under the beneficiary oriented programmes and
schemes (like loans, pensions etc.) will be sanctioned only on the
basis of the representations received in Gram Sabha under
Janmabhoomi, subject to their eligibility. Disbursement of benefits
will be made in Gram Sabha only. Other representations, if any,
received outside the Gram Sabhas will be considered only after
exhausting all the applications received in the Gram Sabhas.
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During the Gram Sabha the Nodal Officer would act as a
facilitator while the Line Department Officials explain the action taken/
natureof disposalof the grievances receivedduring the earlier rounds.
Printing and Distribution of Action Taken Reports (ATRs)
Sufficient copies of Action Taken Reports (ATRs) depending
on the population of Gram PanchayatlWard will be printed in the
format prescribed in Telugu, Habitation/Ward wise highlighting the
pendency at the time of last Janmabhoomi, grievances received
during the last Janmabhoomi, redressals during the last quarter and
pendency as on today and distributed at the reate of 500 per Gram
Sabha. One set of the ATRs Mandai/Municipality wise should be
sent to the Planning Department for information.
Display Board
The display boards will be updated in every HabitationlWard
depicting the works executed during the last year and the current
year in the format prescribed and photographs of the display boards
will be sent to the government for record after updation/installation.
ROLE OF SECTORAL DEPARTMENTS
All the Special Chief Secretaries/Pri. Secretaries/Secretaries
to Government will take up immediate action on the following before
the end of July, 2000.
I. Ensure that all the pending NFCN and IFN are redressed before

the end of July, 2000.
II.Ensure that all the Community Works being executed by the
respective departments are inspected by the competent
authorities and final payments made for completed works and
UCs submitted following the prescribed procedures
III.Ensurethat all their employees at the Mandai/MunicIpalitylevel
attend the Gram Sabhas as per the programmes drawn up
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by the Collectors and also regularly attend the Fortnightly
Review Meetings held at Mandai/Municipality level by the
Nodal Officers concerned.
IV. Issue instructions to all their officials at District/Mandal/
MunicipalityNillage level to take responsibility for redressal
of people's needs raised in Gram Sabhas and report to the
Nodal Officer at Mandai/Municipality level.
V. Ensure that the Habitation/Ward level employees act as
Covenors as appointed by the Collectors and undertake the
activities as per the directions of the Nodal Officers.
VI. No district and regional level officers will be called for any
meeting to Hyderabad till the completion of the thirteenth
round Janmabhoomi.
The district level officers will be made to monitor the
Habitation/Ward-wise progress through their staff available at the
Sub-division and Mandai/Municipalitylevels. The district level officers
will also be accountable to the Heads of Departments concerned for
providing necessary information.
All the HoDs/Secretaries/Pri. Secretaries/Special Chief
Secretaries shall critically review the pendency under IFN/NFCN and
ensure disposal of pending cases before conduct of Mahila
Janmabhoomi. They shall also verify personally at random, cases
of redressal/rejection to find out the correct position.
The Report of the Nodal Officer will be the basis for
disciplinary action against Mandai/Municipal Officers.
Ministers will undertake review of the disposal of IFN/NFCN/
FCN relating to their departments along will the Secretaries
concerned.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS
Publicity materials will be prepared by the departments
concerned focusing on all the women related schemes and programmes.
All the publicity materials received from the Information &
Public Relations Department will be distributed properly much in
advance to create an awareness among the people on the thirteenth
round Janmabhoomi.
Electricity poles may be used for permanent display of the
JanmabhoomilClean and Green Campaign posters and the Municipal
Commissioners and Gram Panchayat Executive Officers/Sarpanches
may be instructed accordingly.

ANNEXURE -I
MAHILA JANMABHOOMI (1ST to 7TH AUGUST, 2000)
EVALUATION OF NODAL OFFICERS
(To be filled Gram Panchayat/Municipal Ward-Wise)
Name of the Mandai/Municipality:
Name of the Gram PanchayatIWard:
SI.
No.

Name of the Indicator

Response

1. Location of the Gram Sabha
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

-

Whether Padayatra conducted before
starting the Gram Sabha
Duration of the Gram Sabha
(more than 3 Hours)
Total population of the Gram
Panchayat/Municipal Ward
Total number of people attended
the Gram Sabha and the percentage
of attendence
Whether printed ATR distributed in Gram
Sabha

7. Whether Display Boards erected I
updated in all Habitations / Wards under
the G.P (Percentage
to the total Habitations in the G.P)

Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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8.

9.

Total number of Mandai / Municipal level
Employees
Number of Mandai I Municipal level Employees
attended the Gram Sabha (List of absentees
to be separately attached) and the percentage

-

to the total number
10 Total number of Gram Panchayat I Municipal
Ward level employees
11 Total number of Gram Panchayat IMunicipal
Ward employees attended the Gram Sabha
and the percentage to the total number (List
of absentees to be separately attached)
12 Total number of self Help Group in the

5

Habitation I Ward
13 Total number of self Help Group member
attended the Gram Sabha and the percentage

-

to the total number
14 Total number of non-official at the Gram
Panchayat !Ward level and the number
present in the Gram Sabha
15 Total number of Janmabhoomi works grounded

-

16 Total number of Janmabhoomi works complete
' to n rrnber orounded
and the
Total
number
of
Janmabhoomi
works ongoing
17
Total
No.
of
JB
works
inspected
during 1" to 7th
18
August, 2000 and the total works grounded
19 Reasons for delay (if any) in progress of works
20 Number of IFNs received so far
21 Number of IFNs redressed so far (Percentage
of actual redressal)

-

5

-

15
-

10
-

15

22 Number of NFCN received so far
23 Number of NFCN redressed so far (Percentage
of actual redressal)

24 Whether adequate publicity arrangements made
25 Number of days toured in the mandai from
25-7-2000to 31-7-2000

20

7

100
(The total marks received will be reduced to 50% and the balance 50%
will be added from the Gram Panchayat / Municipal ward Gradation)
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Signature of all
Signature of the
Mandai! Municipality Team Member

Nodal Officer

ANNEXURE -II
MAHILA JANMABHOOMI - 1ST to 7TH AUGUST 2000
GRADATION OF GRAM PANCHAYATS AND MUNICIPAL
WARDS
(To be filled G. P. I Municipal Ward Wise After Gramasabha)
Name of the Gram Panchayat IMunicipal ward:
Name of the Mandai I Municipality
SI Name of the Indicator
No
1. Location of the Gram Sabha
2. Whether Padayatra conducted before
startinq the Gram Sabha
3. Total population of the Gram PanchayaU
4.

Municipal Ward
Attendance in Gram Sabha (Award the
following marks as per attendance of
people: i. Attendance above 500
-20 Marksii. Attendance between 300 to 500
-15Marksiii. Attendance between 200 to 300-10
Marksiv.Attendancebetween100 to 200- 5 Marks)

5. Total number of Self-Help Group Members in the
Habitation !Ward
6. Total number of Self-Help Group members
Attended the Gram Sabha and the percentage
to the total number
Totalnumberof non-officialat the Gram Panchayat
I Ward leveland the numberout of them presentin
the Gram Sabha
8. Response of the people to the functioning
of the G P/Municipality
9. Response of the people on the functioning
of the Government Institutions I facilities at the

Response

MaxMarks

5

-

20

-

10

7.

5
10
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village! ward level as reviewed in Gram Sabha
(For SI.No. 9 & 10 only, award the following marks
and reduce to 20 out if the actual total received:

= 20,

Very Good

Good

=

12, Average

= 6,

= 0)

Poor

20

-

i.Primary ! Upper Primary! School! High School
ii. Fair Price Shop
10

Performance of Self-Help Groups in the Gram
Panchayat! Municipal Ward (Sectoral departments
to evaluate the performance during the latest quarter
and inform the Nodal Officers Gram Panchayat/
20

Ward wise)
i.

DWCRA!

II.

CMEY

III.

WUA

IV.

WA

V.

VSS

DWCUA

-

vi.

SEC

-

Vii

VTDA

-

Vii

Mother Committee

11

Total number of Janmabhoomi works grounded

12

Total number of Janmabhoomi works completed

10

and percentage to number grounded

100

(ThiS Evaluation format Will be filled up and the total marks awarded.
will be announced in the Gram Sabha)
Signature of the
Sarpanch / Councillor
Signature of the
Nodal Officer

Signature of the Principal
/Head Master and ViceChairman
of
the
Habitation/ Ward Level

Signature

of the

Representative
the

Self-Help

Groups

Committee
Signature of the President!
Director of PACS
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ANNEXURE-III
MAHILA JANMABHOOMI-13TH ROUND (1ST TO 7TH AUGUST, 2000)
DAILY SITUATION REPORT
Achievements
During

Item

SI.N:>

Cumulative

the day

I.

Gram Sabha

1.

No. of Mandai Janmabhoomi
-

Teams Constituted

2. No. of Municipality Janmabhoomi
Teams Constituted

3. No. of Gram Sabha programmed
to be held by JB Teams in G Ps
4.

No. of Gram Sabha actually held by
JB Teams in

5. G.Ps.
6.

Average Percentage of Attendance
in Gram Sabhas in Rural Areas

i

7. No. of Gram Sabhas programmed
to be held by JB

8. Teams in Mpl.Wards.
No. of Gram Sabhas actually held by
JB Teams In MpL Wards
Average Percentage of Attendance in
Gram Sabhas in Urban Areas
,II

Free Health camps

9. No. of General Free Health Camps
Organised
10. No. of Patients treated
11. No. pf cases identified for 1.8. treatment

LJ?

INa. of cases identified for G E. treatment
Dr.M C R.H RD
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13.

No. of cases identified for Malaria treatment

14.

No. of cases identified for Eye treatment

15.

No. of cases identified for Dental treatment

16.

No. of AIDS Awareness Carnes conducted

III.

Free Veterinary Camps

17.

No. of Free Veterinary Camps organized

18.

No. of farmers Assisted in the camps

19.

No. of Animals Treated

20.

No. of Sheep dewormed

IV

Disabled Welfare (Cheyutha)

21.

No. of marriage incentives issued

22.

No. of scholarships distributed
a)Pre Matric

I

b) Post Matric
23.

No. of Disabled Pension Distributed

24.

No. of Aids / Appliances distributed

25.

No. of Certificates issued

26.

No. given Economic assistance

V

Assets

27.

No. of Assets distributed

28.

No. of beneficiaries benefited

29.

Value of Assets distributed (Rs. In lakhs)

VI

Pension

30.

No. of Pensions Distributed

31.

Amount distributed (Rs. In lakhs)

VII

Special Activities for Women during the

-- -_---

round
32"",- No. of Widow Pension distributed
33.

No of Old Age Pension distributed

34.

No of Disabled pension distributed

35.

No of House sites Distributed for Women
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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36.

No. of New thrift Groups formed.

37.

No. of Eligible groups sanctioned DWCRAJ
DWCUA revolving fund

38.

No. of Persons assisted under National Family

39.

Benefit Scheme (NFBS)

40.

No. of Persons assisted under National
Maternity

41.

Benefit Scheme (NMBS)

42

No. of Vegetable Seed Kits distributed for the

43.

purpose of Kitchen Garden
No. of Girl Children assisted under Girl
Child

44.

Protection Schemes

45.

No. of Women identified for distribution of
Smokeless Chulas

46.

No. of Scavengers identified under Sanitary
Mart Scheme

47.

No. of Special Health Camps organized for
womenNo. of Women treated
No. of LPG connections

distributed

to

women Under DEEPAM
48.

No. of Grievances
for community

received from women

needs or individual family

needs
a. No. of IFN Received
b. No. of IFN Redressed
c. No. of NFCN Received
d. No. of NFCN Redressed
No. of Girl Children enrolled during the

I' Round

under Literacy Campaign
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FOURTEENTH ROUND JANMABHOOMI
RYTHU JANMABHOOMI (2!!!! to 8!!!January 2001)
Janmabhoomi is a people centered development process
for the overall development of the state and for achieving excellence
in all walks of life. So far, thirteen rounds of Janmabhoomi have
been held in the state (four times in 1997 and 1998, two times in
1999 and three times in 2000) and the fourteenth round will be held
from 2nd to 8th January 2001. (Finance & Planning(Pig.IV) Department,
G.O.Ms.No.70, Dated:27.12.2000)
JANMABHOOMIROUNDS
Government have decided to have three rounds of
Janmabhoorni in a year; in January, May and October. During each
round the campaign will focus on a special theme. The special theme
for the January round (Rythu Janmabhoomi) will be on the farmers,
the May round (Mahila Janmabhoomi)on the women and the October
round (Balaheena Vargalu Janmabhoomi) on the weaker sections.
Objectives:
•

Neeru-Meeru

•

Veterinary Camps

•

Distribution of Revolving Fund to DWCRA Groups

•

Eradication of Superstitions

•

Health Camps - Special Emphasis on Prevention of AIDS,
Pulse Polio

•

Awareness about Sanitation

•

Distribution of Pensions

•

Akshara Sankranthi
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Distribution of Gas Connections

•

Grama Sabhas on Grievance Redressal

•

Grama Sabhas on Problem Solving
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GRAM SABHA
. During each round of Janmabhoomi, Gram Sabhas will be
held in all the Gram Panchayats and Municipal Wards in the state.
The nodal team for the conduct of the Gram Sabhas will be headed
by the Nodal Officer and will consist of all the Mandai / Municipality
Officials of all the Line Departments including the Sub-Inspector of
police. The official of the Gram Sabhas in their respective areas.
Disciplinary action will be initiated against such official, who do not
attend the Gram Sabhas based on the report of the Nodal Officers.
The Programme of Gram Sabhas will be drawn up by the
Nodal Officer in advance indicating (i) the name of Habitation/Ward
and JB Code, (ii) the Revenue village to which it belongs and JB
code (iii) the Gram Panchayat to which it belongs and JB Code (iv)
the value and the fixed for the Gram Sabhas. The Chief Planning
officer will be responsible to collect and consolidate all the
programmes of Gram Sabhas at the district level and sent to the
planning Department in DBF-format prescribed by the Planning
Department along with 2 hard copies by 31.12.2000. The venue of
the Gram Sabhas will change from time to time during each round of
Janmabhoomi, so that all the major habitations within the Gram
Panchayat are covered during the year. Not more than two or three
Gram Sabhas will be held per day by the Nodal team. However, in
tribal areas, wherever required more than one Nodal Team may be
constituted for the conduct of Gram Sabhas.
Sarpanches now acting, as PICs in rural areas and ward
councillors in urban areas will preside over the Gram Sabhas. The
Dr.M.C R.H.RD.)n-stitute of Andhra Pradesh
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minutes of Gram Sabhas will be recorded in a separate register (Gram
Sabha Minutes Book), which will be maintained by the Habitation /
Municipal Ward Level Officer concerned from January, 2001, and
will be countersigned

by the Sarpanch / Word councillor and nodal

Officer at the end of the Gram Sabhas. All the mandal/ municipality /
village level official, elected people's

representatives,

and group

leaders of the self Help groups attending the Gram Sabha will sign
the Gram Sabhas Minutes Book. The details of IFN / NFCN received
redressed and pending along with the reasons for pendency will be
recorded in the Gram Sabha Minutes Book. The feedback of the
people received in the Gram Sabhas on the functioning of government
institutions like schools etc. Will also be recorded in the Gram Sabhas
Minutes Book.
Adequate publicity will be given of the venue and the time
fixed for the Gram Sabha. Notice under the APPR Act 1994 will have
to be issued by the concerned authority. The Talaries will be used
for house-to-house

contact and publicity. The habitation / word level

committees will be actively involved for giving publicity. The electronic
and print media particularly the cable TV network in urban areas will
be extremely used for the publicity. All the Self-Help Groups will be
associated

fully

arrangements

for giving

publicity

and making

necessary

for the successful conduct of the Gram Sabhas.

Students and youth in the Habitation / Municipal Ward will
be actively involved in the implementation of campaign activities and
preparation of village Development Plan without deploying students
from the Universities and Colleges located outside the Habitation/
Ward.

Reputed

voluntary

organizations

working

at Habitation

Municipal Ward level will also be involved in the implementation
the campaign activities.
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AGENDA FOR THE GRAM SABHAS
Discussion on the message of the Chief Minister
The Nodal officer will present the message·of

the Chief

Minister before the Gram Sabha. He will also explain the salient points
in the message and initiate the discussion.

He will record the feed

back of the people separately and hand over to the District Collector
for taking necessary further action.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT (ATR)
Action Taken Reports (ATRs) will be printed and distributed
in the Gram Sabhas indicating the details of individual Family Needs
(IFN) and Non Financial
redressed

Community

Needs (NFCN)

and pending, if any. The information

received,

relating to each

habitation and municipal ward will be printed indicating the pendency
at the time of last Janmabhoomi, receipt during the last Janmabhoomi,
redressed during the last and pendency in the format given below.
However,

the cumulative

progress

of the last 13 rounds will be

available with the nodal Officers to be placed before the Gram Sabha,
if required. The District Collector will have a review immediately with
all the DISTRICT level Officers of the total number of IFNs and NFCNs
received, redressed and pending department wise and will ensure
that the case which are pending are analyzed carefully and necessary
instructions

are given to the District Level Officers concerned, for

immediate redressal. Similarly, the Nodal Officer will have review
meeting with all the mandai I municipality level departmental officers
of the receipt, redressal and pendency under IFN INFCN. They will
also visit the Habitation I Municipal wards along with the departmental
officers concerned to resolve the long pending issues and grievances,
if any, before Gram Sabhas are held and incorporate accordingly in
the ATR The Mandai Revenue Officers will present before the Gram
Sabha the details of the distribution
Dr.M.C.RH.RD.
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distribution of House site / Land assignment pattas and w~1Iexplain
to the Gram Sabhas the reasons for non-distribution

and delay, if

any.
31
'10

Name of
the
JB
Habitation Code
I ward

IFN

NFCN

Reasons
for
Pendenc

ecdiRedressed IPending Reed.RedressedIPending

Review of Functioning of Government Institutions
The Gram Sabha will undertake a review of the following
Government Institutions functioning at the grassroots level. The
officials in charge of these institutions will present before the Gram
Sabha (I) the activities undertaken during the year, (ii) incurred during
the year and (iii) the problems, if any, faced in the functioning of the
institutions, which require the attention and cooperation of the people.
a. Schools
b. Health Sub Centers
c.

Anganwadi Centers

d. Rural Livestock Units
e.

Fair Price Shops

f.

Electricity SUb-Station

g.

Primary Agricultural Cooperative Society

h. Welfare Hostels
i.

Continuing Education Centers

j.

Non-formal Education Centers

k.

Literacy Centers
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Review of functioning of Self-Help Groups (SHGs)
People's participation is the core of the development process
under Janmabhoomi.

This has been achieved by organizing people

into Self Help Groups based on common goals and interests. There
are mainly three tYP7s of groups, one dealing with development of
natural resources, the second dealing with the development of human
resource, and third dealing with the employment generation. Water
User Association

(WUA) Watershed'

(WOe) and Vana Samrakshana

Development

Committees

Samithies (VSS) are the Self-Help

Groups organized for the development

of natural resource at the

village level. Village Education Committees (VEC) and the Mother's
Committees are the Self Help Groups organized for the development
of Human Resource at the community level. Development of Women
and Children in the Rural Areas (DWCRA), Development of Women
and children
Empowerment

in the Urban Areas (DWCUA)

and Chief Minister's

of youth (CEMY) are self Help Groups organized for

employment generation. Government have decided to release 75%
of the funds meant for employment generation activities, Which will
be released to the Self Help Groups for group based employment
generation activities. The Gram Sabha will undertake a review of all
the self Help Groups available in each HabitatiOn/Municipal ward and
each group leader of the SGH will present before the Gram Sabha
the details of funds received, expenditure incurred, balance available
and the activities undertaken by the group during the y'ear.

Review of the receipt and expenditure of Gram Panchayat
The receipt and expenditure of the Gram Panchayat for the
current year will be placed befo1'e the Gram Sabha for review and
discussion. The suggestions, if any, received in the Gram Sabha will
be taken into consideration

by the Gram Panchayat

necessary action.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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Selection of Beneficiaries
The selectionof beneficiariesunderall GovernmentSchemes
and programmes will be made in the Gram Sabha. The District
Collectors will finalise the target under each scheme and programme
and communicate to the Nodal Officers for the selection of the
beneficiaries in the Gram Sabha based on the guidelines issued by
the government.
Distribution of Benefits and Assistance
Distribution of benefits and assistance under different schemes
and programmes of the government will be made in the Gram Sabha.
Necessary arrangements will have to be made by the concerned
departments for the distribution of the benefits and assistance in the
Gram Sabha including the following.
a.

Rs. 11 Crores - Revolving fund to eligible DWCRA groups

b. NABARD loans to SHGs
c.

One lakh LP Gas connections under DEEPAM

d.

Rs. 18 Cr. Under Pensions

e.

Pattadar Pass Book / Title Deeds

f.

19 lakh Kisan Credit Cards

g.

13,000 Farm Machinery to Model Farmers

Identification and prioritization of felt needs
All the felt needs of the peoplewill be identified and prioritized
in the Gram Sabha and the shelf of works will be prepared accordingly
for each Habitation / Municipal Ward. The shelf of works will be the
basis for sanction and execution of works by the concerned
departments under different schemes and programmes implemented
by them. The Gram Sabha will undertake a review of the execution
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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of the shelf of works from time to time and fix the priority in the shelf
of works depending on necessity during each round of Janmabhoomi.

Receiving fresh IFN I NFCN
Fresh

Individual

Family

Needs (IFN),

Financial

I Non-

Financial Community Needs (FCN/NFCN) will be received in the Gram
Sabha from the people, The Habitation I Ward level officer will collect
all representations

in the beginning of the Gram Sabha, register and

issue acknowledgement

slips to the petitioners at the end of the Gram

Sabha.

Discussion on the campaign activities
The campaign activities will focus on the Farmers, Akshara
Sankrathi, Health awareness and eradication of superstitions,
Habitation I Ward level committees

The

will undertake the campaign

activities from 2nd to 8th January 2001 with the help of the concerned
village level functionaries.

Discussions on the issue concerning Farmers
The officials of the Agriculture Department will present before
the Gram Sabha the following issues concerning
furtherdiscussion,
productivity,

which will focus on how to improve the productionl

reduce the cost of cultivation and increase profits for

the farmers. The Mandai Agriculture
arrangements

the farmers for

Officers will make necessary

for distribution of agricultural implements and inputs

in the Gram Sabha with funds made available by the Department.
a.

Food Grain Production

b.

Improving

Productivity

and Reducing Cost of CUltivation

(Crop rotation I mixed crops)
c.

Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

d.

Promotion of green manure
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD.
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. e.

Water Management

- promoting 10 Crops

f.

Agriculture Implements-Farm

g.

Training
farmer's

mechanization

of Farmers and Extension
otubs-Rythurnitra),

Services

Model

(organizing

farmers

acting

as

extension agents
h.

Soil Testing

i.

Seed Development

Sanction of New Works
Guidelines were issued by the Government earlier for the
cancellation of all works under Janmabhoomi,which were.not started
by 1.4.2000. Further instructions were also issued not to sanction
and start fresh works and to close the works at what ever stage they
were after making necessary payments of the qovernrnent share to
the executants excepting bridge/culvert works, buildings and roads
started before 1.4.2000 after collecting materials at sight. Instructions
have been issued to 'the District Collectors for the inspection and
verification of all the works .grounded under Janrnabhoomi will be
started wherever people's contribution is received in Shape of cash
and deposited with executing agency in the bank, for 50% if the cost
if the work. Normal works Programme under the existing schemes
and programmes (EAS, SGSY, RIDF, APERP etc)·will be taken up
in such areas where the cash contribution is not forthcoming.
Updating of .Janmabhooml Display Boards
There are two display boards in every Habitation / Municipal
Ward one dealing with the cumulative achievements under
Janmabhoomi in the Habitation/ MunicipalWard and the other dealing
with the proposed activities and expenditure for the nextyear. The
Nodal Officer will ensure that the Janmabhoomi Display boards are
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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updated suitably while conducting the Gram Sabha during each round
of Janmabhocimi.

Discussion on Integrated Development Plan
The Nodal Officer will present the concept and the strategy
for the preparation of Integrated Development Plan before the Gram
Sabha for discussion. However, the actual operationalisation of the
concept will be taken up separately, for which detailed guidelines will
be issued.
EVALUATION OF GRAM PANCHAYAT I WARD
.

.

The MPHS/HDS data at the MandaI/Municipality level will
be maintained and updated, which will be used uniformly by all line
departments at the MandaI/Municipality level Without maintaining a
separate database for their departments. The targets and the
achievements under each parameter will be updated from time to
time by the concerned line department 'offlcial at the MandaI!
Municipality level furnishing the same to the person in-charge of
MPHS/HDS database at the Mandai I Municipality level.
The evaluation of Gram Panchayat I Municipal Ward will be
undertaken by the Nodal Officer along with MRO and MOO under
the guidance of the Supervisory Officer in the format enclosed
(Annexure-I). Percentage of attendance in Gram Sabha will be
calculated by projecting the 1991 populationof the Panchayatto 2000
(CPOs will provide the information) and working out the percentage
based on the actual number of people attending the Gram Sabha.
Response to the functioning of Gram Panchayats / Municipalities
and to the functioning of the government institutions will be filled up
based on the feedback of the Gram Sabha. For ranking as Very good5, Good-4, Aver'age-3, and Poor-O,will be awarded based on the
feedback received. Negative marks will be awarded to the Gram
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Panchayat I Wards if one of the 11 items under the community
awareness is reported in the Gram Panchayat I Ward. Item No. 1-3
will be filled up by the nodal officers/MRO/MPDO jointly, Item NosA7 by the Nodal Officer, PHC, Item Nos. 8-11 by the Mandai Education
Officer, Item Nos.12-17 by Mandai Agricultural Officer, Item Nos.1819 by Mandai Animal Husbandry Officer, Item Nos. 20-21 by Deputy

Director, Ground Water and Item Nos. 22-28 by the Mandai level
officer concerned. For the items under Community awareness only
number of cases reported, if any will be reported against achievement
column. Item Nos.9-11 by Medical Officer, PHC.
FINANCIAL INCENTIVE FOR GRAM PANCHAVATS I WARDS
Financial Incentiveswill beprovided to the Gram Panchayats
I Wards based on the evaluation of their performance. The funds so
released to the Gram Panchayats and Municipal Wards will be used
for undertaking community infrastructure works as identified and
prioritized

in the Gram Sabhas by raising suitable people's

contributions as per the norms prescribed by the government.
FREE HEALTH CAMPS
General Health Camps will be held at Gram Panchayat
Municipal Ward Headquarters by the Medical Team headed by the
PHC Medical Officer, who will be assisted by one or two medical
students of III & IV years for general health checkup and screening
of major ailments. Special Medical Camps for women and children
will be held at all the hospitalsof APVVP (District/ Area I Community
Health Centers) where service of specialists like gynecologists and
pediatricians are available. Specialists will also be deputed from the
teaching hospitals to the APWP hospitals to assist in the Special
Medical Camps for women and children. Rs.112 lakhs have been
released for procurement of medicine by the Medical and Health
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Department and for distribution during the Health Camps. Separate
vehicle'swill be provided for the free health camps. The ANMs of the
sub-centers will update the registers maintained by them in the
Primary Health Camps. The medical officers in-charge of the
information in a separate register, Habitation / Municipal Ward wise
and case wise major diseases reported for treatment in Special
Medical Camps and for necessary follow-up.
FREE VETERINARY CAMPS
Free Veterinary Campus will be held at the Gram Panchayat
headquarters. Rs. 1000 per Gram Panchayat will be used out of
Janmabhoomi funds for purchase of medicine for veterinary camps.
District Collectors will procure medicine depending on the local
requirements based on the local and seasonal animal diseases
currentiy reported in-the district. For example, if a district-has one
thousand Gram Panchayats, Rs. 10lakhs will be available for
purchase of medicine for the whole district, which will be distributed
to the various camps in the district. Deworming of sheep will be
taken up for the entire sheep population in the state for which
Janmabhoomi funds will be used at the rate of Rs. 1.25 per sheep'.
The cost of transport for the veterinary teams will be used out of
Janmabhoomi funds. A separate register will be maintained by the
veterinary team indicating (i) the name of the farmer (ii) the animal
disease treated (iii) the medicine distributed and (iv) signature / thumb
impression of the former which will be available for verification
senior officers.

by

CHEYUTHA CAMPS
Special Camps will be held during the Gram Sabha for the
distribution of financial benefits, certificates (Medical Board
Certificates, RTC Bus/Railway passes, Income Certificates, Caste
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Certificates, Nativity Certificates and Certificates for admission into
educational institutions), distribution of house site pattas, aids and
appliances for the physically handicapped. Necessary funds will be
released by the Government accordingly.
HUMAN CHAIN
Human Chain will be orqanized to promote communal amity,
peace and harmony at 11.00 A.M. on 8th January, 2001 throughout
the state in all Habitations I Municipal Wards followed by
Janmabhoomi Pledge, which will be administrated though All India
Radio by the Chief Minister. Students and youth in the Habitation /
Municipal Ward will be associated with the Human Chain.
INTEGRATED VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IVDP)
Andhra PradeshVision 2020 has articulatedthe development
goals of the state for the year 2020. There are four major goals to be
achieved namely; (i) GSDP Growth of 10.3% per annum on average
for the next 20 years. (ii) Per capita Income Growth ot 9.4% per
annum in an average for the next 20 years, (iii) Population Growth
Rateof 0.8% per annum in an average for the next 20 years and (iv)
100% Literacy by 2005. The Primary Sector (Agriculture I Animal
Husbandry / Fisheries) contributes one third of the GSDP and 70%
of our population depends on the Primary sector for their livelihood:
Therefore, employmentgeneration,incomeenhancementand poverty
eradication could only be achieved provided the natural resources at
the village level like land and water are fully exploited and utilizinq all
the available opportunities in this sector with the participation of the
stakeholders at grassroots level: Similarly, human resource
development will be achieved by containing the population growth
rate at 0.8% and achieving the other health indicators along with
total literacy and particularly literacy among women. Therefore, there
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is-a need to prepare, implement and monitor an Integrated Village
Development plan to achieve the above major goals under Vision
2020 with the participation of the people.
Each round of Janmabhoomi will be used for the preparation,
implementation and monitoringof the IntegratedVillage Development
plan with a special focus on the Farmers, Women and weaker
Sections. The January round of Janmabhoomi will be used for the
preparation of the Integrated Village Development Plan so that; the
process could be integrated into t~e budget preparation for the
ensuring financial year. The May-andOctober rounds will be used by
the Gram Sabhas for the monitoring of the Integrated Village
Development Plans. In between the two rounds of the Janmabhoomi
the Gram Panchayat will meet every month and take up the
implementation and monitoring of all the Self-Help Groups. System
will be established for making a comparison of the actuevements-.
between each round of Janmabhoomi, within the overall goals set in
Vision 2020 each district, mandai and Gram Panchayat will have the
flexibility to make the plan specific to their requirements, which will
vary from place to place. Suitable funding will be made by the
government tor the above activities'.
CONVERGENCE AT GRAM PANCHAYAT LEVEL
The existing system of planning, implementation and
monitoring of all the schemes and programmes of the government
will have to be restructured to provide a single line administrativestructure to reach out the people for effective delivery of service with
better targeting. Simplification of rules and procedures will have tobe undertaken concurrently. Decentralization in decision-making will .
have to be made in favour of the. lower levels of government. Th.e
planning capacity at the district level will have to be strengthened
through the.District PlanningCommittee (DPC) / District Development .
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and Review Committee (DDRC), which will integrate the plans of
rural and urban areas at the district level. The DPC/DDRC will have
to be vested with adequate autonomy and responsibility to
operationalise the concept of the district pian. Mandals I Municipality
will be the executing agencies with Gram Panchayat and Municipal
Ward as the unit.
Governance at the grassroots in terms of functions, finances
and functionaries Willhave to be converged at the Gram Panchayat
level. All the schemes and programmes of the government will be
dovetailed at Gram Panchayat level for implementing the Integrated
Village Development Plan. Gram Panchayats, therefore, will have
to be suitably strengthened to take up the new role assigned to them
in the implementation of the Integrated Village Development Plan.
All the government functionaries of different line departments at the
Gram Panchayat level wilt have to be integratedwith Gram Panchayat
for the implementation of the Integrated Village Development Plan.
At present, only 'some of the line departments of the
government are represented at the village level through their
functionaries like Village Development Officer (VDO), Village
Administrative Officer (VAO), Village Agriculture Extension Officer
(VEO), Anganwadi Workers, ANMs of the Health sub-centres, paid
Secretaries will have to be integrated with the Gram Panchayat
Suitable training programme at the mandai level will be organized
accordingly.
The Municipal Ward will be the unit for preparation of the
Integrated Urban Development Plan (IUDP), which will include the
slum pockets and the areas outside the slums. Focus will be on
integratingthe civic infrastructurenetworkfor the whole town including
the slum pockets. The functions, finances and functionaries of the
line departments of the government will have to be integrated at the
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ward level with the municipalities for the preparation, implementation
, and monitoring of Integrated Urban Development Plan.
Capacity building for the Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and their
organic link with the Gram Panchayats will have to be undertaken for
the successful implementation of the Integrated Village Development
Plan with their active participation. Funding to the Self Help Groups
will have to be made by the Gram Panchayat out of their own funds
including

the funds

received

under

different

schemes

and

programmes of the government, in addition to the funds released to
the SHGs by the concerned Sectoral Departments.

CAPACITY BUILDING AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL
One Social Motivator will be identified for each Habitation/
Municipal Ward out of the active group members of the Self Help
Groups to take up social mobilization activities at the Habitation /
Municipal ward level. Honorarium for the Social Motivators will be
paid by the Gram Panchayats / SHGs out of the funds to be released
by the government.
VILLAGE INFRASTRUCTURE OFFICERS
Village infrastructure Works will be taken up on priority basis
as part of the Integrated Village Development Plan to provide basic
minimum service to the people like education, health, water supply,
rural connectivity etc. the existing gaps as per the norms will be
bridged with priority to the backward areas.
ROLE OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS
S~nior Officers have been deployed as Supervisory Officers
at the divisional level to oversee the implementationof Janmabhoomi
and Clean and Green Campaign. The RDOs / Sub-Collectors will
assist the Supervisory Officers and will provide necessary secretarial
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assistance and logistics support. The Supervisory Officers will
undertake the following activities and submit their reports to the
Planning Department Mandai! Municipality wise in the format
enclosed (Annexure-II).
I. Training of Mandai! Municipality level functionaries
II.Evaluation of Mandai! Municipality level officials·
III. Review and inspections
IV.

Guidance for the preparation and implementation of

integrated Village! Urban Development plan
V.

Overall supervision of the Gram Sabhas, Veterinary
Camps and Free Health Camps

VI.

Inspection of Infrastructure Works

TRAINING
... OF MANDALI MUNICIPALITY LEVEL FUNCTIONARIES

All the Supervisory Officers will convene orientation
programme at the divisional level on 30th December2000 and provide
necessary training to all the Mandai! Municipality level officials along
with the Nodal Officers on the preparations to be made for the
fourteenth round of Janmabhoomi. They will make a review of the
Individual Family Needs (IFN) and Non-Financial Community Needs
(NFCN) pending for redressal by the concerned officials before the·
Fourteenth round of Janmabhoomi. The quality of redressalwill also
be assessed by them by making a few personal verification. All the
divisional heads of the Line Departments will also be invited for the
meeting to be held on 30th December, 2000 at the divisional level.
The Supervisory Officer will make a critical review of the various
pending issues with the divisional level heads concerned and will
ensure that those issues are redressed on priority and if necessary,
by visiting the villages concerned.
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Evaluation Mandai! Municipality L_evel Officials
The performance of all the Mandai / Municipality leyel
government officials will be evaluated by the Supervisory Officer
based on two types of parameters; (i) Redressal of IFN/NFCN and
(ii) Achievements under the Development Indicators. All the officials
will be ranked into four categories (A,B,C,D) based on their
performance and training programmes will be conducted for those
categorizedas 'C' and 'D' for improvingtheir performance. Necessary
incentives/disincentives will be introduced for the official at MandaI!
Municipality level and Village/Ward level to be awarded based on
their performance. The achievements of the officials will be recorded
in the Annual confidential Reports (ACRs) based on the report of the
Supervisory Officers and necessary action will be taken against the
defaulting officers.
Review and Inspections
There will be a review meeting at the Gram Pahchayat/ Ward
level once in a month. The Nodal Officers will visit the Mandai /
Municipality once in a week and cover only one village during each
visit. There will be a monthly meeting at the Mandai / Municipality
level by the Nodal Officer and no other meeting will be held at any
level on that date by any Department in the District to'ensure that all
the Mandai / Municipality level officials attend the above meeting.
The Supervisory Officer will have a review meeting at the Divisional
level once in two months. The Collector will have a review meeting
once in a month, which will be immediately after the Mandai /
Municipality level monthly meeting. The Secretaries and HODs will
be touring the Districts during the fourteenth round Janrnabhoomi.
Guidance for the preparation and implementation of Integrated
Village/ Urban Development Plan
The Supervisory Officers will guide the preparation
implementation and monitoring of the Integrated Village / Urban
Development Plan based on the guidelines issued by the government.
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Overall Supervision of the Gram Sabhas, Veterinary Camps and
Free Health Camps
The Supervisory Officer will stay in the division for all the
seven days (2nd to 8th January, 2001) and attend at least 2 Gram
Sabhas fully per day, without communicating any advance tour
programme to the Nodal Officers, so as to cover all the Mandals with
in the division. The Supervisory Officer will observe the process of
the Gram Sabha and record his/her comments in the way the Gram
Sabha is conducted in his report to be sent to the Planning
Department. He/She will verify the preparations made by the Nodal
Team for the conduct of the Gram Sabhas and will also make a test
check of the way in which ATRs are prepared. The Supervisory
Officer will visit the Gram Sabhas, which are boycotted by the people
and intervene immediately to solve the issue, if any, on the spot. He/
She will also enquire into the adverse news items appearing in the
local News Papers, if any, and take necessary corrective actions by
issuing necessary instructionsto the concerned. All the NodalOfficers
will submit their Daily Situation Reports through the Supervisory
Officer to the District Collector, who in turn will consolidate and send
to the PlanningDepartment. The SupervisoryOfficerswill also inspect
the Free Veterinary / Health Camps and offer their comments in their
inspection reports.
Inspection of Infrastructure Works
The Supervisory Officers will inspect the COmmunity
Infrastructure Works grounded under Janrnabhoorni as per the list
given to them by the Planning Department and offer their comments
after inspection and verificationof recordsto thePlanning Department
for taking necessary further action.
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ANNEXURE-I
Annexure to G.O.Ms.No. 70. Fin & Pig. (Plg.lV) Deptt.
Dt:27.12.2000
EVALUATION OF GRAM PANCHAYATS I WARDS
Name of the District and JB code:
Name of the Mandai and JB code:
Name of the GP I Ward and JB code:
51.

Parameter

arget 7- chievement

No.

1
2
3

4
5
6
- 7

Max Marks
Marks obtained

Gram Sabha (TO be filled up by
the Nodal officer)
Percentage of attendance in Gram
Panchayat
Response to the Functioning of
GPs/Mpls.
Response to the functioning of Govt
institutions (School.FP shops etc)
HEALTH (To be filed up by M.O., PHC)
Institutional Delivery
Family Planning (Total Operations)
Family Planning (Male Operations)

10
10
10

Immunization (0-1 years)

10

5
5
5.

EDUCATION (TO be filled up by M.E.O)
8 Enrolment in Primary Schools (Boys)
9 Enrolment in Primary Schools (Girls)
10 Akshara Sankrathi Literates
(Male 15-50 years)
11 Akshara Sankrathi Literates
(Female 15-50 years)
AGRICULTURE (To be filled by MAO)
12 Productivity (Major crop in the Village)
13 Integrated Pest Management
(Quantity-Kgs)
14 Percentage of cropped area

10
10
10
10
-:

practicing green I organic manure
15 Machinery Index (No. of power drawn
implements per 1000 land holdings)
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5

crocoinc intensity
7 Percentage of land under-high value
horticultural crops

h6

8
9

5

No.of egg production per 100 families

5

No. of Liters of Milk production per 100

5

families GROUND WATER (To be filled
up by DD,GW)

~O

Increase in Ground Water

~1

Percentage of area treated of the total

10

cultivable area through Water Conservati
on measures

10

PERFORMA OF
SHGS (As evaluated by HODs)

?2 DWCRA I DWCUA

5

b3

5

CMEY

t24 WUA

5

t25 WA

5

b6 VSS

5

b7

5

VEC

~8 MC
COMMUNITY AWARENESS

5

(negative Marks)
Atrocity against Women

10
10

?

Atrocity against SC I ST

3
4

Practice of Superstitions

10

Functional fig.,ts

10

5

Communal clash

10

~

Boycott of I disturbances in Gram Sabha

10

17

Incidence of Child I Bonded labour

10

~

Age at marriage of Women
(less than 18 years)

~

MD
11

10

Communicable diseases
(GE, JE, Malaria, Aids)

10

Death of Children (0-1 year) - IMR
Death of MnthF!r durino deliverv MMR

10
10

(From 1-8 to be filled up by S I of Police/MRO
and from 9-11 by M.O, PHC)
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(NOTE:- signatu'reof officerswho furnishthe data for the above format
including that of Nodal Officers is essential.)
ANNEXURE - II
REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY OfFICERS
(To be submitted Mandai! Municipality wise)
1. Training of Mandai! Municipality level officials
2.

Evaluation of Mandai! Municipality level officials

3.

Review and inspections

4. Guidance for the preparation and implementation
Integrated Village! urban Development Plan

of

5. Overall supervision of the Gram Sabha, Veterinary Campus
. and Free Health Campus
6,

Inspection of Infrastructure Works
Signature of the Supervisory Officer
FIFTEENTH ROUND OF JANMABHOOMI

(MAHILA & SISHU JANMABHOOMI -1~ to 10!!! June 2001)
Janmabhoomi is a people centred development process
launched in the State of Andhra Pradesh in January 1997, This
process has evolved out of the experience gained through the
implementation of Prajala Vaddaku Paalana (taking administration
to the door steps of the people) launched in November 1995 and
Sramadanam (contribution of labour) launched in January, 1996. It
aims at establishing an ideal society, which embodies and cherishes
fhe principles of people's participation, equality, transparency and
accountability leading to sustained economic development and
excellence in all walks of life. The goal is, an enhanced quality of life
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for every man, woman and child in the State. The following are the
five core areas of Janmabhoomi:
1. Community Works
2.

Primary Education

3.

Primary Health and Family welfare

4.

Environment Conservation

5. Responsive Governance
Status Report
Elaborate arrangements were made for the conduct of
fifteenth round of Janrnabhoomi from 1st to 10th June 2001. State
level workshops involving Ministers, Heads of the Departments,
Collectors, Vice chancellors and training institutions were conducted
during- April 2001. Orientation Programme involving 3.5 lakhs Self
Help Group (SHG) leaders, Sarpanchesl Councillorswere conducted
at Mandall Municipality levels from 7th May to 15th May 2001 to train
the SHG leaders, Sarpanches and Councillors. About 500 Faculty
members drawn from Universities were drafted to act as Divisional
Resource Persons. 79 IAS/IFS officers were deputed as Divisional
Supervisory Officers.
The fifteenth round of Janmabhoomi was conducted for ten
.days, for the first time in the history of Janmabhoomi. Two gram
Sabhas were conducted per day. 1263NodalTeams were constituted
to conduct 26172 GramlWard sabhas. 25787 Gram I Ward sabhas
were actually held during this round of Janmabhoomi. Only 385
(147%) Gram I Ward sabhas could not be held due to various reasons
like drinking, water problem, electricity problem, non-redressal of
pending grievances and extremist activities. The number of boycotts
in this round is the least in the last five years.
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This round of Janmabhoomi provided an excellent opportunity
for effective convergence of Self-Help groups and Gram Panchayats.
The participation of women was very good. It resulted in increased
awareness

on health,

education

and small family

norms. The

distribution of assets was done in a transparent manner. During this
round, JANANI for women and children (integrated health care) was
launched.
Village level exhibitions were organized for the first time. The
themes covered in 'the exhibition were women and child welfare,
Neeru-Meeru,

population

control,

literacy

and agriculture.

exhibition mainly focused on the achievements
on the above-mentioned

The

made in the village

themes and inter comparison

with other

villages.
_'""

Funds amounting to Rs. 340 Crores were sanctioned for
carrying out various activities in this round of Janmabhoomi. Rs. 52
Crores were released for sanction of revolving fund to DWCRAI
DWCUA. A provision of Rs 30 Crores was made for girl child
protection scheme and Rs. 37 Crores for distribution of pensions.
Funds to the tune of Rs. 120 Crores were earmarked by the SC/STI
BC/Minorities/Women Finance corporations out of the margin money
available with them for group based economic support programmes
for the women. An amount of Rs. 46 Crores (Rs. 2 Crores per district)
as released for decentralized planning to fill the gaps as untied funds.
Rs. 40 Crores was released for giving 4 lakh 2as connections under
DEEPAM.Scheme.
41673 DWCRAlDWCUA groups were sanctioned revolving
funds. An amount Rs 45 Crores was distributed as pensions to 12.31
lakh beneficiaries. 36695 women were provided assistance under
National Maternity Benefit Scheme and .3365 beneficiarjes under
National Family Benefit Scheme. 20521 ' girls were provided
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assistance

under Girl Child Protection

Scheme.

1.91 lakh gas

connections were released to women beneficiaries under Deepam
Scheme.

34420 beneficiaries

were provided

assistance

under

Cheyutha and 7649 aids and appliances were distributed to disabled
beneficiaries.
During the 15th round, the total number of Grievances
received under IFN and NFCN are 2,22,351 and 16,522 respectively.
Including the number of grievances pending before 15th round, the
number pending redressal under IFN and NFCN are 2,36,097 and
17,241 respectively.
28052 Free Health Camps were organized in which 20.45
lakh patients were treated. In addition, 6607 Special Camps were
conducted for women and 2.11 lakh patients were treated. Medicines
worth Rs. 107.84 lakhs were given to the patients in these camps.
36587 Free Veterinary Camps were organized and 89.98
lakh animals were treated. The total number of farmers assisted during
these camps is 16.01 lakhs. Medicines worth RS.191 lakhs were used
during these camps.
Proposals for 12309J works at estimated cost of Rs. 198.65

Crores were received during 15th round under the sharing pattern of
70:30 pattern. The Government share for these works amounts to
Rs. 139 Crores whereas the people's share comes to Rs. 59.59
Crores. So far RS.68 Crores has been deposited by the people and
there is an assurance for depositing Rs. 25.77 Crores. In addition
171 proposals costing Rs. 5.13 Crores under 50:50 pattern were
received. Only Rs. 1.81 lakhs have been deposited so far. There is
an assurance for depositing Rs. 2.08 Crores.
In the 14th round of Janmabhoomi, 886 proposals for works
at an estimated cost of Rs 15.47crores were sanctioned Linder 50:50
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pattern. The Government

share for these works comes to Rs 7.73

crores and an amount of Rs. 2.19 crores has been released by the
Government

so far. Out of 886 works sanctioned, 807 works' leave

already been grounded.
Evaluation

of the Gram Panchayat

I Ward I Mandai I

Municipality is being done to introduce a system of incentive for the
local bodies linked to their performance. The Nodal Team' is also
being evaluated. Achievement during last financial year will be the
basis for evaluation.
An elaborate analysis is being made to identify the pending
Grievances department wise. The mandai register is updated and
computerization of the Grievances is being done at the mandai I
municipality level.
Feedback work shops are organized from 15th to 20th June
2001 at the Mandai level for village I mandai officials and at the district
level for Nodal Officers, Divisional Resource Persons and District
Level Officials to identify the problem areas of the last round of
Janmabhoomi for improvements in the future.
SIXTEENTH ROUND OF JANMABHOOMI (WEAKER
SECTIONS)
~!!!!

TO 11~JANUARY, 2002)

Janmabhoomi - a process:
Janmabhoomi is a people centered development process
launched in January 1997 for the overall development of the state
and for providing good governance at the grassroots level. The
process aims at ensuring people's participation, making government
institutions accountable to the people and responding to their feltneeds. There are three types of institutions created for ensuring
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people's participation

in the process; namely; (i) Gram Sabha (ii)

Self Help Groups and (iii) HabitationlWard

Committee

under the

overall guidance of the local bodies.
Participation

through Self-Help Groups:

People are organized into Self-Help Groups having common
interest for the development

of natural and human resources and

employment generation. The Self-Help Groups organised for natural
resource development

are WUA,WDC,vSS,

the Self Help Groups

organised for human resource development are VEC, MC and the
Self Help Groups organised for employment generation are DWCRAI
DWCUA, CMEY, ADARANA.
Habitation/Ward

Committees:

HabitationlWard
HabitationlWard

Committees have been constituted in every

consisting of the group leaders of all the above Self

Help GroUfJS and elected representative
Municipality

concerned

headed

of the Gram Panchayatl

by the Sarpanches

and Ward

Councillors to sustain the process activities between the two rounds
of Gram Sabhas.
GRAM SABHA
Duration:
Gramsabhas will be organized in all the Grampanchayats

and

Municipal Wards from 2nd to 11th January, 2002. Gramsabhas will be
held at the Grarnpanchayat Head-quarters and not more than 2
gramsabhas will be held per day by the Nodal Team. Gramsabhas in
the urban areas will be held in a central location within the Municipal
Ward. The duration of the gramsabha should be at least for 3 to 4
hours to have a meaningful discussion on the various issues.

Maintenance of Minutes Book:
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The Secretary of the Gram Panchayat and the Ward Officer
of the Municipality will be responsible for the maintenance of the
Minutes Book of the gramsabha and will also be responsible for the
registration of all the felt-needs (individual/community) received in
the gramsabhas. The system of Ward Officer is not in existence in
the Municipalities/Corporations and therefore one of the Municipal/
Corporation employees will be specially designated for the above
purpose. The existing Habitation !Ward Level Officers will be made
responsible for the maintenance of Minutes Book and registration of
fresh grievance petitions wherever Secretaries of Grampanchayats
have not reported as per the recent orders issued by the Government.
Similar arrangements will also be made wherever vacancies are
existing due to non-allotment of candidates.
Gram Sabha arrangements
The Grampanchayats and the Municipal Corporations/
Municipalities/Nagarpanchayatswill be responsiblefor making proper
arrangements for the gramsabha like provision for drinking water,
shamiana, public address system, dias etc. Separate enclosures will
be made for the recipients of assets/pensions/other assistance in
the venue of the Gramsabha. There will also be a separate counter
for receiving
fresh grievance
petitions
and issue of
acknowledgements. Adequate publicity will be given about the venue
and the time of the gramsabha by the Secretary of the Gram
Panchayat in the rural areas and Ward Officer in the urban areas.
Registration and Acknowledgement of Felt Needs:
Detailsof allthefreshgrievancepetitionsreceivedwill beentered
in the AcknowledqementBookto be maintainedby the Secretaryof the
Gram panchayat and Ward Officer in the Municipality/Corporation.
Acknowledgement Book will be printed with serial numbers on the
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acknowledgement slips and the same serial number should be noted
on the petition before issue of acknowledgement slip to the petitiojier.
Additional arrangements of Secretaries of the Gram panchayats will be
made by the PR & RD Department wherever necessary.

Advance Publicity:
The Secretary of the Gram panchayatlHabitation Officer and
the Ward Officer in the Municipality/Corporation will be responsible
for receiving all the publicity materials and distributing them before
the date fixed for the Gramsabha. One vehicle along with public
address system should be hired, wherever the Nodal Officers do not
have the vehicles to be used by them from

27th

to 31st December,

2001 for supervising preliminary arrangements in the Mandal/
Municipality. The Nodal Officer will also undertake to publicize the
venue and time of the Gramsabha in each PanchayatlWard as well
as the contents of the Gramsabha activities proposed to be taken up
in the round during the above period. Publicity will also be taken up
by the Nodal Team one day before in the Gram Panchayats / Wards
scheduled for Gramsabha the next day and one of the vehicles may
be used for the above purf)ose after the Gramsabhas scheduled for
the day are over.
Follow-up at the Mandai/Municipality level:
The Extension Officer, PR & RD at the Mandai level and one
of the officers specially designated in the Municipality/Corporation
will be responsible for consolidating all the grievance petitions
received

in the

Gramsabhas,

reconcile

them

with

the

Acknowledgement Books. and undertake computerization at the
Mandai/Municipality level u,singthe DBF sent to them. He will assist
/'

the MPDO and the Municipal Commissioner to take follow up action
on the resolutions of the gramsabha. The MPDOs and the Municipal
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Commissioners will be responsible for maintenance of the Felt-Needs:
Register at the Mandal/Municipatity

level.

Nodal Officer as Coordinator and Facilitator:
:Jenior District/Divisional Level Officers will be appointed as Nodal
Officers to head the Nodal Team at the MandaI/Municipality level.
The Nodal Officer will be responsible for the conduct of the Round
and for organizing gramsabhas as per the programme drawn up. All
the Mandai/Municipality level and Village/Ward level officials will
compulsorily participate in the gramsabhas, failing which a report
will be sent to the District Collector by the Nodal Officer for initiating
necessary disciplinary action. The NodalOfficer will take up a monthly
review of the follow-up action on the resolutions of the gramsabhas
held during the Round and submit report to the District Collector. All
the Mandai/Municipality and Village/Ward Level Officials will
compulsorily attend the above meeting.
Preliminary Meeting with Non-Officials:
All the District Collectors will have preliminary meetings with
the elected representatives of rural and urban Local Bodies and the
Self Help Group Leaders before 31st December, 2001 and apprise
them of the various activities proposed to be undertaken during the
next Round. All the non-officials will also be actively associated with
the various activities proposed to be undertaken during the Round.
_.

Status Report of the Self-Help Groups
All the Self-HelpGroups will be actively involvedin the various
activities proposed to be undertaken during the Round. Status
Reports on each group should be prepared for all the Self-Help
Groups for their presentation and discussion in the gramsabhas.
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Special cleaning of the gramsabha premises
All the District Collectors are requested to take up special
cleaning of the Gram panchayat Headquarters by engaging workers
additionally wherever required in addition to the normal staff of th~
Panchayat and food grain at the rate of 5 kg per person may be
distributed to the additional workers engaged for the above cleaning
purpose.
Separate enclosure for the beneficiaries
Distribution of pensions, assets and assistance will be taken
up towards the end of the gramsabha and a separate enclosure may
be provided for all the beneficiaries so that meaningful discussions
could take place in the gramsabha without any dislocations. Similarly,
all the fresh grievance petitions will be received and registered before
the end of the gramsabha.
Logistical arrangements for the gramsabhas
Four sets of shamianas and public address systems could
be arranged for each MandaI/Municipality, preferably belonging to
CMEY groups to make necessary arrangements as per the
gramsabha programmes. However, hiring charges will have to be
met by the concerned Panchayats/Municipalities.
Effective communication to the people on themes
The Nodal Officer may select and specially train two to three
MandaI/Municipality level officials having excellent communication
skills to effectively communicate to the people on the various themes
listed for discussion in the gramsabha. Cultural programmes on the
themes may be undertaken in between the themes with a gap of one
hour to make the discussion lively and interesting to the people.
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AGENDA FOR GRAMSABHA
The following will be the Agenda for the Gramsabha:
a) Presentation of Action Taken Report (ATR) in the
prescribed format.
b) Discussion on eradication of untouchability and other
Social issues like, Jogins,
Scavenging etc.
c)

Devadasis,

Manual

Review of Neeru-Meeru and Food For Work (Work-wise
details will be presented and discussed)

d) Status of development in the GrampanchayatlWard on
the following subjects will be presented by the concerned
departments and discussion will be held accordingly.
(i)

Education

(ii)

National Programme of Nutritional Support for
Primary Education (NPNSPE)

(iii)

Family Welfare

(iv)

Institutional delivery

(v)

Status of communicable diseases

(vi)

AIDs

(vii)

Functioning of Sub-centre

(viii)

Functioning of Anganwadis

(ix)

Agriculture, Cooperative Credit, Livestock

(x)

Review of Gram PanchayatlMunicipal activities.

e) Presentation of status report of Self-Help Groups
f)

Discussion on Fair Price Shop, Drinking Water
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g)

Status of Electricity supply.
(i)

Number of connections

(ii)

Total consumption

(iii)

Request for regularization (Electricity Sadassu)

Each Department will print Panchayat Status Report and
distribute

in the gramsabha

achievements

furnishing

the information

about the

of gram panchayats/ ward during the last 9 months of

the current financial year and compare the achievements
Mandal/ Municipality and district averages.
consolidate

with the

The Nodal Officer will

all the pamphlets and ensure distribution

in the gram

sabhas.

WELFARE PROGRAMMES
Welfare budget:
The balance budget allocations available during the current
financial year both under Plan and Non-Plan meant for SC/ST/BC/
Minorities/Women & Children shail be utilized for accelerating the
implementation of all the welfare programmes.
Special Welfare package
A special package of Rs. 152.48crores has been sanctioned
in addition to the current year's budget for SC/ST/BC/Minorities/
Women&Children development programmes. 75% of the above
amounts are being released for undertaking the programme activities
and the balance will be released after utilization of the released
amounts.
Special Component Plan/Tribal Sub-Plan:
15% and 6% of the funds available at the district level under
all programmes shall be compulsorily utilized for the benefit of SCs
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Similar earmarking will also be applicable to the Local

Bodies. All the District Collectors will be responsible to pool up the
resources at the district level for redressing the Felt Needs of the
weaker sections which will be received in the ensuing gramsabhas.
Wherever the tribal population is more than 6% in the district, the
actual percentage of tribal population will be taken into account for
earmarking .the tribal sub-plan funds.

Electrification of SC/ST Localities:
Rs. 17.85 crores will be released by the g9v~rnment for the
electrification of SC/ST localities by the APTRANSCO. Necessary
guidelines are being issued by the Energy Department.
·1

.•

FOLLOW-UP ON PREVIOUS GRAMSABHAS
Redressal of pending felt-needs:

I

•

"

..

52.18 lakh Individual Family Needs have been received
during the last Fifteen Rounds of Janmabhoomi, 50.73 lakh have
,.
been redressed and 1.45 lakh are pending. 2.331akh Non-Financial
Community Needs have been received, 2.21 lakh redressed, 11695
are pending. All the District Level Officers will be responsible to
redress the pending Individual Family Needs and Non-Financial
Community Needs before the.Sixteenth Round of Janmabhoomi and
incorporate the achievements in the Action Taken Report to be
presented in the gramsabhas. The number of cases pending at the
beginning of the Fifteenth Round, the cases received during the
Fifteenth Round, the total redressed so far and the balance pending
will be recorded in the ATR.
Issue of Ration Cards:
13845 cases are pending for issue of ration cards. Food
and Civil Supplies Department will issue necessary guidelines for
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the distribution of fresh pink cards to the eligible cases.

Similarly,

verification of the Key Register will be made with the data available
at the Mandai/Municipality

level under MPHS/HDS to take further

action on the issue of White Cards.

Sanction of pensions:
37377 cases are pending for sanction of pensions. PR&RD
Department will issue necessary guidelines for sanction of pensions
to the eligible cases by filling up the death vacancies.
sanctions will be taken up within thetarqet of the District.

Fresh

Sanction of Individual Sanitary Latrines:
12384 cases are pending for sanction of Individual Sanitary
Latrines. PR & RD and MA& UD Departments will issue necessary
guidelines for sanction of the above cases subject to eligibility
dovetailing the food grains available under Food For Work
programme. 10 lakh Individual Sanitary Latrines (ISL) will be taken
up in 3 select villages per Mandai with 100% coverage of sanitation.
The unit cost of ISL will be RS.2500 which will be met by availing
RS.1400as HUDC-OLoan, RS.600 in shape of food grain under the
FFW programme and RS.500as beneficiary contribution. Rice made
available to the dtstnct.under Food For Work Programme can be
dovetailed for the construction of ISL under Total Sanitation
Campaign.
Distribution of House Site Pattas:
15495cases are pendingfor distributionof House Site Pattas.
Social Welfare Department will issue necessary guidelines for
distribution of House Site Pattas for the eligible cases utilizing the
funds made available under the special welfare package wherever
required.
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Sanction of Self-Employment Schemes:
13184 cases are pending for sanction of Self-Employment
Loans. The District level SC/ST/BC/Minorities Societies and the
ORDAswill sanction the eligiblecases within the current year's budget
available with them. They will also ground the Action Plans of the
current year for implementation of Self-Employment Schemes for
the Weaker Sections. The District Credit Plan will provide adequate
credit support wherever required for implementation of the Action
Plans.
Aids and appllances for the Handicapped:
2333 cases are pending for sanction of aids and appliances
for the physically handicapped. The Disabled Welfare Department
will make necessary arrangements for the distribution of aids and
appliances to the eligible cases within the budget available to the
Department including the funds released recently under the special
welfare package.
Distribution of Pattadar Pass Books:
3455 cases are pending for issue of Pattadar Pass Books.
The Revenue Department will issue necessary guidelines for the
distribution of Pattadar Pass Books in the Gramsabhas. The number
of passbooks distributed, number pending for distribution along with
reasons for pendency will be recorded in the ATR.
Supply of Electrical Meters:
1065 cases are pending for supply of electrical meters as
well as domestic connections. The Energy Department will issue
necessary guidelines for the distribution of electrical meters and
supply of domestic connections for the eligible cases. All those cases
received during the Electricity Sadassu should also be taken into
consideration
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Major Non-Financial Community Needs:
1607 land issues, 840 electricity issues, 536 issues relating
to APSRTC, 414 drinking water issues, 243 cases of complaints
against Fair Price Shops, 308 cases of roads and drains, 193 cases
of school functioning,
251 cases of complaints against
.Grampanchayats, 155cases of prohibition, 102cases of Anganwadis,
191 cases of irrigation are the major cases of Non Financial
Community Needs pending redressal. All the Non-Financial
Community Needs should be redressed on priority by the District
Level Officers concerned.
COMMUNITY WORKS UNDER JANMABHOOMI
Cancellation of Old works not progressing:
All the Community Works grounded during First to Eleventh
Round of Janmabhoomi should be completed immediately. Works
grounded, not progressing should be closed immediately by paying
the eligible government share.
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Round works:
7208 works have been sanctioned during Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Round of Janmabhoomi costing Rs. 122.22 crores out of
which government share of RS.80.94crores have been released both
in cash of Rs.22.19 crores and food grains RS.58.75crores of value.
The food grains allotted to the districts under Food For Work
programme should be utilized for the above works and there will be
no separate allocation of food grains.
SANCTION OF FRESH WORKS DU~ING SIXTEENTH ROUND
All fresh proposals for community works received ill the
gramsabhas will be sanctioned under the normal schemes of the
Government including SGRYlDecentralized Planning and Food For
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will be preferred

under

FFW

Programme.

Works under Decentralized Planning:
Works are to be sanctioned under Decentralized Planning
costing Rs.165.75 crores out of which, Rs. 66.30 crores have been
released in shape of cash and food grains RS.99.45crores of value.
So far only 3907 works have been sanctionedcosting Rs.45.71crores
and further action should be taken to sanction and ground the works
for utilizing the balance funds. 30% of the above funds released to
the district shall be compulsorily used for creating assets/amenities
in SC/ST localities without insisting on people's contributions.
However, prioritywill be given to such of the SC/ST localitieswherever
people's contribution is forthcoming without any prescribed
percentage.
Sanction of Cement Roads and Drains:
Cement road along with drains will be taken up with 30%
people's contribution in cash, 35% government share under any
central/state/local body scheme including MPLADS in shape of cash
and 35% government's share in the shape of food grain under Food
For Work Programme.
Sanction of Drought proofing Works:
Drought proofing works like check dams, rock-filling dams,
water harvesting structures will be given priority.
Priority for higher People's Contribution:
Prioritywill be given to such of the habitations/wardswherever
people's contributions are received more than the prescribed
percentage in the descending order. For example, 60% people's
contribution in cash will be preferred instead of the prescribed
percentage of 30%._
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Limit for sanction per Mandai/Municipality:
Works not exceeding Rs. 20 lakhs per Mandal/ Municipality
can be sanctioned.
Time limit for sanction:
Proposals for works can be received during the Gramsabha
along with cash contribution upto the end of January, 2002, which
will be sanctioned in a phased manner depending on the funds
available under various schemes/programmes.
VETERINARY CAMPS
•

Rs. 2.19 crores have been released for procurement of
medicine for the Veterinary Camps at the rate of Rs.1,000/per Grampanchayat. The District Collectors should pool up
the resources at the district level and procure medicine from
the rate contract holders as notified by the government.

•

Rs.50 lakhs will be released for the mobility of the Veterinary
Team for the conduct of the camps.

•

De-worming of sheep will be taken up during the Round and
funds will be released additionally at the rate of Rs.1.25 per
dose as per the requirement furnished by the AH&F
Department based on the actual number of sheep de-wormed
during the last five Rounds.
j

•

The Veterinary Team shall compulsorily maintain a register
and record the number of animals treated and medicine
distributed
farmer-wise
in each camp along with
acknowledgements. The medicine procured and distributed
should be reconciledwith the above register before submission
of Utilization Certificates.
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The impact of artificial insemination,
activities

undertaken

de-worming

in the Veterinary

and other

Camps should

be

evaluated by the department. The contribution to the Live Stock
production should be measured and publicized district-wise.
Details

of animals

treated,

farmers

assisted,

medicine

distributed during the Last Veterinary Camp and the impact
on livestock

production

in the Gram Panchayat

will be

presented in the gramsabha, by the Mandai Animal Husbandry
Officer.

HEALTH CAMPS
•

Free Health Camps will be held at the Grampanchayatl
Municipal Ward Headquarters by the Health Team led'by the
Medical Officer of the PHC. The Medical & Health Department
will procure and position medicines before the Round. RS.50
lakhs will be released separately for the mobility of the Health
Team.

•

The Medical Officer of the PHC shall maintain a register and
record the type of diseases treated and medicines distributed
in the Health Camps. Mandai Health Profiles will be prepared
based on the above data for subsequent follow-up.

SUPERVISORY OFFICERS:
The system of appointing IAS/IFS officers as Supervisory
Officers for each revenuedivision has beendispensedwith and Senior
PrincipalSecretaries/Secretariesto government have been appointed
as Supervisory Officers for each district to supervise and oversee
the arrangements for the Round. They will guide the District Collectors
and the District Administration for the successful implementation of
the various activities during the Round.
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RALLIES ON THE LAST DAY OF THE ROUND:

Rallies will be organized instead of Human chain, in all the
Habitations and Municipal wards in the afternoon of the last day of
the round on 11-01-2002 with the participation of all the people in the
Habitation I Ward converging at a central point to take Janmabhoomi
Pledge. Placardswith messages on Clean and Green, Janmabhoomi,
Communal Harmony, Untouchability and other social issues will be
used during the rallies.
(Source:- PLANNING (IV) DEPARTMENT, G.O.Rt.No.667,
Date:26.12.2001)
NINETEENTH

ROUND OF JANMABHOOMI

RYTHU-MAHILA

JANMABHOOMI

PROGRAMME

(July 1-10-2003)

Ensuring support to the Farmer - Assuring Women's
Empowerment - Foremost Aims of Janmabhoomi. The programme

Slogan:

was inaugurated by Chief Minister Mr.N Chandrababu Naidu at
Jaggaram Village, Boorgumadu Constituency in Khammam district.
Highlights of the Programme

• . Akshara Sankranthi
•

Micro-Irrigation - Modern Farming Methods

•

Established of 2 lakh Rythu Mithra Self Help Groups

•

Kharif prospectus - promising increased yields

•

Jalachaitanyam - Watershed Development

•

Drought Relief - Total Implementation of "Grameena
Rozqaar Yojna"

•

Medical & Health Camps & Veterinary Camps
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•

Gas connections for Women & Pension disbursed

•

Distribution of 2 lakh bicycles for girls

•

AIDS Awareness - Family Welfare Programmes

•

Provision of necessary items, tools of trade and assistance
to physically disabled persons

..
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CLEAN AND GREEN PROGRAMME IN
ANDHRA PRADESH
(PACHADANAM PARISHUBRAM)
The Clean and Green Programme introduced by the Hon'ble
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, Nara Chandrababu Naidu, is highly
relevant and occupies a place of primacy in respect of all
developmental proqrarnrnesin the State. Before we move on to what
has been done under Clean and Green Programme in the State, it
may be relevant to have some idea of the state of rural sanitation in
the country.
RURAL SANITATION - NEED FOR A PERSPECTIVE PLAN 1
The sanitation in most of the villages in India presents a
dismal picture. It has been a perennial problem, so complex in its
character posing a threat to public health. The situaticn deserves
utmost attention and consideration of every individual, local
institutions, corporate bodies and the Government at large, for it
affects our health and living.
The Japanese are said to be meticulous in their personal
and environmental cleanliness. They take as much care of the
precincts of their dwellings as they do in the case of their drawing
room and bedroom. After a picnic party is over, the Americans do
take..prettycare to see that they do not leave any litter behind. They
leave the place as clean as it was before. What an appreciable civic
. sense it is! And what do we do here? And what is the environmental
sanitary condition in the Indian village?
By sanitary environment we mean a place or village where
the residential quarters, cattle sheds, the village precincts, lanes and
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streets, are regularly swept and kept clean, free from open ditches,
pools or slushes, dungheaps or garbage and faecal matter fouling
the whole surroundings. A clean village is one free from the above
and enjoying drainage facilities and arrangementsfor regular disposal
of refuse. But today most villages in India present a dismal picture.
Indiscriminately deposited dung and garbage heaps in various stages
:ofdecomposition,ditches and unwanteddirty water pools, ugly looking
lanes and streets are some of the characteristic features of the
villages. The insanitary conditions pose a constant threat to public
health, being the root causes of innumerable diseases and spread of
epidemics.
The Multiple,causes
The causes for the bad sanitary conditions in the villages
are pnysicateconomc, socio-cultural and psychological. In regard
to the patterns of settlement of Indian villages, there are mainly three
types - the dispersed or scattered type, the nucleated or the cluster
type and linear type i.e., houses built on either side of a road in rows.
The nucleated or the cluster type poses many sanitary problems in
regard to space for drinking water wells, drainage, bathing and
lavatory facilities, disposal of refuse and for sinking of soakage pits.
Many of the villages were unplanned houses clustered together with
narrow lanes or no lanes at all. Some ancient villages are walled
around as a measure of protection from wild animals and thieves.
And there will be fields around the village narrowing down the
residential quarters. Where the houses are congested and where
the villages are situated in low-lying areas, drainage is a problem.
So, the very pattern of viilage settlements, the narrowness and
physical or spatial limitations on the expansion of some villages, the
topographical features of villages lead to bad sanitary conditions.
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In a broad sense, occupation or economic activities of the
people also decide the type of environment they live in. India is
predominantly an agricultural country. Agriculture in India means
use of cattle for draft, milk and manurial purposeswhich mean housing
the cattle in separate sheds and the collection and depositing of dung
and other waste materials. Lack of improved cattle-sheds and sheeppens is a problem in the villages. Either as a matter of convenience
or due to socio-cultural and religious attitude of the villagers, the
cattle sheds are located near the living quarters and there may not
be any wall separating the living quarters and the cattle shed. In
many cases the cattle dung and urine are not properly collected.
The droppings of cattle, sheep, goats and of poultry strewn all over
are usually not taken care of. Even though each household attends
to its own immediate surroundings, the village lanes and streets are
nobody's responsibility. The villagers also dump indiscriminately
cattle dung and all waste material of considerable manurial value
around the house and the immediate surroundings of the village.
This is due to congestion of space, feeling of difficulty in carrying the
matter over a long distance to the fields or outskirts of the village.
The indiscriminately dumped dungheaps are seldom covered as a
measure to conserve the nitrogenous content in the matter or to
prevent foul or stinking smell emanating from them.
Lack of drainage facilities in the villages and the habit of
open defaecation on the part of the villagers are other common causes
for disgusting sanitary conditions. The open defaecation is a psychocultural problem. The villagers are used to it. A change in this habit
is long overdue. Either the villagers could use sanitary type of latrines
or the centuries old habit of open defaecation persists. The simple
fact is that over 90 per cent of the villagers were not used to a flushout
latrine in their lives.
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Illiteracy, poverty and lack of contract with the outside world
contribute to the low civic sense among the villagers.
Another source of insanitation is the drinking water well that
lacks raised platforms and causes cesspools making the place dirty.
The Bleak Background
Illiteracy, poverty and lack of contact with the outside world
contribute to the low civic sense among the villagers. Further, the
places where shandies and weekly markets are held, when not
maintained properly, add to the insanitation of the area. Chewing
and indiscriminate spitting is another common social phenomenon.
Having been used to a bad sanitaryenvironment,the villagers
do not shudder at anything dirty. The tendency is to take things
easy.
There are over 5,80,000 villages in India ~ just one village
per two square miles over the surface of this sub-continent. Now all
the villages in India come under the village Panchayat administration.
The Panchayats vary in geographical, topographical and economic
conditions and cultural practices. Each area in view of its diversity
needs a special treatment to solve the problem of environmental
sanitation.
In the case of those panchayats which have adequate
income, water facilities and have a permanent establishment for
sweeping and scavenging, the question of village sanitation is not
serious.
But the problem becomes acute only with the minor
panchayatswhich cannot or do not have sweeping and other facilities,
nor do the villagers in such panachayat areas attend to general
sanitation of the village.
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Thus we find small villages suffering from (or enduring) a
distressing and disease-producing sanitation. Most villagers are
aware of the problem, but a remedy is beyond them.
Rural sanitation finds a prominent place of importance in
Gandfiiji's constructive programme. He often emphasized the
magnitude and importance of village sanitation. He practised what
he preached. He himself swept the streets and cleaned the latrines.
He introduced the wardha latrine (trench type) which is beneficial in
two ways - preservation of night soil (for' manurial purposes) and
preventing the fouling of village surroundings through indiscriminate
defaecation.
Low Priority
Civil amenities and environmental sanitation are statutory
functions of the village panchayat. But apparently the order of priority
goes to items like water supply and street lighting and mostly
sanitation is not accorded the importance it deserves.
Programmes to improve rural sanitation find a place in the
Five Year Plans. Individual and mass sanitary drives were targeted
items in the community development extension programmes. These
drives in the initial stages were effective and successful and attained
a great degree of publicity. The villagers and the school children
participated in the drive enthusiastically. Local leaders, officials, men,
women and children held brooms in their hands and cleaned the
streets. In this, an attempt was made to drive home the dignity of
labour and to create among the villagers a new awareness as to the
prime importance of the upkeep of the village.
Civil amenities and environmental sanitation are statutory
functions of the village panchayat. But apparently the order of priority
goes to items like water supply and street lighting and mostly
sanitation is not accorded the importance it deserves.
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Allied to the sanitation programme are the propagation of
sanitary type of latrines, sinking of soakage pits where there are no
drainage facilities, construction of kacha or pucca drains, improved
cattle yards, urinal trenches, scientific methods of compost making,
provision of refuse bins, pavement of lanes and streets. This
integrated approach is aimed at promoting sanitary conditions in the
villages.
Some of the officially sponsored programmescould not make
any headway. There were certain inherent shortcomings. Strictly
speaking there was no scientific approach on the part of the extension
and public health personnel in introducing innovations. The rural
workers dictated by a conceptual frame of modern sanitary amenities
and accessories as provided by the agencies tried to implant new
ideas and habits in the rural communities. For .instance, the
construction of public lavatories (flushout latrines) in the villages at a
considerable public cost was a thorough failure. First, there was no
sufficien-t involvement and commitment of the villagers in this
programme. There was the problem of water scarcity. While we
discuss the question of rural sanitation water should not be treated
'"

as an isolated factor. Above all, the failure in the use of the public
latrines was mainly due to the villager's attitude and habits. An
attitudinal change is what is desired.
The second factor is limited governmental allocations for
programmes connected with village sanitation. Thirdly, poor and
inadequate finances of the panchayats and lastly the general apathy
of the villagers towards sanitary measures.
As observed earlier, rural sanitation is a complex problem
warranting a perspective plan and Short-rangespecific measures to
promote better sanitary conditions. The rural Development Agency,
the village panchayat, the village school and the voluntary
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organizations such as youth clubs and mahila mandals could playa
significant role in this respect.
The supply of technique, personnel and funds depends on
the Government. The programmestowards better sanitary conditions
in the villages should be flexible enough so that they could be modified
in accordance with the local conditions. A survey of attitudes, feltneeds and specific problems of the villagers should precede on
scientific lines before the programmes are formulated. In introducing
innovations, the approach should be scientific and institutional. The
techniques of group-involvement, group-commitment, propaganda,
publicity, demonstration, etc., must be made use of. In other words,
the extension methods must be fully employed so as to motivate the
villager to use a sanitary latrine and keep the precinctsof his house
clean. This is a slow, painstaking process. It must be gone through.
There is no short cut to it.
In each rural area the vulnerable areas of insanitation and
the factors causing unclean conditions are to be located, studied
and remedied. The dungheaps should be taken care of. If the
villagers are educated on scientific lines of compost making, the ever
exposed heaps will not foul the villagewith stinkingodour and become
a breeding source for flies and insects. Wherever possible a common
compost yard a little away from the village could be established. This
could be done by the village panchayat. Drainage depends mainly
on two things - the physical feasibility of constructing drains and
financial resources. Wherever these two are positive, depending on
the size of the village, kucha or pucca drains could be constructed
"as a phased programme. Areas where either of the two is absent,
soakage pits are better substitutes. It falls to the lot of the individual
householder. Sinking of soakage-pits is cheap and is within the
capacity of the commonest man in any village. The only limitations
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in digging soakage pits are availability of space within the housesite
and the composition of the ground soil in the house site. In case of
loose soil the soakage pit is not to be located close to the draw-well
because of percolation of impure or contaminated

water from the

soakage pit to the draw-well.
Strictly speaking, the panchayat is responsible for ensuring
better sanitary conditions in the panchayat area.

In the budgetary

allocations of the panchayat enough provision must be made for water
supply,

drainage,

public latrines

and refuse bins and recurring

expenditure towards sweeping, scavengings, etc. Every panchayat
has its annual and Five Year Plans.

The panchayats which could

not afford full-time sweepers for daily sweeping of the village, could
at least appoint either a less number of full-time or more number of
part-time sweepers, in order that the _villages are kept clean at lest
once a week. It is desirable that this minimum programme is carried
out by every panchayat.
In regard to the using of sanitary type of latrines by each
family, the panchayat
introduction

should take the initiative and lead in their

not only as a civic measure but as a persuasive step

creating facilities and favourable public opinion in the use of latrines.
In achieving the above-mentioned

ends the panchayat can enlist the

cooperation of the village school, youth club and mahila mandai and
work in unison with them.
The voluntary

organizations

in the villages could take up

village sanitation as one of their main activities and arrange periodical
mass sanitary drives.

The mass sanitation drives, if carried out

sincerely over a period of time, are bound to influence the general
public and change their attitude,

make them sane to keep their

surroundings clean.
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The village school as one of the three basic institutions in
the village could take the lead and function as a pioneer and model
in sanitation programmes. It could function as an experimental and
demonstration centre for a soakage pit, a lavatory, a compost pit and
for environmental sanitation. The school children could be very easily
trained to make use of a sanitary latrine, providing one at the school.
They carry their ideas and habits to their homes and it may result in
a flush-out latrine in their homes. Further, under the guidance of the
school teacher the children learn the importance of environmental
sanitation and could even participate in the periodical mass sanitary
drives organised in the villages.
Public Health Cess
Some of the corporate bodies at present are engaged in rural
developmental programmes. It is a welcome sign that they have
assumed this role as partners in rural development. Their role in
rural uplift will become more significant and pointed if they could
concentrate on rural sanitation. They may take up progrq,mmessuch
as provision of drinking water, sanitation which will include drainage,
latrines and gobar gas plants. The Government may also consider
income tax relief to the corporate bodies in respect of the amount
they spend towards rural sanitation. Further, the nationalised and
scheduled banks which have adopted some villages for development
may lay emphasis on programmes of rural sanitation. The
Government may also bring in legislation towards what may be called
public cess. The public health cess as a certain percentage of land
revenue will go to the village panchayat and the amount will be utilized
exclusively for rural sanitation.
Thus, we see the problems of rural sanitation in India today
are deep-rooted, complex and important demanding the attention,
cooperation and coordination of the Government, statutory bodies,
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institutions, voluntary organizations

understanding

and above all the

of the general public.

CLEAN & GREEN PROGRAMME CAMPAIGN 2
Government

have launched

Clean and Green Andhra

Pradesh Campaign on 10th September 1998 to make every habitation
and municipal ward clean and green and to enable every man, woman
and child in the State lead a healthy life. Every third Saturday of the
month is declared as Clean & Green Day. The campaign focuses on
the major areas of water supply and sanitation, tree plantation and
health awareness.

STRATEGY
Community awareness will be created for a clean and green
environment.

Community based organizations will be strengthened

to ensure people's participation
environmental

conservation.

for sustainable

development

Every citizen will be motivated

and
for

achieving a clean and green environment. An intensified campaign
mode will be adopted on every Clean and Green Day for the realization
of the goal with greater
participation.

social

mobilization

and community

However, all the activities taken up on the Clean and

Green Campaign Day will be further continued with regular follow up
by the departments

and agencies concerned.

FOCULAREAS
Sanitation
Every habitation

will have a common dumping yard and

government will earmark suitable community land for this purpose.
Every municipal town and major gram panchayat will have a garbage
yard and suitable government land will be earmarked for this purpose.
Suitable garbage collection systems will be adopted for lifting garbage
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from the household level involvingvoluntary organizations and private
agencies. Provision of burial grounds and their proper maintenance
will be ensured with all facilities in every gram panchayat and
municipal towns.
Proper solid waste disposal systems will be adopted for
converting Solid Waste into organic manure. Incineration of solid
waste will also/be taken up in major cities. Disposal of hospital waste
in major towns will be taken up adopting suitable scientific techniques.
Disposal of debris will be regulated and service charges will be levied
for disposal of debris and for debris clearance.
Construction of Individual Sanitary Latrines will be taken up
for all households with provision of subsidy for the poor households
adopting appropriate technologies suitable to the local conditions.
Individual sanitary latrines will be constructed in clusters in
government lands with individual ownership wherever homestead
lands are not availablefor individuallatrines.Constructionof Individual
household soak pits for disposal of household wastage will be made
compulsory as a part of the sanction of building plans.
Proper maintenance of sanitation will be ensured in weekly.
markets (both vegetarian and non-vegetarian) and slaughter-houses.
The local bodies will be permitted to collect service charges for proper
maintenance and cleanliness of such places.
Protection of low-lying areas will be ensured against water
stagnation in all habitations and wards. Fire engines will be used for
bailing out water from areas affected by water stagnation.
Local bodies will ensure that all the, public toilets are
maintained

properly wherever

possible involving voluntary

organizations and private agencies.
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Preparation of Master Plan for Drainage will be taken up,
connecting small drains and intermediate drains with main drains by
taking proper levels to ensure free flow of water and sewerage.
Cleaning of all drains in the municipalitiesand major gram panchayats
will be taken up with a time bound programme.
Proper deployment of civic staff in the local bodies will be
ensured and the remaining areas will be privatized for sanitation
maintenance with the active involvement of voluntary organizations
and people's councils. Supply of proper equipment and other
accessories will be ensured for the civic staff. Modern equipment
and machinery will be extensively used for the maintenance of
sanitation in the municipalities and major gram panchayats.
Water Supply
Protection of all water bodies will be ensured along with their
beautification. All drinking water sources will be cleaned and
chlorinated regularly. Construction of Dhobighats with provision of
running water will be taken up in every habitation on scientific lines in
a phased manner to avoid water pollution. Protection of canal bunds
will be ensured from encroachments by providing greenery.
Action plans will be prepared for supply of drinking water in
areas affected by quality and problems of salinity. Provision of soak
pits and platforms will be taken up for all borewells. Provision of safe
drinking water for all will be ensured and extension of pipelines will
be taken up for the needy areas and particularly weaker section
localities.
Construction of rainwater harvesting structures and
watershed development in vacant rands will be popularized in the
urban areas for recharging the ground water available and for
environmental conservation.
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Tree Plantation

Identification of homestead land, road margins, community
lands, institutional premises, field bunds and farmlands and other
open places in urban and rural areas will be taken up for tree
plantation.Tree plantationwill be taken up on priorityin all government
institutions having compound walls. "Memory Plantations"particularly
in educational institutions will be encouraged with the active
involvement of the students. All municipal parks and vacant lands in
the urban areas will be used for memory plantations. Every student
in schools, colleges and universities, every government employee
and elected representative will be motivated to plant trees and adopt
in their names. Local industries will be requested to sponsor tree
guards for avenue plantationand adoptingplantationsin public places.
Records will be maintained of the number of trees planted and their
survival.
Decentralized nursery with people's participation and selfhelp groups will be taken up in all schools under the supervision of
village education committees, market yards, temple premises based
on the local requirements and choice of species. The funds available
under all schemes and programmes including 10% of JRY Funds for
raising of nurseries shall be pooledat the district level by the Collectors
and transferred to the Forest Department for raisinq of nurseries and
distribution of seedlings to the people at reasonable cost. Further
funds will be released by tile government wherever necessary
supplementing the above funds.
The fire engines available at the erstwhile block and mandai
headquarters will be used for weekly watering of block plantations
taken up. The operational cost will be borne by the Fire Services
Department. Wireless sets will be fitted with the fire engines, the
expenditure for which will be met out of Janmabhoomi funds. Monthly
monitoring will be taken up by the Director General, Fire Services.
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Health Awareness
"

,

, Priority will be given to creation of health awareness focusing
on personal hygiene, prevention of communicable diseases,
sanitation and pollution control. Electronic and Print media will be
used extensively. Messages on health and sanitation issues will be
integrated into the syllabus in educational institutions at appropriate
levels.
CLEAN & GREEN ANDHRA PRADESH CAMPAIGN
CUMULATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS OF TWENTY·EIGHT ROUNDS
(September 1998 to 15th February, 2001)
• 'Launched on 10th September, 1998,
• Every Third Saturday is Clean and Green day,
I. Tree Plantation
(A) House hold Plantations
1 No, of Households
2 No, of Trees Planted
"\
(B) Institutional Plantations
1 No. of Institutions
2 No. of Trees Planted
II Participation of Students & Teachers
1 No. of Students & Teachers participated
2 No. of Green Brigades formed in Schools
III Health Awareness rallies organised
1 No. of rallies organised
2 No. of people participated
IV Sanitation
1 Desilting of Drains
a) No. of persons engaged
b) Distance cleaned (in Kms)
2 No. of Drinking Water Sources cleaned and
Chlorinated

.

12006240
20590992
1281921
34674340
342310742
159550
505680
40921447

3906835
1118547
3906835
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Clean and Green Programme

Instructions for the Collectors
1.

Prepare Action Plan for every Gram Panchayat, Municipality,
Corporation, Educational Institutions, Government Offices and
Industries. The Action Plan should consist of the following: Extent
of drainsto be desilted.Ilvletres)

,

•
•

No. of Market yards to be cleaned
. No. of Slaughter houses to be cleaned

•

No. of Garbage dumping yards to be cleaned

•

No. of Watersheds to be taken up

•

No. of Rain Water Harvesting Structure to be taken up

•

Extent of Land to be covered under plantation in July/
August, 2000

•

No. of Soak pits and Platforms to be taken up

•

No. of low lying areas identified for treatment

.•

No. of Drinking water sources to be chlorinated

•

No. of Parks to be improved

•

No. of Burial grounds to be improved

•

No. of Pollution Check-up Camps to be undertaken

2.

Tie-up with manpower, vehicle, machinery and funds.

3.

Utilise all the manpower (students, employees, self help groups
etc.).

4.

Nodal Officers to tour the Mandals along with MDO/MRO and
take up preliminary arrangements.

5.

Publication of achievements under Individual Sanitary Latrine
Programme at the district level.

6. Coordinate with Endowments Department - Action Plan for each
temple to be prepared - Executive Officers to be held responsible.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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•

Award of Rolling Shields

•

Best Gram Panchayat within the mandai

•

Best Municipal Ward within the Municipalityl Corporation
,

"-.

•

Team Headed by Nodal Officer and consisting of MRO/MDOI
Municipal Commissioner will award the marks

•

Commissioner, Panchayat Raj and Commissioner, Municipal
Administration to be responsible for monitoring

Parameters to be followed:
SI.No

Parameter

Maximum Marks

I-

1

Cleaning and chlorination of drinking
water sources

•

5

Construction of soak pits I platforms
to all the bore-wells

10

3a.

Rain water harvesting structure

10

3b.

Watershed development

5

4.

Maintenance of garbage dumping yard

10

5.

Introduction of vermiculture

5

6.

Maintenance of burial ground

10

7.

Maintenance of weekly markets I
slaughter houses

10

8.

Mainterance of public toilets

10

9.

Desilting of drains

10

10.

Percentage of ISL completed

10

11.

Percentage of survival of trees planted

5

2.

100
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Educational Institutions (Primary, Upper Primary, High
School, Junior College, Degree College, ITI, Polytechnic, Medical
College, Engineering College and University Campus)
Director of School Education, Commissioner, Intermediate
Education, Commissioner,

Higher Education, Commissioner

Technical Education, Director, Employment and Training, Director,
Medical Education, Chairman, State Council of Higher Education will
be responsible for awarding of marks.
•

For Primary and Upper Primary School Mandai will be the
unit.

•

For High School/Junior College District will be the unit.

•

For all other institutions State will be the unit.

Parameters to be followed:
SI.No

Parameter

.

.

Maximum
Marks

1.

Cleaningof the premisesandtoilets

10

2.

Site preparation,pittingand plantationof trees

10

3.

Percentageof trees survived

20

4.

Adoptionof adjoiningareafor campaignactivities

30

5.

Organizationof Rallies(Percentageof students
participated)

30
100

Best Government Office at the District level:
Team consisting of 3 District Level Officers will inspect and award
the marks
Dr.M.C.RHR.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Parameters to be followed:
SI.

Maximum

Parameter

Marks

No.

1:

General cleanliness of office premises

20

2.

Maintenance of toilets

20

3.

Maintenance of Record Room

20

4.

Percentage of trees survived

20

5.

Participation in Rallies (Percentage to employees)

10

6.

Adoption of surrounding areas for campaign activities

10
100

Best HOD Office
Department

at Hyderabad

General Administration

and Best Secretariat

(SB) Department

W_illdepute

Teams of Senior Officers Parameters to be followed:
SI.No
, 1,

Maximum Marks

Parameter

20

General cleanliness of office premises
'.

20

'2:

Maintenance of toilets

3,

Maintenance of Record Room

4.

Percentage of trees survived

5,

Participationin Rallies(Percentageto ~yees

20

Total Marks

100

-,

20
"

20
,

All contrqlling authorities will furnish the list _of.awardees to
the Planning Department for consolidation and publication at the state
level every month and for award of Rolling Shields,
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CLEAN AND GREEN CAMPAIGN -GUIDELINES FOR
IMPLEMENTATION
(Finance and Planning (PLG.XX) Department, G.O.Ms.No. 125,
Dated 12-6-1999.)
Government

have launched

Clea.n and Green Andhra

Pradesh Campaign on 10th September, 1998 to make every Habitation
and Municipal Ward clean and green by 1st January, 2000 and to
enable every man, woman and child in the State lead a healthy life.
Government have also issued orders declaring every third Saturday
of the month as Clean & Green Day to implement

the various

I

campaign activities. So far the campaign has been organized nine
times in September,
January, February,

October,

November,

December

1998 and

March, April arid May 1999. It has now been

decided to intensify the campaign activities during June/July 1999
and accordingly 18th - 19th June and 16th - 17th July have been declared
as Clean

and Green

Days instead

of third Saturday

only.

In

continuation of the guidelines issued in the reference third read above
the following special instructions are issued for the implementation
of the campaign

activities

during June/July

1999 which shall be

followed by all concerned.
i.

District Collectors will convene meetings at the district level
on 15-6-99 with the representatives of Industries and all other
Institutions having more than

100 acres of vacant land and

prepare an Action Plan for the institution for undertaking tree
plantation, watershed development and rainwaterharvestinq
structures during June/July 1999. Specific responsibilities will
be fixed for the concerned agencies.
ii.

Janrnabhoomi

Nodal Officers will convene- meetings at the

mandal/ municipality levels on 15-6-99 with the Sarpanches,
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Ward Councillors, Head Masters of the Schools and
Principals of the Colleges, Groups leaders of the Self Help
Groups and representatives of reputed NGOs and prepare
Action Plan Gram Panchayat'Habitation/School/Colteqewise
for undertaking tree plantation, watershed development and
rain water harvesting structures during June/July 1999.
iii. A Committee

consisting

of Principal

Secretaries

of

Environment and Forests, _Industries, Higher Education,
Municipal Administration
and Urban Development
departments, Special Officer, MCH, MD, HMWSSB and
Director, Ground Water will identify all the institutions and
government departments having more than 50 acres of land
in the twin cities. Tlie committee will prepare an Action Plan
for under taking tree plantation,watershed development and
rainwater harvesting structures during June/July 199~. The
V.C. HUDA will act as the Convenor of the Committee and
the committee will invite the representatives of the industries
and other institutions to the meetings whenever convened.
iv. The Pollution Control Board will modify the procedure
prescribed for issue of consent and include tree plantation,
watershed developmentlrain water harvesting structure as
preconditions to be complied with by all the industries.
v.

"Maa Telugu Talli" will be the prayer song in all the schools.
Discussion on the themes of "Clean and Green" and
"Janmabhoomi" and other moral values will be held after the
prayer. This will be closely monitored by the Education
Department.

vi. All defunct open wells which are not being usedwill be closed
and platforms will be taken up for all the balance open wells.
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Chlorination of all drinking water sources will be taken up as
per the standards prescribed. Construction of plat forms and
soak pits will be taken up for all the borewells and drinking
water open wells with the funds released by the government.

.'

,

vii. 19 crore seedlings have been raised for plantation during
the current year out of which 14 crore have been raised by
the Forest Department and the remaining 5 crore have been
raised by other departments and institutions. The details of
seedlings raised in the district will be made available to the
District Collector by the DFQ concerned. People should be
motivated to plant trees and adopt them at the rate of two
plants per person. Digging of pits and plantation should be
taken up during the current monsoon period through-out the
months of Jdne-August to fully utilise the seedlings raised in
the district. However,specialfocus may be given on the Clean
and Green Days during June-July 1999 for tree plantation
involving students, youth, self-help groups, non-officials and
governm~nt employees etc.
viii. The following will be the priority for tree plantation during
June/July 1999.
a.

Institutional areas having compound wall and gate / cattle
trap.

b. Road side plantations with in-situ RCC ring, 6 inches inside
soil and 6 inches above soil to serve as water harvesting
structure. In addition, a tree guard will be fixed to prevent
cattle grazing.
c.

Block Plantationson community landswith live fencing (green
hedges)/cattle trap.
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d.

Household plantations.

ix. District Collectors will ensure that the numbering of trees
planted on road sides, block plantations and institutional
plantations is taken up by the dapartrnents/ agencies
concerned both for the existing trees as well as the new
plantations-taken-up. The details will be furnished mandaI!
municipality wise to the government in the Environment and
Forest Department for monitoring.
x.

Cassettes and other publicity materials will be distributed
highlighting the themes of Clean and Green Campaign,
particularly personal hygiene and sanitation maintenance.

xi. Rallies will be organized on 19th June and

17th

July involving

students, youth, self help groups etc., with placards and
banners highlighting the messages of Clean and Green
Campaign.
xii. All Gram Panchayats and Municipalities will under take
special clearing of shrubs and bushes, particularly on road
margins.
xiii. Areas of water stagnation will be identified for special
treatment. Similarly, places of water stagnation and debris/
garbage heaps will be identified for cleaning and treatment.
xiv. Rainwater harvesting structures will be constructed in all the
municipalities involving the Resident Associations and
reputed NGOs.
xv. Vermiculture will be introduced in municipalities and major
gram panchayats for scientific disposal of solid waste.
Collectors will identify suitable government land and hand
over to the municipalities and gram panchayats for this
purpose wherever required.
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xvi Digging of pits, plantation, watering, provision of tree guards
and construction of rainwater harvesting structures will be
taken up through 'Shramadanam in all government offices
and institutions. Wherever Shramadanam is not adequate,
government departments may use funds not exceeding 20%
available undertheir office expenses for the above purpose:
xvii. Collectorswill mobilisefunds availablewith them at the district
level under different schemes for social forestry and ensure
that tree plantationis taken up as a people's movementduring
the months of June/July 1999.
2.

All the Special Chief Secretaries/ Principal Secretaries /

Secretaries to Government are requested to ensure that the above
instructions are followed scrupulously and all the campaign activities
of the Andhra Pradesh Clean and Green Campaign are successfully
implemented during the months of June/July 1999.
PLANTATION PERFORMANCE MONITORING SYSTEM CERTAIN GUIDELINES (Forest Department (FOR III) - Clean and
Green Programme - Plantation Performance Monitoring System Certain guidelines - G.O.Ms.No.105, Dated:19th November, 2002.)
To maintain the ecological balance and to achieve the
objective of Clean and Green Andhra Pradesh, the Government has
taken up a massive tree-planting programme in the State which is
being implemented for last several years. Large number of seedlings
are being planted through out the state in forest area and out side
forest area, like farmlands, Industrial complexes, Schools,
Universities,Government office premisesarid other community lands.
However- no systematic efforts have been made to monitor the
performa~ce of the seedlings planted especially out side forest area.
The Government has therefore decided that proper monitoring of
planted seedlings be done every month.
Dr.M.C.RH.RD. Institute of Andhra-Pradesh
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The Principal Chief Conservator of Forests in the reference

2nd read above has informed that a 12 column proforma has been
devised for monitoring plantation performance, starting from the year
2000-01. The eleven district heads of various departments engaged
in tree planting activities, will furnish monitoring performance report
to the District Collector through Project Director, DPAP. The officers
who are made responsible for reporting are as follows:
(1)

Divisional Forest Officer

(2)

Mandai Development Officer

(3)

Municipal

CommissionerlVice

Chairman,

Urban

Development Authority.
Engineer, Roads & Buildings

(4)

Superintendent

(5)

District Education Officer

(6)

District Medical & Health Officer.

(7)

District Social Welfare Officer/DTWO/PAO, ITDA.

(8)

Superintendent Engineer, Irrigation

(9)

Superintendent Engineer (PR), Panchayat Raj

(10)· Project Director, DPAP
(11) District Industries Officer.
3.
In continuation of the orders issued in G.O. 1st read above,
Government hereby order that the PlantationProgramme in the entire
State will be monitored on top-priority basis for assessing the survival
rate for the planting period of three years viz. 2000-01,2001-02 and
2002-03. The inspection and verification of each seedling planted,
shall be taken up every month, and care should be taken to furnish
the accurate information. The results of monitoringshould be critically
reviewed at the District level by the District Forestry Committees on
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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monthly basis. The officers of all the concerned Departments should
+ensure that the seedlings planted in their jurisdiction are looked after
well and its progress monitored continuously for three years period.
4.
The Government hereby further order that the instructions
for collection of information at various levels by the Departmental
functionaries of various Departments as mentioned in the AnnexureI to this order should be followed scrupulously. This IS to make
systematic efforts for proper monitoring of the plantation under the
Clean and Green Programme. The DivisionalForest Officer at District
Head Quarters will obtain the information in respect of Forest area,
consolidate and submit it to the Project Director, DPAP who is the
Coordinating officer for the entire district. The Project Director, DPAP
will act as the Coordinating Officer for the entire district and he will
collect the information from District heads mentioned above,
consolidate and send it to the District Collector. In the district which
do not have DPAP set up, Project Director, DRDA wi,l act an
Coordinating Officer as mentioned above.
5.
The District Collectors after receipt of the information from
all the concerned District agencies by 5th of every month, will compile
the information for the entire district, and submit it to the Principal
Secretary, Environment, Forests, Science & Technology Department
by 10th of every month through the web site. The information should
be collected from the year 2000-01. Chief Secretary will be reviewing
the reports by 15th of every month.
ANNEXURE -I
(1) Plantation in Forest Area:The Divisional Forest Officer at the District Head Quarters
will be the coordinating officer for collecting the information of the
plantation performance monitoring system in the Format-II annexed
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to this order for the entire district. The unit officer for collecting.ground
level information will be the Forest Range Officer. The Divisional
Forest Officer will consolidated the report in his division and furnish
the same to the Divisional Forest Officer at the District Head quarter.
The Divisior)al Forest Officer at District Head Quarter will collect,
consolidate information for the whole district in the proforma and
submit t<?th'~,Project Director, DPAP/DRDA by 5th of every month.
(2) Plantation in Panchayat,Habitations:The consolidated report for plantations under taken by all
the agencies and uepartments including Panchayat Raj in the
Habitations,will be collected by the village Secretary of the concerned
habitation and submitted to the Mandai Development Officer who
will consolidate information of his Mandai and submit it to the Project
Director, DPAP/DRDA.

The Project Director, DPAPIDRDA will

consolidate the inforrnation of the w~ole district and submit it to the
District Collector in Format-III as annexed to this order.
(3). Plantation in Municipalities/UDAs

etc. (except Hyderabad

Municipalities and HUDA):The information in Format-IV as annexed to this order, will
be collected by the Municipal Commissioner and Vice Chairman,
UDAs, they will submit the con~olidated report in the prescribed
proforma to the Project Director, DPAP/DRDA.
(4) Plantation in R&B Department areas:The Executive Engineer, Roads & Buildings/Superintendent
Engineer, Roads & Buildings will be responsible for collecting the
information in Format-Vas annexed to this order, and consolidating
the district information of his Department and submit the information
to the Project Director, DPAP/DRDA.
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(5) Plantation in Education Institutional areas:~@nting program taken up in all Schools and Colleges and
other Educationallnstituteswill be monitoredby the respectiveMandai
Education Officers and District EducationOfficers. All the information
of the Mandai area will be collected by the Mandai Educational Officer
in Format-VI as annexed to this order and submit to the District
Educational Officer. The District Educational Officer will consolidate
the district information and submit it to the Project Director, DPAPI
ORDA.
(6) Plantations in Hospitals/PHCs areas:Planting taken up in the Hospitals/Primary Health Centres
areas will be monitored by the concerned officer in-charge of Hospital/
Primary Health Centres. He/she will submit the information to the
District Medical & Health Officer of the District,who in turn will compile
the information qf the entire district and submit it to the ProjectDirector,
DPAP/DRDA in the Format-VII as annexed to this order.
(7) Plantation in Residential SchooI/Hostels:The plantation activities taken up in Social Welfare/BC
Welfare/ST Welfare Hostels/Residential Schools, premises etc. will
be monitored by the HostelWardensl Head Masters, of the concerned
institute. They will furnish the information to their concerned district
officer viz. District SocialWelfare Officer/DistrictTribal Welfare Officerl
Project Officer/ITDA. The information will be consolidated at the
District level by the concerned District Socia)Welfare Officer/District
Tribal Welfare Officer/Project Officer, ITDA. The information will be
furnished by the concerned District Officers to the Project Director,
DPAP/DRDA in the Format-VIII as annexed to this order.
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(8) Plantation on reservoir, foreshore and canal banks etc:The Executive Engineer, Irrigation will be responsible for
monitoringthe plantationtaken up in hisjurisdiction, on irrigationtanks
and reservoirs foreshore, canal bank etc. The Executive Engineer
will submit the inforrnationjo the Superintendent Engineer, Irrigation
of the District, who in turn win compile the information and submit it
to the Project Director, DPAP/DRDA, in the Format-IX as annexed to
this order.
(9) Plantation in Panchayat Raj Tanks/Reservoirs and Foreshore
areas etc.:The Executive

Engineer, Panchayat Raj will be the

responsible for the monitoring the plantation done, in Panchayat Raj
Tanks/Reservoirs foreshore and other lands under his control. The
Executive Engineer, Panchayat Raj will submit the information to the
Superintendent Engineer of the District, who will consolidated the
information of the District, and submit to the Project Director, DPAP/
DRDA in the Format-X as annexed to this order.
(10) Plantation in Watershed areas:All plantation activities, taken up in Watershed areas of the
district, outside forest area, will be monitored by the Project Director,
DPAP/DRDA. The Project Director, DPAP/DRDA will collect the
information from each watershed in the district, consolidate the
informationof the Districtand furnish it to the DistrictCollector FormatXI as annexed to this order.
(11) Plantation in the Industrial Premises:All plantation activities taken up in all the Industrial premises
will be monitored by the District Industrial Officer. He will collect the
information for the whole district, compile in Format-XII as annexed
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to this order and submit it to the Project Director, DPAP/DRDA every
month.
(12) Information regarding the Plantation Performance Monitoring
System in limits of Hyderabad Municipal Corporation and Hyderabad
Urban Development Authrority (HUDA) area will be collected by the
Commissioner, Municipal Corporation & Vice-Chairman & Managing
Director, HUDA respectively. The Vice-Chairman & Managing
Director, HUDA will act as a Nodal Officer for collecting information
for whole of Hyderabad Urban area and municipal limits. The
consolidated informationwill be directly submittedto the Prl.Secretary,
EFS&T, Hyderabad Format-IV as annexed to this order.
Source:1.

Dr. E. Desingu Setty, 'Rural Sanitation - Need for a
Perspective Plan', SocialWelfare, April-May, 1981.
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ROLE OF DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT & SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Women Empowerment and Self-Employment Department is
in-charge of implementationof the self-employment,social assistance
and SHG programmes of SGSY, NOAP, NFBS, State Revolving fund
and SHG Bank Linkageprogrammes. The scheme-wise performance
is shown below.
I. SWARNJAYANTI

GRAM SWAROZGAR

YOJANA (S.G.S.Y)

This is a centrally sponsored scheme funded by the
government of India and the state government in the ratio of 75 25.
All the existing schemes upto 1998-99-IRDP, TRYSEM, TOOLKITS,
DWCRA, GKY and MWS have been merged in the new scheme
called SWARNAJAYANTI GRAM SWAROZGAR YOJANA (SGSY).
This programme has come into existence w.e.f. 1.4.99.
The objective of the S.G.S.Y. is to bring poor families above
~~

>

•

the poverty line by providing them income-generating assets through
a mix of bank credit and government subsidy. The key elements in
this programme are the choice of activity based on local resources
and aptitude as well as the skills of Swarojgaries.
SGSY focus on Group approach. This would involve
organization of the poor into Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and their
capacity building. Efforts are being made to involve women members
in each SHG. Besides, exclusive women groups will be continue to
be formed. At the level of the Mandai, almost all of the groups are
exclusively women groups. Group activity will be given preference
and progressively, majorityof the funding will be for Self-HelpGroups.
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The financial allocation, releases and expenditure

for the

years 1999-2000, 2000-2001, 2001-2002, 2002-2003 and 2003-2004
are as follows .
. Year-wise progress
(Rs. in lakhs)
20:03-04
Ju'ne'03

S.No

Item

1999-2k

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

1

Allocation

8292.75

7070.69

4091.08

498403

5651.84
0.00

2

Releases

8281.37

5853.88

5282.45

4217.73

3

Expenditure

10044.08 7082.46

6240.76

5800.68

278.00

4

Physical (Beneficiaries
Target

237338

199110

115211

140350

159156

Achievement

335318

206886

177519

155779

6417

6417 beneficiaries have been assisted in the year 2003-04
out of the target of 1,59,156.
II.

WOMEN'S SELF-HELP GROUPS (SHGs)
Self-Help movement through savings has been taken up as

a.mass movement by women - a path chosen by them to shape their
destiny for the better. Development agenda of the State in the last
few years of placing the people, especially women, in the fore -front
has enabled formation of a large number of Self Help Groups (SHGs)
throughout the State where the women are saving one rupee a day.
There are about 4.53 lakh women'SHGs in Andhra Pradesh
covering nearly 60.95 lakh rural poor women. Andhra Pradesh alone
has about half of the SHGs existing in the country. Upto 1994, only
10,000 groups were functioning and in the last seven years, there
was a massive scaling up in SHG activities. The SHGs are not only
resorting to thrift but are also taking small loans out of the corpus
availablewith the group.An amount of Rs. 1494.04crores is mobilized
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute ofAndhra Pradesh
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18

Adilabad

14510

176553

2972.51

19

Karimnagar

21602

325935

8691.00

20

Warangal

24526

343364

7639.31

21

Khammam

19055

209605

4707.91

22

Nalgonda

17577

279045

8000.00

453059

6095486

Total

149404.22

Socio-economic survey of such SHGs conducted by District
Rural DevelopmentAgency (DRDA) in different districts has indicated
that the scheme has helped women earn additional income of around
RS.2000/- per month depending on the economic activities taken up.
In addition, women have taken initiative in improving their socioeconomic status by participating in governmental programmes such
as family welfare, promoting their nutritional and educational status,
awareness on environment, public healththrough sanitation and clean
drinking water.
Special programmes have been designed for training and
capacity building of the SHGs. Training for skill development and
awareness generation through exposure visits was taken up in all
the districts. Around 10,000volunteers in the state have been working
and guiding the SHGs.

,.

Marketing support is provided to the SHGs throughDWCRA
Bazaars (market outlets) which have been set up in all the districts.
Products worth more than Rs.100.00 crores were sold through
DWCRA Bazaars so far.
It has been planned by the government to bring all the rural
poor women under SHGs in the next 4 to 5 years. It is programmed
to cover at least one woman from a BPL (Below Poverty Level) family
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Year-wise progress
S.No.

Year

Achievement
(Rs. in lakhs)
Financial

Achievement
(Groups)
Physical

551.98

5719

1

1998-99

2

1999-2000

1514.55

18656

3

2000-01

5207.85

63808

4

2001-02

4474.30

51752

5

2002-03

3966.80

39668

15715.48

179603

Total

An amount of Rs. 1500.00 lakhs is provided in the budget
2003-04 and released to assist 15000 groups. By May'2003, 16
groups have been assisted with Rs. 1.60 lakhs subsidy and Rs. 2.40
lakhs credit.
c).

SHG Bank Linkage
NABARD, Commercial Banks and Regional Rural Banks are

providing direct assistance to the SHGs under the "SHG Bank
Linkage". 3.32 lakh groups havebeen assisted so far and 1.20 lakh
groups have been assisted with repeat finance and assistance per
group range_sfrom Rs.20,000 to is RS.1 lakh. Around Rs. 1046.52
crores have been provided by banks under the scheme so far. During
2002-2003 an amount of Rs. 476.76 crores is mobilised as credit
covering 165093 groups.
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Year-wise progress
Achievement
S.No. Year

Credit mobilised
(Rs. in lakhs)

Physical
(Groups

1

1998-99

4189.91

12270

2

1999-2000

8662.77

43586

3

2000-01

17338.17

103606

4

2001-02

26195.31

117352

5

2002-03

47676.00

165093

104061.26

441907

Total

Around 60000 groups of 4.42 lakh groups above have been
given repeat finance more than once.
It is proposed to mobilize credit of Rs. 1000 crores covering
2.00 lakh groups during 2003-04. During the year 2003-04 as on
May, 6364 groups have been assisted with bank credit of Rs. 18.39
crores.
SHG-Convergence of other schemes:
Socio-economic survey of SHGs for women conducted by
District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) in different districts has
indicated that the scheme has helped a large percentage of women
earn additional monthly incomes ranging from RS.1500/-to RS.1800/
- depending on the economic activities taken up. In addition, women
have taken up initiatives in improving their socio-economic status by
participating in several programmes such as family welfare, health,
promoting their nutritional and educational status, awareness on
environment, personal hygiene through individual sanitary latrines
and clean drinking water etc. A large number of the women from
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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SHGs participate

in Janmabhoomi

(a government

programme

envisaging people's participation in over-all development of villages)
regularly as active partners for their village development
Various services I Programmes of Government are getting

converged at SHGs level.
Deepam Scheme
Government of Andhra Pradesh launched Deepam Scheme
on 9-7-1999 for distribution of 10 lakh domestic L.P.Gas connections
to women of below poverty line families in Rural areas in A.P. under
Phase I with an aim to reduce dependence on forest for firewood,
improve their health status, remove drudgery due to conventional
cooking and to improve the general environment of the State.
Beneficiaries under the scheme will be the members from DWCRA
groups, which are in existence for one year or above. In addition to
the above 15 lakh LP gas connections have been sanctioned under
Phase II. So far 14.831akhLP gas connections have been distributed
to the rural poor DWCRAlSHG women in the state under Phase-I &
II. During 2003-04, 10 lakh gas connections have been proposed to
be issued and it is under progress.
Gruhini
Govt. of A.P. introduceda new scheme"Gruhini"for the benefit
of the rural women SHGs members,who have no pucca house either
in th~ name self or her spouse's name and have annual income below
Rs. 32,000 only. Total unit cost is Rs. 40,000. Loan component is Rs.
30,000 and subsidy Rs. 10,000. 36,452 houses were allotted during
2003-04 underGruhini. Identificationof beneficiariesis underprogress.
Mid-Day Meals Programme - Involvement of DWCRA Groups
In rural areas, the DWCRAI SHGs are appointed as
implementing agencies under "Mid-Day Meal Programme" taken up
Dr.M C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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by the government for the ongoing school children of primary classes
form 2nd January 2003 in the State. 53,156 women SHGs (DWCRA
groups) are working as implementing agencies under "Mid-Day Meal
Programme" in all the 22 rural districts.
Raising of nurseries,

management

of watersheds

is also

entrusted to women in some districts. In addition to these, construction
of individual sanitary latrines has been entrusted to women in various
places. Women SHGs are actively participating in literacy programme
"Akshara

Sankranthi".

Wo.men SHGs had very good impact on

reducing the influence of moneylenders in rural areas. Similarly there
is impressive
programmes

impact

on SHG members

like family welfare,

of other Government

education,

girl child education,

immunization of children etc., 6000 women members of SHGs were
also elected in local body elections (Sarpanches,

Ward members,

MPTCs, -ZPTCs, Mandai Presidents etc.,)

INCOME-GENERATING ACTIVITIES
Various income-generating

activities have been taken up by

DRDAs for the economic empowerment

of the rural poor women

under SGSY, State Revolving Fund (Matching Grant) and SHG Bank
1.

Mesta Products

12. Kondaplli toys

2.

Horn toys

13. Dry fish

3.

Bell metal Cashew nut

14. Baniyans

4.

Ali veena

15. Leather Lamp shades

5.

Mango jelly

16. Paper pulp toys

6.

Etikoppaka toys

17. soft toys

7.

Kalankari

18. pickles

8.

Cane Products

19. sarees

9.

Coconut & Coir prodiucts

20. Dress Material

10. Lace products

21. Readymade garments

11. Paper sweet

22. zari and venkatagiri saries
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23. wooden cutlery
24. Laminated Photos
25. Embroidery & wool items

26. Puppets
27. Agarbatties and Leather
• Chappals.
28. Gem Stones
29. Broom Sticks
30. Wooden sculpture
31. Wood carving
32. Mosquito net
33. Terrakota pottery
34. Kora toys
35. Ariveni Handicrafts
36. Bross idols
37. Banjara needle work
38. pot painting & wood painting

39. Decorative articles
40. Artificial Bonsai trees
41. Gollabhama Sarees
42. Lambada Ornaments
43. banjara toys
44. Gadwal Sarees
45. Kalankari bed sheets &
towels
46. Mirror work
47. Chappals
48. Lungies
49. Carpets
50. Handloom Sarees
51. Brass items
52. Silver filgre items
53. Rexine & velvet bags
54. Pochampallybed sheets &
Pillow covers

Capacity Building:
Special programmes have been designed for training and
capacity building of the SHGs. Training for skill development and
awareness generation through exposure visits is taken up in all the
districts. Regular skill development training programmes are being
organized for value additionto DWCRA products for better packaging
standardization of ingredients, pricing and to develop marketing skills
among women. Women are exposed to best and relevant
technologies displayed at nDCs in all districts. The informationabout
\ their functioning is obtained on a quarterly basis for monitoring and
evaluation. Well-known agencies like ORG-Marg are associated for
evaluation and monitoring of SHGs and to suggest measures for
their sustainable growth.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Marketing:
Marketing support is provided to the SHGs through DWCRA
Bazaars (Market outlets), which have been set up in all the districts.
A permanent DWCRA Bazaar is being set up at Hyderabad. Products
worth more than Rs.100 crores were sold through DWCRA Bazaars
in the last two years.
The SHGs are assisted in many districts to develop branding
of their products ex: Stree Prakasham in Ongole disrict ,Mahila in
Adilabad, East Godavari etc., Women are encouraged to participate
in fairs taking place at national level and in other states. Collaboration
with Hindustan Lever Ltd., has been secured by SHGs of Nalgonda
district where MACS have been appointed as stockist points and
groups as sales pointsfor marketingDWCRA products.Leadingsuper
bazaars like Food World, Apna Bazaar, Thrinethra super market
have came forward to tie up with SHGs to market DWCRA products.
INSTITUTION BUILDING:
SHGs are encouraged to come together as Cooperative
Societies at the village level and mandai level by federating them
under Mutually Aided Cooperative Societies Act 1995. Nearly 350
societies have been formed so far. These societies will be accessing
credit from financial institutions, donor agencies, DRDAs and
Voluntary organizations and help the members of women SHGs in
availing bigger loans for economic activities and also helps in
collective bargaining in marketing of products, purchasing raw
materialsetc. These societiesare popularlyknownas "Mahila Banks".
These societies have a share capital of Rs. 5.80 crores and total
corpus of Rs. 17.77 crores. These societies charge interest of 12-18
% per annum for giving loans. The recovery rate is around 98%.
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NON - GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS' EFFORTS:
Right from the beginning, NGOs in Andhra Pradesh are
working for the cause of women and more than 200 committed NGOs
have been involved in facilitating formation of SHGs and in the efforts
for their sustenance NGOs are working in close coordination with
ORDAs in training and capacity building, skill development training
programmes building SHG centred organisations etc.,.
·GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES:
•

Sales tax exemption on the sales of all the products
manufactured by the DWCRA / SHG beneficiaries and
marketed through the district level marketing societies
organized by the ORDAs

•

Stamp duty waiver on all loan documents to be executed
by the DWCRA / SHGs for accessing loans from banks
and other financial institutions.

•

Special provision made in the state budget during last
four years for state matching grant / revolving fund to
support SHGs

•

Established permanent marketing centers in all the
districts.

•

Established TTDCs in all the districts for skill trainings
and capacity building and also to display technologies

•

Setting up of SRTRI for technology development,
research, training and to coordinate the training activities
for all the districts.

•

Appointment of DWCRA / SHGs as implementing
agencies under Mid-day meals scheme.
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•

Support to groups to participate in fairs at National, State
and district level.

•

Support to form women's co-operative societies under
MACS Act.

•

14.83 lakh L.P. Gas connections
women.

•

Setting up of one permanent
Hyderabad.

to DWCRA / SHG

DWCRA

Bazaar

at

Due to this massive Self-Help movement, there is perceptible
improvement

in socio-economic

status of rural women.

Due to

constant efforts of the government, women have become very active,
assertive and are concerned with the issues relating to them and
their surroundings.

III. 'NATIONAL SOCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME
The following two schemes (1) NOAP and (2) NFBS are being
implemented.
(i)

National Old Age Pension Scheme [NOAP]

Under this scheme, the Government of India is giving RS.75/
~per person to all the people above 65 years of age who are destitutes
having little or no means of subsistence. The State Government has
added the sanction of NOAP by allocating separate state budget.
Under this scheme, the Government of India has allocated
a target of 4,66,000 and the State Government has added a target
8.53,400 making a total of 13,19,400 persons. During the year 20002001 an amount of Rs. 13774.20 lakhs were utilised on 13,19,400
beneficiaries. During the year 2001-2002 an amount of Rs,4251.01
lakhs have been released by the Government of India and the State
Government have also released Rs. 7605.60 Lakhs. RS.12411.55
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lakhs have been disbursed

to 13,19,400 beneficiaries

including

25,000 weavers.
In 2002-03 another 2.00 lakh pensions have been added
by the State Government making a total of 15,19,400 pensions
including 30,000 weavers with an allocation of Rs. 13842.36 lakhs.
So far Rs. 14218.14 lakhs has been utilised. The Govt. of India
transferred

the scheme to State Govt. for implementation

w.e.f.

2002-03.

Year-wise progress
S.No Year
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003

Achievement
Physical
Financial
IBeneficiaries)
IRs. in lakhs)
469334
3032.54
894400
6944.12
894400
9057.47
1094400
8581.93
1294400
12129.23
1294400
13774.20
12411.55
14218.14

1319400
1519400

As on May 2003. Rs. 2280.60 lakhs have been utilized
towards pensions. An allocation of Rs. 13842.36 lakhs is provided
in the budget under plan and non-planto assist 1519400pensioners.
(ii)

National.Eamily Benefit Scheme (NFBS)

Under this scheme, the Government of India provides an
assistance of Rs.10,0001- on the death of any primary bread earner
who is within 64 years of age. DUring 2000-2001, 30780 persons
were assisted under the scheme utilisinq RS.3108.97 lakhs. During
the 2001-2002, an amount of Rs..2383.57lakhs has been released
against the total allocation of RS.303552 lakhs and an amount of
Rs. 2473.63 lakhs has been disbursed to 25853 beneficiaries.
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During 2002-03, 18343 families have been assisted utilising
Rs. 1838.44 lakhs. The scheme has been transferred to State Govt.
for implementation

w.e.f. 2002-03.

PROGRESS UNDER NFBS
Achievement

-

S.N<

Year

Financial(Rs.in lakhs) Physical(Families)

1

1995-96

295.82

4486

2

1996-97

1668.15

29241

3

1997-98

3451.97

49220

4

1998-99

4042.25

38617

1

1999-2000

3132.97

31006

2

2000-2001

3108.97

31475

3

2001-2002

2473.63

25853

4

2002-2003

1838.44

1'8343

During 2003-04 an allocation of Rs. 2749.29 lakhs is
provided in the budget to assist 27490 families and the entire amount
has been released. As on May'2003, 454 families have been
assisted with an amount of Rs. 45.43 lakhs.
~ IV. PROGRESS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIAL PROJECTS
UNDER SGSY
(i)

Economic Generation through Coir production by Women
!['
SHGs in East Godavari District
\.0.
~'/OJ

The Government of India have sanctioned special project of..
Economic Generation through Coir production by·~·\M1r¥JW-~HGs
iri"
.
"
.
;11 ~1Cj>f n'tv
East Godavari District with a total cost of Rs:1~45LeO-lakh-sto be
shared between central and state in the ratf61~flf5Y~i¥~r:~dcf~leased
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Rs.1 034.55 lakhs. The State Government has released their share
of Rs.344.85 lakhs so far for implementation

of the project.

So far an amount of Rs.1224.40 lakhs has been utilised and
11,800· beneficiaries have received training.

Production:
(1) 2 ply yarn making - 430 m. tons value of Rs. 60.20 lakhs.
(2) Mat weaving 1.85 rn.tons. Value of Rs.24.05 lakhs.
(3) Brush making 0.185 m.tons. Value of Rs.1.85 lakhs totalling
value of production is Rs.86.10 lakhs.
(ii)

Poverty Alleviation through use of ImprovedAgricultural
Technology in Chittoor District
The Government of India have sanctioned special project of

Poverty Alleviation through use of Improved Agricultural Technology
in Chittoor District with a total cost of Rs.1500.00 lakhs to be shared
between centratand state in the ratioof 75:25 and releasedan amount
of Rs.1069.25 lakhs. The State Government have released its
matching-share of Rs.356.25 lakhs so far, for implementation of the
project.
So far an amount of Rs. 1131.00 lakhs has been utilised covering
5133 acres.
1)

Area feasible for implementation Identified - 6469.59 Acres,
901 groups covered.

2)

508 systems installed to cover 5133.99 Acres, (723 groups
covered.)

iii.

Action plan to create Technologically Qualified Global
Workers in Ranga Reddy, Medak, Nalgonda and
Warangal of Andhra Pradesh
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The Government of India have sanctioned special project of
Action plan to create Technologically

Qualified Global Workers in

Ranga Reddy, Medak, Nalgonda and Warangal of Andhra Pradesh
(2001-2002) with a total cost of Rs. 799.21 fakhs to be shared between
central and state in the ratio of 75:25 and released 15t instalment of

amount of Rs.319.68 lakhs.
10 training centres have been started in Rangareddy district.
Two training centres proposed in Warangal District. Action is being
taken to start the training in the remaining centres of other districts.
So far Rs. 220.00 lakhs have been utilised.
iv.

Economic Generation throuQh Fashion Designing &
Garment
Manufacturing by Women SHG in East
Godavari District

The Government of India have sanctioned special project
on Economic Generation through Fashion Designing & Garment
manufacturing by Women SHG in East Godavari District (2001-2002)
with a total cost of Rs.1200.00 lakhs to be shared between central
and state in the ratio of 75:25 and released 1st instalment of amount
of Rs.360.00 lakhs in the month of March'2002. State Government
have released Rs. 120.00 lakhs. The Project Director, DRDA, East
Godavari has identified the training centres and procured suitable
machinery with the assistance of National Institute of Fashion
Technology. Training has been given to 1000 SHG members and
2nd batch training is under progress So far Rs. 375.80 lakhs has
been utilised.

v. Gollapalem Lift IrrigationScheme on Aleru Drain in Inkollu
MandaI in Prakasam District
The Government of India have sanctioned special project of
Gollapalem Lift Irrigation Scheme on Aleru Drain in Inkollu Mandai in
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Prakasam District (2001-2002) with a total cost of Rs.295.00 lakhs
to be shared between central and state in the ratio of 75:25 and
released 15t instalment of amount of RS.88.50 lakhs in the month of

March'2002. The State Government have also released Rs. 29.50
lakhs as its matching share.
vi. Economic Assistance to 6275 lAY house beneficiaries of
Madakasira Block, Ananthapur District Project Report
The Government of India have sanctioned special project
on Economic Assistance to 6275 lAY house beneficiaries of
Madakasira Block, Ananthapur District Project Report (2001-2002)
with a total cost of RS.982.00 lakhs to be shared between central
and state in the ratio of 75:25 and released 1"t instalment of amount
of Rs.186.30 lakhs in the month of March'2002. The State Govt.
have also released its matching share of Rs. 62.10 lakhs.
So far 227 cases have been sanctioned by banks with a
total expenditure of Rs. 22.70 lakhs.
vii. Development of Marine Fisheries in Srikakulam District
The Government of India have sanctioned special project
on Development of Marine Fisheries in Srikakulam District (20012002) with a total cost of RS.873.00 lakhs to be shared between
central and state in the ratio of 75:25. Funds have been released to
a tune of Rs. 611.10 lakhs by Govt. of lndia and State Govt. so far.
Group loaning for 2233 beneficiaries with an amount of Rs.
132.33Iakhs. Revolving fund Rs. 72.73Iakhs, infrastructure for Rs.
51 50 lakhs, and training expenditure Rs. 8.10 lakhs.
viii. Special Project on Employment Generation in Rural Areas
of Nell ore District
Govt. of India have sanctioned the special project to create
employment in Rural Areas of Nellore District with a target of 10250
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The total cost of the project is Rs. 14.99 crores. The

Govt. share is Rs. 12.01 crores to be shared by Central and State at
75:25 respectively.

Govt. of India have released Rs. 360.36 lakhs

as 151instalment.
So far an amount of Rs. 122.13 lakhs has been spent under
Minor Irrigation for desilting and improvement to the tanks.
ix. Providing Assistance to SHGs federated into Mutually Aided

Thrift Credit Co-operative Societies, Nalgonda.
Govt. of India have sanctioned the above special project
under SGSY to provide financial assistance to strengthen the existing
mutually aided thrift and credit societies to make them self reliant
business enterprises to Nalgonda district with an allocation of Rs.
284.00 lakhs and released Rs. 85.20 lakhs.
As the sanction is recently given, the implementation of the
programme is under process.

X.

Income Generation of SHGs through imparting skills in
Textiles Processing and Garment manufacturing
in
Visakhapatnam District.
Govt. of India have sanctioned the above Spl. project under
SGSY for the benefit of 6080 families with a total subsidy of Rs.
726.72 lakhs and credit component of Rs. 489.60 lakhs. The Govt.
of India have released the 40% of the Central Share of Rs. 218.02
lakhs as 151instalment.
As the sanction is recently given (March'2003)
implementation of the programme is under process.

the

XI)
Development of Handicrafts clusters of Kalamkari
painting at Srikalahasti in Chittoor District.
Govt. of India have sanctionedthe above project under SGSY
and envisages development of the craft through participatory mode
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of crafts persons for the benefit of 300 families. The total Govt share
is Rs. 298.74 lakhs and credit component is Rs. 60.00 lakhs. The
Govt of India have released 151instalment of Rs. 89.624 lakhs,
As the sanction
implementation

XII)

is recently

given

(March'2003)

the

of the programme is under process.

Development of Tribal Jewellery Handicraft cluster in

Nalgonda District:
The Govt of India have sanctioned the above project with a
total subsidy component of Rs. 48.40 lakhs, Credit component of
Rs. 48.40 lakhs and beneficiary contribution is Rs. 3.49 lakhs for the
benefit of 150 artisans. The Govt of India have released Rs. 14.52
lakhs as 151instalment
As the sanction

is recently given (March'2003)

the

implementation of the programme is under process.
Abstract of the SGSY Special Projects
51

Nc

Name of the Project &
Beneficiaries

Bank
Component

Subsidy

Total

No. of
Beneficia ries

(Rs. in lakhs)
1

3

2

4

5

6

1 Economic Generation through
Coir production by Women SHGs
in East Godavari District
2 Poverty Alleviation through use
of ImprovedAgriculturalTechnology
in Chittoor District

0.00

1452.00

1452.00

13800

0.00

1500.00

1500.00

10000
Acres

539.00

799.21

1338.21

12000

3 ActionPlanto createTechnologically
qualified Global Workers in
Ranga Reddy, Medak, Nalgonda
& Warangal districts
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"Economic Generation through
Fashion Designing and Garment
Manufacturing by Women Self-Help
Groups in East Godavari District

855.00

1200.00

2055.00

13680

0.00

295.00

295.00

1481

361.00

621.00

982.00

6275

627.00

837.00

1464.00

6100

298.50

1201.20

1499.70

10250

-

284.00

284.00

24111

10 Income Generation of.SHGs through
imparting skills in Textiles processing
and Garment manufacturing in
Visakhapatnam District.
489.60

726.72

1216.32

6080
families

11 Development of Handicrafts
clusters of Kalamkari painting
at Srikalahasti in Chittoor District.

60.00

298.74

12 Development of Tribal Jewellery
Handicraft cluster in Nalgonda
District

15.54

48.40

5

6

7
8
9

"Gollapalem Lift Irrigation Scheme
on Aleru Drain in Inkollu Mandai of
Prakasam District.
"Economic Assistance to 6275
lAY (Innovative) Houses Swarozgaris in Madakasira Block
Ananthapur district
"Development of Marine Fisheries
in Srikakulam District
Employment Generation in Rural
Areas of Nellore District.
Providing Assistance to Self-Help
Groups federated into mutually
aided thrift and credit Co.op
societies, Nalgonda

TOTAL

..

358.74
300
beneficiaries

63.94
150
beneficiaries
3245.64 9263.27 12508.91 88147
Benfs.
6080
families
10000 Acs

Source:- Department of Women Empowerment & Self-Employment,
Govt. of AP.
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VANA SAMRAKSHANA SAMITHIES (VSS)
While we speak of availability of water and its conservation
we will have to look into the primary natural factors that are imperative
for rain - quantum of rain in a particular area. In this context as is
quite evident it is the trees and the extent of forest area which is the
basic natural factor that facilitates rain. Here, we may look into the
efforts and the programmes that are being carried on by the
department of forest under the Joint Forest Management - VANA
SAMRAKSHANA SAMITHIES (VSS).
JOINT FOREST MANAGEMENT (JFM) IN ANDHRA PRADESH
The State of Andhra Pradesh (AP) has 63.81 lakh Hectares
offorestland, which constitutes 23% of the state's geographical area.
With the population of both human and cattle increasing the pressure
on forests has also increased leading to their degradation. The limited
number of forest department staff are not in a position to effectively
conserve the forest resources. Hence, Joint Forest Management is
adopted which involves the local villagers in managing and protecting
the forests.
The (Indian) National Forest Policy of 1988 has recognized
the need for seeking the co-operation of local people in joint
management of forests. The Government of Andhra Pradesh has
also issued orders for constituting Village level forest protection
committees called Vana Samrakshana Samithies (VSS) for
management and protection of forest resources.
About 17 lakh Hectares of forestland is under Joint Forest
Management in the State.
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Salient features of JFM
•

The Joint Forest Management (JFM) programme envisages
constitution of Vana Samrakshana Samithies(VSS) has certas,
duties and responsibilities.

•

Every household living in the hamlets / villages / cluster of
villages, particularlythose dependingon forest for the daily needs,
would have the option of becoming a Member of Samithi.
However, all Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe members of
the hamlets / villages / cluster of villages would become members
of Samithi automatically. Any two adult members could represent
the household and out of them one will be a woman.

•

The members of VSS shall elect a 15 member Managing
Committee out of which atleast 5 members shall be women.

•

The Members of VSS, individually and collectively shall be
responsible to ensure protection of forest against encroachment,
grazing, fires and thefts of forest produce.

•

Carry out development of forests in accordance with the
approved Joint Forest Management Plan.

•

Make other villagers aware of the importance of forests.
Members of VSS shall have the power to apprehend the forest
offenders and hand them over to the authorities concerned to
take action under the provisions of the relevant forest Acts and
Rules. The members are entitled to 25% of the "Compounding
fees" collected from such offenders where the offence was
committed outside their JFM area as an incentive for the good
work done by VSS.

•

Along with trees for fuel, fodder and timber, the village community
shall be permitted to plant such fruit trees as would fit with the
overall scheme of afforestation, such as Amla, tamarind (Imli),
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Mohua as well as shrubs, fodder legumes and grasses which
would meet local needs, help soil and water conservation and
enrich the degraded soil/land. Even local medicinal plants may
be grown according to the requirements and preference to
beneficiaries.
•

The Research & Development unit of the AP Forest Department
has developed grafts of high yielding varieties from the Minor
Forest Produce (MFP) species. The grafts are being used to
plant in encroached areas for early returns.

Impact of JFM
Due to protection and management of forest area through
JFM the overall vegetation cover and quality of the forests has
improved as it is evident from the satellite imageries taken before
and after formation of the VSS.
Many VSS have been able to witness increased availability
of fuel and fodder within two years of taking up the Joint Forest
Management programme in their villages.
The involvement of village community in forest management
has greatly contributedto the reductionin the incidencesof smuggling,
fire and grazing.
Returns for VSS Members
The members of the Vana Samrakshana Samithi (VSS)
protecting the forests shall be entitled to the following share from the
forests:
•

All Non-timber Forest Produceexcept those for which GCC holds
the monopoly rights. However the right to collection shall remain
with the VSS members, if they desire. The members shall be
paid the collection charges upon delivery of the produce as per
the rates fixed by the Government.
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VSS members shall be entitled to 100% share in timber and
bamboo harvested from the regenerated

degraded forests as

prescribed in the approved Micro Plan subject to the following
conditions:Expenditure

incurred on. the harvesting shall be deducted

from .the total income. However, the harvesting work will be
got done by the members of the VSS only as far as possible
Expenditure

necessary

to sustain the productivity

of the

forests like raising plantations, carrying out other sylviculture
operations and soil and moisture conservation measures as
per the micro plan shall be deducted from the total income.
This amount will be retained in the joint account of Vana
Samrakshana

Samithies

and the. Forest Department

for

ploughing back in the fore~ts under the management of the
Vana Samrakshana
equally

Samithies.

apportioned

Samrakshana

among

Balance income shall be
the

members

of Vana

Samithies.

In 1999 the State Government has issued Orders providing
for 50% of the Net Revenue obtained from sale of Beedi Leaf collected
from the VSS area to the VSS - An amount of Rs. 5 to 7 Crores
would thus be available to about 1600 VSS in the Telangana region
every year, reducing their dependency on Government funding for
implementing their microplans.

Unique features of JFM in Andhra Pradesh
•

People are given 100% rights over the forest produce, unlike in
many other States where the sharing is limited to 25%.

•

Transparency in VSS operations by channelising the funds
through Joint Account system.
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Involvement of Non Governmental Organizations in strengthening
the Vana Samrakshana Samithies through motivation, extension,
training and other support activities.

•

Effective

inter

departmental

co-ordination

for ensuring

development ofVSS villages as "Model Villages" .

. Issues to be monitored by Non-Governmental Organizations/
Senior Citizens/Public Representatives/Government Officials
•

To ensure that the Vana Samrakshana Samithi members will
not take up any agriculture crops on the forestland in the name
of Joint Forest Management

•

To ensure that there is good co-ordination between forest
department, other Government Departments,NGOs and villagers
in successful implementation of the programme

•

To pursue with the District Administration to take up welfare
programmes complementary to JFM work in VSS villages.

Advent of Joint Forest Management in Andhra Pradesh:
The National Forest Policy of 1988 has recognizedthe need
to involve local people in management of forests for ensuring their
effective conservation. The Government of India has issued detailed
guidelines in the year 1990 on the concept of implementing Joint
Forest Management.Accordingly the Governmentof Andhra Pradesh
has issued formal orders in 1992 for adopting Joint Forest
Management (JFM) as a strategy for rehabilitation of degraded
forests. Detailed guidelines were also issued in the year 1993, for
taking up JFM through village level committees called "Vana
Samrakshana Samithies" (VSS).
Like many other State Governments, the AP Forests
Department have also issued comprehensive guidelines for adopting
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Joint Forest Management as a strategy for rehabilitation of degraded
forests in the year 1993, through village level committees called "Vana
Samrakshana

Samithies" (VSS). Initially, there was lot of skepticism

among the foresters about the worthiness of this strategy as a remedy
for protection problems. This type of approach for managing forests
was new to the people also, hence lot of effort was needed to convince
the people also about the assurances
returns

promised

to the people,

of the Government

if they take up Joint

on the
Forest

Management.
However, with the passage of time, both the local people as
well as the forest officials
rejuvenating

degraded

started seeing what JFM can do for

forests,

and the concept

gained

more

acceptance. The success stories spread from one village to another
village. What was started as a small program has today attained
gigantic proportions?

Under the dynamic leadership

of the Chief

Minster Sri Nara Chandra Babu Naidu, the program attained a state
level campaign mode. As the CM himself had said many times, if we
have to see the impact of any strategy we have to think big and
implement it allover the State, instead of dealing with a few hundred
villages here and there.
Keeping in view the tremendous

enthusiasm

being shown

by the people towards this program and the spectacular improvement
in forest regeneration due to their efforts, the State Government issued
orders on 7-12-96 giving 100% share of timber and bamboo to the
VSS members, enhancing it from 50% share envisaged earlier. This
is a true sign of the confidence imposed in the ability of the people in
managing their forest resources efficiently.
Special features of JFM in Andhra Pradesh
•

People are given 100% rights over the forest produce, unlike in
many other States where the sharing is limited to 25%, with a
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD.
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built in mechanism for recycling 50% of the revenue from timber
and bamboo for sustainable management of the forests under
their control.
•

VSS members are given 50% of the net revenue obtained from
the Beedi Leaf collected from VSS area.

•

VSS

members

"Compounding
apprehended
•

are

also

given

Fees" collected

a share

of 25%

from the forest

in the

offenders

by them.

Transparency in VSS operations by channeling the funds through
Joint

Account

Committee

system,

resolutions,

duly supported

by the Managing

and presenting the quarterly progress

reports to the General Body.
•

50% compulsory enrolment for women in the general body and
30% minimum in the Managing Committee.

•

Involvement

of

strengthening

the Vana Samrakshana

Non

Governmental

Organizations
Samithies

in

through

motivation, extension, training and other support activities.
•

SCs and STs are automatic members of VSS. This is to ensure
that the poorer sections of the society are not left out.

•

Forest areas under cultivation

by the poor tribals are being

brought under VSS so that the poor people can get employment
during the regeneration

phase and subsequently- draw income

from the usufruct. This will also stop the pernicious habit of shifting
cultivation.
•

Medicinal plants occurring in Forest areas have been identified
which the VSS members

can harvest and market.

Plan for

regeneration of important medicinal plants, both insitu and exsitu.

are being drawn linking with the market.
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Making requisite funds for implementation available by mobilising
resources

from Employment

Assurance

Scheme,

Centrally

Sponsored Schemes and the World Bank, so that work does not
suffer for want of money.
•

With the initiative taken by Government of Andhra Pradesh, the
Government of India has also issued guidelines to all states for
earmarking funds for forestry sector under EAS and Jawahar
Rojqar Yojana.

•

Effective

inter

departmental

co-ordination

for ensuring

development of VSS villages as "Model Villages".

Current Status of implementation of JFM in Andhra Pradesh
The current status of implementation of JFM is given
hereunder. The statistics depicted below are obtained from the Joint
Forest Management (JFM) unit as on 22.11.1999.
•

6575 Vana Samrakshana Samithis have been formed.

•

Degraded forest area of 16.521akhhectares brought under JFM.

•

5.28 lakh hectares treated so far by taking regeneration works,
including soil and moisture conservation and gap planting.

•

13 lakh VSS members, including 6 lakh women are actively
participating in JFM program in remote villages of the State.

•

5.57 lakh STs and SCs are members of VSS having a stake in
regeneration of forests.

•

192 VSS are under the chairmanship of women.

•

24,000 hectares of forestland under encroachment has been

t

,

rejuvenated through VSS by motivating the local people.
Future Plan of Action:
•

JFM strategy has proved to be an effective way of conserving
our forests and utilize them for sustaining livelihood of rural poor.
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Although there is a greater participation of people in VSS affairs,
it still needs to be strengthened so as to ensure participation of
women and other weaker sections in decision-making

•

process.

Total transparency in functioning of the VSS should be ensured,
thus eliminating the scope for mistrust and resultant conflicts.

•

The entire forest area under JFM is proposed to be treated by

2008 AD
•

Seeing the encouraging results that are being obtained by
scientific treatment of forest areas, there is a need to go for
"Saturation Treatment" of the entire area.

•

Greater emphasis should be laid on effective Soil and Moisture
Conservation works on a watershed basis in VSS forest areas.

•

Such a treatment would mean mobilizing additional financial
resources - some of the older VSS having teak and bamboo
areas.may be in a position to finance the treatment out of their
own resources generated from the forests, and the VSS in
Telangana region will get substantial revenue from Beedi Leaf to
implement their microplans, but many other VSS, which include
most of the newly formed ones, need to be supported by the
Government

Social Forestry
In order to reducethe pressure on the Forestlandsfor forestry
resources, massive efforts are needed in meeting the people
requirement for firewood, small timber and other forest produce from
the lands outside the designated forest area. Social Forestry has
brought in a new era of meeting the requirement of not only the local
people but also the forest-based industries for their raw material
needs. The Social Forestry stream is being implemented by the
Department through its' field officers.
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Organizing Schemes and Funding Resources
Clean and Green Camp..ign: One of the main activities of the
campaign is to afforest the vacant lands outside the Reserve Forests
to increase the tree cover in Andhra Pradesh. During the year 1999,
29 crore seedlings have been raised and about 20 crores seedlings
have been distributed. For next year (2000 AD) it is proposed to
raise and distribute 50 crores seedlings under the above said
campaign. The various agencies like Rural Department, Horticulture
Department, Panchayat Raj Department are involved with Forest
Department in this campaign.
Telugu Ganga Project: Environmental management plan for 6 (six)
years commencing from 1997-98 is being implemented for the three
balancing reservoirs that is Kandeluru in Nellore District, Velugudu
in Kurnool District and Sri Pothuluri Veera Brahmendra Swamy Mutt
projects. The main object of the project is sustainability of the project
by treating the catchment areas. The project is funded by Andhra
Pradesh Irrigation Department which is a user agency. The total area
treated is 26,435 hectares of plantations and raising of canal bank
plantations, all along the Telugu Ganga Canal (145 Kms.). The total
cost of the project is Rs. 3,653.489 lakhs
Problems faced by APFD for forest protection
1.

Growing population of human beings and cattle: There is
heavy pressure on forest area because of free grazing policy
and increased cattle population which results in trampling,
compaction of soil, reducing soil percolation capacity.

2.

Wide gap between supply and demand for forest produce

3.

Poverty of the people of the interface villages. Land
encroachments into the forest areas

4.

Forest fires
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5.

Illegal mining of semi precious stones

6.

Anti-social elements

7.

Inadequate forest protection staff

8.

Inadequate

transport

facility

far the mability

of forest

protection staff
9.

Inadequate communication

facilities far protection staff

10.

Unwieldy jurisdictian of protection staff

11.

Increase in the naxalite (Extremist) activities in forest areas
and law and order problem
The forests have became abade of the extremists

instigate local people to. fell tree grawth either far encroachment

who.
far

cultivatian ar far smuggling. Main issues are:
•

Assaulting and threatening the staff nat to. book cases

•

Burning of forest vehicles

•

Burning of beedi leave khallas

•

Blawing up of forest buildings

•

Encaurage encraachments

and felling of trees

MEASURES TAKEN FOR FOREST PROTECTION BY APFD
Protection of forests from fires:
Forest fires adversely effect the natural regeneratian and
wild life habitats. So.it requires firewatchers, fire-tracinq operations,
fire lines, watch towers and fire fighting equipments.
1. Fire tracing of 79,311 KMs of boundary lines total-1,58,622
KMs, Fire lines, forest tracks
2. Construction of watch towers 10 metres height - 500
Numbers.
3.

Procurement of fire fighting equipment
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Amendment to Forest Act:

At present forest offences are bailable. A proposal lS
submitted to Government to make the forest offences non-bailable
cognizable to make the Act more deterrent.
More
~

Educating the public

~

Discouraging goats

~

Castration of scrub and unproductive cattle

~

Giving alternate income generating schemes

~

Rotation grazing by closing certain forest areas

~

Imposing heavy penalties for violation

Popularization of wood substitutes:
•

Construction purpose - Cement, Aluminium, Iron and Plastic
doo~,~amesandshutte~.

•

Furniture - Plastic, Iron, aluminium chairs, tables etc.

•

Agricultural implements - Iron ploughs, carts, tillers etc.

•

Energy purpose - Bio-gas plants, Liquid Petrol Gas, Solar
cookers, electric cookers, smokeless choolahs (stoves), fuelefficient choolahs (stoves)

Communication:
APFD has a communication network across the state to
facilitate communication between forest officials to stop smuggling,
theft of forest produce and other prohibited activities in the forests of
Andhra Pradesh. The existing wireless stations (as on 22.11.199)
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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~

High Frequency Stations - 22

~

Very High Frequency Stations - 131

~

Mobile sets - 164

~

Hand held sets - 600

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction:Andhra Pradesh is the fifth largest State in geographical
area and also the fifth largest State in forest area in the country. The
state is a distinct geographical entity occupying the east central
plateau of India with 23.20oio of its area being under forests. These
forest resources, as elsewhere in India, are under tremendous
pressure due to increasing demands and therefore, suffer from
degradation and denudation, resulting in poor socio-economic
conditions and quality of life. Nearly 70% of the cultivated area is
rain-fed. Erratic rainfall, low water table are limiting factors for
intensive agriculture. The marginal returns and low yields have
induced farmers to expand their agricultural holdings into areas of
very poor potential, aggravating the problem of soil erosion. Most of
the rural people are under-employed and hence the low per capita
income and consequent poverty.
In the early 1990s soon after revision of forest policy during
1988, there was a major shift in focus of forest management in India
in general and in Andhra Pradesh in particular. Forest management,
which till then was on an Estate approach, soon was decentralized
and Participatory Forest Management with active participation of
forest dependent communities, especially the tribals was the new
tool of forest management. It began in the form of Joint Forest
Management (JFM) in 1992 through an order issued by the
Government of Andhra Pradesh. It has grown into a massive
movement with nearly 25% of State's forests having been brought
under JFM by the year 2000.
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Joint Forest Management is a concept or a philosophy
wherein all the forest dependent villagers of a given village or its
hamletls organize themselves into a cohesive groupwith an objective
of protecting, regenerating and managing the Forests in the vicinity
of their village or hamlets. These cohesive groups so organized are
called Vana Samrakshana Samithies (VSS). Since the forest
dependent villagers, as a matter of fact belong to poor and weaker
sections, fiscal, technical, m~agerial and moral support is provided
by the Forest Department. The Forest Department also endeavors
to coordinate with other wings of Government and other pressure
groups for a holistic development of these villages and these
communities. The VSS are assured of employment through forest
development activities. The entire harvest is transferred to the VSS.
They are however required to save and replough a certain amount
earned through harvest and consequent sale of wood produce grown
through their efforts on sustaining the initiatives initiated to improve
the forests. Certain incentives for their active role in forest protection
like a share in the fines collected from those found guilty of committing
Forest offences and whom they apprehend are also in place. On its
part the Forest Department after formation of these samithies conduct
massive programs for capacity building, motivation campaigns,
ParticipatoryRuralAppraisal etc. In additionto developmentofforests,
food security and livelihood support occupy important status in this
approach.
Initially,there was lot of skepticism among the foresters about
the effectiveness of this strategy as a solution for protection. This
type of approach for managing forests was new to the people. Hence
lot of effort was needed to convince the people about the assurances
of the Government on the returns promised to the people, if they
take up Joint Forest Management. With the passage of time, both
the local people as well as the forest officials started seeing the visual
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impact of JFM in rejuvenating
gained more acceptance.

degraded forests, and the concept

The success stories spread from one

village to another village. What was started as a small initiative has
today attained gigantic proportions with more and more forest fringe
villages being involved in joint management of forests? From a mere
200 VSS in 1995, today there are more than 6700 VSSs in the state
managing 1.68 million hectares of forest area.
The experience gained and the lessons learnt have promised
an optimistic future. The forests that were fast degrading and depleting
have begun to look up and improve. There has been appreciable
improvement in forest density and quality. The initiative also has had
a direct positive bearing in the economic and social status of the
forest dependent

communities.

These communities

have had the

advantage of increased family income. There has been increase in
agricultural

productivity

achievements

and reduction

in migration.

These

have given confidence to the State's decision makers

and the result is that this new project will graduate from Joint Forest
Management

to Community

Forest Management

with focus on

alleviating rural poverty through improved forest management and
community development

through participation of the stakeholders.

The project seeks to usher in greater
development

and poverty

alleviation

and empowering

synergy
through

between

forest

a democratized

participatory

approach

forest dependent

communities.

As sustainability is the key word, the project balances

the local needs with external and environmental
achieved

through increased

productivity

local

needs. This will be

of the forest resources,

reduced dependence on forests through substitution of demand and
alternate livelihood opportunities, upgradation of living standards and
above all inculcating a sense of ownership and pride among the forest
dependent

communities

likely conflicts

engaged in CFM. It will also address the

between the immediate
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adequately educating the various stakeholders on sustainable
management of forest resources.
Legal & Institutional Environment and Forest policy: A detailed
assessment of the existing Forest Policy, Legal and Institutional
\ Environment in the context of the various initiatives and structural
and process changes needed to achieve the stated objective of the
project have been made. Conformity of the project to the World Bank
Safeguard Policies has been made with special reference to
indigenous people, voluntary resettlement and environment and pest
management.
Tribals (indigenous people) constitute about 30% of the
populationtargeted. Various issues pertainingto clarification of rights,
issues peculiar to their development, strategies for their holistic
development including natural resource management, livelihood
support, capacity building, empowerment, participation in the
processes of planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation,
mainstreaming and coordinating their development with other
development initiatives of State and the Government of India have
been assessed. A comprehensive tribal development strategy and a
tribal development plan have been prepared.
The project objective is poverty alleviation through improved
forest management and community participation. The project is
unlikely to cause any displacement (partial or full) of the people. The
project promotes economic development (including livelihood) of the
people in the project areas. The property being managed is a common
property resource. However as there is likelihood of individual
livelihoods of some of the forest dependent members being adversely
affected, strategies for warding off such hardships have been
analyzed and provided. A framework for entitlement has been
developed and strategies for such resettlements worked out.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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A comprehensive and integrated Social and Environmental
Assessment has been made wherein key issues for forestry sector
in general and for the project in particular have been identified. Likely
impacts with regard to these issues, framework for screening and
measures to mitigate negative impacts and to enhance positive ones
have been suggested. Guidelines for Environmental Management
and Social Development, Institutional arrangements for the
implementation, and M&E are provided.
Though the project does not provide for any direct
investments in procurement or use of pesticides, there is remote
possibility of escalation in pesticide use due to intensive agriculture
and horticulture on the one hand and improvement in livelihood and
incremental income among land owning members of the target group
on the other all anticipatedimpacts are indirectand marginal.However
suitable strategies for Integrated Pest Management have been
suggested for warding off any such impacts.
A. P. Forest Produce Transit Rules, 1970 regulating marketing
of VSS forest products.
a) The A P. Forest Minor Forest Produce (Regulation of Trade) Act,
1971, The AP. Scheduled Areas Forest Minor Forest Produce
(Regulation of Trade) Regulation, 1979 The AP. Scheduled Areas
Forest Minor Forest Produce (Regulation of Trade) Rules, 1990
regulating the trade of certain minor forest produce by creation of a
state monopoly in such trade. The regulation referred is made under
the V Schedule of the Constitution of India. The Government have
appointed Girijan Co-operative Corporation Ltd., Visakhapatnam, as
an agent for any scheduled areas for purchase of and trade in any
minor forest produce.
b) The Panchayat Extension Act to ScheduJedAreas (1996). Under
the 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act, Panchayat has emerged as
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one of the potential stakeholders in forestry managementand sharing
of benefits derived from it. The panchayat is now empowered to
legislate on matters specified in the Eleventh Schedule of the
Constitution. Items relating to forestry include land improvement, soil
conservation, watershed development, social forestry, farm forestry,
minor forest produce, fuel and fodder. Juxtaposed to this scenario,
the VSS has been given certain powers and responsibilities for
managing forestlands with entitlement to some benefits like NTFP
and timber and bamboo. Extension of this Act has wider implications
on forest resources in tribal areas (as specified in the Fifth Schedule).
The Gram Sabha or the Panchayat is endowedwith right to ownership
of NTFP. Further, the ownership to NTFP is granted to meet the
bona fide requirements of local community. Endowing panchayat
with the ownership of NTFP might result into competing claims with
local community. In such event, the objective of the Act would conflict
with the demands of local communities.Obviously, this would warrant
suitable amendment of either JFM order or Panchayati Raj Act.
Institutional setting:
Historically Forest Department has had a strong hierarchical
line of command. The 'Estate management' nature of job and stress
on forest protection has infuseda policingapproach,which essentially
restricted public contact. However traditional system of forest
protection basing on forest beats has depended heavily on support
from local villagers and fear and respect for law. As years passed,
there was dilution in public perceptions on conservation of natural
resources. This and increased general lawlessness threw the
traditional philosophy of forest protection out of gear. This, coupled
with increased workload, has put the organizational structure"and
functionaries in the forest department under great strain. In this
background the initiative of Joint Forest Management, which is now
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leading

to Community

Forest Management,

basing entirely

on

participation of local forest dependent communities has provided a
ray of hope. In the light of this, an analysis
weaknesses

of strengths

and

of the Forest Department and VSS has been made.

Certain institutional

reforms, restructuring

and efforts for capacity

building and empowerment are suggested.

1. Forest policy: The Indian Forest Policy has its genesis in British
colonial rule. Forest management in India began with the policy on
reservation of large extents of forested lands for forest management.
Initially forest management had a limited purpose of exploiting the
timber resources. Subsequently as more and more trained foresters
started practicing scientific management of forests, it gained
importance. Concepts like normal forests, sustained yield, forest
conservation etc. have evolved through years. A review of evolution
of forest Policy in India and in Andhra Pradesh has led to Community
Forest Management is given below:
a) First Forest Policy, 1894 highlighting intention of the state to
recognize forestry as a land use distinctly different from agriculture
and earmarking area for such land use. The major objective was
timber production. Meeting needs of local people was not on the top
of list of priorities.This Policypavedway for legislationand the process
of settlement that followed the reservation of forest areas. The Policy
provided for state ownership and regulation and had very little for the
local communities.
b) The 1952 Policy essentially affirming forestry as an important land
use category, and insisting on one third of the country's land area
remaining under forest, elaboratingthe tenets on protecting hill slopes
and land from degradation, desertification, and earning revenue from
forests on sustainable basis. This policy quantified that atleast 1/3rd
of countries land shall be under forests. Here again commercial
,

•
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exploitation of the forests received preference and needs of the local
communities received a back seat despite the fact that the Policy did
mention the same.
Various states took a number of initiatives. Some of the issues
relating to Andhra Pradesh are:
i.

Abolishing system of forest contracts and encouraging
departmental working,

ii.

Establishmentof Forest DevelopmentCorporations to attract
investments,

iii. Social Forestry, Agro Forestry and Farm Forestry,
iv. Bio diversity conservation and enactment of a special Act
for the purpose,
v.

Widening the scope of Forest Laws to cover specific issues
such as timber in transit, regulation of tree felling in private
lands, regulatingsaw mills and timber depots in private sector
etc.

vi. The Forest ConservationAct 1980 - a landmark in the history
of forestry in India singularly responsible for containing the
diversion of forestland for non-forestry use),
vii. Wasteland development. . The National Waste Land
Development Board was constituted in 1985 attracting the
focus of the country on the urgency of need for afforestation.
c). The 1988 policy: The various initiatives taken were formalized in
this Policy, highlight of which was however recognizing local villagers'
need for meeting their requirement for fuel, fodder, etc. The other
feature is that the Government of India took upon itself the
responsibility of approving management plans and thus heralded a
regulation for reduction in tree felling. Green felling was discouraged
unless its silvicultural necessity was proved.

•
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d) As a sequel to 1988 Policy, the Government

of India issued a

circular for encouraging community participation in afforestation and
management of degraded forests. This paved the way for the concept
of Joint Forest Management.

The Government of Andhra Pradesh

adopted this philosophy of forest resources management through a
Government Order during 1992.
e) Developments
approach

in the early 1990s witnessed

to forestry

in India. The focus

a major shift in

shifted

from 'estate

management' to 'joinf or 'community management'. The Government
of Andhra Pradesh came out with its state forest policy during 1993
focusing on participatory management of forests.
Focal
management

theme

of Forest

of forest resources

Sector

Vision

is sustainable

focusing on the protection

regeneration of forests and forestland.

and

At the end of the decade, the

role of foresters at least in respect to the participatory management
of forests is likely to change.
facilitator,
forests

The forester is more likely to be a

a social mobiliser and an extension worker.

protection

dependence

and management

systems

Improved

in place, reduced

on forests, self sufficiency of communities

managing

forests, greater transparency are the intended end results.

Past Experience: lessons learnt - way for future
Joint Forest Management has been accepted as the central
theme for all the forestry activities. State is providing budgetary
support from all the possible sources. Even though the World Bank
aided AP Forestry Project gave a fillip to JFM subsequently the VSS
were supported from the funds by the district administration. The
I
number of VSSs supported through the district funds was more than
the number supported under APFP. Subsequently the state took a
policydecisionto supportVSSactivitiesunderRIDFschemeof NABARD.
Among other aspects of JFM, the following need a careful look:
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•

Joint Account System and transparency

•

Involvement of NGOs

•

Women Community Volunteers as instruments to address
Gender issues

Following are the independent observations of the assessment
team:
•

Forestry and environment improvementcan directly influence
the poverty problem to a great extent. Challenge is how "to
reach the unreached" or "the poorest of the poor" through
their active participation in planning, implementation and
monitoring.

•

Rapport with the stakeholders by the Forest Department
builds up the trust relationship. A viable micro plan, its
implementation
and concurrent monitoring by the
stakeholders after understandingthe situation and analyzing
various factors then becomes the reality.

•

Establishing and maintaining backward and forward linkages
as well as integrating gender concerns for overall
developmenf of rural and tribal families can be better done
in a group rather than an individual.

•

With the increased and active involvementof local population,
JFM has and can successfully conserve and improve the
quality of the existinq forests arid plantations, as the forest
area was and is under different stages of degradation. A
portion of these areas can also be re-clothed effectively by
taking up afforestation with commercially viable species by
VSS. This would achieve three main objectives namely,
improving the environment, creating employment and
reaching the unreached population.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R..,D.Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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•

Combined trainings/orientations/re-orientations/deliberationsl
field exposuresl inter-actions workshops are found to be quite
effective

tools for advocacy,

mobilization,

improving

capacity

performance

building,

social

and skills of VSS

members, NGOs and functionaries or facilitators.
•

Integration of Forestry Micro-plan with Village Development
Plan, Trial Development

Plan and Resettlement

Plan for

rehabilitation of those who are likely to be adversely affected,
would go a long way in effective and overall development of
the village and the forests.
•

Coverage, continuity and cost effectiveness

of operations

by VSSs for their own sustainability as well as for achieving
the goals require top attention and consideration by the State
andl or district administration.
•

Empowerment of women and addressing gender issues are
very crucial for the success of the program.

•

Environmental

education,

social mobilization,

capacity

building, awareness creation among VSS members as well
as villagers

along with frontline facilitators (functionaries)

has significantly contributed to the whole process. It should
be further strengthened or reinforced to keep up the tempo
built, to sustain it and coordinate various process indicators
and key performance indicators.
•

Ensuring

adequate

institutional

preparedness

and technological

in terms

aspects

of policy,

before

project

expansion is crucial and vital.

Thrust areas for the successful implementation in future are:
•

Sustainability
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•

Rehabilitation of degraded forests

•

Improving rural economy

•

Strenqtheninq poverty alleviation initiatives

•

Increased education and literacy

•

Increasing agricultural productivity

•

Improving communication and other infrastructures

•

Land development on watershed basis including nonforest land

•

Upgrading the skills of the rural artisans

•.

Dovetailing other rural and tribal development programs

•

Marketing and processing of NTFPs

•

Human Resource Development

•

Coordination with other agencies

•

Associating Non-Government Organizations.

Forest Management The activities here are intended to improve
forest managementand improvereturnsto the communityasset base.
Following is a brief account of activities contemplated:
(a). Improvement of forests within and outside the designated

forests through community management: A series of treatment
practices have been suggested for improvement of forests.
Rejuvenation of degraded Teak, Miscellaneous non teak hardwoods,
bamboos and Red sanders forests coupled with conservation and
cultivation of species valued for their non timber and medicinal value
and fodder species are planned. T~~ technique of management of
natural regeneration involves seedlinq coppicing of viable rootstock
in the forests under treatment by cutting back flush to the ground
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and coppicing the high stumps and repeatedly clipping the resultant
coppice shoots retaining the most promising ones. Coupled with this,
repeated cutting back of rank growth and thorny bushes encourages
e establishment
retained.

and healthy growth of the coppice shoots that are

Fire and grazing management,

conservation

works

are the essential

and soil and moisture
subsidiary

sylviculture

operations. Afforestation of village common lands and farmlands are
the other activities that will be taken up under the project in areas
outside the designated forests. A total of 315,800 H.a. is planned to
be covered with such treatments
maintenance and tending of

under the project.

In addition,

a further extErntof 70,000 ha of forest for

which treatment were initiated prior to the project are also planned.
(b) Forest Inventory and Management Planning: A full-scale
inventory of all production forests is planned during the fourth year of
the project. The inventory design will consider the dynamics of the
degraded forest beingtreated throughVSSs and the need to establish
reliable estimates of NTFPs, small timber and the regeneration
potential. Identification and design of permanent sample plots for
periodic measurement of forest growth and yield potential will be
included.
(c) Research and Extension: To facilitate two-way communication
between researchers and VSS members, a massive research and
extension activities are planned. Broad areas are: Seed technology,
Tree improvement and Forest management.

-

(d) Forest Management Information System: Computerizationand
. development of an integrated computer-based MIS Package with
due integration \l\l.j~~.spatial database is planned. Such a package
will provide for assessment and analysis of performance at various
levels and will link investments and inputs to productivity, production
and outputs. Development of hi-tech connectivity for ensuring quick
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dissemination of data in the form of a web site and wide area network
are planned.
C. Community

Development:

This component is to assist the VSS

in planning and developing community infrastructure and enhancing
opportunities

for income generation and skill development

among

the marginalized groups. Support to engage NGOs and community
women volunteers are planned. A comprehensive
development

plan, resettlement

and focused tribal

plan to mitigate adverse

social

impacts due to the project implementation, if any and an environmental
management plan are included. The following are the activities:
(a) Micro planning:

A massive benchmarking

and micro planning

exercise through PRA will precede all investments

in the VSS. A

format in this respect is given in this report.
(b) Community

infrastructure

critical

and social infrastructure

physical

development:

Development

of

would be essential

to

inculcate, foster a sense of cohesion and togetherness and raise the
motivation
between

level of the VSS. This also ensures a proper rapport
the Forest

community

Department

on issues

investments

would

related

and the VSS to engage
to forest

only complement

management.

similar

efforts

the

These
of other

government agencies in the village.
(c) Income Generation

Activities:

This is aimed at reducing poverty

among the landless and forest dependent families in the fringe villages
by improving the skill base and prov~ding avenues for alternative
income generation.

During the process of micro-plan preparation,

the VSS would identify the most eligible marginalized individuals or
households for income generation activities.

The activities will be

group based and the range of options will include NTFP processing
as well as other non-farm activities.
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(d) Fodder development. Development of silvipastures in and
outside the designated forests and augmenting fodder resources will
receive adequate attention. . Fodder and livestock are .inseparably
linked. Appropriate mechanismsfor coordination between Forest and
Animal Husbandry Department at district, mandai and VSS levels
are needed to ensure that fodder and pasture development activities
to reduce pressure of grazing over the forestlands.
Study objectives and methodology: The overall objective of the
study is to examine social and environmental issues in the forestry
sector in Andhra Pradesh and its implications on the project design
and implementation including development of a comprehensive and
effective environmental management and social development plan
to enhance environmental and social objectives for mitigating the.
potential adverse impacts of the proposed project. The specific
objectives are:
a) Social aspects:

•

To identify various socio-economic factors influencing the
living conditions of the forest dependent poor communities
and ·examine its relation with the forest development

•
•

To identifyall stakeholdersand their rolesand responsibilities.

•

To establish transparency and accountability norms and
develop indicators for regular monitoring.

•

To establish a two way communication for disseminating
information to the interest groups and receiving feed back
for maximizing benefit.

•

To identify 'the likely conflicts that may arise during
implementation and suggest conflict resolution measures.

To assess socio economic status of primary,stakeholders
and evolve strategies to deal with different groups.
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•

To assess the present status of women and suggest
measures to enhance their involvement.

•

To study the land use pattern, tenure and customary rights
of private and common properties; examine the existing legal
aspects affecting such rights and suggest ways to address
these issues including developing an entitlement framework.

•

To suggest ways for increasing the capacity of existing
institutions for making the participatory process focal point
of Project or nature of alternative institutions for establishing
the process.

•

To assess the socio-economic implications of the practice
of Podu cultivation vis-a-vis JFM and suggest ways for better
land use and design measures to mitigate any adverse
impact.

•

To assess the impact ofJFM on other stakeholders including
head loaders, cultivators, grazers and other forest dependent
people.

(Source:- www.ap.nic.in/apforest)
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ADARANA PROGRAMME
ADARANA or benevolence - is a project pioneered by Government
of Andhra Pradesh to empower B.C. Artisans in the State by providing
improved hand tools, power tools and small technological equipment.
1.

OBJECTIVES
•

ADARANA aims at providing modern and improved handheld tools to the artisans with a view to improving their
productivity, minimizing human drudgery, improving product/
service quality and help modernise process operations. The
ultimate goal is to contribute to increased income levels and
imoroved standards of living of artisans.

• . It is proposed to cover 10.00 lakh artisans as part of the
project during 1998-99 and 1999-2000. Roughly, 1,10,000
artisans are to be covered per month, or around 5,000 units
per district per month. However, the number varies from
district to district depending upon the district allocation.
•

The following guidelines are communicated to ensure
effective implementation of ADARANA Project.

2.

Occupational Groups Considered for Assistance
•

The major Occupational Groups identified for assistance
along with their traditional activities are shown below.
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occupanonai

MajOr cconorruc

% snare In tnetotai occupational

Groups

Activity

group population (State Level)

Yadava

Cattle Rearing

Golla

Milk Vending

Kuruma

Sheep Rearing

Kuruba

Kambli Weaving

23.46%

-

16,34%

GowdaToddy Tapping
2,

-

Ediga
Settibalija

-

Yata
Gamaeler

-

Gundla

-

Kalalee
Srisayana
Agnikulakshatriya
Besta
3, Gangaputra
Vanyakulakshatriya
Vada Balija
Occupational Groups
occupational group population
Pattapu
Jalari
PailI
Gangavaru
Goondla
Vannereddy
Pallikapu
Pallireddy
Nayeelu
Padmasali
Devanga
Thoqata
Thogati
4, TV Kshatriya
Patkar
Swakulasali
Jandra
Atchukatla Vandlu

Dr,M,C,RH,RD,

Fishing
-

9,34%, ..

-

-

-

-

najor Economic
Activity

-

% share in the
total (State Level)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Weaving

--

-

9,24%
-

-

-

-

-

-
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5.

Earth Works

7.22%

-

-

Sagaras
Vishwabrahmin

Goldsmithy

6,73%

Kamsali

Blacksmithy

Kanchari

Brassmithy

-

Kammari

Stone Carving (Silpi)

-

Odde
Uppara
Vaddelu

6.

[Vadranqt

( arpentrv

7,

Rajaka

Laundry

11,88%

8

Dudekula

Cotton Carding

4,05%

-

-

Noorbasha
Luddaq

-

-

Pinjaries
9,

Pottery

Kummara

-

-

Hair Dressing

3,99%

Kulata
10 Nayeebrahmin
Manoali

4,10%

-

-

Oil Pressing

1,17%

12, ArekatikaKatika

Butchery

0,87%

13, Medari

Basketry

0,64%'

11. Gandla
Telikula

Gundla
Gadaba
14, Poosala

Petty Dealers(Beads & Needles)
Tailoring/Dyeing .

15, Rangrej

0,22%
0,19%

Chippolu/Mera
Bhavasara Kshatriya

3. NATURE OF ASSISTANCE
•

Only Improved tools, technologies and equipment will, be
provided under the project. Thus assets such as sheep and
cattle, or working capital requirements of the artisans are
not to be considered,
SUGGESTIVE ACTIVITIES

4.
•

A list of indicative activities, Occupational Group wise, was
communicated to the District Collectors along with the
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physical targets and financial allocations. These activities
are Indicative in nature and Collectors,are free to add any
new activities which are artisanal in nature under each
Occupational Group. For example, activities as plumbing,
electrician, tailoring etc., can also be considered under
different Occupational Groups provided there is demand for
the same and the Artisans are currently pursuing them. But
small business activities such as Kirana Shops. Xerox
Machines etc., or distribution of animals are not to be
considered as part of the project.
•

Some of the Occupational Groups mentioned above may
have diversified into activities not considered to be their
traditional activities. For example, Dudekula community in
Kurnool is informed to have into weaving and carpentry in
addition to cotton carding, their traditional occupation. In
~~uchcases, new activities can also be considered as eligible
for assistance under the project In addition to the traditional
artisan occupations.

•

However, in such cases the overall number of Artisans
targetedto be covered aqainsta specific OccupationalGroup,
in a District will remain unchanged. For example, Carpentry
as an activity for Dudekula Community could be considered
within the overall number of beneficiaries intended to be
covered under Dedekula community. It cannot be covered
out of the allocations indicated separately
Vishwabrahmins, who are traditional carpenters.

•

for the

The allocations made to Districts,both financial and physicals
are shown OccupationalGroup wise. The physicalallocations
made in terms of the number of beneficiaries to be covered
are fixed occupational Group wise. The financial allocations
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are however indicative as they may vary depending upon
the unit costs.
•

For example: for one district under occupational

group X

physical allocations are 1000 and the financial allocations
Rs. 40.00 lakhs. However, depending upon the beneficiaries'
choiceoftoolstheunitcostsvary.

As

such,

it

is

possible to cover all the 1000 beneficiaries within a financial
allocation
allocated.

of Rs. 30.00 lakhs instead of Rs. 40.00 lakhs
Thus 1000 beneficiaries

will be covered under

OCC\J_QC3tional
Group X with an outlay of Rs. 30.00 lakhs only.
•

Likewise in another Occupational
allocation of 1000 beneficiaries
Rs. 20.00

Group Y with a physical
and financial allocation of

lakhs, the financial outlay required could be

R30.00 lakhs instead of Rs. 20.00 lakhs depending upon the
unit costs of the tools actually preferred by the beneficiaries.
•

The surplus of financial allocation in Occupational Group X
amounting to Rs. 10.00 lakhs could be utilized to meet the
additional

financial

1000 beneficiaries

allocation

required

to cover

the

with a higher unit cost in Occupational

Group Y.
•

In short the numbers Occupational Group wise are fixed while
the corresponding amounts are variable, as per variations In
unit costs. After covering all the numbers Occupational Group
wise, as targeted, if still there are surplus funds left with the
District B.C. Service Cooperative Society, they can be spent
for other activities only after obtaining the prior approval of
A.P.Backward

Classes Cooperative

Finance Corporation

(APBCCFC) hereinafter reffered to as Head Office.
•

The Occupational Group-wise allocations communicated

to

the Districts should be placed before District Development
Review Committee (DDRC) for approval.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D.
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major omissions

in terms of B.C. communities

whose

activities are artisanal in nature, they may be included.
example,
Districts

Mudiraj community
is traditionally

For

In a number of Telangana

engaged

in fishing.

The same

community was not included in the list Occupational Groups
considered

at the State

level.

Such omissions,

can

be rectified at the District level and D.O. RC's, approval taken.
The Action Plan as approved by D.D.RC.
modifications,

with or without

may be sent to the Head Office.

If there are

any major deviations proposed by D.D.R.C. the same may
be recorded with reasons thereof. Clearance of Head Office
in such cases is necessary
implementation

before going ahead with the

of the project.

FUNDING PATTERN

5.
•

The funding pattern for assistance under the project is
grouped into four categories, as follows:

Category

I

Unit Cost

Funding Pattern
Artisan share Loan Subsidy

Upto Rs. 2,500/-

10%

10%

80%

I

II

Rs .2,501/- to 5,0001-

10%

20%

70%

III

Rs. 5,001/- to 10,000/-

15%

35%

50%

IV

Rs. 10,0011- to 20,0001-

15%

50%

35%

•

While assistingArtisans underthe protect,care may be taken
to conform to the following ratios for promoting different
categories of units.
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Category

Unit Cost

i'o of units to be assisted

I

Upto Rs .2,500

37.5

II

Rs. 2,501 to Rs.5,000

25.0

III

Rs. 5,001 to 10,000

25.0

IV

Rs. 10,001 to 20,000

12.5

•

Conforming to the above ratios will be essential to maintain
the requisite balance in the fund flow through subsidy, loan
and Artisan contribution.

•

In respect of categories 1 and II, the loan to the beneficiaries
will be provided by the A.P. Backward Classes Cooperative
Finance Corporation (APBCCFC).

•

As regards categories IIIand IV, the loan component is to be
tied up with the Banks. All the Banks concerned have been
addressed by the SLBC to actively participate and extend
loans to Artisans under the project.

•

District Collectors are requested to pursue with the Local
Bankers for their full cooperation in grounding the project.

•

Units with unit costs between Rs.20,0001-and Rs.1,00.0001
could be consideredas group units. The ratiobetween artisan
share, loan and subsidy in respect of such units would be
the same as in the case of units with unit costs between
Rs.10,001/- and Rs.20,0001-i.e, 15% artisan share, 50%
loan and 35% subsidy.

•

Where the unit cost under group activity exceeds Rs.1.00
lakh, such cases could be considered only with the prior
approval of head office.

•

Artisan's contributionwill be collected at the time of grounding
of the unit.
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LOAN REPAYMENT SCHEDULE

(a)

Category I and II units
•

(b)

311

Loan amount together with interestthereon is to be recovered
by District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies as per
guidelines to be issued separately.by the Head Office.
Category III and IV Units

•

Loan amount together with interest thereon is repayable as
per norms of the lending banks
BENEFICIARY IDENTIFICATION

7.
•

The beneficiary identification will be made in B.C. Artisan
Grama Sabhas to be held for a cluster of villages. A team
led by Janmabhoomi Nodal Officer and consisting of MRO,
MOO,any other officer of the rank of APO (DRDA), Extension
Officer (Industries) deputed by the Collector. Representative
of the Bank concerned and Sarpanches of the concerned
Gram Panchayats will select the beneficiaries. The local
Self Help Group leaders will also assist the selection team.

•

In urban areas the municipal ward members or councillors
will be members of the selection teams. Municipal
Commissioner or his representativewill be a member in place
of MOO.

•

The beneficiary should be a practising B.C. Artisan of the
particular Occupational Group. In the case of toddy tappers,
if there is a dispute whether or not one is a practising toddy
tapper, help of the local toddy tappers society may be taken
for deciding the selection.

•

Among two practising B.C. Artisans from a particular
Occupational Group, preference will be given to the
poorer B.C. Artisan.
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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•

Preference

will also be given to those adopting

family

planning, sending children to school and participating actively
in Janmabhoomi,

Clean and Green and other community

development programmes.
•

White Ration Card holders alone will be eligible for units with
a unit cost upto Rs.5,000/-. Those who do not possess White
card can also be considered
Rs.5,000/provided
Grama

Sabha

for units with unit cost upto

it is established during the B.C. Artisan

that his/her

family

income

is less than

RS.11.000/- per annum.
•

For units with unit costs of above Rs.5,000/- all B.C. Artisans
are eligible.

•

Only one beneficiary will be considered from one family of
Artisans.

•

Beneficiaries

of the DRDA tool kit programme will not be

eliqible for units with a unit cost of less than Rs.5,000/-.
However, they can be considered for units with unit costs of
more than Rs.5,000/-, if they fulfill the other criteria.
•

Since the project is to be implemented

over a 10 month

period, the beneficiary selection is to be done in one sweep
in the month of December,

1998. During the course of the

B.C Artisan Grama Sabhas, the total target beneficiaries to
be covered under the project during 1998-99 and 1999-2000
will be selected. This will be with reference to the State target
of 10.00 lakhs beneficiaries.

•

Depending upon the district target for the 9 month period,
the list of beneficiaries to be covered month wise will be
prepared at the time of B.C. Artisan Grama Shaba itself and
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beneficiariesintimatedthe month in which their unitsare likely
to be grounded, by issuing an Identification Slip.
•

A detailed plan of action for implementation wil! be worked
out by the District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies based
on the number of beneficiaries to be covered month wise.

•

At the time of the beneficiary identificationitself, beneficiaries'
choice of tools will be ascertained and approximate unit cost
arrived at based on the tool costs furnished by the Head
Office.

•

All the beneficiaries will then be classified into four slabs on
the lines of the funding pattern indicated above.
DOCUMENTATION

8. .

9.

•

An application form as prescribed will be filled in at the time
of the B.C. Artisan Gram Sabha, the caste and income
columns will be countersigned by the MRO at the time of
filling up of the application, simultaneously.

•

In addition, form of Admission to the District B.C. Service
Cooperative Society (alongwith membership fee of Rs.11/-)
and Loan Bond Form need to be filled up by all the selected
beneficiaries. The membership fee for admission to the B.C.
Service Cooperative Society shall be paid at the time of
selection.
PROCESS FOR GROUNDING

For purpose of grounding, all units' under the project, are
broadly grouped as follows:
Group-I:
These are units where the supply involves standard, tools (eg.
bicycle, brass, Iron, medlari charka etc.) and overall unit cost does
not exceed Rs.2,5001-The information about tools and equipment
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falling in this group will be passed on to the district officers.

The

choice of the brand can be ascertained from the beneficiary at the
time of beneficiary

selection

to enable the District B.C. Service

Cooperative Society to indent and procure the same. Other standard
equipment to make the unit cost Rs. 2,5001- can be locally purchased

by District Collectors. Eg.:- Milk cans with cycle, drums and buckets
with iron box etc.
Group-II:
Here there are a
number of suppliers and a wide range of
tools are availableto choose from, for example Carpentry. To facilitate
beneficiaries in this group select the tools of their choice, Buyer Seller
Meets for 500-1000 beneficiaries and Tools Suppliers will be
organised. This is proposedfor the trades of Carpentry,Stone Cutting,
Blacksmithy.
Group-III:
These are the trades and activities where the supply base is
restricted or import of equipment is required. In these cases the
Information about the firms supplying the tools concerned is provided
by Head Office. In addition. If the beneficiaries concerned have any
choice of firms for supplying ttie tools, It can also be considered and
beneficiary choice obtained in identification camps. Wherever import
is Involved, APBCCFC will place orders. Wherever import is not
Involved District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies will place orders
as per beneficiaries choice.

•

It is also proposed to supply each beneficiary identification
team with a video cassette containing information about,various tools available, Occupational Group-wise, together
with details of suppliers, product specifications, prices etc.
The same may be screened to the beneficiaries and their
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choice obtained in respect of tools failing in groups 1 and III.
For beneficiaries falling in Group II, video may be shown for
their information. The actual selection of tools will be made
only during Buyer Seller Meets.
•

Once the beneficiary choice is obtained and the unit costs
are arrived at, depending on the unit costs of tools, cases
with unit costs above Rs.5,OOO/will be referred to concerned
banks by the District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies.

•

All cases with unitcosts of lessthan Rs.5,OOO/will be handled
by the District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies
themselves.

•

The Cases referred to banks will be grounded following the
same procedure as is being followed for I.R.D.P. schemes
grounded with bank loan.

10.

GROUNDING OF GROUP ACtiVITIES
,

'I.'

•

Units may be grounded for groups of beneficiaries following
C.M.E.Y. or DWACRA pattern. However, the no. of
beneficiaries could be more depending upon the activity and
, tools to be used, cg. a power operated wool shearing
machine.

•

Grounding of group units could be done in two ways
Especially in trades like Carpentry where some of the power
tools are complimentary in nature, different types of tools
can be owned individually and all the members can come
together as a group for working. In cases like Goldsmithy
where the cost of the equipment itself is high, the groups
may be formed prior to purchase of toois/equlprnentin favour
of the group to facilitate grounding with higher investments.

.~
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•

Care may be taken to ensure that the groups are compact
and functional.

11.

PROCUREMENT OF TOOLS
•

Once the selection of tools is finalised by the beneficiaries.
the District B.C. Service Cooperative Societies will
consolidate the requirements and place orders on the
manufacturer/supplier firms concerned.

•

The manufacturers/suppliers while supplying the toots will
raise the invoice in the name of District B.C. ,Service
Cooperative Society concerned and deliver the tools/
equipment at Mandai Headquarters to the M.D.O.

•

The prices of various tools to be procured from the identified
manufacturers/dealers will be determined by a Committee
comprising of some District Collectors, to be constituted for
the purpose. The prices so determined will be uniformly
applicable for the specific tools to be supplied under the
project throughout the State.

•

In addition, any tools, other than those finalised by the above
committee, could be procured from the local firms, within the
District as per approval of the District Collector concerned.

•

The existing distribution channels of the manufacturers/
suppliers concerned will be utilised to ensure effective supply
o:ftools/ equipment at the Mandai level.

•

AI~tools supplied under the project will be inspected, before
distribution to the beneficiaries, and their quality certified by
a Committee of Experts; to be constituted by the District
Collectors.
.
.

•

Payments as indicated by head office will be made by the
District B.C. Service Cooperative Society in certain
percentages (guidelines in this regard will be intimated by
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Head Office) after the equipment i~ received by the M.D.O:
after the inspection team certifies the quality; after delivery
of the tools/equipment
•

to the beneficiary.

All manufacturers/suppliers

of tools under the project shall

extend unconditional performance guarantee for their tools
at least for one year, during which period the defective tools
will be replaced with new tools, of same specifications

as

the ones supplied earlier. Arrangements are being made by
Head Office to enter into legal agreements with suppliers in
this regard.
•

All tools and the life of the beneficiary will be Insured for the,
period of loan. Arrangements are being made by Head Office
to tie-up with Insurance Companies In this regard.

12.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS
•

Assets

will be distributed

to the beneficiaries

in asset

distribution functions to be organised at Mandai headquarters
or at other places on a monthly basis.

13. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT
•

•

Additional manpower, at all levels will be augmented for the
effective and timely implementation

of the project.

District Collectors

to take on deputation,

are empowered

additional officers of the rank of Deputy Tahsildars or above
from any Department - one each for a Revenue Division and
one for district office - to work exclusively on the project.
•

One Data Entry Operator could also be engaged at the District
level either on deputation basis to assist the Executive Director.
B.C. Service Cooperative Society In computerisation of project
related data and Information.
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•

NllliNili extend customised application software and technical
support,

to the Head Office

and District

B.C Service

Cooperative Societies, on a continual basis, for the creation
and maintenance

of relevant data for the project.

For the

purpose, all District B.C. Service Cooperative, Societies will
be provided with-necessary
and dedicated

computer hardware, software

Intranet facility.

NIIT professionals

at the

District level will be positioned by December 15,1998.

14.

OVERALL SUPERVISION AND MONITORING
•

Implementation of ADARANA at the District level will be
monitored by the Minister in-charge of DDRC.

•

The programme will be implemented entirely by the District
Collectors. District Collectors may co-opt other District
Officers in addition to the Executive Director, B.C.
Service Cooperative Society for the effective implementation
of the project in the District.

•

District Collectors are requested to form a Tools Purchasing
Committee at the District level with Collector as Chairperson,
another senior officer of his choice as a Member and
Executive Director, District B.C. Service Cooperative Society
as Member Convenor, for making purchases under the
Project and also for supervising theProject implementation.
SETTING-UP OF NEGOTIATIONS COMMiTTEE AT
STATE LEVEL AND DISTRICT LEVEL

(Backward Classes Welfare (B1) Department,G.O.Ms.No.21, Dated:
04-07-2000.)
During the reviews of ADARANA programme, Government
have noticed that a number of suppliers have quoted very high prices
to A.P.BackwardClasses Coop. FinanceCorporationfor the produced
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supplied under the Adarana Programme. Government feel that, since
Corporation has made bulk purchases, the manufacturers should have
supplied the products at same price as applicable to their wholesalers
I distributors and not the price at which product is sold in the retail
market.

Government

AP.Backward

accordingly

direct the Managing

Classes Cooperative

Director,

Finance Corporation

Ltd., to

renegotiate prices with all the manufacturers registered under Adarana
Programme so that Corporation gets advantage of bulk purchases.
2. The Government have also received a number of complaints about
supply of substandard quality tools or supply of tools different from those
for which orders were placed. The Government direct that prices in respect
of tools that do not meet the specification indicated or do not correspond
with the sample that was approved, should also be renegotiated with
reference to the prevailing price for the tools actually supplied.
3. In order to facilitate renegotiation, Government hereby constitute
Negotiation

Committees

at State Level and District Level with the

following Officers:

State Level.Committee:
1. Managing urrector, A.1-'.I:3.C.

Cooperative

Finance Corporation Ltd.

Member Convenor

2. Commissioner,

B.C. Welfare

Member

3. Commissioner,

Industries

Member

4. Director, Bureau of Indian Standards lSI)

Member

District Level Committee:
1. District Collector

Chairman

2. General Manager, Dist.lndustries
3. Dist.B.C.Welfare

Center

Officer

Member
Member

4. Dist.Officer incharge of Vig. & Enforcement

Member

5. Executive Director, DistB.C.Service

Member
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4. The Committee
suppliers

at State Level will negotiate prices with all the

who were

registered

by the Corporation

at State

Headquarters. The District Level Committee will negotiate prices with
all the suppliers who were registered at the District Level.
Amendment

to the G.O.Ms.No.21,

B.C.Welfare

Department,

dt.4.7.2000
(Backward

Classes Welfare (B1) Department,

G.O.Ms.No.29,

Dt. 13. 10.2000.)
In the G.O.Ms.No.21, Dated: 04-07-2000 orders were issued
constituting Negotiation Committees at State Level and District Level
for renegotiating with suppliers of Adarana registered at State Level
and District Level respectively.
2. The Vice-Chairman & Managing Director, AP. Backward Classes
Cooperative Finance Corporation Ltd., has reported to Government
that in the meeting of State Level Negotiation Committee held on
13.9.2000 it was observed by the Committee that in some cases the
suppliers were registered at the Corporation Level, yet the rates were
actually negotiated especially in hand tools by the District Level
Committee. In these cases the purchase orders were placed by the
District as per their required specifications and contents after
negotiating the rates by the District Purchase Committees. In view of
this position, the Committee felt that in respect of suppliers whose
rates have not been negotiated at the Corporation level although
registered at the Corporation level be negotiated by the Committee
constituted at the District level of respective districts and requested
that the Government Order issued inthis regard may be modified
accordingly.
3. After careful consideration of the proposal'of Vice-Chairman and
Managing Director, AP.Backward Classes Cooperative Finance
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Corporation Ltd., Hyderabad, Government hereby issue amendment
to para 4 ofG.O.Ms.No.21,

B.C.Welfare(B1)

Department, d.4.7.2000

as follows:-

AMENDMENT
FOR

READ

The Committeeat StateLevel The Committee at State Level will
willnegotiatePriceswithallthe negotiate prices with all the
supplierswhowere Registered suppliers who were registered and
by Corporation at State
Headquarters.At State Head
Quarters.

the rates were fixed by Corporation

The DistrictLevel Committee The District Level Committee will'
willNegotiatePriceswithallthe negotiatepriceswith all the suppliers
supplierswho were registered whose rates were fixed at District
at the DistrictLevel

level (whether registered at State
Headquarters or at District Level).
The District Collectors should only
chair the Negotiation Committee
meetings at District Level.

4. The Vice Chairman and Managing Director,A.P. Backward Classes
Cooperative Finance Corporation Ltd., and all District Collectors shall
take necessary action accordingly.
ADRANA PROGRAMME-RESTRUCTURINGOF
IMPLEMENTATION- NEW GUIDELINES
(Backward Classes Welfare (B1) Department, G.O.Ms.No.19.
Dated:11-4-2001)
1. The Government of Andhra Pradesh has introduced a scheme
called "ADARANA" which aims at providing modern and improved
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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handheld tools to the Artisans belonging to the Backward Class
Community with' a view to improve their productivity, minimizing
human drudgery,
improving product/service
quality and help
modernize process operations. The ultimate goal is to contribute to
increased income levels and improved standards of living of Artisans.
Certain guidelines were framed for implementation of the ADARANA
programme. Based on these guidelines, the Adarana programme
was launched through out the State in February, 1999. Under the
programme about5.40 lakh beneficiaries h~ve been provided the tools
with

an outlay

of Rs.138.40

implementation
irregularities

of the programme,

During

certain

the course

shortcomings

have come to the notice of the Government.

view to overcome
programme

crores.

these

problems

under abeyance

the Government

pending

of
and

With a
kept the

the restructuring

of the

guidelines so as to implement the programme devoid of the problems
faced earlier and to enable achievement of the objectives and goals
of the Adarana programme.
2. Government

after careful consideration

and keeping in view the

experience in the implementation of the programme during the earlier
phase has restricted the guidelines for the implementation

of the

Adarana Programme and issue the following revised guidelines.

3. SELECTION:
i)

The assistance under the proqrarnrne shall be extended to
groups and their members only. No individual artisan who is not
a member of any self help group will be given assistance.

ii)

The formation of the groups will be done on the same lines as
done under DWACRAIDWACUA programme. The existing
groups formed on 'DWACUA pattern will be eligible. However
the groups will be formed in both urban a'ndrural areas. However,
the groups of both urban and rural areas will be eligible.
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iii)

Thrift habit shall be made compulsory and all the members of
the groups shall develop thrift as a habit and attitude.

iv)

Age of the group and performance under thrift shall be the criteria
for selection. For this purpose the minimum age of the group
shall be one year. The final selection will be on the basis of
seniority of the group and corresponding savings of Rs.1 ODD/per annum on a regular basis per member of group.

v)

The linkage among the difference members of the group will be
the professional activity alone and not the sub-case.

vi)

The sanction of assistance/tools shall not be linked to community.
In other words any S.C who is a practicing artisan and member
of the group shall be eligible for assistance under the programme.

vii) Professionals
among the artisans
extending assistance.

may be preferred

while

viii) During the year 2001-2002 the assistance shall be limited only
to the Artisans among the S.Cs.
ix)

The selection of beneficiaries will be done through Gramsabhas
at the mandai-level
by a committee
with the following
composition:-

x)

X. The Final selection at District-level will be done by a committee
with following composition:-

District Collector-Chairman;
General Manager, District Industries
Center; Project Director, DRDA; Executive Director, S.C.Society shall
- be the members while the Executive Director, S.C.Society will be the
Member-convenor.
This selection will be made from the list
recommended by the Mandai-level Committee.
4. FUNDING PATTERN:
I.

The self help groups as formed on above lines mentioned in
para 3 will be classified into three categories for the purpose of
deciding funding quantum. The three categorieswill be as follows:
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a)

Category-I will be meant for groups consisting of atleast two
artisans

who will be assisted

with tools

costing

upto

Rs.10,000/b)

Category-II

is meant for groups consisting of a minimum of

five artisans performing similar activity who will be provided
with complementary
c)

tools upto unit cost of Rs.50,000/-

Category-III will be meant for groups consisting of a minimum
of five artisans performing similar activity who will be provided
with complementary tools with unit cost between Rs.50,0001 I

- to RS.1 ,00,0001ii)

In all the above three categories, the loan component .from
Commercial Banks/Scheduled Banks will be 50%, Government
subsidy will be35% and beneficiary contribution will be 15% This
pattern will be uniform in all three categories.

iii)

Loan component will be provided by Commercial Banks/
Scheduled
Banks.
..
'

.\

iv) Subsidy will be back-ended in all the three categories i.e. in all
cases.
5. TRAINING:
i.

Training will be impartedthrough following institutes in the District
depending on availability of the required infrastructure and
facilities and in following order of preference.
a. T.T.D.Cs
b. Mahila Pranganams
c Government 1.T.ls/polytechnics
d. Any other Government institution having training facilities
e. Reputed private institutions
Dr.M.C.R.H.RD. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Training will be imparted in the following fields;
a. Technical aspects/skill upgradation

\

b. Maintenance of records/accounts
c. Market intelligence and management skills
d. Support services etc.
\ iii.
\

The District Collector may identify the concerned training
institutions for this purpose.

iv. The training in the fields mentionedin (ii)abovewill be compulsory
and will be a pre-requisite before assistance is extended.
6. PROCUREMENT/GROUNDING:
I.

The District Committee with following composition will finalise
the rate contract by open tender method for different tools/
technologies:District Collector-Chairman; General Manger, District Industries
Centre; Project Director, DRDA; Executive Director, S.C.Society
shall be the members while the Executive Director, B.C.Society
will be the Member-convenor. The District Collector may co-opt
the relevant personnel from the technical departments as
members to assist in the procurement of the tools.

ii. The grounding will be done by the concerned lending bank
following the SGSY guidelines.
iii. The District B.C.Service Cooperative Society Ltd., will release
the subsidy and the beneficiary contribution to the concerned
lending bank.
iv.

For operationalisingthe releaseof funds and grounding by banks,
the existing guidelines under SGSY shall be followed.

7. IMPLEMENTING AGENCY: At district level, the implementation
will be done by the Collector and District B.C.Service Cooperative
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Society Ltd. The Mandai-level machinery in the form of MPDO's
office will be responsible for implementation

at mandai level. In

addition, the District Collector may make additional arrangements
in exceptional cases.

8. ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE.
i.

For purpose of administrative expenditure, the following pattern
is decided:
a. Training expenditure - TA/DA to participantsand mealsduring
training will be provided from out of Adarana funds as per
existing scale of TAIDA The meal charges can be fixed by
Collectors. No stipend shall be payable to the participants
b. Expenditure on Training material/Stationeryetc., can be done
upto 5% of the subsidy allocation under Adarana.
c. Institutional charges to be given to training institutes can be
decided by District Collector.

11.The V.C & ManagingDirector,AP.Backward ClassesCooperative
FinanceCorporationLtd , is authorizedto issue further operational
guidelines wherever required.
10 These orders are in supersession of all earlier guidelines issued
under ADARANA programme.
ADARANA - Action plan 2001- 2002

It isproposedto assist3,14,270No.ofArtisansunderAdaranaprogramme
with a total outlayof Rs. 228.56Croresin the followingpattern:
a.
b.
c.

Bank Loan (50%)
Subsidy (35%)
Beneficiary Contribution (15%) -

Rs. 114.28 crores
Rs. 80.00 crores
Rs. 34.28 crores
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District-wise Action Plan of Adarana programme - 2001-2002
STATEMENT SHOWING THE TARGETS FOR THE YEAR 2001-2002
UNDER ADARANA PROJECT AS PER THE APPROVAL OF THE
SLBC OF A.P.
SI
No

Bank Loan

Beneficiary
Contribution

Total
Allocation
(Rs.)

66510960

19950960

133021920

40000000

57140000

17140000

----.-99423600
--

PhyTargetSubsidy
%ofB.C
Populatio (No. of Allocation
Units)

District

1. Srikakulam

--

2. Vizianagaram

7649

5.820
5.000

--

6571

46560000

---

--...,--~

114280000

3. Visakhapatnam

4.350

5717

34800000

49711800

14911800

4. East Godavari

6560

8621

52480000

74967680

22487680

149935360

5. West Godavari

5.370

7057

42960000

61368360

18408360

122736720

6. Krishna

5.030

6611

40240000

57482840

17242840

L Guntur

4450

58.~

356QQQ_Q_Q_

50854600 ~254600

8. Prakasam

3.120

4100

24960000

35655360

-- --

114965680

--

__ l.Q1l09200_
71310720

10695360

9. Nellore

3060

4022

24480090

349696eQ.c-J0489680__ §9939~_Q_

10 Kurnool

4.800

6308

38400000

54854400

16454400

11 Ananthapur

4480

5888

35840000

51197440

15357440

12 Cuddapah

4460

5861

356800~__C>_
~68880

13 Chittoor

4.100

5388

32800000

46854800

1405480_Q__9370960Q_

14 Ranga Reddy

4.120

5415

32960000

47083360

14123360

15 Hyderabad

--

16480000

109708800
-~

---

23541680

102394880
---

15288880

10193,7760

94166720

47083360
7061680 C---____

2.060

2707

16 Nizamabad

3.720

4889

29760000

42512160

12752160

17 Medak

4.140

5441

33120000

47311920

14191920

94623840

61482640

18442640

122965280

85024320
-

-----

18 Mahaboobnagar

5.380

7071

4304(1000

19 Nalgonda

4.880

6413

39040000

20 Warangal

5.020

6:97

40160000

57368560

2.140

2812

17120000

24455920

22 Karimnagar

5.220

6860

41760000

59654160

17894160

23 Adilabad

2.720

3575

21760000

31084160

9324160

62168320

00000000 1142800000 342800000

2285600000

-

21 Khammam

- r---

TOTAL

100_000 131422

----

_._-------=-----:- ---16728640
111537280
----------- _._---

55768640

-~

17208560

r-----

7335920

----

114737120

----~

48911840

------

119308320

--------

Source:- http://www.backwardclasscorporation.org/welfare/ad-plan.html
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IMPLEMENTATION OF ADARANA PROGRAMME DURING
2003-2004
(Backward Classes Welfare (B1) Department, G.O.Ms.No.34,
Dated:1-10- 2003)
1.

The Vice-Chairman & Managing Director, A P.Backward
Classes Cooperative Finance Corporation Limited has
submitted proposal to allocate a minimum amount of RS.34.38
Crores for implementationof Adarana Programmeduring 200304 in Non-Velugu Mandals and Municipalities in the State.

2.

The Vice-Chairman & Managing Director, AP.Backward
Classes Co-operative Finance Corporation Limited, has further
reported that there is no source in the Budget for the year
2003-2004 in respect of AP.Backward Classes Co-operative
Finance Corporation, from which the amount can be reappropriated for providingfunds for implementationof Adarana
Programme; and that separate allocation has to be made in
the Budget by the Government for implementation of Adarana
Programme, since the amount of RS.39.50Crores provided in
the Budget (under externally aided projects - Velugu) for the
year 2003-04 under Adarana has been drawn by the Rural
Development Departmentfor implementationof Velugu project.

3.

The Cabinet Sub-Committee, formed for finalization of the
Special Packages for Accelerated Development of Backward
Classes, in its meeting held on 10.6.2003, recommended that
an amount of RS.34.38Crores should be provided additionally
to the A.P.Backward Classes Co-operative Finance
Corporation Limited, for implementing Adarana during 200304 in Non-Velugu Mandals. The Vice-Chairman & Managing
Director, AP.Backward Classes Co-operative Finance
Corporation Limited, has also informedthat the revised Districtwise Annual Action Plan has been communicated to the
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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Districts and District Collectors

have to go ahead with the

identification of the beneficiaries by conducting Gramasabhas
very shortly.
4.

In view of the circumstances
Managing

Director,

reported by the Vice-Chairman

A.P.Backward

Classes

&

Co-operative

Finance Corporation Limited in his letter first and second read
above, Government, after careful consideration

of the matter

hereby release an amount of RS.2,58,75,0001- (Rupees Two

crores fifty eight lakhs and seventy five thousand only) for the
month of October, 2003, covering 3,758 beneficiaries for
implementation of Adarana Programme during the year 200304, as shown in the annexure to this order.
5.

The expenditure sanctioned above shall be met from the
relevant Head of Account and the releases shall be regulated
with respect to piece of expenditure as per the actual
requirement, on month-to-month basis.

6.

This order issues with the concurrence of Finance (Expr.SW)
Department, vide U.O.No.23318-A/Exp.SW/268/A2/03,
D1.1.10.2003.
ANNEXURE TO G.O.Ms.NO.34, BACKWARD CLASSES
WELFARE (B1) DEPARTMENT, DATED:01-10-2003.

SI.No. Name of the
District

No.of
Beneficiaries

Amount
sanctioned (Rs.)

1

Srikakulam

26-

1,80,000

2.

Vizianagaram

26

1,80,000

3.
4.

Visakhapatnarr
East Godavari

237
641

16,20,000
44,10,003

5.

West Godavari

262

17,99,999

6.

Krishna

497

34,20,000
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•

588

40,49,997

Prakasham

98

6,75,000

9.

Nellore

53

3,60,000

10.

Kurnool

157

10,80,000

11.

Ananthapur

46

3,15,000

12..

Cuddapah

79

5,40,000

13.

Chittoor

38

2,70,000

14.

Rangareddy

130

9,00,000

.15.

Hyderabad

260

18,00,000

16.

Nizamabad

79

5,40,000

17.

Medak

38

2,70,000

18.

Mahabubnagar

26

1,80,000

19.

Nalgonda

92

6,30,000

20.

Warangal

143

9,90,000

21.

Khammam

59

4,05,000

22.

Karimnagar

118

8,10,000

23.

Adilabad

65

4,50,001

3,758

2,58,75,OO()

7.

Guntur

8.

TOTAL

(Source: http://www. aponl ine.gov. in/guick%20 Iinks/departments/
backward%20classes%20welfare/govt-gos-acts/200 1/ms-19-204211-apr-2001.html)
ADARANA - Achievements
Adarana programme was launched on 5th February, 1999
by Hon'ble Chief Minister Sri N.Chandrababu Naidu at Ongole and
Hyderabad. During the first phase of the programme about 5,50,000
beneficiaries have been provided with tools/equipment with an outlay
of Rs.138.40 crores. The District-wise achievements in physical and
financial terms are shown below:
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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MEASURES TO HELP THE DISABLED
(CHEYUTHA)
Though several measures have been initiated in helping the
disabled people in the State long before the launching of
Janmabhoomi programme, in view of the importance of this segment
of disabled population, the programmes under Cheyutha have
become part of the Janmabhoomi movement. We have a brief
account of the measures initiatedand translated into action in respect
to different types of disabled people in the State.
Andhra Pradesh has the distinct record of establishing an
independent Corporationfor the welfare of disabled named as Andhra
Pradesh Vikalangula Cooperative Corporation in 1981.
The State has taken several pro-active measures for
translating the rights of disabled as conferred as per Persons with
Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full
Participation) Act, 1995 in to a reality.
The State is the first state in the country to launch State
Action Plan (1998-2020) with long term strategies of empowerment
of disabled in the entire range of activities viz. Prevention, Early
detection, Early intervention, Education, Employment, Rehabilitation
and Mainstreaming.
The State is also the first state in the country to launch
CHEYUTHA (Helping Hand for Disabled) carnpaiqn as part of
JANMABHOOMI (People Centred Developmental Campaign) to
create awareness and motivation on the rights of disabled, and
promote multi sectoral coordination and campaign for empowerment
of differently abled.
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute ofAndhra Pradesh
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As per 1991 NSSO Survey 12.50 lakhs are disabled in the
State. As per State Action Plan of 1998, 25.00 lakhs are estimated
as disabled. At 2001 6% of the population are estimated as disabled
i.e., nearly 45 Lakhs Disabled in the State.
The State's strength

lies in the Commissioner,

Disabled

Welfare (Head of the Department) being the State Commissioner

of

Persons with Disabilities Act, 1995 promoting the Rights of Disabled
as well as welfare measures.

SCHEMES
. The following are the major schemes and public utility
programmes run by the department.
I. Headquarters Office:
The Commissionerate supervises and monitors the
implementationof the schemes meantfor disabledin the Statethrough
the district offices.
II. District Offices:
There are district offices in all the districts for implementing
the schemes meant for disabled..
III. Other Offices:
a. Hostels I Homes: .
At present there are 41 (38 Hostelsand 3 Homes) functioning
in the State with a sanctioned strength of 3700 boarders / inmates.
Free boarding and lodging facilities are provided to the
boarders and inmates. They are also provided facilities like soap, .
hair oil, bedding materials, plates and glasses, clothing, textbooks,
notebooks etc. free of cost. Mess charges of Rs.270/- per month for
boys / girls for Classes I to VII and Rs.330/- per month for Classes
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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VIII and above including Homes are being spent to each boarder /
inmate.
The boarders / inmates are paid cosmetic charges towards
soaps and hair oil @Rs.20/- per month for boys/men and RS.25/- per
month for girls/women. Clothing allowance is sanctioned @Rs.230/and Rs.40/- stitching charges per annum for each boarder / inmate.
Necessary

provision is also made to facilitate health check up of

boarders / inmates by part-time doctors and to record findings of the
sick boarders / inmates for taking up necessary medical care.
All the boarders are supplied with exercise notebooks and
student stationary like geometry boxes scales, maps etc. at a cost of
RS.150/- per boarder per annum. They are also supplied all the
textbooks

upto X Class free of cost. They are also provided with

Trunk Boxes, Bedding materials etc.
b. Teachers Training Centre (TIC) for Visually Disabled at Hyderabad:
Visually disabled students require special type of teaching.
There are nearly 10 special schools for visually disabled persons in
the State and sufficient

special teachers to teach these visually

disabled are not available. With a view to overcome this problem a
Training Centre for Teachers to teach the visually disabled students
has been started during 1987-88 under the jolnt auspices of the
National Institute for Visually Hanqi9.app~d, Dehradun which is a
Government of India Institution and the State Government.
Every year 25 candidates (5 in service, 5 visually disabled ...
and 15 open) are selected for imparting necessary training for a period
of 10 months. The trainees are paid stipends at the rate of RS.300/per month per trainee.
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The expenditure towards payment of stipend to the trainees,
honorarium at the rate of Rs.300/- per month to Coordinator and pay
and allowances of2 lecturers is borne by National Institute for Visually
Handicapped (NIVH), Dehradun.

IV. Scholarships:
a. Pre-Metric Scholarships from I to VIII Classes:
Scholarships are sanctioned to disabled students studying
classes I to V at the rate of Rs.35/- p.m. and Rs.50/- p.m. for the
students of Classes VI to VIII.
b. Scholarships to Mentally Retarded Children:
The mentally retarded children admitted into specialised
schools meant for them are sanctioned scholarship of Rs.1,000/per annum per child. This scheme is limited to such mentally retarded
children only those who have been admitted into such of the special
schools run by Non-Governmental Organizations which do not get
Grant-in-aid from Government of India.
c. Scholarships to Research Scholars:
To encourage disabled stude-ntsjoining research studies like
M.Phil. and Ph.D. courses the State Governme~t ~;'eproviding
scholarships to such of the disabled students to enable them to
complete their research.
The research scholars in M.Phil. and Ph.D. courses will get
scholarship of RsAOO/-per month and Rs.1,000/- per annum towards
contingent expenditure on data collection etc.
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d. Coachinq

for typewriting

other competitive

and shorthand examinations

and

examinations:

There are several educated unemployed disabled youth who
need to be sent for coaching in typewriting
higher grade) and for other competitive
improve their employment opportunities.

and shorthand (Iower/

examinations

in order to

It is therefore, proposed to

give coaching to such candidates in typewriting (lower/higher grade),
stenography (lower and higher) and other competitive examinations.
They are sanctioned financial assistance towards coaching at the
following rates.
Rs. per Month

Grade

Course
Typewriting

Lower

18/-

Higher

20/.25/-

Lower

Shorthard

30/-

Higher

For the year 2002-2003, a sum of Rs.0.78 lakhs under Plan
is proposed under this scheme for the benefit of 390 students.
V. Other Schemes:
a. Financial

Assistance

to unemployed

disabled:

Under this scheme the person should have 40% disability
and those who are on the live registers

of district -e,mployment

exchanges are sanctioned unemployment

allowance of Rs.75/- per

month per candidate. The benefit is available to the persons who are
between the age group of 18-65 years and whose parents/guardians
income does not exceed Rs.12,000/- per annum. The unemployment
allowance is sanctioned by the concerned District Employment Offices
and payment

is arranged

by the concerned

Assistant

Disabled Welfare.
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Rehabilitation:

Under this scheme the disabled persons are sanctioned an
amount not exceeding Rs.3,000/- per candidate to enable them to
make a living. This amount is sanctioned either as free grant or as
30% subsidy of total outlay of the scheme with bank loan to the extent
of 70% of the total outlay or if margin money is available, with 20%
margin money whereby the bank loan would be reduced to 50% of
the outlay.
c. Supply of Nationalised

Text Books to Pre-Metric Students:

Government are supplying textbooks to the students studying
classes I to X free of cost to the hostelers as well as day scholars.
Education department has taken up the distribution of textbooks from
the Academic year 1994-95.
d. Supply of Note Books to the Hostel Boarders:
All the boarders

(0.0. and H.I.) are supplied

exercise

notebooks etc. at a cost of Rs.150/- per boarder per annum.

The

boarders who are visually disabled are also supplied thick drawing
sheets for writing purpose in Braille script.
e. Reimbursement

of Tuition Fees to Pre-metric Hostel Boarders:

The boarders studying in private schools recognized by the
Government

from I to X Classes are sanctioned reimbursement

of

tuition fee of Rs.25/- per month per boarder for 10 months. An amount
of Rs.0.51 lakhs under Non-Plan is proposed for the year 2002-2003
for the benefit of 204 boarders.
f. Reimbursement

of Tuition Fees to Hostel Boarders for Post

Metric courses:
The Hostel boarders studying pest metric courses are sanctioned
reimbursement of tuition fees not exceeding Rs.500/- p.a. per boarder or
as charged by the Head of the Institution whichever is less.
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g. Books and Instruments to I.T.I. and Polytechnic students:
The students studying in I.T.I. and Polytechnics have to
purchase essential textbooks and instruments prescribed by the
institutes. Therefore, it is considered necessary to extend the facility
of supplying books and instruments to disabled students studying in
I.T.ls and Polytechnics.
An amount of Rs.80/- per student is sanctioned to the I.T.I.
students and the students studying in Polytechnics are sanctioned
from Rs.103/- to Rs.549/- per annum depending upon the course.
h. Financial Assistance to Advocates:
Under the scheme financial assistance to the extent of
Rs.1,700/- is being sanctioned to law graduates who are disabled
(irrespective of category i.e., orthopaedically disabled, visually
disabled etc.,) to meet the expenditure towards enrolment fees and
cost of law books.
i. Supply of Musical Instruments:

A good number of disabled personsspeciallyvisually disabled
undergo Diploma in various instrumental courses in Government
Music Colleges in the State. Moreover,there are professionalsamong
disabled who are idle. Hence it is considered necessary to provide
musical instruments free of cost worth not exceeding Rs.1,0001- to
the students of Government or Private (recognised) Music Colleges
and also to the professionals who are idle in order to eke out their
livelihood
j. Incentive awards for Marriages between disabled and normal

persons:
To encourage marriages between disabled and normal
persons for Social integration and social reform, a sum of Rs.3,0001
_as cash incentive award is sanctioned to either of the spouse if a
normal person marries a disabled person.
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k. International Day of Disabled:

'"

As per the resolutions made by the U.N.O in the year 1995,
the 3rd day of December is declared as International Day of disabled.
Therefore every year the 3rd day of December is being
observed as International Day of the Disabled. On this day Games
and Sports and competitions in skill and talent for disabled are
conducted at each District level in order to bring them into the main
stream of public life and to prove that they do not lag behind other
normal persons.
I. Discretionary Grants:

The Birthday of Louis Braille founder of Braille script who is
held inVenerable esteem by the blind community is being celebrated
in every district on 4th January of every year. The District Collectors
organise the birthday celebration as a Governmental function in the
districts at one place only by involving representatives of the
Associations for visually disabled functioning in the districts. The
budget provided under Discretionary grants is being utilised for this
purpose.
m. Tuition fees to the students studying professional courses:
To encouragea numberof disabledstudents to study courses
like M.B.B.S., B.E., B.Tech., M.B.A, Computer, BEd, etc.,
Government considered necessary to sanction tuition fees to them.
Accordingly, an amount not exceeding RsA,OOOI- per annum per
student or as charged by the Institutions whichever is less is
sanctioned to the students.
n. Purchase of Petrol I Diesel:
Disabledownersof motorizedvehiclesaresanctioned50%subsidy
on actualexpenditureon purchaseof petrolI dieselas shownbelow:
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Type of Vehicle

No. of Litres permissible
per month

2 Horse power and below

15 Litres

More than 2 Horse power

25 Litres

The subsidy on purchase of petr~l/diesel would be available
only for the use of vehicle from the residence to the place of duty and
back and to the places where day to day activities of the person
make it necessary for him/her to go.
o. Sanction of Pensions to Disabled Persons:
The State Government

has sanctioned

disability pension

@Rs.75/- per month for all categories of disabled persons between
age group of 18-65 years and who posses a minimum of 40%
disability.
VI. Residential
a. Residential

Schools for disabled:
Schools:

Ten Residential Schools (5 each for visually disabled and
hearing impaired students) are functioning in the State with sanctioned
strength of 1,640 students.
Free boarding

and lodging facilities

are provided to the

boarders. They are also provided facilities like soaps, hair oil, bedding
material, plates and glasses, clothing, textbooks, notebooks etc. free
of cost. Mess charges of RS.270/- per month for boys / girls for Classes
I to VII and RS.330/- per month for Classes VIII and above.
The Boarders are paid cosmetic charges towards soaps and
hair oil @ RS.20/- per month for boys / men and Rs 2'?/- per month
for girls/wome!}.

Clothing allowance is sanctioned

Rs.40/- Stitching charges
Necessary

@Rs.230/- and

per annum for each boarder / inmate.

provision is also made to facilitate health check up of
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boarders / inmates by part-time doctors and to record findings of the
sick boarders / inmates for taking up necessary medical care.
All the boarders are supplied with exercise notebooks and
student stationery like geometry boxes, scales and maps also at a
cost of Rs.150/- per boarder per annum. They are also supplied all
the textbooks upto X Class free of cost. They are also provided with
Trunk boxes, bedding materials etc.
b. School for Partially Deaf Children, Hyderabad:
This school

hitherto

functioning

under the control

of

Government of India has been transferred to the administrative control
of State Government from 1986-87 along with the staff. The school
has attached hostel facility and running classes upto X in both Telugu
and Hindi media with a total strength of 155 students.
VII. Scholarships

to disabled

students

studying

IX Class

onwards:
The disabled students studying classes from IX onwards and
degree,

post-graduate,

professional

and music

courses

and

undergoing training in vocational, technical and implant are sanctioned
scholarships

at the rates from Rs.85/- per month to Rs.170/- per

month for day scholars and from Rs.140/- per month to Rs.240/- per
month for Hostlers depending upon the courses.
VIII. Junior College for Hearing Impaired:
The Residential School for Hearing Impaired, at Bapatla in
Guntur district has been upgraded to incorporate Intermediate classes
therein with a sanctioned strength of 40 students without additional
staff vide G.O.Ms.No.11, WD & CW (WH.Desk) Dept., dt04.02.1998.
This is the first of its kind in the State.
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IX. Creation of Corpus fund for disabled persons:
Government have sanctioned Rs.20.00 lakhs towards Corpus
fund for the purpose of vocational training to mentally retarded children
in Karimnagar district through G.O.RtNo.247,

WD, CW & DW (DW)

Department, dt: 18.07.2000.

X. Construction of Buildings for Residential Schools I Homes I
Hostels:
Out of 11 Residential Schools construction of 4 school building
complexes as shown below have been taken up and the same are
partially completed and occupied.
1.

Residential

School

for

Visually

disabled

(Girls),

Visakhapatnam.
2.

Residential School for Visually disabled, Mahaboobnagar.

3.

Residential

School for Hearing

Impaired,

Miryalaguda,

Nalgonda District
4.

Residential

School for Hearing Impaired, Bapatla, Guntur

district
Out of 41 hostels / homes, most are in rented buildings and
remaining in Government buildings and required extensions/repairs
to the buildings
Therefore, it is proposed to complete construction/extensions/repairs
to the existing Government buildings in a phased manner.

XI. Supply of Multi-Purpose Identity Cards to Disabled Persons:
Government decided to issue 25 Lakhs Multipurpose Identity
Cards to Disabled persons, and sanctioned amount of Rs.25.00 Lakhs
to cover 2,50,000 beneficiaries for the year 2001-2002.
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As detailed above, the Commissionerate of Disabled Welfare
extending help to the disabled people would be a continuous activity,
but during the course of Janmabhoomi

rounds, special emphasis

has been laid on this unfortunate segment of the population in the
State.

PERFORMANCE
For the first time in .the country, remarkable achievements
were made through CHEYUTHA of Janmabhoomi, which is unique
for Andhra Pradesh. So far 75,043 disabled are assisted with aids
and appliances with Rs. 11.28 crores, 3,95,204 were given financial
benefits with Rs. 23.57 crores. In addition 8,44,526 disabled are given
non-financial benefits such as Bus Passes, Railway Passes, Medical
Certificates and House site pattas etc. Thus 13,14,773 disabled are
assisted with Rs. 34.85 crores which is the highest assistance ever
given in disabled for any State of our Country.
The Plan and Non-Plan Annual Budget of the Disabled
Welfare Department has been enhanced from Rs.09.07 crores to
Rs.20.00 crores in 2000-2001 and Rs. 21.76 crores in 2001-2002.
The departmental budget is to be enhanced to a level of Rs.50.00
crores by 2002-2003. Effortsare being put up for further strengthening
of the department.
As per Section 62 of Persons with Disabilities (Equal
Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995
so far 59 cases were booked since 1.4.2000andjudgments delivered
in 16 cases. Tremendous improvement in implementation of 3%
reservation in employment, admissions and other areas resulted as
a follow up of creation of awareness of Personswith Disabilities(Equal
Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995.
During 2001-2002, Special Recruitment Drive is proposed to fill up
the all backlog vacancies reserved for disabled persons.
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Three districts are covered viz. Krishna, Visakhapatnam and
Anantapur under District Centres and two districts viz. Krishna and
Visakhapatnam
programmes

are covered with NPRPD during 2000-2001. Training
and rehabilitation

services

are being implemented

through C.B.R. workers.
Nearly 5000 Disabled are being given Vocational Training
during 2001 - 2002 through various Institutes of Government
Non-Government
employment.

Organizations

and

in the State with emphasis on self-

Efforts are being made to promote Employment

in

private sector also.
Nearly 3000 disabled are being given Vocational Training
during 2002-2003 through various Institutes of Government and NonGovernment

Organizations

in the State with emphasis

on self-

employment.
The Department

is also studying the best practices being

implemented for Disabled Welfare in other States as well as other
Countries and attempting policy reforms to whatever extent feasible.
Major Administrative

reforms to reorient the officials & NGO's for

campaigning for the rights of disabled are already taken up.
As part of Vision 2020 approach, Performance appraisal
system for disabled welfare was finalized, with 9 Departmental
Indicators in important areas of welfare are being promoted by
Disabled Welfare Department. Management information system for
monitoring the performance at various levels, is introduced by rating
indicators given to all categories of employees for effective
implementation of schemes in order to achieve tangible results.
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Targets and Achievements of Performance Indicators under
Performance Monitoring and Evaluation System (PMES) for
the year 2001-2002
SI Name of the Indicator
Nc.

Unit

Annual
Target

Achieve% of
ment A hievemenl

1 Enrolment in Hostels
and Homes

Nos.

3700

3700

100

Nos.

1600

1600

100

Nos. 144082

138910

96

Nos. 153359

110426

72

2 Enrolment in Residential
Schools
3 Departmental Schemes
4 Other Departmental
Schemes
5 Placement Services

Nos.

2500

1170

47

6 Self Employment

Nos.

3000

2115

71

7 Empowermentof Disabled

Nos.

130

226

174

8 Prevention of disabilities

Nos.

130

164

126

9 Vocational Trainings

Nos.

3000

2639

88

The Departmental indicators and targets fixed under Vision
2020 - Swarna Andhra Pradesh for the year 2002-2003
SLNo

,

Name of the Indicator

Annual Target

1

Effective implementation of Persons
with Disabilities Act, 1995

300

2

Effective implementation
Trust Act, 1995

of National
200

3

Effective implementation
on Older Persons

of National Policy

4

Strategies for Empowerment of Disabled

5

Multi Sectoral Coordination for Prevention
of Disabilities

4000

6

Promotion of education through enrolment
in Hostels and Homes

3700
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Promotion of education through
enrolment in Residential Schools
Promotion of Vocational Training
i8
Effective conduct of Multi Purpose
9
Identification Camps
10 Promotion of regular employment through
Special Recruitment Drive
11 Promotion of Self Employment
12 Promotion of employment through
Placement Services
13 Effective implementation of
Departmental Schemes
7

14

- 15

1600
3000
6601
2000
1000
3000
77891

Effective implementation of
Cheyutha of Janmabhoomi

510385

Effective implementation of
other Departmental Schemes

153359

Effective implementation of
rehabilitation activities
5500
(Govt. of India Grant-in-aid schemes)
17 Effective monitoring of rehabilitation
activities (Govt. of India grant-in-aid
100000
schemes) of NGOs
18 Promotion of Barrier Free Environment,
1218
inclusion and mainstreaming of disabled.
Source:- http://W\·/W.aponline.gov.in/apportal/departments/

16

departments.asp?dep=32&org=211
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LINKING THE PRODUCER AND THE
CONSUMER RYTHU BAZARS IN
ANDHRA PRADESH
Andhra Pradesh is the second largest producer of fruits,
vegetables and flowers in the Country. The predominantly grown
fruit crops are mango, banana, cashew nut, sapota, guava and
pomegranate. Brinjal, lady's finger, onions, tomatoes, beans and
gourds are the major vegetables produced in the State.
Regulated Market Yards for fruits and vegetables are
functioning only at few centres in the State. The Marketing system
for fruits and vegetables is in the hands of middlemen. Middlemen
exist at various levels betwe~n the farmer and the consumer and
exploit through malpractices in weighments, handling and payments.
The farmer's share in the consumer's rupee is estimated to
be just 40 paise. In addition, the estimated losses in handling of
vegetables in the traditional channel of marketing is about so M35%.
Large number of small farmers are unable to effectively
bargain for a better price in the wholesale markets. Inefficiencies in
wholesale markets result in a long chain of intermediaries, multiple
handling, loss in quality and increase the gap between producer and
consumer prices. Intermediaries and system inefficiencies consume
a d',sproportionateshare of consumer prices. LargehU'mb~.rof small
retailers, each handling small quantities, create h'igh'(:)verheads'
leadingto high margins on produce. Rythu Bazarswill operate outside
the purview of Agricultural Market Committees to be managed by
Estate Officers and under the control of Joint Collectors.
It was therefore felt necessary to evolve an alternate
marketing strategy where both growers and consumers are benefited
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through Rythu Bazaars. Rythu Bazaars are thus planned for direct
interface between the farmers and the consumers eliminating
middlemen. Rythu Bazars, if function effectively, can act as price
stabilisation centres.
OBJECTIVES:
The objectives are:
•

To ensure remunerative prices to the farmers and provide
fresh vegetables to consumers at reasonable rates fixed
everyday.

•

Facilitate prompt realization of sale proceeds to farmers
without any deductions.

•

Curb malpractices in weighments - provide vegetables with
correct weighments to consumers.

•

Provide direct interface between farmers and consumers eliminating intermediaries in trade.

LOCATION OF RYTHU BAZARS:
Rythu Bazars are located on Government lands identified
by the District Collectors. The location shall have to be convenient
both for the farmers and consumers. The criteria for opening of new
Rythu Bazars are'the availabilityof atleast one acre of land in strategic
locations, and identification cf 250 vegetable growing farmers
including 10 groups.
INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES:
. Requiredi~frastrudureis provided.inall RythuBazarswi~hfunds
of Agricultural Market Committees.The te,mpo,rarystructures in Rythu
Bazarsare replacedby semi permanentstructuresto provideadequate
protectionagainst sun/rainto the producersand the users alike.
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The Rythu Bazars shall have to ensure:
•

Adequate number of Sheds for farmers to sell their produce

•

Adequate arrangements for supply of drinking water.

•

Toilet facilities with proper sanitation

•

Proper arrangements for parking of vehicles.

•

Arrangements for removal of garbage and cleaning the
Market by local body.

•

Facilities for storage of unsold produce like Zero Energy Cool
chambers.

•

Weighing scales should be provided to all the farmers with
proper arrangements for issue and coliection.

IDENTIFICATION OF FARMERSIVILLAGES:
Proper Identification of a cluster of villages and genuine
farmers and their marketing linkage to Rythu Bazars is key to the
successful functioning of a Rythu Bazar.
VILLAGES:
It is desirable to identify the farmers from a cluster of 10-15
predominantly vegetable growing villages to enable provision of
horticulture services, inputs and transportation arrangements to the
Rythu Bazars effectively.
Horticulture Department may identify such clusters
immediately for a:1the Rythu Bazars.
FARMERS:
Identification of farmers shall be done jointly by a team consisting of
(1) M.R.O.
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(2) Horticulture Officer/Consultant

(3) Agricultural Officer, in the villages.
In the absence of Horticultural Officer/Consultant services
of Assistant Director, Agriculture may be utilised. The team should
finalise the schedule of visits to the villages and publicise it adequately
among the vegetable-growing farmers As per the schedule the team
should visit the villages and convene a meeting of vegetable growing
farmers In the meeting they should explain about the advantages of
the Rythu Bazars to the farmers through provision of:
a) Horticultural services
b) Seed supply at subsidized rates
c) Transportation arrangements
d) Price mechanism
e) Elimination of middlemen to motivate them to reap the benefits.
•

After the meeting, the team should visit fields of the willing
farmers and issue temporary identity cards on the spot.

•

Temporary identity cards issued should be replaced by
laminated photo identity cards within a week.

•

Tenants may also be given identity cards on field verification.

•

Farmers may be formed into groups as per their choice. It
may be explained to them that each group can send one or
more members on rotation for sale of vegetables in Rythu
Bazars. They may also be extended the benefits given to
the Self Help Groups by the government.

ISSUE OF PHOTO IDENTITY CARDS:
Identity cards should contain the following details:
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•

Name of the farmer

•

Address

•

Extent of land

•

Vegetables grown

•

Photograph of farmer/ farmer with his family members/and/
or farm servant.

•

In case of farmers groups, photograph of the group members.

•

Photograph must be attested by M.R.O or Estate Officer.

•

Identity Card must be laminated

•

Register containing the details of the Identity Cards issued
shall be maintained

at the MROs Office and with Estate

Officer and be made available for inspection.
•

Validity of Identity cards shall be six months from tile date of
issue.

•

Renewal of the Identity cards shall be completed atleast 15
days before expiry.

ALLOTMENT OF SHOPS TO FARMERS BY ESTATE OFFICER
•

Only the farmers/groupswith valid photo identitycards should
be allowed to sell in Rythu Bazar.

•

The Daily allotment of shops shall be on First Come First
Serve basis on rotation.

•

No one shall be allowed to occupy the same shop
continuously.

•

Farmers shall not be allowed to reserve the shop by keeping
vegetables in the night.

PREVENTING THE ENTRY OF MIDDLEMEN
•

Adequate participation of farmers is the best way to prevent the
entry of middlemen.
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The entry of middlemen

(retailers / wholesalers)

defeats the

purpose of setting of Rythu Bazars.
•

No seller shall be allowed to enter into Rythu Bazar without valid
photo identity card.

•

If any farmer comes to Rythu Bazar without any identity card, he
should be directed to Horticulture Consultant or M.R.O. for
obtaining the identity card.

•

The bogus identity cards shall be cancelled immediately.

•

Farmers should be allowed to sell the veqetables grown by them
only.

•

Proper selection of Self-Help Groups.

•

Self-help Groups to sell only those vegetables which are grown
in the District and other essential commodities supplied by the
Government Agencies.

•

Taking deterrent

action against the persons responsible

for

issuing cards to ineligible persons.
•

Estate Officer will be held responsible

for allowing

persons

without proper identity cards.
•

Frequent surprise inspections by Joint Collector and others and
leaving their remarks in the inspection register without fail.

TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS:
Joint Collectors

have to ensure adequate transport

arrangement in consultation with APSRTC after ascertaining specific
requirement from the estate officers and farmers.
This may be reviewed once in 15 days.
SANITATION:
•

The premises should be kept neat and clean.

•

Removal of garbage, cleaning the market. maintenance of
toilets may be entrusted to the local body, private agency, or
Self-help Group.
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•

Required funds for the above may be met from the income
generated through auction of parking space, canteen, etc.

•

Farmers and Self Help Groups should clean the space
allotted to them and put the garbage at the places specified.

•

Funds allotted to Rythu Bazars wherever necessary may be
utilised for proper sanitation in the market.

PRICE FIXATION:
•

The price fixation in Rythu Bazars shall be through a
committee of farmers and the Estate Officer.

•

Adequate care should be taken to fix the prices realistically.
If the prices in Rythu Bazars are higher than the local market
rate, there is no incentive to consumers. And if the prices
fixed are lower than the wholesale market rates there are no
incentives to farmers.

•

The prices generally in Rythu Bazars shall have to be 25%
above the wholesale rates and 25% less than the local retail
price.

•

Marketing Department shall provide the wholesale prices to
Estate Officer for realistic price fixation.

•

Estate Officer should also make his efforts to obtain the
wholesale and retail prices.

•

Whenever Marketing Department is not able to provide
wholesale prices by 6.00 A.M in the morning, previous day's
wholesale price may be used.

•

For the different varieties (clearlydistinguishable)of the same
vegetable, different sale price may be fixed.

•

The Estate Officers shall ensure that prices are displayed
prominently at strategic locations.
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•

The Estate Officers shall ensure strict enforcement of prices
fixed.

•

All disputes relating to sale of vegetables shall be resolved
by the Estate Officers.

LEASE OF STRUCTURES I PARKING SPACE:
•

Rythu Bazars should generate sufficient income for
maintenance through auction of parking space, canteen etc.

•

Joint Collector is the competent authority for finalisation of
auction.

•

The money realised by way of auction shall be credited to
Rythu Bazar funds and the funds can be used for the purpose
of:
1. Sanitation.
2.

Drinking water facilities.

3. Purchase

and repairs

of weighing

scales,

and

maintenance of Rythu Bazars.
4. The Estate officers shall maintain proper accounts / cash
books etc.
DUTIES OF THE ESTATE OFFICERS:
The Estate Officers are responsible for:
•

Upkeep and maintenance of Rythu Bazars.

•

Daily allotment of space on First Come First Serve (FCFS) basis.

•

Provision of weighing scales to farmers daily and collecting them
back in the evening.

•

Formation of price fixation committees.
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•

Convening of the price fixation committee meetings everyday
morning for realistic price fixation.

•

Price fixation.

•

Ensure sales at the prices fixed.

•

Conducting a meeting of all farmers once in a week to assess
the functioning and to take course corrections and send the
minutes to Joint Collector and Director of Marketing.

•

Prominent display of prices at strategic points.

•

Use of public address system for announcement of prices.

•

Prevention of entry of middlemen.

•

Cleanliness / sanitation.

•

Proper supply of power and water.

•

Proper transport facilities to farmers.

•

Proper recording of daily arrivals and sales.

•

Prompt furnishing of returns and reports to the Joint Collectors /
Director of Marketing.

•

Encourage sale of vegetables grown locally by the Self-Help
Groups.

•

Ensure that the farmers sell vegetables mentioned in the identity
card.

•

Co-ordinate with Horticulture officers / consultants in timely
distribution of seed material/inputs to promote Horticulture
production.

•

Prevent entry of antisocial elements especially in the nights.

•

Proper maintenance ofaccounts and inspection register.
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•

Settle disputes arising on account of quality, price etc between
sellers and purchasers.

•

Lease of space for parking / canteen etc and realisation of lease
amounts.

•

Organise proper watch and ward.

•

Prompt action on adverse news items relating to Rythu Bazars.

•

Problems of transportation, middlemen, requirement of additional
infrastructure

and other problems may be taken to the notice of

Joint Collectors as and when necessary.

ORGANIZATION OF RYTHU BAZAR
Director of Marketing / Commissioner of
Horticulture (State Level)

Joint Collector (District Level)

Estate Officer

t

J

Horticulture

Price
Fixation

J
Self-Help
Groups

J
Government
Agencies

ROLE OF HORTICULTURAL CONSULTANTS:
•

Adequate participation of farmers is sine-qua-non for the
successful functioningof Rythu Bazars and this is the primary
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responsibility of Horticultural Consultant. Therefore,
Horticulture Consultant should motivate, identify and ensure
regular attendance of vegetable growers to reap the benefits
of Rythu Bazars.
•

Visiting Rythu Bazars regularly and assess the daily
requirement of vegetables

•

Based on the requirements, action plan should be prepared
for production and regular supply of vegetables by identifying
required number of farmers.

•

Regular visits to identified villages and providing pre/post
harvest consultancy to the identified farmers.

•

Timely supply of quality seeds at subsidised prices to the
farmers.

•

To guide the farmers in production of off-season vegetables.

•

To organise training to vegetable growers.

•

To maintain farmer-wise, village-wise, Mandai-wise area
under different vegetables and varieties and quantities
produced and sold in Rythu Bazars.

•

Assist the Estate Officer in managing Rythu Bazar.

•

To interact and coordinate with personnel of Agriculture,
Horticulture and Marketing departments.

•

To maintain tour diary and submit monthly diaries to Estate
Officer, Assistant Director of Horticu!tureand Joint Collector.

•

Assistant Director of HorticulturelDeputy Director of
Horticulture shall send a fortnightly report after inspection(s)
in the prescribed proforma to commissioner Horticulture,
Director of Marketing and Joint Collector.
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ROLE OF AGRICULTURE OFFICERS:
•

The Agriculture Officers shall co-ordinate with Horticulture
Consultants in the distribution of Seed/Implementation of
Horticulture production plan.

•

Motivate farmers in disposal of produce in Rythu Bazars.

•

Coordinate

with Horticulture

Consultant

in proper

identification of Villages/Farmers for Rythu Bazars.
•

Co-ordinate with Horticulture ConsultanUEstate Officer in
elimination of Middlemen in Rythu Bazars.

•

Coordinate Estate Officers in managing Rythu Bazars.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SALE OF VEGETABLES NOT GROWN
LOCALLY.
•

Vegetables grown within the district to be sold only by the
farmers.

•

Rythu Bazars have to ensure availability of all vegetables
whether grown locally or not.

•

The import and sale of vegetables not grown locally or not
grown in that season may be organised through self-help
groups.

•

Self-help groups shall not be allowed to sell the vegetables
grown within the district.

•

District administration should assist the self-help groups in
procuring vegetables through proper tie-ups.

•

The daily return of transactions at all Rythu Bazar is made
available through computer network to aid decision making
in the transport of vegetables from the low price areas.
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SALE OF ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES IN RYTHU BAZARS:
•

All essential commodities except rice may be sold through
self-help groups.

•

Sale of rice at reasonable prices may be organised through
the rice Millers Associations.

•

Sale of essential commodities viz., Rice, Oils, Pulses,
Tamarind, Dry chillies and Onions to be organizedat all Rythu
Bazars.

•

Govt. agencies (Civil Supplies Corporation, OILFED,
MARKFED) shall sell their commodities through Self Help
Groups.

SELF-HELP GROUPS:
•

Care should be taken to ensure that the Self-Help Group
functions as a group and not as an individual in the conduct
of transactions.

•

They shall sell only those Vegetables not grown in the District.

•

Self-Help Groups should be encouraged to sell the
vegetables not grown locally and other essential commodities
in the Rythu Bazars.

•

Joint Collector should select Self-Help Groups in consultation
with PO, DRDA and MunicipalCommissionerbased on group
activity, savings amount in the bank and their willingness to
work for lower profit margins.

•

Selected groups should function with active participation of
all the members of the group and not by one or two
individuals.
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MAINTENANCE OF REGISTERS/RECORDS.
•

The Estate Officers shall ensure proper maintenance of
Registers/Records Reports and inspection register.

•

Furnish daily reports of transactions as per format appended
before 11.00 AM.

•

Furnish weekly returns of transactions as per proforma on
every Friday.

•

Report fortnightly on 1st and 16th of every month particulars
of as per proforma as check memo on Rythu Bazar.

•

Maintain the following Registers as per the format appended

•

Register of inspections

•

Register of Farmers

•

Register of Dead stock

•

Register of Self-help Groups.

•

Accounts Register.

CONSTRUCTION OF PERMANENT RYTHU BAZARS:
•

Keeping in view the present and future requirements and
the response from the farmers and consumers, permanent
Rythu Bazars are planned at all the centres.

•

An area of 1.00 acre is essential for construction of Rythu
Bazars.

•

Construction of permanent Rythu Bazars is entrusted to
APIIC for speedier execution.

•

The permanent Rythu Bazars shall be occupied as and when
execution is completed.
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COMMUNICATION FACILITIES:
•

Telephone, Fax and Computers should be installed in all
Rythu Bazars.

•

The Estate Officers shall use the above for prompt
submission of returns and receipt of information for better
management.

•

Networking of all Rythu Bazars enable Estate Officers in
realistic price fixation and helpsthe farmers, Self Help Groups
in taking advantage of the prevailing prices in different
markets.

TRAINING:
•

Commissioner, Horticulture and Director of Marketing shall
organise training programs at periodic intervals for Estate
Officers and Horticulture Consultants.

ROLE OF JOINT COLLECTORS:
•

Joint Collectors are responsible for the effective functioning
of Rythu Bazars in the district.

•

The Joint Collectors shall hold periodical meetings with
farmers/ Consumers and take corrective measures.

•

Appointment of Estate Officers and Horticulture Consultants.

•

Holding weekly meetings with Estate Officers.

•

Inspection of atleast one Rythu Bazar every week.

•

Coordinate with APSRTC officials for adequate transport
arrangements.

•

Ensure proper co-ordination of Agriculture, Horticulture,
Revenue, Marketing, Transport and Local Bodies for the
smooth functioning of the Rythu Bazar.
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Funding and Operation

The cost of the entire operation is met through funds provided
by the Agricultural Market Committee and the Horticulture
Development. Infrastructural facilities such as shops, drinking water,
electricity, parking, storage for unsold produce,weighing scales, etc,
are provided by the Agricultural Market Committees from their own
funds. The cost of the Horticulture Consultant is met out of the
Horticulture Department funds Each Rythu Bazar employs one
Estate Officer, one computer operator, five supervisors, one store
assistant, one electrician-cum-office attendant, and five security
guards. The number of employed personnelmay vary from one Rythu
Bazar to another depending on the volume of business. All the start
members of Rythu Bazars are hired on a contract basis and are paid
consolidated salaries. They are not eligible for any other benefits.
Rythu Bazars generate sufficient income for their sustenance
through auction of parkingspace, lease of private nurseriesand profits
from the market canteen. The Joint Collector is the competent
authority to arrange and finalize the auction. The money realized
through the auction is credited to the Rythu Bazar funds and can be
used for provision of sanitation, drinking water facilities, purchase
and repairs of weighing scales, and general maintenance of Rythu
Bazars. Experience has proved that most Rythu Bazars in cities
function as self-sufficient financial entities.
Reporting and Monitoring
The Estate officers ensure proper maintenance of registers/
records. They furnish daily reports of transactions in the bazaars,
appended before 11 a.m. everyday. They also furnish weekly returns
of transactions as per proforma every Friday. They also have to
send a fortnightly report every month on the Rythu Bazar as per the
prescribed

proforma.

The reporting

system is thus quite
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comprehensive and enables the Joint District Collectors to closely
monitor the functioning of the Rythu Bazars.
Status of Rythu Bazars
The status of Rythu Bazars in Andhra Pradesh is given in the tables
below:
Profile of Rythu Bazars in Andhra Pradesh
Indicators

2000

1999

No. of Rythu Bazars

92
Permanent Rythu Bazars
7
No. of Farmers
4500
Weekly arrivals (quintal)
51142
Value of weekly arrivals (in Rs. lakhs)
375

2001

97
97
28
34
4888
5871
75389 101111
550
743

Computers

12

29

34

Fax machines

76

82

82

Arrivals of Vegetables in Rythu Bazars
Weekly Arrivals (quintal)

No. of Rythu Bazars

>1000

20

500-1000

28

300-500

16

200-300

15

100-200

12

<100

6

Total

97

From the above two tables, we can infer the following:
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•

About 97 Rythu Bazars are functioning in Andhra Pradesh
where one lakh quintals of vegetables are sold per week.

•

About 6,000 farmers are availing the benefiting from Rythu
Bazars.

•

Total turnover of vegetable and other essential commodities
is about 7.5 crore per week.

•

Rythu Bazars have facilitated direct marketing. This has cut
short marketing

channels

by eliminating. middlemen

and

brought producer/sellers in direct contact with the consumer.
•

The producers of perishable goods around the cities and
urban towns are able to get the benefit of direct selling to the
consumers.

•

Rythu Bazars have, therefore,

increased

the returns to

producers, while providing vegetables, fruits and essential
commodities to the consumers at economic prices.
•

Efforts are on to provide all Rythu Bazars with 'zero-energy

storage units' of appropriate capacity to store unsold stock.
•

Training-cum-appraisal' programmes for Estate Officers,
HorticultureConsultantsand Assistant Directors of Marketing
and Horticulture every quarter are also being initiated to help
resolve operational bottlenecks and further improve the
efficacy of Rythu Bazars.

Evaluation
Rythu Bazars have been an outstanding success in Andhra
Pradesh and have brought Immense benefits to the farmers
participating in them. However, modifications in the present market
framework are necessary to strengthen the existing Rythu Bazars
and to ensure their sustainability. The Governmentof Andhra Pradesh
is paying particular attention to the following aspects:
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It is recognized that location is very important for the
successfulfunctioningof Rythu Bazars. Experiencesuggests
that the location of the Bazars should be away from the
existinq wholesale markets and in the neighbourhood of
consumers. They should also be accessible by direct
transport, for the benefitof farmers. Therefore, it is necessary
to shift/close those Rythu Bazars that are located near
wholesale markets.

•

Consumers prefer markets where all varieties of vegetables
and fruits are available. SHGs are being encouraged to play
a useful role in promotingthe sale of vegetables not cultivated
in the district. Rice and other essential commodities are also
being made available through government agencies, rice
millers' association or through the wholesalers. Thus, efforts
are being made to provide a holistic marketing environment
for consumers.

•

Transport facilities that are available in the early hours of the
day are essential for farmers to come to Rythu Bazars from
their villages. The government, on its part, must make sure
that these farmers are provided efficient and regular means
of transport reaching the Bazars.

•

Some Rythu Bazars have been able to generate adequate
income through auction of parking spaces and canteen
facilities for the maintenance of the Bazar. Since
infrastructure facilities are provided free of cost by the
Marketing Department, all Rythu Bazars are being
encouraged to generate their own income towards recurring
expenditure. In order to achieve this, all Rythu Bazars should
eventually be converted into mutually aided cooperative
societies so that their management can be handed over to
farmers themselves.
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Summary
Rythu Bazars were conceptualized

to provide better

marketing avenues for agricultural produce, as well as bridge the
gap between the farmers and the consumers. Farmers from a cluster
of 10-15 predominantly vegetable-growing villages, who are willing
to participate in the bazaar, are identified by the Horticulture
Department. Rythu Bazars help to reduce variations in prices and
protect the interest of the consumer. A system of price fixation has
been put in place in Rythu Bazars, which is done through a committee
and the Estate Officer. The Estate Officer conducts meetings with
all farmers once a week to assess the functioning of the Bazar.
However,there is a needto improvethe accessibilityof Rythu .
Bazar to larger sectionsof the population. It is recognizedthat location
is very important for successful functioning of the Rythu Bazar.
Experience suggests that the location of the Bazar should be away
from the existing wholesale markets and in the neighbourhood of
consumers. They should also be accessible by direct transport, for
the benefit of the farmers. Therefore, it is necessary to shift/close
those Rythu Bazars that are located near wholesale markets.
Replicability
Agencies like the Reserve Bank of India, the Research and
Analysis Wing of the Civil Supplies Department as well as teams
from neighbouring states have conducted studies on the functioning
of Rythu Bazars. These studies have revealed that creating a direct
interface between the farmers and the consumers accrue mutual
benefits for both the groups involved, while eliminating exploitation
from intermediaries. Tamil Nadu and Orissa have already replicated
this novel example of regulating producer/consumer markets. At the
national level, the Agriculture Division of the Planning Commission

,
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envisages promoting the concept of Rythu Bazars, evolved by the
State of Andhra Pradesh, as an innovative example of creating .a
viable alternate market structure.
Source:- http://gist.ap.nic.in/market.html
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DWCRA AND JANMABHOOMI FOR
EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN AND
FAMILY PLANNING *
For quite sometimes since independence, women in our
country, rural women in particular, were not organized to promote
any welfare programmes for themselves and the society. However,
in urban areas, there are isolated and small groups formed by women
in the name of 'Mahila Mandals', Women Teachers' Associations
and so on. On the other hand, men in urban areas, have had their
associations,clubs, trade unions and similargroup formationsto serve
various purposes. Culturally,women were not encouraged in the past
to form sir.iilar associations, parties, groups, etc., like men, although
they did have pressing problems and issues to be solved. The
advantages of forming groups, even among the illiterate, are many.
They help for periodic interaction among different people and provide
opportunities for informal learning for all participants, literate or
otherwise. Periodic meetings help the members of groups to interact
with one another frequently, discuss and debate among themselves
the problems and issues facing them, and thereby enrich their
awareness, deepen their knowledge and clarify to themselves their
own ideas, attitudes and concepts. All these enable them to reinforce
ideas wherever necessary and bring about necessary behavioural
changes among them, for development all-round. In Andhra Pradesh,
the massive organization of all people under Janmabhoomi and
women in the name of DWCRA have been functioning with
commendable success leading to all-round holistic development.
Women in families in general have been repeatedly benefited by the
DWCRA How awareness among women in the state has increased
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and become sharpened was demonstrated

when they organized a

big way in the early 1990s a movement to protest against arrack!
liquor consumption

in the state and demanded total prohibition. This

was a historic movement of women, begun and sustained largely by
rural women. In the pages that follow women's opinion on the following
welfare programmes initiated through the DWCRA and Janmabhoomi
are presented: (1) Health Education, (2) Health service programmes,
(3) Sanitation-cum-clean

and green, (4) Immunization

of children,

(5) Family Planning, (6) Literacy and Education, (7) Overall women's
development

programmes

these programmes
implementation

and (8) Suggestions

given to improve

in future. An index of their opinion regarding the

of the programmes is also given.

DWCRA is the abbreviation for 'Development of Women and
Children in Rural Areas', initiated by the Ministry of Rural Development
at the Centre. As the name indicates, the emphasis in this programme
is on the development of women and children. Seventy-two per cent
of the country's population dwells in rural areas, of which 60% are
women and children. This programme is designed for the development
of women and children of those families below the poverty line.
The focus of DWCRA is chiefly on women, rural poor women
in particular should organize themselves into groups and derive the
benefits of development through their own efforts, combined with the
efforts of society as a whole. That is why the emphasis is on 'women',
An all-round improvement in the status of women is at the centre of
its goal. Improvement

in the ability and understanding

of women in

relation to the many roles they have necessarily to play will lead to
an improvement
happen

in their status. The development

'indirectly',

development.
awareness

so to speak,

Children

develop

of children will

as a result of their mothers'
through

their

mother's

and action on their behalf. The development
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women and children are intertwined.That is why the two are specially
emphasized in the very name of the scheme DWCRA.
This programme is for the 'poor' and 'the poor' are the officially
selected families belowthe poverty line, selected by the 'gram sabhas'
or village meetings at the Gram Panchayat level. These lists are
available at the village panchayat, block and district offices. The
selection is based on the survey of income resources of the families.
Only those included in the list are called 'chaynit pariwar' or 'selected
families'.
Key Features of the DWCRA Programme
The DWCRA is not merely a welfare scheme. It provides
opportunities to women and children to benefit from various kinds of
services and facilities. The specific programme activities will be
formulated in each villagegroup on the basisof Iocalneeds.Therefore,
the implementation of the DWCRA programme is not uniform
throughout the nation and varies from area to area.
The DWCRA is a flexible programme, based on the needs of the
area. Its programmes emphasize the principle that planning and
implementation should be decentralized, with both activities taking
place at the village level. The planning and responsibility of
i'i'

implementation should be as close to the group as possible.
The DWCRA lays stress on the principle of participation as
the root of decentralization. So, the effort is to enlist the participation
of people right from planning through evaluation to implementation.
Participatory planning means that ttle women's groups decide on
the kind of work they will undertake. Generally, when a community
service is organized by the government, without direct participatior
of the rural people, they do not feel responsible for its full use 01
maintenance. Therefore, the objective of the DWCRA programme is
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that people in the group would decide what programme they need,
how it is to be implemented in their village and thus really become a
part of the programme.
Objectives of DWCRA
The following objectives have been generally considered for
the promotion of DWCRA.
1. To help women to organize themselves into groups in order
to work collectively for solving their manifold problems like
employment, economic improvement, educational
betterment, improvement of health, prevention of diseases,
adoption of Family Planning and overall betterment of the
quality of life for women and children;
2. To develop skills and ability in their avocation and improve
the efficiency of their work through self-employment.
3. To promote income generating activities to supplement their
personal needs and for the well being of the family;
4. To promote self-confidence, awareness about all the
developmental programmes and the benefits available for
women through Government Programmes, familiarize them
with the rights and responsibilities in a changing society;
5. To provide appropriate.care for their children through creches
and Balvadis to develop their health, personality and
education.
Organizational Set-up:
At the national level the Rural Women's Programme Division
in the Ministry of Rural Development Plans, administers and monitors
the programme. At the state level, the Women's Programme Cell of
the Department of Rural Development is responsible for the
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implementation

of the programme. At the district level, the Assistant

Project Officer (A.P.O.) and Field Training Officer (F.T.O.) under
guidance of the Project Director (DRDA), and at the block level, the
Gram

Sevika

Development

(G.S.)
Officers

under

guidance

(M.D.O.)

of F.T.O.

are responsible

and Mandai

for programme

implementation.
National level

Ministry of Rural Development (Rural
Women's Programme Division)

State Level

Rural Development Department (Women's
Programme Cell)

District Level

Assistant Project Officer

Block Level

Gram Sevika

Village Level

Group OrganizerGroup

members

Identification of Beneficiaries:
The scheme identifies women below the poverty line in rural
areas, the poverty line was defined as a family having an annual
income of rs.6,400 or less (I RDP Manual, 1987). But the "cut-off' line
for selecting the beneficiaries under the DWCRA scheme is a family
having an annual income of less than Rs.3,400 and these families
get priority in selection. While the target group of DWCRA is the
same as IRDP, the methodology of reaching is through a group rather
than individual

beneficiaries.

The financial

provisions

under the

DWCRA are available only for the group. Individual income generation
projects will be financed on the IRDP pattern from the IRDP budget.

Formation of Group
A group of 15-20 women of homogenous

category come

together for an activity of mutual interest to all. The qrorrp must be
linked to collective economic programmes.
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formation should also be a process of building rapport between the
women,

on the one hand, and the grassroot

functionaries,

on the other. Through the organization

women improve their participation
development

level Government
of groups,

in various programmes

of rural

and economic well-being. With this, women improve

their earnings, acquire new skills, reduce their daily workload, and
have better accessibility to credit and other inputs of development.

The assistance available to a group is as follows:
RS.15,OOOas a one-time grant contributed in equal measure
by Central and State Government

and the UNICEF, which can be

used as:
i.
ii.

Revolving fund for purchase of raw materials and marketing.
Honorarium to the group organizer, which may not exceed
RS.50/- per month for a period of one year.

iii.

Infrastructure support for income generating activities; and

iv. One-time expenditure on childcare facilities.

Interaction within DWCRA
Discussions in the DWCRA groups focus on several aspects
concerning women. The principal deliberation in the monthly DWCRA
group meeting centres on different aspects of financial management.
The membership

fee collected is pooled and deposited along with

the matching grant from the Government in a bank in the name of
the 9WCRA leaders. The profits made through the organized sale of
commonly produced materials are equally shared by the members
as their take home family benefit. Loans are given to the members
for several productive schemes of self employment such as buying
milch cows/ buffalos, making garments, tailoring, plastic/ jute bag
making, running petty shops, vending, skirt-making, sheep-rearing,

'";

,
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agricultural promotion of sericulture, raising vegetable gardens and
so on. In addition, loans are also given for the education of children,
construction of toilets, repairs of houses, marriageexpenses, meeting
the emergency health needs and so on. These loan facilities have
liberated many rural people from the clutches of Shylock like
moneylenders who generally exploit the poor and the middle class
people. What is more, many women members, for the first time in
their life, individually handle money, save money without the
interference of the husband. This is a big revolution, not merely
financial, among women through the DWCRA programme.Whenever
members do not pay the loan installmentfor clearingthe loan obtained
from the DWCRA, other members put pressure on them and realize
it. There is also a definite understanding not to allow the husband to
meddle with the finance of DWCRAthrough the wife. This is ~ positive
development for women's economic emancipation.
During the monthly meetings of the DWCRA, in addition to
deliberating on financial matters, the members discuss several other
issues concerning women and their families. For instance, they share
the problems created by husbands through alcoholism. They
encourage such women sufferers to face boldly their husbands and
threaten them if necessary that they would report the matter to the
police for justice and thus admonish the husbands. In fact, there are
instances of a decrease in the harassment of wives by husbands
through alcoholism, owing to the impact of the DWCRA and the
consequent empowerment of women. The DWCRA members and
the two leaders of their group help other members in several other
ways. The leaders of the DWCRA accompany the members for
procuring raw materials. They individually and together work for the
marketing their products. They also periodically discuss issues like
the health problems, family planning adoption and programmes like
the education of their children in future and so on. In fact, the
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enlightened and educated members of the DWCRA share their
experiences with other members of the group. All these interactions
within the group provide non-formal education to the members and
help in the empowerment of women.
Opinion of DWCRA Members on Welfare Schemes
As stated earlier,

several

health, family planning,

environmental, economic and social problems are tackled through
the Janmabhoomi and DWCRA programmes. While the
Janmabhoomi programme is implemented once in 3-4 months, the
DWCRA meeting taken place at least once in a month. During the
Janmabhoomi programmes and the DWCRA meetings, special
sessions are arranged for skill development, and for ecucation.
However, such interventions have not been adequate, although they
have rendered great service by disseminating of knowledge among
the DWCRA members, who in turn have passed on the same to their
friends and relatives, the benefitsthey have received. In the following,
we examine the opinions of the DWCRA members regarding their
response to the Janmabhoomi programmes, their friends and
relatives, the benefits they have received. In the following pages, we
examine the opinion of the DWCRA members regarding their
response to the Janmabhoomi procrarnmes, their. several
components, and the benefits derived from them.
Health Education and Services
Under health education three aspects were prominently
discussed during the Janmabhoomi and DWCRA meetings During
the Janmabhoomi programmes experts on health from different
institutions were involved to impart education on several-aspects of
health to the members of the DWCRA and other participants. When
their opinion was sought regarding such health education, an
overwhelming proportion (84%) of them said that they found it useful.
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While half of them felt it really useful,one-third of them felt it somewhat
useful. However, one-third of the respondents felt that it was a waste.
About 40% of them were not able to express any opinion. Therefore,
there is a need to strengthen the health education programme by
repeating it frequently with more audio-visual aids and encouraging
question - answer sessions in the meetings, besides involving as
many people as possible in such group meetings. The benefits
generated through health education did not differ much in the different
regions (Table 1).
Table 1: Percentage distribution of women according to their
opinion on discussion of health matters at Janmabhoomi.
OpiniononHealthtopics
discussed

Total

Districts
Chittoor

Krishna

52.5 (105)

51.5 (103)

52.0 (208)

Somewhatuseful

29.5 (59)

35.0 (70)

32.3 (129)

Waste

12.5 (25)

11.5 (23)

12.0 (48)

5.5 (11)

2.0 (4)

3.9 (15)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200)

Useful

Don'tknow
Total

1000(400)

The mothers were also asked to give their opinion regarding
the immunization programme for children. Nearly a quarter of the
women (24.0%) said that they did not get the benefit of immunization.
Another quarter of them did not appreciate the coverage and service
done for immunization. However, nearly 50% of them were satisfied
with it. Therefore, there is need for a thorough review of the on-going
immunization programme under Janmabhoomi to avoid wastage and
make it really useful in future.
Sanitation-cum-Clean and Green
The clean and green programme including sanitation formed
a major component of the Janmabhoomi programme. It is very
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this programme

because

drainage

and

sanitation are very poor in most places and there has been a reckless
destruction of trees and forests all over the state. In this context, it is
good to know that in Sweden even private tree cannot be cut without
the permission
countries,

of local government

the government

extends

and in all the Scandinavian
aU encouragement

for tree

planting. In India, tow states, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu, have taken
the lead in social forestry. Thanks to the visionary social forestry
programme adopted in Tamil Nadu by the late MGR, all along both
sides of the road in the state, there are rows of trees grown. It is
some comfort that Andhra Pradesh has adopted the social forestry
programme in earnest. However, Planting new trees and assuming
their uninterrupted growth has not been keepiny pace with the callous
destruction of trees in the State.
A very high percentage of the women (88%) expressed
appreciation of the clean and green programme. While more than
half of them were very happy about it, one-third of them felt that it
was only somewhat useful. Only negligible percentage of women
regarded it as a waste. In these opinions the two regions did not
differ much (Table-2).

Table 2: Percentage distribution of women according to their
opinion on clean and green under Janmabhoomi programme
in Chittoor and Krishna districts in Andhra Pradesh
Opinion on Clean
Useful
Somewhat useful
Waste
Not Applicable
Total

Districts
Chittoor
Krishna
52.0 (104)
51.5111)
28.0 (56)
39.5 (79)
14.0 (28)
3.5 (7)

Total
54.0 (216)
34.0 (136)
8.5 (34)

6.0 (12)

1.5 (3)

3.5 (14)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (400)
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Family Planning: A Spectacular Success and a World Record
The family planning programme in Andhra Pradesh did not
progress satisfactorily till about a decade, unlike Kerala, Tamil Nadu,
Goa and Punjab. It was probably because of the massive illiteracy of
women in the state. Further, road transport facilities in the state were
poor.When the infrastructure is poor and clients are illiterate,naturally
family planning cannot flourish despite special efforts made through
World Bank aided UPP projects. Under such circumstances, the
population grew very high in Andhra Pradesh till 1991. In fact, the
average annual growth rate in the state was 2.1% till 1991. Since
then, however, during the last one decade (1991-2001) the annual
growth rate has declined to 1.30%. Such dramatic decline of the
annual growth rate can be explained largely as due to the positive
impact of the Janmabhoomi and DWCRA programmes. The family
planning programme was there in the state during the last four
decades, and the massive IPP programme had been funded by World
Bank during the 1981-91 period. However, such extra input was not
there to promote the reduction of the growth rate of population during
the 1991-2001 period. Therefore, it seems logical to argue in the
absence of any special family planning programme like the IPP during
the 1991-2001 period, what other programmes could have caused
the rapid decline in the growth rate both in rural and urban areas in
the last one decade compared to all the other states in India. Such
rapid and steep decline of growth rate during the last decade did not
happen in any other state. Interestingly, such a revolutionary and
dramatic decline of growth rate of population happened in China
(Mahadevan and Taun, 1994). The decisive impact, both direct and
indirect, made by the massive community movement through the
periodical Janmabhoomi and DWCRA programmes, on eligible
couples and the interaction among the group members, would have
contributed to improvement in knowledge of family planning
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development of favourable attitude towards it and increased
acceptance of contraception to raise it as high as 70% in several
districts, barring the backward areas in the state.
OPINION ON FAMILY PLANNING THROUGH JAANMABHOOMI
Family planning is discussed among the DWCRA members
during their monthly meetings and they in turn frequently discuss it
with their friends and relatives later on. Through the Janmabhoomi
programmeadditionalfamily planning(FP)education has beencarried
out on a quarterly basis during the last five years. Therefore, the
respondents were specially asked to mention their view of the
usefulness of F.P education imparted through Janrnabhoorni per se.
According to Table 3, a significant proportion (64%) of women
admitted the usefulness and benefits of F.P education periodically
impart5ed to them through the several Janmabhoomi programmes.
There is no major region-wise variation in such education. Therefore,
it may be summarized that statewide large-scale benefits of the IEC
programme have permeated among the women in general. Since
most of the adopters are women (see F.P.chapter) their opinions
mentioned above reflect the positive impact of the F.P. education
through the Janmabhoomi and DWCRA programmes. It is in addition
to the interaction effect and diffusion of knowledge resulting from
these programmes. Although one-third of the women expressed the
view that the F.P. education through Janmabhoomi was a waste, it
does not reflect the negative aspect of the programme because most
of the earlier adopters mentioned it as a waste.
Thus, the principal causal factor for the rapid and extensive
adoption of F.P in Andhra Pradesh and the consequent steep decline
of the growth rate of population can be the direct impact of the
Janmabhoomi and DWCRA programmes and the indirect impact of
the interaction and diffusion effects operating from the participants
of themselves and with others.
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Table 3: Percentage Distribution of Women regarding Opinion on
Health An<:J Family Education through Janmabhoomi Programmes
in Chittoor and Krishna Districts In Andhra Pradesh.
Opinion on Clean
and Green

Districts
Chittoor
Krishna

Total

Useful

45.5(91)

47.5 (95)

46.50 (186)

Somewhat useful

19.5 (39)

16.0 (32)

17.75(71)

Waste

29.0 (58)

35.0 (70)

32.00 (128)

6.0 (12)

1.5 (3)

3.75(15)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (400)

Not Applicable
Total

LITERACY AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN
Literacy and education constituted one of the components
of Janmabhoomi programme. In fact, 77% of women expressed
appreciation of it. However, the remaining were either not expressed
appreciation of it. However, the remaining were either not ex posed
to it or found it not necessary for them. In the context of the prevailing
high illiteracy among women in Andhra Pradesh, this programme
deserves very high priority. When literacy increases and adult
education

spreads,

women

become

well

informed,

and

knowledgeable and empower themselves. As a result they also
quickly adopt F P.
OVERALL OPINION
PRQGRAMMES

ON WOMEN ORIENTED WELFARE

Certain Janmabhoomiprogrammeswere exclusivelydevoted
to the development of women, for instance, the programmes which
were focused on the girl child, girl's education, etc, An index was
prepared covering all the welfare programmes promoted for women
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through the several Janmabhoomi

programmes.

All the questions

were trichotomised

into 'less useful', moderately useful' and 'very

useful' categories.

The scores of these questions were quantified

and classified into three categories (Table 4).

Table 4: Percentage distribution of women by index on their opinion
about the implementation of various welfare programmes under
Janmabhoomi in Chittoor and Krishna districts in Andhra Pradesh.
Opinion on Health topics
discussed (An Index)

Districts

Total

Chittoor

Krishna

50.5 (102)

49.0 (98)

49.8(216)

Moderately useful
(Score 10-12)

21.5 (43)

18.0 (36)

19.8 (79)

Less useful (Score 6-9)

27.5 (55)

33.0 (66)

29.3 (121)

Very Useful
(Score 14-18)

Total

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200) 100.0 (400)

It is interesting to note that 70% of the women found these
programmesvery/moderatelyuseful, less than one-thirdof them found
them 'less useful', perhaps because they had been already exposed
to such information
and therefore did not find relevant to them.,Since
.
a high proportion of women found the programmes beneficial, and
several others are oriented towards the welfare programmes through
Janmabhoomi, this programme deserves to be expanded, diversified
and repeated for a few more years till women in the state are fully
educated, modernized and the quality of their life is improved.
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTOF DWCRA AND JANMABHOOMI
The women respondents were asked to give their
uggestions. Several suggestions were put forward by them. They
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are as follows. Active and regular participation of the government
officials concerned is mentioned -as major recommendation. This
recommendation implies that certain officials have been irregular on
their participation and shown poor commitment to the DWCRA AND
Janmabhoomi programmes. Therefore, it suggested that special
region-wise diagnostic studies of the extent of the participation of
government officials in DWCRA and Janmabhoomi may be
strengthened to enforce discipline among them in executing the
DWCRA and Janmabhoomi programmes successfully. Other
suggestions given by the women were: Need for expansion of all
awareness programmes on (1) Health, (2) Child welfare, (3) Health
promotion, (4) Clean and green, (5) Special programmes on girl

en

children, (6) Programme for raising girl's age at marriage,
Dowry
eradication, (8) Reproductive health promotion, (9) Prohibition, (10)
Old age security and (11) Care of destitute women.
Regarding the DWCRA programme, an overwhelming
percentage of women demanded more revolving fund to be provided
to them by the Government, which may enforce a proper utilization
of this fund for productive use. There is the need for better official cooperation and co-operation among the members of DWCRA
themselves for marketing their products on a remunerative basis.
Another important suggestion is that they need diversified skill
development programme through periodic training to enable them to
produce attractive and competitive products in future. Therefore, by
and large, most of the women are enthusiastic about the DWCRA
and want to expand, diversify and improve the functioning of the
DWCRA in future.
Facets of Empowerment of Women
The assumption here is that through their active participation
in the DWCRA and Janmabhoomi programmes, women wou:
/
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develop several facets of empowerment because interaction with one
another regarding the growth and development of women enables
them to get rid of shyness and withdrawal tendency. Further, they
would develop awareness of several aspects of their-life which may
improve their self-confidence, aspiration, world-view, etc., and enable
them to achieve autonomy in decision-making. Added to these factors,
the economic gains they make through self-employment in the DWCRA
programme

would add to their empowerment.

All these positive

developments will pave the way for greater participation of women in
decision-making

on a number of issues in the family. Therefore, in the

present study, women's empowerment has been assessed through
their autonomy along with their level of aspiration, role in decisionmaking regarding the education of children, transaction of property,
health utilization, family planning and so on. All these facets of change
in women together can indicate their present level of empowerment,
which has improved through the DWCRA in particular.

Index of Autonomy in Decision-making
Traditionally women have little autonomy in taking decisions
. in most aspects of day-to-day affairs, more particularly in serious
matters like property transaction, education of children, seeking
medical treatment, family planning and so on. To assess their
cumulative autonomy in decision-making, a number of questions
relating to the items mentioned above were posed to the women in
order to assess the level of their autonomy as low, moderate and
high. A score value of 1-3 was assigned to the tripartite classification
of five such questions on different themes, The cumulative score
was graded to represent the hierarchy of autonomy, which is
presented in Table 5. The findings conclusivelyconfirmedthat majority
of women developed very high level of autonomy in both the districts.
Another quarter of them also developed moderate level of autonomy.
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These findings reveal a revolution in empowerment

of rural women

in Andhra Pradesh now.

Table 5: Percentage distribution
of women according to the
/.
Autonomy enjoyed by them in various aspects of decision making in Chittoor and Krishna Districts of Andhra Pradesh.
Total

Districts
Krishna
Chittoor

Levelof Autonomy
of Women .,
Low

25.0 (50)

11.5(23)

18.3 (73)

Moderate

24.5 (48)

26.5 (53)

25.1 (10.1)

High

51.0(102)

62.0 (124)

56.6 (226)

Total

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (400)

Ambition of Career for Daughter
Traditionally, in most developing countries, except China,
most rural women prefer to remain at home as housewives. In fact,
Chinese women are even far ahead of women in the developed
countries in terms of their employment outside home, and notably in
the field of sports. It is well-known that China ranked second in the
recent Olympic games next only to the USA and Chinese women
dominated in several sports events. However, Indian women lag far
behind the Chinese women except in the field of politics and basic
academic field. Now, let us see the changing ambition of mothers
regarding the careers of their daughters in future, according to the
women respondents.
The data given in Table 6 shows a contrasting scenario
regarding the daughter's career. In fact, 57% of women in all preferred
a career life outside home for their daughter's career. In fact 57% of
women in all preferred a career life outside home for their daughters
and their number is significantly more in the Krishna district (69.0%)
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development
daughters

(46.0%).

Therefore,

based on the

of the region, women tend to prefer jobs for their
outside

advancement.
others,

district
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home mostly' because

of their educational

In addition, it is likely that periodic interaction with

outside

advancement.

home

mostly

because

of their

educationaf

In addition, it is likely that periodic interaction with

others, debate among themselves on issues concerning their formal
and informal education

received by the rural women through the

DWCRA in particular and to a certain extent through the Janmabhoomi
programme,

would have strengthened

in a majority of them their

ambition of a career goal for their daughters.
dimension of empowerment

Therefore,

another

is manifested in these findings.

Table 6: Percentage distribution of women expressing career
ambitionfor their daughters in Chittoor and Krishna Districts of
Andhra Pradesh.
Career ambition
for Daughters
Housewife
Employment

Districts
Chittoor
54.5 (109)

Total

Krishna
31.5 (63)

43.8 (172)

45.5 (91)

68.5(137)

57.0 (228)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (200)

100.0 (400)

outside home
Total

Other Dimensions of Empowerment
In order to identify the improvement
, in the empowerment of
women on other dimensions, a few other questions were put to the
respondents. When their opinion was sought regarding their family
life, 69% of them wished for several changes in family life deviating
from the traditional patterns, which reflects their empowerment. Their
number is significantly more in the developed Krishna district (82.0%)
in the Chittoor district. In fact, the development of this dimension of
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empowerment is at least in part through the DWCRA (Table not given).
Yet another dimension of empowerment was assessed in terms of
their participation in decision-making concerning (1) education of
children, (2) seeking medical aid and (3) acceptance of family
planning. As for the education of children, 77% of the women
respondents confessed that they generally involve in decision-making
along with the husbands ion the past and/orin the future. Regarding
seeking medical aid, a similar trend emerged for acceptance of family
planning. In all these three decision-making patterns significantly
more women in the Krishna district preferred to involve themselves
in decision-making along with the husbands. Once again, these three
aspects of decision making in the family manifest a modern trend
and improvement, which in all likelihood resulted with the impact of
the DWCRA programme.
Thus, the foregoing discussion of autonomy, ambition of
mothers for their daughters' future and their involvement in decisionmaking together indicate a significant change from the traditional setup to an enlightened modern pattern of empowerment of women. All
these changes together would have considerably improved the
empowerment of women through the DWCRA programme. In fact,
the above-mentioned findings may be rare in rural areas and
therefore, the impact of DWCRA commendably would have
contributed for improvement in empowerment of women in Andhra
Pradesh.
(Authors: K.Mahadevan, P.Sumangala, P.J.Reddy, M.Lalitha &
R.Varalakshmi
Source:- www.ap.nic.in/dwcra)
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CHIEF MINISTER'S EMPOWERMENT
YOUTH (CMEY)

OF

History of CMEY:
Chief Minister's

Empowerment

of Youth (CMEY)

programme an important Sub-Scheme of Youth Policy leading to
create employment opportunities to the youth on "Group Strategy"
was launched during the annual plan period 1996-97 and continued
to be implemented year to year. Since the time of inception, a total
number of 33603 units have been grounded with an outlay of Rs.
320.74 crores and functioning through CMEY groups providing
employment opportunities to 2.70 Lakh youth under Industry, Service
and Business sectors. The Survey conducted by professional
agencies like APITCO, APPC and NISIET revealedthat the success
rate in CMEY is 84%, which has been rated as one of the most
successful schemes among the self-employmentschemes introduced
since Independence.
Objective of CMEY:
The Primary objective of CMEY is employment generation
of the youth. All the efforts are directed towards activities, which are
supportive to this objective. The priority of the programme was aimed
at creating employment opportunities to the unemployed and land
less youth forming youth association consisting of 15 members or
more, cultivating the habit of thrift regularly and enabling them to
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taking up economic activities of their choice in the form of "Self-Help"
Groups. Thus this programme is expected to provide a platform for
economic development of youth through a "Micro-Credit Mechanism".

CMEY at a Glance:
CMEY programme is based on "Group Strategy" and the
main objective is inculcating the habit of thrift among the group
members. The CMEY Youth Group isjointly and severally responsible
for proper recovery of the amount recieved from the Government
and its correct utilisation as per the guidelines issued from time to
time. In any event of such proved misutilisation of the money, the
youth association is liable to repay the entire amount back to the
government. The Rapid Appraisal Teams have concluded that the
Income level of the CMEY group members has increased and the
I

living ~tandards of the group member have also increased. The
Participation

of the CMEY group member in Govt. Welfare

Programmes like "Janmabhoomi","Neeru-Meeru","Family Planning".
"Literacy" etc. is estimated as almost 90%.
Guidelines: ,
1)

ELIGIBILITY: Youth Groups Consisting of 15 and more in

the age group of 18 to 35 years living in a "Janmabhoomi" Habitation
are eligible to form a CMEY group. The Youth Association shall
comprise of only unemployed and land less youth from below poverty
line families in the habitation. Any two-group members should have
minimum qualification of 7th Pass.
The Youth Associations formed as groups which are registered
in the District are observed for 6 months by Youth Services
Department based on their performance in areas of community
Dr.M.C.R.H.R.D. Institute of Andhra Pradesh
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development and thrift, the district sanction committee under the
chairmanship of The District Collector will recommend for financial
assistance and the selected groups will be released financial
assistance by the District Youth Welfare Officer and ex-officio Chief
Executive Officer, STEP. The Mandai Level Team consisting of
MPDO, MYEO and concerned Banker supervise the physical
grounding of the assets.
2)

THRIFT: Each Group Member should raise the saving of

atleast Rs. 2 per day and should do internal lending among the group
members with 100% recovery rate.
3)

TRAINING:

The Most Significant

aspect of CMEY

programme is its uniqueness in emphasizing on training programme.
The Group should undergo 6 Modules of Training programme for
getting financial assistance under CMEY programme. The Modules
of Training Programme are:

4)

i.

Personality Development.

ii.

Water Harvesting

iii.

Literacy

iv.

Moral & Ethical Values

v.

Entrepreneur Development Programme

vi.

Skill Upgradation

CMEY GROUP SELECTION: On Completion of orientation

of the modules and assessments, the youth associations are selected
based on the following parameters.
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a.

Thrift made by the Youth associations

duly considering

whether it is genuine or not. Groups, which do not do thrift

on regular basis, shall not be considered for selection.
b.

Discipline and unity in the youth association.

c.

Initiative shown for identifying and solving village problems.

d.

Participation in the government programmes from time to
time like Janmabhoomi, Clean & Green etc., which shall be
quantified and monitored.

e.

Participation in the training/ orientation programmes.
The best performing youth associations in each district shall
be offered loans under CMEY programme for taking up selfemployment activities for their youth association members.

Financial Pattern:
The Economic assistance under the programme per group
includes Revolving fund (30%), Margin Money (20%) and Bank loan
(50%).
The Youth Associations so selected for financing shall be
counselled in their village by a team consisting of management
experts, successful entrepreneurs and Bankers who will advise them
on appropriate economic activities for their self-employment.
Grounding:
The Activity selected need not be the same for all the
members. The members can form into subgroups and can select
their choice of activities on need base, viability and feasibility of the
selected.
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. Repayment:
The youth association members, who receive the assistance
for self-employment under CMEY shall repay the revolving fund and
margin money to the youth association account in regular monthly
.

.

installments. From the money so collected, Youth association shall
repay the margin money and bank loan to the Government arid
Bankers respectively.The revolvingfund can be utilizedfor expanding
their existing units. Youth associations will also maintain accounts
for their revolving fund collected from the members.
Application Procedure:
The Interested youth groups can contact the District Youth
Welfare Officer and ex-officio Chief Executive Officer, STEP of the
concerned District and apply for registration of the group or they can
register online.
Achievements
•

33,603 youth Associations benefitted with a project cost of RS.
320.74 Crores

•

Employment was provided to 2.70 lac youth under Industry,
Service and Business Sectors

•

1001 units are identified as model units.

•

37885 Youth Groups have been formed during 2000-2001.

•

8945 Youth groups are found well functioning and matured and
will be provided financial assistance during this year.
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Training Programmes

Training is the most vital component of CMEY Programme.
During 96-98, 98-99 and 99-2000, the two leaders selected in that
particular

year

Entrepreneurial

of CMEY
skills,

Group

Accounts

were

imparted

Maintenance

training

in

and Marketing

Techniques. Nearly 67206 members have undergone training during
this period. APITCO, APPC & NISIET have imparted this training
programme in Districts. As per the revised guidelines issued during
2000-2001 the CMEY Groups have to undergo 6 Modules of training
before grounding of units. The details of training Module are as follows.
1.

Self-Help Concept (Manam-Manam):
This module was conducted to all the 37885 Groups in the

State. Director of Youth Services has prepared a separate, training
module by name "Manam-Manam".

The "Self-Help"

concept was

taught to all the group members in this module.
2.

Water Harvesting (Neeru-Meeru):
The second module of the training Programme was "Water

Harvesting" methods. As the State Governme,nt is giving importance
to Water harvesting, the Director of Youth Services has prepared a
manual by name "Jalashakthi - Manashakthi" with the help of C.P.R
Environment,
Tremendous

Hyderabad

and conducted the training proqrarnrne.

response was received for this training and in some

districts; the watershed works were allotted to CMEY groups All the
members of 37885 groups have undergone training in this module.
3.

Total Literacy Programme (Akshara Sankranthi):
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has cpnducted "Akshara

Sankranthi", a total literacy programme in the State of Andhra Pradesh
from 2nd October 2000. Keeping in view the importance of literacy
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the Director of Youth Services has conducted "Akshara Sankranthi"
as 3rd module training programme to CMEY group members. All the
illiterate CMEY group members have become literate and the literates
have served as volunteers in this programme.

4.

Moral & Ethical Values:

All the 37885 Youth Groups are categorized into 3 categories
viz. 'A', '8' and 'C' based on their group savings, internal lending and
other factors. Out of these 8945 groups have been identified as 'A'
category in all the Districts. An innovative topic "Moral & Ethical
Values" has seen selected as.IV module and imparted to the group
members of 8945 groups. Director of Youth Services has prepared a
booklet "Neti Yuvatha - Repati 8avitha" for this Training Programme.
The Members of Ramakrishna Math, 8rahmakumari Eswariya
Vidyapeeth and other reputed organizations have delivered their
speeches to the participants.

5.

Entrepreneurship Development Programme:

The group members of 'A' category will be imparted training
in "Entrepreneur DevelopmentSkills" from the 2nd week of July 2002.
APITCO, APPC, SRTRI, NISIET, SPDR and some other reputed
organisations are conducting this programme. The training
programme will be conducted for 5 days and in each batch 4 groups
will be trained. Director of Youth Services has prepared a booklet by
name "Vijaya Patham" for this Module training programme.
Entrepreneurial skills, Managerial skills, Marketing technique etc. will
be taught in this training programme. During this training programme
exposure visits and field visits will be arranged. Successful CMEY
group members will be invited to this training programme to share
their experiences. During the training, the group members will have
to select their activities. They should submit their project reports to
the banker for Appraisal.
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6.

Skill up gradation:
After successful completion of V module, the VI module on

"Skill upgradation" will be conducted. The locallTI's IPolytechnic's 1
Engineering Colleges, other Institutionsare identified for this training.
The youth group members will undergo training in skill upgradation
in the activity selected by them. Soon after completion of this training
programme, the groups will become ready for grounding.
SUCCESS,STORIES
Manufacturing of Brass Deepastambalu in Renigunta
Sri V. Murali, Sri J. Tulasi Rajan, Sri V.Markandaiah, Smt T.
Saraswathamma and Smt G. Selvi formed Mythri Youth Association
in Renegunta (V) of Chittoor District in the year 1'996. They have
established the manufacturing of "Brass Deepastambalu" in
Renigunta. They are manufacturingall sizes of "Deepastambalu"and
repaid the entire Margin Money. Now each member is earning Rs.
20001- per month.
The Branch Manager, Indian Overseas Bank, Renigunta has
sanctioned an additional loan of Rs. 75,0001- to this group for
expansion of this unit.
The Group Leader Murali expressed his happiness and informed
that "CMEY has changed our lives. Earlier we were only labourers
an9 now due to CMEY we became Entrepreneurs".
Petty Coat Manufacturing in. Cuddapah
5 Women of Cuddapah town formed Sai Yuvajana Sangam
and started "Petty Coat Manufacturing" under CMEY Programme.
They purchased sewing machines, cloth and other accessories with
the loan amount and all are involvedin manufacturingof "Petty Coats".
Now each member is earning RS.15001-per month and the value of
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their present assets is more than RS 1.25 Lakhs. Their performance
is a model to other Women groups in the District
The group leaders expressed their happiness and said "We
are not depending on others due to CMEY. We are confident that
with the profits being earned, we will very soon start a ready-made
garments unit".
Kalamkari Works in Srikalahasti Municipality
Sri Sai Kalamkari Fine Arts Youth Association established
under CMEY Programme by 5 unemployed youth in Panagallu of
Srikalhasti Municipality. Earlierall these members worked on daily
wages and now they are earning Rs. 20001- per Month. They are
doing Kalamkari

Works like "Sri Rama Pattabhisekham",

"Asstalakshmi", "Dasavatharalu" etc. Their products have been
exported to Foreign Countries.
Book Binding works
The women of Navajyothi Mahila Mandali, Gnanapuram,
Visakhapatnam are earning more than Rs. 10,0001- per month by
doing Bookbinding and Notebook Manufacturing under CMEY
programme. They are providing employment to others in their unit
The group members are getting orders from Government Schools
and Missionary Schools and their turnover is more then Rs. 4.0 Lakhs
, per year. The Group leader Smt Godala Aria Mary expressed her
happiness and said that "We are thankful to the management of
Missionary Schools, Chief Executive Officer and Staff of SETVIS for
their corporations and we are planning to purchase new machinery
with the profits earned, thanks to CMEY".
Bakery Established at Gajuwaka.
The 5 women of Agarpudi Village established bakery in their
own village of Gajuwaka Mandai, Visakhapatnam District. They are
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manufacturing Bakery products and established own bakery shop
they are getting orders from A.P. Vidya Vidhana Parishad,Agarapudi.
They are earning Rs. 10,0001- per month.
Saree Printing at Vijayawada
Smt. T. Laxmi and four other women have undergone training
in saree printing and registered under CMEY by name Vinuthna
Yuvajana Sangham and established Saree Printing Unit. All the
members are skilled and at present assets worth is more than
Rs.3,00,0001- and providing employment to 10 other women in their
unit. This shows the success of the group members and they are
planninq to start Saree rolling and polishing also.
Source: www cmey.com
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PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION IN
JANMABHOOMI-A FUNCTIONAL MODEL
In the entire process of development the focus is on
amelioration of every aspect of people's life. There is no question of
any plan or development activity minus people. They are primary. If
development efforts are unilaterally

planned, organized and

implemented by government alone, it would be ineffective and will
not survive long while all the programmes are people centred. Once
people come first and their involvement and participation is secured,
it will lead to enduring success of the programmes. Their participation
is a kind of training and creating awareness and ownership on the
part of the people. Development programmes under Janmabhoomi
are planned and carried out with the people in the forefront and the
official machinery providing technical, financial and managerial
guidance. We may say that there is no activity under Janmabhoomi
where the people in the villages and the informal and formal leaders
are not involved. They havebeen there in every front of development
activity.
In this context, in the documentation on Janmabhoomi in the
State of Andhra Pradesh, it is useful and relevant to look into the
need, significance and indispensability of people's participation in
every sphere of development.
People's participation is a central feature of present thinking
about rural development. There appears to be an increasing
consensus that participation is essential for any effective
development. From thispre-supposition arise the attendant questions
of how best it can be operationalise.don the assumed grounds that
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more of it is beneficial. In what activities, in what manner and shape,
can the participation be maximized? Can participation be perceived
in this way, as an ingredientto be injected into target groups as though
they were ill and, as though, this was somehow the panacea? Can
participation even be institutionalized? Or legalized? Or must be
perhaps be forever on the margins of official policy prescriptions and
in that way provide a vehicle for countervailing explanations and
organizationsthat are so necessary in the struggle against entrenched
orthodoxy.
In these latter terms, participa_tionprovides a potentially
powerful tool, together with communication, education and
conscientisation. Present concerns with participation are rooted in a
complex historicalcontext. People's participationhas been a constant
theme since the beginning of rural development in all the Asian and
African countries that have emerged free from the colonial powers.
Further, we need to ask ourselves a few basic questions
and lay emphasis on some aspects of people's participation in rural
development. They are:
1. What constitutes rural development?
2.

What is people's participation?

3.

Objectives of people's participation.

4.

Why should people participate? (the philosophy and
assumptions behind people's participation)

5.

The range and variety of participation

6.

Why people fail to participate?

7.

Magnitude of people's participation.

8.

The mockery of people's participation.
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Enabling and facilitating
ways

in

organizing
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people's participation
the

community

in multiple

and

through

decentralization, extension educational process and statutory
measures.
In the analysis that follows, the terms "rural" and "community"
are used in the same sense, denoting a rural settlement as distinct
from towns and urban centers with large population and diversity in
social structure and social and economic interactions ..
Before

we look into the various

participation in Janmabhoomi-rural

aspects

of people's

development, there is a need for

a definition of what constitutes rural development which would indicate
the scope, the limitations and the manner in which people could
participate in their development.
the programmes
development

in Janmabhoomi

of rural areas.

Janmabhoomi

in this

synonymous.

Whether

Janmabhoomi

As detailed elsewhere, almost all
relate

to a comprehensive

The terms rural development

particular

context

we speak

and

may be considered

of rural

development

or

the model that is suggested here is quite applicable.

Earlier we have explained as to the imperatives
rural

development

of Janmabhoomi

movement.

Since

is synonymous

with

Janmabhoomi

of Andhra Pradesh, we may briefly look into as to

what constitute rural development in a generic sense.
Rural development, in general, is a strategy designed to improve
the economic and social life of people in a rural settlement and, in
particular, it focuses on the rural poor comprising
farmers,

tenants

and the landless.

the small-scale

Since rural development

is

intended to reduce poverty, it must be clearly designed to increase
production and raise productivity.
Rural development recognizes, however, that improved food
supplies and nutrition, together with basic services such as health
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and education, cannot only directly improve tre physical well-being
and quality of life of the rural poor, but can also indirectly enhance
their productivityand their abilityto contributeto the nationaleconomy.
It is concerned with the modernization and monetization of rural
society, and with its transition from traditional isolation to integration
with the national economy (World Bank, 1975).
The objectives of rural development, therefore, extend
beyond any particular sector. They encompass improved productivity
and increased employment, and thus, higher incomes for target
groups, as well as minimum acceptable levels of food, shelter,
education and health.
Rural development, in a comprehensive sense, is a process
of social action in which the people of a community organize
themselves for planning and action, define their common and
individual needs and problems make group and individual plans to
meet their needs and solve their problems, execute these plans with
maximum of reliance upon community resources, and supplement
these resources, when necessary, with services and material from
governmental and non-governmental agencies outside the
Community. Thus, we see that rural development is focused on the
development of the people. It is a dynamic, unified problem-solving
approach and the education of the people could be said to be one of
the end products of rural development. It is recognized as a social
process of directed change.
Further, the essentials of the rural development process are
the stimulation of local initiative, location and development of local
leadership, and fuller utilization of local resources. In addition to
these, self-help and self-reliance, sustained interest and co-operation
are other aspects of significance in the concept of rural development.
The tltrust in rural development is people's participation in the total
Dr.M.C:R.H.R.D: lnstttute of Andhra Pradesh
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process and in the entire gamut of rural development, and
simultaneous development of people, their conditions and quality of
life.
WHAT IS PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION?
People and their participation. Who are the people? The
people in general comprise the target population, the ctientele, the
beneficiaries, the men and women, the old and the young, the formal
and informal leaders in the community, people of different segments
and strata of the community, depending upon the specific
development programmes and activities.
Rural development programmes comprise: agriculture,
animal husbandry, cooperation, rural industries, rural engineering
consisting of minor irrigation, roads, buildings, health and sanitation
including family welfare, family planning, women's welfare, child care
and nutrition, education including adult education/social education
and adult literacy, youth welfare and community organization. In
each of these areas of development, there are several programmes,
,schemes and activities which are additive, expanding and tapering
off, covering the total community, some segments, or specific target
populations such as small and marginal farmers, artisans, women
and, in general, people designated as weaker sections - the people
living below the poverty line.
The programmes or the activities',by their nature, determine
or limit the scope, shape and mariner of people's participation. The
development programmes could be ctassifted into three broad
categories: (1). individual-based wherein the target.or the beneficiary
is the individual and
,.. the participation is restricted to the indrvicuat
"

(e.g. agriculture, livestock.vpoultry, family planni~g, nutrition, adult
lit;eracy); (2). community-based, the projects or programmes that
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cover the total community or some segments of the'comrnunity (e.g.,
irrigation, plant protection, contour bunding, roads, ~uildings,sch~OIS,
community cent/res, mid-day meal programmes, environmental
sanitation and activities of community-wide nature; and (~). individualcum-community based programmes. Some of the programmes
mentioned above, fall both under individual and community
categories. Such programmes cannot be successfully initiated and
accomplished without the response and support from the individuals
and the community at large.
The question that arises at the outset is who participates
with whom? And for what purpose? All development plans and all
strategies for assisting the poor and the needy necessarily should
have the community as its central focus and starting point. All other
resources, techniques and expertise are of relative importance
compared to the community. Begin with the community and build
with them. In the context of development programmes, the agencies
and institutions cannot be the prime factors in the dynamics of
participation. If community's growth and development is the vital
and ultimate concern then the community necessarily assumes the
prime status in the relationship between community and agency. The
healthier and meaningful approach would then be not people's
participation in agency's programmes but agency's participation in
people's programmes. It has to be remembered that agencies,
programmes, expertise are all secondary resources restricted to the.
role of assisting the community, they do not form in any way the
major content in the development process.
The ultimate goal of providing for people's participation in
the programmes is imparting the community with skills, strategies,
opportunities and support to enhance its own functioning towards
self-sufficiency and self-development. In concrete terms, the goal of
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people's participation in programmes could be helping people to build
their own organization and institutions equipped with and capable of
accelerating their own development.
which

is continuously

participation

being

This implies that the community

provided

with opportunities

for

in the programmes will one day take on itself the role

hitherto played by the agency of enhancing its own capacities to
meet its needs.
proqrarnmes

Further,' it follows

have a time-bound

that all agencies

and their

role in their intervention

for the

development of the vulnerable sections.
People's participation is a challenqinq concept; a review of
its understanding,

use and practice by numerous agencies often

betrays a superficial commitment to it. The agencies and development
workers who are seriously concerned about the development of the.
community need to do a thorough heart searching to find out whether
.there is a feeling of insecurity preventing them from expressing and
demonstrating

their real concern for people's participation.

It could

be like a leader who enjoys leading, though expressing concern for
the development and progress of his followers, frequently experiences
insecurity of being overtaken by the ones whom he leads. People's
participation, if it achieves its desired goal, would necessarily make
the patron agency obsolete beyond a given point of time. Of course,
the agency can still renew its relevance and role if it identifies new
areas to continue in its helping inter~ention.
this chapter to critically
participation

An attempt is made in

look into the various facets of people's.

in development activities not as an embellishment

but

as a functionally necessary component to build a healthy, egalitarian,
democratic society.

CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES OF PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION
People's participation, in a broader sense, means their total
involvement with development agencies in deciding the programmes
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and activities, fixing up of priorities, taking initiative and carrying out
the projects as partners by the contributing of their ideas, interest,
material, labour and time. The scope of people's participation
depends upon the nature of the activity, the duration of its execution,
its technical nature, the clientele it covers, whether it is an individual
project or concerns the total or some segments of the community, its
location, the amount of funds it involves and, above all, what the
development agency stipulates about the kind of participation at
different stages of activity and the quantity and quality of participation
it expects from the people.
Of late, several terms have come into development
terminology in respect to involving peoplefor their betterment. Terms
like people's participation, popular -participation, community
participation, target gro'up participation, public community
participation, citizen's participation and so on are in current use
meaning almost the same thing that people as partners in their
development. Participation is a comprehensive concept embracing
all the facets and phases of development beginning with people's
initiative and unto their sustaining the activity.
In view of the nature of rural development programmes, most
of them initiated by the development agencies, the participation of
people could be as diverse as follows:
1.

Responding to the programme, accepting the process and
adopting technology and innovations;

2.

Extending moral support;

3.

Participation
in decision-making,
implementation;

4.

Contribution of money, material and labour;

cooperating
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5.

Taking initiative, mo.bilizingpeople and resources; and

6.

Assuming leadership and ownership of projects.
People's

physical and monetary contributions

also

irrespective of the nature and degree of people's involvement in the.
development programmes are recognized as people's participation.
This kind of contribution of material, money and labour, rather modest
in quantitative and qualitative terms depends on the affordability on
the part of the people. In other words, people's economic participation
depends up~n their affordability.
People's participation

is a question of values, giving

importance and recognizing individuals and groups in communities
as equally important and significant in the overall development and
welfare of the total community. People's participation is not just
complementary to what the development agency does, allocates,
spends, but it is more than tha~. Social participation in terms of policy
support in decision-making,adoptionof strategiesand implementation
of development programmes depends on the social structure, social
status, traditional role expectations and role boundaries of members
in a rural community.
Participation is a process and it could be viewed as a means
to an end and in one sense as an end in itself. In a broade\ sense,
people's participation is beyond rural or urban development. It is
organizing, building responsive, active and democratic communities.
Participation is a learning process. It is transferring knowledge and
skills to the people while they participate in development activities. It
is a non-formaleducation and educationthrough activity. Participation
is a democratic process and it provides equal opportunities and
strengthens democracy.
Participation of the clientele in the development activities
throughout the life of a project will prepare people knowledge-wise
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and skill-wise to sustain the activity after the development

agency

withdrew from the scene of action. Participation is people's response,
a matching support from the people and their local institutions.
activating

dormant

groups,

potential, capabilities,

enabling

them discover

resources and strengths.

It is

their talent,

It is participative

planning, development and management of development activities.
Rural development

is instrumental

to people's

participation.

Community organization is a means and a measure to f.acilitate and
secure people's

participation.

Participation

is a contributing

and

stabilizing factor to community organization and its strength.
People's

participation

in activities

that concern

them, is

providing them equal opportunity to share their ideas, views, plans
and other

material

and non-material

resources.

Most of the

developing societies are ridden with economic and social disparities,
racial, ethnic and religious.

They stand stratified

with graded

inequalities and suffer. from social and cultural communication
restrictions.

and

Some of these graded social structures with privileges

and denial of these privileges are centuries and decades old.
such a social structure wherein economic

In

and social inequalities

operate in varied degrees, people of all segments participating in the
individual and community promotional activities would work against
social and ethnic barriers and rigidity gradually breaking down the
graded compartmentalized

sanctions for and against participation.

Enabling and encouraging the disadvantaged
people to participate
local community

in the programmes

and the poor

that affect them and the

at large is one way of empowering

them.

It is

legitimizing the diverse roles that may be played by different groups
standing at different distances

in respect to social positions
and
,.

interactions. People's participation is bringing people'-together
functionally. It is physical, psychic and emotional involvement of the
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clientele with the development activities. It is training and organizlrg
the community for self-reliance, responsiveness and leaders/hip.
Process-wise, people's participation is drawing people from periphery
to the center of action, widening their sphere of thinking, contacts
and contributions. It is bringing people from relative to tota~iSolation
to mutual interaction.
I

OBJECTIVES OF PEOPLE'S PARTICIPAT~ON
As mentioned earlier, people's participation in rural
development is an educational process. It is a training for
development involving people in the projects, making them their own.
It is to create a sense of awareness, a sense of participation, a sense
of belonging, a sense of possession and ownership. It is to develop
self-reliance, self-confidence, competence and managerial capacity.
It is to train people to take initiative, accomplish and sustain their
activities. It is to build up and reinvigorate communities and generate
social action. It is to enable people to discover their strength, increase
their aspiration level, mobilize and channelize their resources for
productive purposes. Participation is bringing people to the core
from the periphery, to activeness from passiveness, and to be
thinkers, decision makers, doers and implementers from acceptors.
Further, participation facilitates discovery, promotion and
encouragement and utilization of new ideas, views, talents and new
resources. It is sensitizing the people. Participation creates a sense
of individual and group worth, creating awareness of rights, .dutles
and obligations on the part of the members in a community. In a
larger sense, society with its culture and civilization is a product of
people's social, economic and politic participation.
People's participation is not restricted to rural development
but it has far greater implications. It is building a new social order,
wherein every individual and group will be active participant in
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community-wide activities, and thus contributing to a certain degree
of minimization in social distinctions and differences. Paradoxically,
though caste differencesand social distanceare apparent in the Hindu
society, there is to a larger extent smooth running of family and
community affairs at the village level.
One could go at length speaking of the objectives and effects
of people's participation. It creates esprit de corps and ensures dignity
of labour when it is labour contribution by the people. It is a means to
foster social responsibility and community ownership among the
people, and it is organizing and reorganizing groups and community.
As a human r,esourcedevelopment, people's participation facilitates
utilizing and adopting indigenous knowledge system for new
programmes. It is a measure to understand people's interests their
nexus of relationship with other groups in the community and it also
functions as an aperture to understand the ethos, the strengths and
limitations on the part of the clientele community. Involving people in
development activities is a kind of political education.
To participateis to identifywith a cause, purpose, self-interest
and interest in the good of the larger community. It is to legitimize,
he or she being a member of a group, to make one's presence felt,
his or her contribution recognized. It is common interest and common
concern that bring people together fostering collective social action
especially at the grassroots level. In people's participation, in several \
of the development activities, new grouping and new alignment
emerge and the participants are to learn new ways of adjustment,
contribution and coordinationwhicMmay be termed as re-socialization
or neo-socialization.
Some of the development projects on their completion are to
be taken over and sustained by the people and so there is a need to
involve them in the project activity all through or at crucial stages, so
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that there is a smooth change over of management of such projects
to the people from the development agency (e.g., roads, school
buildings, community toilets, minor irrigation projects).
kUhe ultimate sense, the whole purpose and process of
people's patticipation is Human Resource Development (HRD) - the
development of human and inner material resources, with stimulus
and support external to the community. Unless we create this culture
of people's participation, democracy will not grow.
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF PARTICIPATION
Why should People Participate?
There is no controversy as to whether there should be
people's participation in the development programmes designed to
meet the basic needs of the people. In fact, governments and
; development agencies have learnt at a great priceas to what happens
when programmes have overlooked this important factor of "People's
Participation" in their planning ~nd implementation. The postmortem
of many unsuccessful programmes has shown that they have
invariably failed when they failed to provide an adequate place and
importance to people's/ target group's role at various stages of
implementation.
We are all aware today that there are no plans which do not
allot a role to people's participation. In fact, all agencies involved in
the field take great care to speak about people's participation
repeatedly in all their project plans, annual reports and periodic
meetings. It is an all too frequent fact that this term has received
abundant lip service rather than convinced practitioners.
There is a body of philosophy and a set of assumptions
behind people's participation in rural development. We may briefly
look into them.
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The whole philosophy of rural development is based on one
very simple and apparent assumption that the government
machinery, however big and efficient it might be, is grossly
inadequate

by itself to achieve the economic

and social

revolution needed for ensuring a better and richer life for the
vast masses of humanity living in the rural areas. The rural
development personnel were to function merely as "catalytic
agents".

The idea was that a programme

government

started as a

programme with people's participation

should

gradually and eventually shape itself into people's programme
with government's
2.

Communities

participation.

can develop their own capacity to deal with

. their problems (we assume that people do want and can
change).
3.

People participate in giving direction to social change in their
.cornrnunities.

Change which is brought about by sharing of

an effort and social participation,
vitality and is also realistic.
permanence

possesses

Self-imposed

democratic

changes have

as compared to those imposed from outside

and above.
4.

Holistic

approach

is better than. fragmented

approach,

because the life of a community is itself a whole and any
attempt to tackle one aspect of the whole is bound to affect
others.
5.

People must learn participative skills in democracy because,
unless they themselves share responsibilities and participate
in fulfilling

them, they do not strengthen

structure of their society.

the democratic

Democracy will weaken, if not

perish, unless the supporting institutions are created.
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basic plank of community development is the growth of the
democratic idea. Democracy does not function unless there
is a decentralization of power to be shared very widely at
various levels of the social strata.
6.

People need help in solving their new problems. External
help provides stimulus to inner resources of the community.
Communities are like infants who need a prop while they
learn to walk. This is rationale for agency functioning and
agency support.

7.

The tendency of sub-groups, developing themselves as
separate entities insidea community, produces social tension
and has, therefore, to be channelized and their energies to
be diverted to common initiatives.

8.

The barriers that prevent active participation by individuals
in the direction of social change inhibit personal development.
The process of community development is, therefore, to be
so organized that the community functions for the good of
the individual and the growth of the community. The
communities have to be so organized that they promote the
growth of individuals.

9.

The process of urbanization has destroyed the feeling of
belonging to a community and it is necessary to revive this
feeling in rural area where the rhasses of agricultural
populations of the developing nations dwell. The contractual
relationsof an urban society do notwork well in a rural society.
The problem of developing and maintaining common and
shared values, which form the basis of cohesion in a
community, is made vastly more difficult by industrialization
(Setty. 1970)
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10.

Beneficiary or target community consists of people who are
adults and thinking human beings. They are also intelligent

and pragmatic in their own way just as the patron or the
helping agency.
11.

If given the opportunity, people can organize and draw out
solutions to the problems.

12.

The community is in the best position to understand its own
problems in all their dimensions and complexity.

13.

The best resources for their progress and development are
they themselves who, if assisted and supported, could be
the vital and effective inputs for their -own growth and
development.

14.

Outside assistance, support and expertise are only
secondary though important resources provided within timebound frame.

15.

The role of the community cannot be substituted or taken
away, however great the vulnerability of the community may
be.

16.

The apparently most helpless community can be an active
. factor in helping itself.

17.

People always have their own wisdom of meeting their basic
needs, however antique and tedious the mechanism of doing
so appears to be...
The above assumptions need to be convictions of all those
agencies and people who believe in people's participation in
development programmes, lacking which no agency can
meaningfully provide for the participation of people in any
venture (Pinto, 1982).
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perspective,

in ancient times, the

group of the communities were knit in a close

everyday relationship of togetherness

with one another

The "we"

feeling was dominant. In the social structure of the rural communities
of ancient times, depending upon the value systems of those days,
the Individual

sub-served

the needs of the community

and the

community, in turn, gave him services, environmental freedom, and
congeniality to grow to his maximum stature. It was out of this concept
of mutual interdependence

of the community, the individual and the

state, that the welfare of the subject was considered as a primary
function of the state. Like two halves of an arch the citizens and the
state were supported
village communities,

by and supported each other.
relatively speaking,

The ancient

had more harmony and

community cohesiveness.
By passage
become closed,
intercommunication

of time, the village

communities

isolated and limited [n functioning,

tended to
having little

among them. For instance in India, in medieval

times, the Moguls developed a system offeudalism,

which increased

the distance and tended to diminish the close contact between the
ruler and the ruled. The intermediaries acquired symbols of authority
in their status and roles, and applied sanctions

according to the

delegations of authority operating in the system.
In the colonial regimes which most developing nations have
passed through, the emphasis shifted to urban centres of trade and
it suited the colonial powers to evolve' a system of administration
which bestowed patronage on certain classes. This naturally ignored
a bulk of the villagers and their participation in the administration and
their development.
A witness to this fact is the colonial past, the civilizing efforts
of the colonizers, the dependency psychology they have created and
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the legacy they have left behind. The self-centred, urban and eliteoriented administrationand developmentcreated a sense of alienation
among the rural communities. They tended to withdraw. Sometimes,
the natives were bewildered, frightened, awestruck, unwilling,
uninvolved spectators of the civilizing efforts, and schemes of the
colonial administration and the so-called development. In the name
of humanitarianwork and to serve his purpose, the master did attempt
to improve the imagined facilities and needs of his subjects. But the
subjects were seldom involved. It ~as not their programme. They
did not and could not appreciate the purpose behind them and so
they were not involved and were not participants in the programmes
meant for them. This tendency of uninvolvement in government
initiated and sponsored programmes continued even after the people
became free. The sense of alienation and un-involvement, looking
to the government

initiative and action, and a tendency to

underestimate their abilities, capacities and inner resources, grew
over the centuries and decades. These trends had to be remedied,
reversed, and a need arose to make people enlightened and fullfledged participants.in their development.
In a large sense, the whole civilizationand culture of a society,
/"

its social organization and institutional apparatus are the product of
people's participation. When the people are convinced that a project
or a programme is beneficial to them, they are likety to participate
and involve themselves in the activity. People more often look for
immediate material/tangible benefits. The gestation period for the
programmes to yield results tangible or intangible varies depending
upon the nature of the programme. The onus of carrying conviction
to the people for their involvement depends on the development
personnel and the local leadership, and the way people's participation
is facilitated and received. Motivation is a factor in participation.
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Participationmay sometimes decide your social status - high,
middle or low - or your status or rank will influence the nature of
participation. Asking for participation is recognizing one's (individual
or group) existence and importance. One gets recognition by
participation. For instance, when we approach marginal people in
the economic and social sense, and women in some communities
who are seldom consulted for their ideas, views and opinions, for
their participation in planning and implementing any development
activity, there would be a gradual transformation in their behaviour.
They feel important. It is according recognition and dignity to them.
On the other hand, you cannot ignore the elite in the community,
who normally (in some programmes which would benefit them and
enhance in their eyes their prestige and status) expect the
development agency invite them to participate in the programme.
Their participation, as we shall discuss further, may be in terms of
policy decisions and monetary support.
People tend to participate (take part) as a social conformity,
not to stand excluded from community activity. Prestige is a factor
both'for participation and non-participation. Participation in a group
comprising general, social and economic strata, engaged in a
development activity reduces individual and group prejudices. In a
philosophical and psychological sense, people's participation in
development programmes, meant for the people, is endowed with
several virtues, economic development, optimal utilization of human
resources, healthy environment and social harmony.
FAILURE, ABUSE AND MOCKERY OF PEOPLE'S
PARTICIPATION
Why People Fail to Participate?
People's participation, as we have observed earlier, depends
upon the social and class structure of the rural community, the
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patterns and traditions of decision-makingand carrying out communal
and individual activities, the way people perceive the programmes
and projects initiated by the development agencies, and people's
(

own ability. Further, and importantly it depends upon what the
development agencies expect from the people with respect to
participation, the stipulations they make and the manner in which the
agencies mobilize, motivate, encourage and facilitate people's
participation.
People's participation sounds like begging the question.
When programmes are meant for people, for their benefit, welfare
and advantage, the paradox is why people fail to participate.
Ignorance and lack of motivation is a factor of non or negligible
participation. When matters are of technical nature beyond the
understanding and outside the experience of the people, participation
is less. People look for immediateand tangible benefits. For instance,
the problem of population explosion and, consequently, the need for
the family to participate in family planning programmes, is a distant
cry for the individual or the family. The individual does not feel the
urgency of it, its immediacy, and he or she does not visualize the
magnitude of the problem, does not see the population explosion
within the family and so does not respond. The tendency is to accept
a situation as given and live with it.
Sometimes, group rivalry, cliques, conflicts within the
community, vested interests, conflict in values, opposition to the
programmes, resistance to change and poor local leadership are
factors as to why people fail to participate. We just cannot blame the
people for their poor response
their failure to participate in rural
development activities. The responsibility lies equally on the part of
the personnelof the developmentagencies. Centralizationof authority
weakens popular participation. Effective implementation of rural

or
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development programmes could not be achieved so long as decision
on matters concerning them are taken by a super agency. A
decentralized system, which allows participatory development from
below, is necessary for a healthy society. Sometimes, you have to
sacrifice the quality in the works (e.g., roads or buildings) that are
accomplished through people's participation,mostly in terms of labour
and unskilled work.
We do not question the enthusiasm and good intentions of
the planners, administrators and field personnel in rural development
but, at the same time, we have to appreciate the fact that people are
not ready to tune in to our development

programmes,

our

expectations, and targets in terms of their participation. Often,
participation sounds like a rare material, ethereal in nature, difficult
to grasp to have a strong grip on, or to secure enough of it and blend
it with government initiated programmes. Despite limitations, and
though poor in quality and quantity, instances of people's participation
abound in number. It provided the impetus to popular enthusiasm,
channeled their ideas and energies and brought in an element of
sense of integration in rural development activities.
When it comes to participatory planning and development,
people are to be placed first. It is not as a political slogan, but as an
indispensablefactor of real,acceptable and sustainabledevelopment.
People for whom all the development is meant may not be all wise
but they are important. Sarvodaya leader Vinobha Bhave likened
the people to numeral '1' (one) while the government is '0' (zero).
The values of zeros, he said, placed after 1 increases but no value
for the zeros without numeral '1'. Vinobha stressed the importance
of people through this analogy.
When it comes to the poor in community for-their participating
when the programmes affect them or the programmes are of general
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nature covering the entire local community, they lack affordability for
economic participation and at the same.time do suffer in the social
sphere, since they are marginalized socially and hence not invited
and involved in participation. Another paradoxical and unfortunate
situation often is, even in areas where the poor could decide for
themselves they leave the decision-making to the elite in the
community, ethnically and economically so-called superior and
dominant groups. Though the poor are the beneficiaries, sometimes,
the choices and decisions for them are made by the development
personnel or the local elite or the two groups together. In such
instances, the poor out of respect or fear or being uninformed or
unaccustomed to such decision-making and exercising their freedom
of choice, give the decision-makinguntothe elite and the development
personnel or the latter arrogate to themselves what the poor should
be doinq at their end.
Often we come across situations in the rural communities
where the elite's stand runs as follows
"We take decisions on our behalf and on behalf of the poor
in our community. We expect and let the poor to be silent and just
contribute labour to projects where it is required. The poor are an
ignorant lot; they have no ideas. We have to think and act for them".
Similarly, if the development agency is more bureaucratic in
its style of functioning, there is likely to be less involvement of the
people and their participation, especially of non-material nature will
be less. The "after all" attitude and notion on the part of the
development personnel in respect to the villagers, meaning that
people do not matter much, is highly regrettable. We are to seriously
ponder over questions like: What prevents people from participation?
Who prevents people from participation? What are the issues to
participate? What are the opportunities to participate?
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The responses to these questions would aid in mobilizing
and motivating people to participate. One has to look into the poor
or negligible participation and the problems and barriers thereof and
whether the poor participation is an internal problem or related to the
way development agency has operated the project. Participation
should not only be a nexus of relationship between the target
population and the development agency, but it should be the
responsibility of the client system (target population plus the larger
community) in securing and ensuring people's participation. It should
become an internal affair and responsibility of the clientele. Such a
response and responsibility on the part of the clientele would be an
hallmark of real people's participation.:
People's participation in terms of their giving ideas, opinions,
methods and solutions to certain problems may indicate their status,
rank and intellectual capacity; material and monetary contributions,
their economic status and affordability and mere physical labour
contribution, people's economic poverty. It is a rough kind of
categorizing the people based on the type of their participation. It is
a common phenomenonto observe in rural communitiesthat factions,
cliques, rivalry .and group hostility are the factors obstructing
participation. Interestingly, pride and status both operate as barriers
and stimulants to participation. When people sense that they are
brushed aside by the development agency and / or the elite in the
community; when their material and non-material contributions are
treated as inconsequential, when they had negative experience at
the hands of the development agency, when they have not been
accorded any recognition by the development agency, when people's
requests for help were not properly respondedto, there is all likelihood
of people not coming forward to participate.
In the name of "participation" often the rich and the powerful
in the local rural communities exploit the poor in labour contribution.
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There have been instances wherein contractors of roads, culverts,
school buildings,
community

and other kinds of earthwork

exploit the local

in the name and guise of people's contribution,

make

profit, showing on records, that they have spent money on those
parts of the work which were accomplished by people's contribution,
in terms of labour and material.
It is not sometimes, the poverty of ideas that prevents the
poor from participation,
decision-making,

but it is the social distance, isolation from

and a notion that their ideas, views may not be

worthy of consideration, the poor holding a low image of themselves
and their ideas, the decay and death of initiative among the people,
in general, especially among the weaker section. No attempt is made
here to generalize the situation. The upsurge of initiative and action
for progress among the poor on the other hand, is quite evident. The
presence or absence of initiative and action, the degree to which it
obtains, depends on the social composition and economic levels of
the people in the rural communities.
Another social phenomenon

of interest is the old and the

youth playing leadership and influence roles. In a group where old
age is respected, experience and wisdom associated with or attributed
to the old, the old dominate and the youth are deprived of participation
in discussions

pertaining to development

issues and on the other

hand, during recent times, in some communities,

as a result of

education, urbanization, change in the values, the youth dominate
and the old are relegated to the background.

Whether it is the old or

young, men or women, the Barriers to participation are cultural, social,
psychological,

religious

and political.

There are many genuine

reasons why a lot of agencies and people do not actually provide for
people's participation in their programmes.
a)

Some development workers, agencies, planners and experts
do not seriously
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programmes have anything important to contribute. They
think that the clientele are people who need to be helped but
cannot help themselves, Thus being ignorant and incapable
how can they contribute to or participate in plans aimed at
helping themselves?
b) Some believe that programmes that are minutely drawn up
by experts and planners cannot be exposed to the risk of
being messed up by the beneficiaries. They feel that the
agencies know best what their beneficiaries need.
c)

Others feel that once access is left open to the beneficiary
community to participate in planning and implementation of
the programmes, then results will take too long to come. It is
very tedious to work with unqualified people. Agencies want
to see material results in the quickest possible time.

d) Allowing for people's participation necessarily implies
complex dynamics and a readiness to be very flexible. It
also implies getting down to the beneficiaries' level and
following their pace to develop. Agencies often experience
a cross-culture conflict in this regard and ultimately
circumvent involvement of the beneficiaries.
Some organizations and workers who claim their: belief in
people's participation have their own way of expressing it in practice.
It is obvious that in spite of their supposed motivation and efforts,
their kind of expression of people's participation is far from what it
should be. There are reasons why agencies and people shy away
from the genuine practiceof people's participation. If one understands
the dynamics which controls the operation and functioning of these
agencies, it could possibly point out ,tc)"tQ~ reasons why people's
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participation in its true sense is not within the capacity of these
agencies.
People's participation

is differently

understood

and

implemented in as many different ways It is also a fact that all those
who claim to value people's participation in programmes and services
do not always mean it seriously. Fortunately however, there are
numerous agencies who are genuine believers in the need for
emphasizing people's participation in programmesand are as serious
to give scope to this in their actual operations
THE MOCKERY OF PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION
Since it was stipulated and emphasized as a necessary
component(on the materialand monetaryside), people's participation
led to blowing and boosting up of figures under people's contribution
to community projects. In cases such as approach roads, culverts,
irrigation works, school buildings, and community centres, the people
were expected to contribute to the extent of 25 percent of the
estimated cost of the project. In the absence of such a contribution
or when it was only a part of the stipulated amount, the personnel at
the mandai and district level had the works executed within the 75
per cent of the government grant, and the local contractors who were
entrusted with these works managed to have their profit too. In
realistic terms, the works were executed within fifty to sixty per cent
of the estimated cost. In such cases, the quality of work suffered.
The roads, culverts and tank bunds were washed away and the
buildings collapsed. It was not only a physical loss and damage but
it created a bad image among the rural people and it became
increasingly difficult to get their involvement in newer projects.
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The tendency to manipulate and blow up figures under
people's contribution (as symbolic of people's participation) in order
to show achievement of the targets, and to satisfy the higher-ups in
the hierarchy, corrupted the people. The morale of the officials was
affected and the people's participation was not taken seriously. With
a nod, it was accepted, it was taken for granted. It became nominal.
It lost its significance.
In some instances, people's participation meant and was
taken to be the physical kind such as labour, and monetary
contribution while the people's involvement in the choices, decisionmaking and programme planningwas lost sight of by the development
agencies. It became a mockery. There were several instances
wherein the community toilets and bathrooms constructed were a
total failure, for, in these cases, the local people were not involved,
they were not consulted, their habits were not taken into account,
the availability and supply of water was not given any thought, and
the people were not educated and motivated to use the toilets and
bathrooms. The whole project was unimaginative and was carried
out in a mechanicalway. We took the needs of the people for granted.
We never bothered to know the people's views, and the way they
would like to have things. We were under the pressure of heavy and
unrealistic targets; we were in a hurry to accomplish the targets. The
casualty in this hasty process (pursued, of course, with all good
intentions) was people's involvement and their participation.
THE RANGE AND VARIETY OF PARTICIPATION

A village community consisting of men, women and children
of the village, is the best agency for organizing people's participation,
on a systematic basis, for working on projects of common benefit.
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As mentioned earlier, participation is at various levels and it is of
various kinds and modes. It is at the people's level at the grassroots,
and it is through people's representative leaders from the village
council to the parliament, and through voluntary organizations,
advisory bodies, consultative committees, seminars, workshops,
conferences held at various levels.

The formal and informal

organizations at various levels that function as machinery and
instruments of rural development. are expected to facilitate and
increase people's participation.
Participation at the village level depends upon the social
structure of the community, the class composition, social stratification
and status hierarchy of groups, the distributionof power and authority,
and traditionally

determined

decision-making

patterns and

participation. In some groups, women and children are excluded In
some decisions, that concern the total community (community
projects), the weaker sections and the less influential are ignored or
left out. When participation is voluntary, it depends upon self-interest,
obligations to the community and socio-economic conditions of the
family. Sometimes, th.e participation, mostly in terms of labour,
material or money, is compulsory or is done under social pressure.
In such cases, the individuals have no choice and they have to meet
the social expectations or the obligations. Outwardly there will be
participationbut without the psychologicaland emotional involvement.
It may happen when a programme is not apparently of interest to
some individuals and groups, or if the programme does not show
any immediate benefit, or meet their needs, or solve their problems.
When we look at people's participationat the rural community
level. the following common pattern emergences (refer Fig. 14 1 ).
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The pattern of participation shown in Fig. 14.1 is illustrative of.the
kind that generally obtains in rural communities

Rural elite local formal
and informal leaders

Policy matters, decisionRural elite local formal
making, planning for
and informal leaders
implementation monetary and material
contribution and no
Occasionallyin
deci,sionmaking and
planning, Middle
rankingcontribution of
moneyand groups Middle materialand
negligible labour
contribution

Middle ranking
groups - Middle

Labour
seldom
involved in
policy
matters,
decision making,
contributins

Poorerl
Weaker
sections

Figure 14,1:Pattern of Participation .
Participation of the people in the programmes could be right
from the formative stage or at some point in the course of the life of
an activity. The question is how important or significant is that stage
in the life of the project wherein the people participate Participation
depends on the nature of the activity, and the areas, activities, issues
and problems that are of common interest and concern of the larger
community and interest groups within the community Further, there
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could be variations and fluctuations in the people's participation
overtime. In terms of typology of participation it could be voluntary,
obligatory, induced, mandatory, under coercion, occasional, oncein-life time, recurring, continual and what may be caJledsUpportive
participation.
There could be in the initial stages of an activity almost nil
and negligible participation of the people, and over a period, it may
have gradual increase and depending on multiple factors, especially
when people think that the activity is beneficial to them and it is in
their long-term interest, their participation would be stable and
enduring. On the other hand, people in the initial stages of an activity
imbued with exuberance and euphoria may participate in large
numbers with intensity, and the participation may decrease as the
initial enthusiasmdies out. Further. the other kind of phenomenon is
very little participation in the beginning, its significant increase for
some time and then its tapering off. These fluctuations in participation
could be in terms of number of people participating at a particular
stage of the project and the kind and intensity of their participation
You may call them as tides of participation with ebb and flow.
The motivating factors for participation could be self-interest,
concern for others, concern for environment and a sense of common
cause a'nd public· good. The participation further is of two kinds:
participation in the programmes initiated by the people within the
community and in the ones introduced by the external development
agencies. People to people ~articipation and people to development
personnel. In terms of activities, people's participation could range
from sanitation to disaster 'management, from irrigation to
immunization and from pest-ccntrol to poultry rearing. This is just
illustrative.
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MAGNITUDE OF PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION
In many instances (related to India)the people's participation
in terms of cash, kind and shramadan (gift or contribution of labour)
has exceeded the share of the government. While there is no limit to
people's maximum contribution, a rough scale has been prescribed,
the scale being flexible in exceptional cases e.g., in its application to
the scheduled and tribal groups. In over fifty years of rural
development in India, hundreds of miles of roads, and a number of
school buildings, community centres, parks, drinking water wells,
water sheds and several other community projects, or assets, have
been accomplished, in full and part, by the villagers by dint of their
labour and contribution in cash and kind.
The other aspect is people's direct participation at the
operational level and the participation of people's representative
leaders at various levels in the hierarchy of rural development set.
up, in formulating

policies,

in decision-making

and in U'le

implementation of the programmes. .Aboveall, people's partici~()fl, ...
as a necessary component of rural development, has created an
awareness, provided an opportunity and made people think, realize
that they have ideas, they can mobilize themselves, mobilize their
scarce material resources, and can build their homes and
communities. The real measure of people's participation is their
involvement in developmentactivities,which has notbeen in a desire,d
measure earlier. While we should give credit to the personnel of the
rural development agencies for their accomplishment in securing
people's participation,
we cannot. ignore
the negative side of it.
,.,
,
In a broader sense, there is no realm in the life of the
community wherein people's participationdoes not arise. It is energy'
and technique with massive potential to build healthy societies.
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ENABLING AND FACILITATING PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION
People's participation in rural development has short-term
and lonq-terrngoals. The former deals with the involvementof people
in the current programmes and development activities, and the
utilization of local material and human resources, while the latter aims
at building self-initiating, self-reliant and self-managing rural
communities. It is a continuous process of democratization. In this
process, two basic things draw our attention: community mobilization
and group formation. At the rural community level, two human groups
that are universal in all societies and which have been and still are
the generators and preservers of primary group, are families and the
local communities themselves.
We need to have trust and faith in the ability of the people in
rural communities, provide them w,ith.the opportunity for participation,
however humble and insignificant it may be, respect their ideas and
views; channelize and integrate their .energies arid resources for
improving the quality of their life. Even at the cost of repetition, it
may be mentioned that the process of working with people demands
understanding, appreciation, respect, patience and, above all,
wisdom. One effective methodology for channelizinq people's
participation is through community organization and, cooperative
development. Participation shows the ethos and the pattern of
behaviour on the part of the people. We may think .of several core
and marginal factors in a contextual sense either facilitating or
inhibiting participation,
FACTORS INFLUENCING PARTICiPATION
1.

to

Awareness o'rithe part of the individual-as the nature and
details of the activity and his own abilities to take part in the
activity.
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2.

Self-interest.

3.

Motivation to participate

4.

Encouragement

provided

431

by the people, . leaders

in the

community and personnel in the development.
5.

Authority

vested

in the individual

and exercised

by the

individual and individual's response to authority within and
outside the community.
6.

Knowledge and skills on the part of the individual or group
which are relevant to the activity.

7.

Attitude on the part of the individual or group vis-a-vis the
activity and the sponsors of the activity.

8.

Ideas that people think which would enrich or improve the
activity.

9.

Availability of time, money and materials.

10.

A felt-need.

11.

Interest in the welfare of tHe community.

12.

The cost of participation i.e., how much does the participation
cost people.

13.
14.

The monetary and non-monetary value of participation.
The extent

to which

individuals

and small groups

are

answerable to the community than to external development
agencies.
15.

The extent to which the client community
organized.

is cohesive and

16.

The nature and quality of the client community.
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17.
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Internal nexus of relationship

and social structure

of the

community.
18.

Easy implementability

19.

Uniformity.

20.

Absence

of social,

of the programme.

cultural,

physical

and psychological

barriers.
21.

Easy to monitor.

22.

Within the economic,

social and cultural framework

and

capabilities of the target population.
23.

The programme having a good demonstrative

24.

Quick results.

25.

People could easily understand, respond and adopt.

26.
.... .
. 27.

effect.

Effective local leadership and leadership on the part of the
development agency .
The kind of approach made by the development agency.

28.

When people are recognized.

29.

When you have started the programmes from where people

ate.
30.

Individual/family/ethnic status and prestige.

31.

Sex and age.

32.

Division of labour in various functions in the community.

33.

Hereditarily and traditionaliy assigned roles to individuals and

'

social groups in the community.
34.

Traditionally ascribed/expected

participation in social,

religious and secular activities.
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35.

Primary group values.

36.

Role of functional specialists in the community.

37.

Pattern of local internal communication.

38.

Influence of culture and religion.

The above list of factors and situations in a community either
facilitating or inhibiting people's participation

is only illustrative but

not exhaustive.

AN OPERATIONAL MODEL FOR SECURING AND ENRICHING
PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
Participation as such is not new in any community. There is
always certain kind and degree of participation at certain levels in
certain activities. Participation takes place as an economic, social,
cultural and psychological functional necessity but participating in
activities introduced by development agencies is new. Principally,
this was because the qovernment and the bureaucracy have
distanced themselves from the people and so the emphasis on
encouraging and securing people's participation in the activities that
are meant for their welfare and progress. The model that is presented
here is a series of methods, measures and approaches based on
physico-economic
and socio-psycho-cultural
factors and
characteristics of the client community.
1.

Identify the target population and their views on the
project.

2.

Appraise them of: the nature and details of the project,
the benefits they would have from the project, the role of
development agency in the project, the kind of
participation expected from the client group.
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3.

Assess what the people could contribute toWards the
project.

4.

Motivate, encourage and facilitate and utilize people's
participation (material and non-material).

5.

Provide space for participation.

6.'

See at what stage and in what manner the people can
participate in the project now and in the future.

7.

Identify the leadership behind the target groups.

8.

Assign the responsibility to the groups/leaders.

9.

Gradually institutionalize

10.

Develop channels and channelize people's participation.

11.

Gradually delegate and transfer the management of the

people's participation.

project to the people/their local institutions.
12.

Organize

people

responsibilities

into

groups,

assign

to the existing groups.

groups based on knowledge,

roles

and

Organize new

skills, affordability

and

capability and based on residential locality and interests
and prepare them to be active participants in the project.
Build up a sense of responsibility and accountability

on

the part of the client community
13.

Let the people come up with their ideas, solutions and
strategies.

14.

Allow people to work initially on their own and having
accomplished

that, come up with your improved ways

and methods and throw them up as a challenge to the
people.
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15, Make people's participation their responsibility.
16, Start with initially responsive individuals and/ or groups
however small and modest their participation may be,
Later, people including the recalcitrant individuals and
groups will come to know why they should participate
and the manner in which,they could do it.
17. Create a sense of pride and competition among the
individuals and groups in their participation and
contribution to and accomplishment of projects, This
could be among various age groups, residential groups
and even between men and women,
18, Demarcate the respective functional jurisdictions of
individuals/groups for them to play their respective roles.
19, Draw in and legitimize the participation of nonparticipating and seldom participating groups such as
women and weaker sections,
20.

Encourage participation in the programmes and issues
that arise from within the community so that it may
become easy and set a pattern for people to take part
and contributeto the programmesinitiatedby the external
development agencies,

21,

Make people literate so that you can increase their
participation,
ROLE OF A DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

The onus of providing space, encouraging and facilitating
people's participation lies on the part of development agency, The
development agency (multiple agencies in the field for that matter)
may have to indicate, open up. solicit and encourage people to
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participate in large number of programmes at different stages in the
process of developmentactivity. It may be a school lunch programme,
adult literacy, an approach road or provisionof drinkingwater facilities.
The right attitude and orientation is required on the part of
the development personnel, people's elected and informal leaders
and the dominant groups in the community. There are some
programmes which are pre-determined and in such cases, there is
no question of people participating in policy or decision-making and
so the programme by its nature and the type of clientele determine
the quantity and quality of participation. Sometimes sacrifices are to
be made in terms of time and quality of people's participation,
especially in terms of skilled labour and material contribution. Getting
labour, money and materialsymbolizingpeople's participationtowards
a project is one thing, but involving people in the process of identifying,
formulating and implementing a project is another. The material
contribution is for a specific project, but the non-material participation
is of far more great significance.
WORKING WITH THE PEOPLE
In order to involve people, we should work with the people.
It is the field level functionaries in the filed of rural development,
agriculture, livestock, public health and medicare,education etc., who
are supposed to have more close and frequent contact with the
community. People's participation depends to a large degree on
how the field level personnel manage the involvement of the people
in the development activities. Involving people and securing their
participation depends on the attitude, patience, skills, wisdom,
commitment and leadershipon the part of the development personnel.
Working with people is an art and it is human relations and it is an
essential part of human development.
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in rural

development and build strong, viable rural communities, the following
ten questions may be borne in mind:
1.

2.

How can the maximum number of villagers be mobilized for
undertaking both village and national improvement projects?
How can village communities be helped to develop into selfperpetuative units of social action, many of which will become
permanent units of local governments?

3.

How can solidarity of, and loyalty to, local groups and local
communities be developed without developing resistance to
outside guidance and possible resistance to outside
assistance?

4.

How can old established local groups be used to further the
prescribed objectives of national development?

5.

How can the levels of aspiration (the standard of living) of
both individuals and local groups be raised?

6.

How can the local group participation of traditionally lowstatus persons be increased in undertaking local
improvement?

7.

How to dissolve, or in some way make constructive use of,
local factions or other divisive local community groups?

8.

How to develop hundreds of thousands of local small groups
and leaders who can help develop local responsibility and
initiative?

9.

How can overhead (Center and State) governments make
maximum contributions of money and personnel to local
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group undertakings without diluting local group initiative and
responsibility?
10.

To what extent, and by what means and methods, can the
highest degree of traditional "village culture" be preserved,
and at the same time, a concern on the part of the villagers
be developed for problems and issues which, in the past,
have been beyond their social and mental horizons (Taylor).
The knowledge

about group and community

processes

cannot be passed down to others in terms of gadgets, which they
can use like material tools. The only common denominators to various
and varying

types of groups are the social processes

formation and group functioning.

of group

In the use of technical, sociological

knowledge, each person, who attempts to catalyze and guide group
behaviour, must understand these processes.
production

efficiency

sociological

knowledge

programme

expert,

describes

as a "social

Elton Mayo, a great

the capacity

skill".

to apply

Each director

of a

who works with and through human groups, should

possess this skill.
knowledge,

He cannot, as is done with scientific material

depend on engineers.

He must himself be a social

engineer.
The use of these social skills is needed in all societies,
because in no country is it the solution to the problem of preserving
community values to let, or help, local communities to revert to their
old isolated local community

self-sufficiency.

The solution

is to

understand and use the known methods by which people who live
and work in small communities
responsibility

can, by organized effort, exercise

for the improvement of every aspect of personal and

community living. If encouraged and assisted to do so, local leaders
will emerge effective; purposeful regrouping of local residents will
occur;

and communities
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completely lost in secular organizations and interests. In this process
'of working with people, organizing, encouraging and enabling them
to participate in their development, their participation occupies a place
of pride in rural development.

LOCAL INSTITUTIONS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
While speaking of working with the people, the role of local
institutions

playa

development

significant role.

It is up to the agencies of rural

to understand the structure, functions and the way in

which the diverse local social institutions are to be involved and made
use of effecting maximum people's participation in all sectors of rural
development.

In this context, a brief idea on local institutions is in

order.
Local institutions playa
particularly

in the areas

entrepreneurial

positive role in rural development

of health,

education,

economic

or

development and all aspects of community welfare.

Until now more emphasis has been laid on finances, planning and
implementation

mostly from the change agency's side. In developing

a given community, we may have to look for the human resources
available within the community.
We have to see how best the institutions could be utilized for
thedevelopment

of the client community.

It is interesting to think for

a moment how a society has emerged over a period of time and how
it functions at a given moment of time. Society, in one sense, consists
of individuals as aggregate units and, on the other hand, it speaks of
the network of enduring relationships that exist among the individuals.
A society has devised certain ways and means for meeting the
individual and the collective needs and wants of the group. Institutions
in the sociological sense are patterns of behaviour often accumulated
over generations.

These patterned ways of living or institutionalized
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ways of behaviour meet the physical, biological, social and
psychological needs of people. The norms in the group over a period
of time get established as enduring patterns of living. These
institutions provide the guidelines which facilitate the life of the group.
The institutions are the lubricants of the human collectivity.
Member of several group~
The individualis developedby the group and it is the individual
who forms the group. Every man is bound into a family and will
belong to a family throughout his life. An individual is a member of
several groups at a given moment of time; member in the family,
office, club, friendship circle, and political party. A man becomes-a
group member without deliberations or he joins a group by choice or
he is forced to be a group member in some situation.
An individual influences and he is influenced by several
groups. He is held by several institutionsand he is obligatedto several
groups or associations. It i~ the institutions which guide, promote or
protect the interests of the individual and the group. In a given
community, we may come across different types of institutions and
groups.

They are: family, race, sex, and aqe-qroups, various

nationalities, political, economic, occupational, artistic, ethical,
religious, educational, scientific, philosophical, philanthropical,
recreational,etc. One such resource that could be utilizedto introduce
and sustain any kind of change is the network of local institutions.
Economic Institutions
Under the economic institutions,we may think of all organized
or institutionalized ways of production, exchange and consumption.
When we go down to the rural areas we can think of the village
cooperative, the village market,the professional moneylender,banks,
labour unions, etc.
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Social Institutions
Under social institutions come the family, the kinship circle,
the caste, the tribe and various sects among the castes and tribes;
under the religious institutions come the church, the temple, the
mosque and other religious organizations which have some enduring
influence on the behaviour of people, under educational institutions
come the school, college or university. We may likewise think of
different associations

or orqaniz ations which are related to

recreational, political and other aspects of life
The whole attempt in Rural Development is to introduce
something new in the life of the people or bring about some
modification in the way of life of people. It amounts to a basic process
of change, introducing change and people accepting the change and
the change that is introduced is expected to be sustained and
internalized by the individual and the group. An individual may react
to change in two ways: he may accept OJ reject it The individual or
the given local community has learnt to live certain pattern of life
over a period of time and has tried to maintainan equilibrium however,
inadequate it is. Once it is used to a particular pattern of life it will
have the tendency to continue the status quo. Anything new that is
attempted will be a disturbing factor to the individual or the group.
In view of the ways in which an individual has been socialized
in group-living as part carrier of culture, he is obliged to several
individuals in decision-makingor in his acceptinga new idea. Whether
it is a question of change in dress, food. a new practice. a school or
career, shifting from one area to another,whatever may'be the activity,
the individual does not always decide for himself and he depends on
several individuals within the family, the kinship circle and the
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community. He looks for the approval or appreciationof the members
.

I

of the group in which he lives. Even though he is convinced of the
change suggested to him by the change agency, he seeks the
approval or the support of the people within russocial sphere. Unless
we influence his social environment, secure him the support that he
is looking for, it would be difficult for him to accept the change. On
the other hand, the power to influence people in decision-making or
in modifying their behaviour whether this power is power of legitimate
authority, power of influence or power through coercion, it is the
institutional leaders in a given community who function as gate
keepers and regulators of the group ethos. It is imperative on the
part of the change agent to have a clearer understanding of the local
institutions and the institutional leadership behind these institutions.
He may have to work through these institutions and institutional
leaders in order to introduce a change and make the change adopted
and sustained by the group.
. Institutions and organizations in the community mayor may
not have a direct bearingon or a functionalrelationshipto an economic
or social activity in question. The tribal council, the caste/ethnic
council, the religious institutions, for example, deal mostly with social
aspects of the community, but as traditional and deeply rooted
institutions, they influence and control the behaviour of people. The
change agent tries to make use of these existing institutions and
customs to communicate to the people
CONCLUSION

People's participation is a necessary component in rural
development. Its essence lies in the proper coordination of individual
and group efforts, in fully utilizing the potential of the local institutions,
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the higher level statutory bodies, the village cooperatives, the village
school and other associate organizations such as farmers' forums,
youth clubs, women's clubs, and in proper harmonizationof individual
needs ,~ith groupneects and.qroup,needswith nationalneeds ..
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A BRIEF REVIEW' OF JANMABHOOMI
PROGRAMMES
Rural development encompasses a plethora of sectors,
activities and some of them are of core and some of marginal nature.
Some programmes of development are of perennial, never ending
nature and some are recurring and periodic. It is a question of
meeting, providing and facilitating basic needs and helping people
solve some local problems.

The programmes that have been

sponsored in the last 19 rounds of Janmabhoomi in a sense focus
on bettering living conditions of the people in rural communities. The
individual, the family, the women, the aged, the disabled, tile weaker
sections, the artisans and the environment are the focal points of
development. It is to facilitate, enable and empower people to move
forward in the economic, political, social and cultural dimensions of
their life. Ensuring a meaningful life to the rural people is a complex
and challenging task which cannot be accomplished froone stroke
and at one time. The Janmabhoomi Programme as a people's
movement for development is highly imaginative in motivating and
stimulating action on the part of the people towards bettering their
way of life. Andthus far the following have been the focal areasMicro-Level Planning
2.

Health and Sanitation
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3.

Education

4.

Cornmunity Organization

5.

Artisan Qevelopment

6.

Empowerment of women

7

Decentralization

8.

Development of Local Bodies

9.

Constitution of.People's Functional Associations

10.

The environmental

11.

Upgrading of Artisans

12.

Focus on aged and disabled

13.

Weaker Sections Welfare and

14.

Far~ Development,

of Administration

protection

in terms of increased production and

profitable marketing

of produce

within and outside .the

country.
It is needless to say. that all the programmes, initiated thu~
far
under Janmabhoomi
are quite
relevant for the overall development
.
.'
','
.
".
.
'\

).

of rural communities. In one sense, some of them are initial motivating
~ ,.
.,
.'
.
. .,
....
activities. As. mentioned above, some try to meet solve certain local
.

.

.

..

'.

.

~

problems and local needs. Some needs are of a perennial nat~re
In a larger sense, the major objectiveof
. ~

.t:

'

,

Janmabhoomi as a People's

.

l

Movement is .to build self-reliant, self-g~nerati~g,

. ,

progressive

dynamic, democratic communities.
•

.

,

.

;,

1 ,.

t.

.:

~~.
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In brief, the Janmabhoomi movement has created awareness
among the people, it drew their attention to the basic minimum needs
of life. And in a sense, made them aware of the physical, natural.
material and human resources they are endowed with. It also made
them feel their own potential, what they could do and accomplish if
want to. The periodic programmes to a considerable extent, tapped
new human resources, talents of the leadership and initiative among
the various age groups in the villages and organized several selfhelp associations to manage certain sectoral and segmental needs
of the rural community. These are newlyorgani.zedsocial,operational,
functional sub-systems within the rural community. The credit goes
..",

to Janmabhoomi

Programmes in motivating, mobilizing and

org'anizingthese individuals both men and women. The programmes
have created social support systems, and social infrastructure to
initiate and man~ge certain interests of the community. We may
mention here the rejuvenation

of the Grama Sabha by the

Janmabhcomi movement. Though it has been the statutory, people's
association at the community level, in many cases, the Grama Sabha
has been dormant and non-functional. The Janmabhoomi movement
through its stipulated programmes activated and regenerated the
periodic assembly of the Grama Sabha.

The Janmabhoomi

programmes educated the people and drew their attention to the
. C?ramaSabha, how it is the statutory fundamental forum .of the
community' wherein the development ideas, needs, issues and
problems could be discussed and to forward the needs and plans of
/'

.

.

. action to the Grama Panchayat which may be described as the
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executive wing of the Grama Sabha. Further, interestingly and very
importantly, Janmabhoomi drew the attention of the community and
all wings of administration at the state, district and mandai level to
the primacy of women welfare.

It does not mean women's

development did not figure in the earlier movementsbut Janmabhoomi
specifically devoted to what is called Mahila Janmabhoomi Creation
of awareness and reinforcement through motivation and practical
programmes of action are necessary and this has appreciably
manifested in the Mahila Janmabhoomi.
The officials operating at the village level promoting
developmentalactivities may acquaintthemselveswith the indigenous
knowledge system which has been developed over a period of time
for meeting local needs and solving local problems. The indigenous
)

.

knowledge system comprises the ways, the means, the methods
and the techniques which the rural people have been using for
decades in the past. At the operational level, one may make use of
the indigenous knowledge system also along with new ways of
development.

Sometimes, in our enthusiasm we introduce new

methods and technologies, ignoring the norms and the mechanisms,
people have developed in solving their political,economical and social
issues.
We may just mention here the priority issues that have been
covered thus far during the past Janmabhoomi Programmes
•

Neeru-Meeru
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..

Veterinary Camps

•

Distribution ofRevolvinq Fundto GWCIKAGroups

•

Eradication of Superstitions

'.

Health Camps - Special emphasis on Prevention of AIDS,
Pulse Polio

'.

Awareness -about·sanitation

•

Distribution of Pensions

•

Akshara Sankranthi

•

Distribution of Gas Connections

'.

Grievance redressal

',.

Problem solving
The appreciable achievement LIP to the 14th round of the

Janmabhoomi is quite encouraging.
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ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE BEEN COVERED UP TO THE
NINETEENTH ROUND UNDER JANMABHOOMI
PROGRAMMES

Round

Period

Theme

First Round

1-8 January, '97

Janmabhoomi Concept and
Micro Level Planning.

Second Round

1~7May, '97

Constitution of HLCs / WLCs,
Community

Infrastructure

Develop-ment Works.
Third Round

1-7 August, '97

JanmabhoomiJanachaitanyamImmunization

and Health

Carnes
Fourth Round

1-7 October, '97

Clean Village/Town Concept.
Free

Veterinary

Camps,

Campaign on Save Energy and
Small Savings
Fifth Round

1-7 January, '98

Participation of Students and
Lecturers

along

with

Habitation/Ward

the

Level

Committees and the people in
activities

promoting

VilJage/Ward

concept

Clean
and

creation of Community assets.
Sixth Round

1-7 May, '98

Free Health Camps with focus
on TB and Blindness control.
Works Programmes through
Self-Help Groups.

Seventh Round

1-7 August, '98

"Cheyutha"
Pollution

for

Disabled,
Control in Urban

Areas.
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Eighth Round

3-9 October, '98

Free Health Camps with focus
on AIDS, TB, Eye Care, Dental
Care and Reproductive health
care.

Ninth Round

2-8 January, '99

Micro Level Planning, Free
Health Camps with focus on
and preventive
curative
aspects of AIDS, T8, Eye
Care, Dental Care and
Reproductive Health Care.

Tenth Round

1-7 May, '99

Mahila Janmabhoomi

Eleventh Round

3-11January,2000

Micro-Level
Evaluation
Panchayats/

&
Planning
Gram
of
Wards

and

Nodal Officers.
Twelfth Round

1-7 May, 2000

Neeru - Meeru - Focus on
Health, Drought and Water
Conservation.

Thirteenth Round

1-7 August, 2000

Fourteenth Round ~-8 January,.2001
Fifteenth Round

1-10thJune, 2001

Mahila Janmabhoomi
Rythu Janmabhoomi
Mahila and Sishu Janmahhonrni

Sixteenth Round

~_11thJan, 2002

Welfare

of the

Weaker

Sections
Seventeenth Round 1 - 10 June, 2002

Mahila,Rythu Janmabhoomi

Eighteenth Round 2-11 January,2003 Weaker Sections Welfare .
NineteenthRound . 1·10 July, 2003

Rythu,Mahila Janmabhoomi
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JANMABHOOMI- CUMULATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS FOR
NINETEEN ROUNPS
70,898

1 Habitations and Wards covered (in every round)

1,256

2 No. of Teams constituted in Eighteenth Round

25,580

3 No. of Grama Sabhas held in Eighteenth Round
4 Primary Education
• AdditionalEnrolmentin PrimarySchoolsduring 1997-98

6.31 lakh

• No. of childrenidentifiedfor enrolmentin 1998-99

7.901akh

• AdditionalEnrolmentin PrimarySchoolsduring 1998-99

5.71 lakh

5 Primary Health and Family Welfare (1stlto 18thRounds)
• No. of eligible couples motivated for family plannin!9
9.44lakh

operation

3.94\lakh

• Free·Health Camps organized (No.)
• Patients Treated

269.441akh

• Malaria cases identified

3.581akh

• Aids Awareness camps conducted

3.571akh

• Dental Camps organized
• School Children Treated in Dental Camps

11,876
3.641akh

• Cases Identified for Dental Treatment in 13th,
14th, 15th, 16th, 17th & 18th Rounds

3.201akh

• Special Medical Camps conducted for Women
& Childrenin 10th, 13th, 14th,15th, 17th& 18th Rounds

24,514

• Women & Children examined under Special Camps
in 10th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 17th & 18th Rounds

18.43 lakh

• Children immunized

8.111akh

• No. of T8 patients identified for treatment

1.751akh

• No. of persons screened for eye problems

8.631akh
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.1,70,541

• No. of operations done
Conventional

1,00,491

IOL

70,050
4,44,542

• No. of persons with cataract

83,201

• Free spectacles distributed for refractive errors
• Glaucoma cases

1,644

,.

• Glaucoma cases operated

77

,

20,427

• No. of cases identified for GE treatment
6 'Environment Conservation
• Trees planted

1087.061akh

• Individual Sanitary Latrines sanctioned

17.421akh

'. Individual Sanitary Latrines completed

14.601akh

• Repairs to Soakpits and Platforms of drinking
watar sources

62130

• Cleaning and Chlorination of drinking water
sources (no. per round)

89,390

• Adoption of Smokeless chullas

1.76lakh

• Adoption of bio-gas plants

0.18lakh

• Special sanitation drive under taken in public
institutions (i1O. per round)

40948

• Pollution check-up
No. of vehicles requiring PUC Certificates

31.441akh

No. of vehicles covered by PUC Certificates upto
June, 2003

20071akh

7 Redressal of Felt-Needs (1,I to 171hRounds)
• Individual Family Needs (Nos.)
Received

65.371akh

Redressed

61.151akh
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Balance

4.22Iakh.

I

• Non-Financial Community Needs (Nos.)
Received

2.81 lakh

. Redressed

2.691akh

Balance

0.121akh

8 Redressal of Felt-Needs (181hround & weekly visits)
• Individual Family Needs
Received

9.98 lakh

Examined

9.81 lakh

Eligible

6.591akh

Redressed

3.591akh

Pending

3.001akh

• Non-Financial Community Needs (Nos.)
Received

28481

Examined

27954

Eligible

17995

Redressed

16764

Pending

1231

• Financial Community Needs
Received

29317

Examined

27114

Eligible

15456

Redressed

11051

Pending

4405

9 Community Works (151to 11thRounds) (Rs. in Crores)
Received in Gram Sabhas

1,19,113

Value

Grounded

1 18 137

Value

Completed

Dr.M.C.R.H.RD.
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Government share required for works completed
and ongoing

1073.86

Funds released

rQ40.79

Expenditure

1040.78

1( Community Works (14th& 15thRounds)

No.

Value (Rs. in
Crores)

• Proposals sanctioned

-•

People's Share deposited

122.23

7213
41.22

• Government share
Cash component

29.93

Food grain component

51.08

Total Government share

81.01

Quantityof Foodgraindovetailed(IakhMTs)

0.9
29.93

• Cash component released
• Works grounded

7858

• Works completed

6781

140.34

• Payment made
Cash component

34.77

Foodgrain component

47.70

People's share

37.52

Total paid

119.99

Quantityof food graindistributed(IakhMTs)

0.87

11 Community Works - (16thRound)

No.

Value (Rs. in
Crores)
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69934

1135.39

Number received

34530

581.37

Public contribution received

95.29

Govt. share required

482.71

Proposals for which public contribution
received

• Proposals sanctioned
Number

16831

Public contribution

51.02

Govt. share in cash

99.84

Govt: share in food grain

95.66

Quantity of food grain (MTs)

157184.47

• Funds allocated @ RS.35.00 lakhs per
constituency

246.52

102.90

• Funds released

102.90

• Works grounded

15414

• Works completed

11449

234.98

• Payment made
Govt. share in cash

60.92

Public contribution

38.69

Govt. share in cash

60.88

C30vt.share in foodgrain
Quantity of foodgrain distributed (MTs)

160.50
108453.27

1. Free Veterinary Camps (1stto 18tn Rounds)
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4.931akh

• No. organized
• Animals Treated

1495.18 lakh

• Sheep dewormedin Bth, 11th,13th,14th,
16th, 17th, & 18th rounds

839.17 lakhs

• Cattle vaccinated aqainst Foot & Mount
19.72lakh

Disease in 8th round

22.991akh

• Calf dewormed (May, 1999 Round)
• Farmers assisted in 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th,
15'th, 16th, 17th & 18th rounds

143.221akh

1 Disabled Welfare (7thto 'lB" Rounds)
• Disabled Pensions distributed

RS.3.13Iakh
96,135

• Aids/Appliances distributed
• No. of Persons Economically assisted

1,53,696

• Issue of Certificates (Non-Financial Benefits)

8.501akh

14 Assets distributed during 18thRound
14.851akh

• No. of pensions distributed
• Amount distributed

31.97 crores

• No. of assets distributed

26,596

• No. of beneficiaries benefited

82,142

• Value of assets distributed

43.34 crores

• No. of House sites distributed

27,002

• Pattadar Pass Books distributed

1~.534
,
14665

• DWCRA/DWCUA groups sanctioned revolving fund
• Amount distributed to DWCRA/DWCUA groups

37.64 crores
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8,705

• Persons assisted under NFBS

-

1.74 crores

• Amount distributed under NFBS

36,581

• Women assisted under NMBS

7.&9 crores

• Amount distributed under NMBS

33,683

• Numberassisted under Girl Child ProtectionScheme

I-

1q.36 crores

• Amount distributed under GCPC
• Gas connections distributed under Deeparn
Rural

64618

Urban

31 539

15 Nineteenth Round (t " to 10th July, 2003)
25789

• No. of Gramsabhas h,eld

1,18,67,362

• No. of IFN received
• No. of NFCN received

47,692

• No. of FCN received

85,.1411

Summing up

To sum up all developmental programmes in whatever field
or department they f~1Iin are integral, preceeding, following and
supporting the other.
Development

is a continuous

process.

Prior to the

introduction of Janrnabhoomi which is a ~evelopmental programme,
line departments havebeen carrying on their regular developmental
,

-'.

.

.

.

.

'~.

activities
and they were operating
rather independently. It was a
.
.",
"

developmental
activity. wherein
the. .contact
with
.
,:
~ . has been mostly
.
~',
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individuals or small group of people and the total community was not
involved in developmentalefforts. The approach in the Janmabhoomi
is to create an interface between the people and the deveiopmenta'
agencies. In Janmabhoomi, the unit of development comprises the
total population in a given village. But when we speak of development
in terms of activity, there is nothing new. In some instances, a
particular department has been playing its role without involving
people and there was very little reporting of activities. What is
sanctioned, whether it is done or not is also not reported.

In

Janmabhoomi, the attempt is to bring transparency into the entire
system involving accountability.
Resources being limited, within the resources there is a need
to identify the priorities and make use of the resources judiciously.
Earlier, as mentioned above, the major issue has been
accountability and participation of the people in developmental
activities. The basic constitutional institution 'Gram Sabha' has been
brought to the notice of the people in the villages as a functional
institution. The Janmabhoomi programme facilitated to get to know
the real or unreal grievances among the people and an opportunity

-

to record these grievances. Of course, some have been attended
to. It is the people-oriented;people-involveddevelopmentalapproach.
We may point out here in the earlier centuries,the village communities
were self-contained functional units. But over a period of time, some
of the rural communities have lost that solidarity in working together
and moving together for development and hence, the need arose on
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the part of the government to mobilize people, create awareness
among them, make them know what they are and what they could do
and the kind of help they can expect from the government. It is
creating awareness, awakening people towards programme.
Since it is making grievances, problems and the needs on
the part of people public, there is no secrecy of demand, there is no
secrecy of meeting the demands or helping people in the rural
communities. Everything is spoken and transparent. Development
has become a kind of sports which is open and public. The service
is rendered in public open to all.
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